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DIGEST OP EVIDENCE-

AFGHANISTAN.

Bbitish Lines of Advance—Communications.

General Staff Appreoiation. Appendix 1.—Ovrin^ to state of communi-
catioas, doubtful whether a force sufidoieut to protect Kabul against Eussians
could be maiutaiued at that place. 12.

Colonel Bingley.—Peshawar-Kabul road is now a good road throughout.

Amir’s interest in motoring has resulted in improvement of roads in Afghanistan
generally. 2.

People of Afghanistan rely, as heretofore, on camels and mules for their

internal traffic. 18.

Amir’s road making programme includes project for motor road from
Kabul to Kandahar and round to Herat. Of this proposed road 183 miles were
completed in 1911, and the remaining 128 miles to Kandahar should be finished

daring the summer of 1912. 22.

With exception of Amir’s motor roads, the roads are considered to be
unmetalled tracks, probably mostly in ‘a bad condition. Amir stated that his

subjects were opposed to the construction of railways. 26,

No steps have been taken to bridge rivers in Afghanistan except on the

Amir’s motor roads. 28.

Amir proposes to organize a parcel service with motor lorries between
Kabul and Peshawar. 33.

A mile of railway a day is considered a not unreasonable rate of construc-

tion on the southern line of advance, but such a rate would be quite impossible

on the northern line. 201.

Officially estimated that it would take three months to prolong railway

from Ohaman to Kandahar. Section of line compiled from field note books

now in records of Eailway Board. 203, 205.

Easier for Eussians to get to foot of Hindu Kush than for us to get

there. 207.

Broad guage railway and bridging material stored at Ohaman. 225.

Mr. Mayden.—Eoad over Lataband Kotal not now used ; the road over

Haft Kotal is the one now followed. 1526.

Eoad over Haft Kotal fit for motor traffic. 1628.

Eoad leading north from Kabul perfectly good but not metalled. The

road up the Gorbund valley excellent for caravan traffic throughout its length.

1630, 1632.

The Amir has made an excdlent caravan road over the Ak Eobat Pass ;

this pass blocked throughout the wintrar. 1638.

The fields and gardens at the bottom of the valleys in the neighbourhood

of the Hindu Kush provide excellent camping grounds. 1568.

Passes over Hindu Kush only open from about beginning of June to

October. 1670.

Could get guns across Ak Eobat Pass, but not over Shahdarrah Pass.

1676.

General Dickie.—

K

line of railway through the Khyber would interfere

seriously with the use of the road. Sound policy to adopt, pending resumption

of construction of the Kabul river railway, is to double the road through me
Khyber. 1940.

Motor lorries could travd along the Khyber. 1948.

ssuic 1
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General "Regards southern line as more important and practicable

than the northern or central line. 2525.

Does not think we can reach the Hindu Kush passes before the EriiRsians.

If Afghans cordially accept our assistance, and the tribes are friendly wo

might combine with them to drive Knssians from Hindu Kush passes, and

occupy Girishk-Ghazni-Kabul and the Hindu Kush passes. 25-17.

If Afghan friendliness consisted of snrly acceptance, extremely probable

that we might have to conflne our first advanec to the Girishk-Ghazui-JalalalJad

line till reinforcements arrived 2617.

Sir B. McMahon.—Eoads over Hindu Kush undoubtedly dilTicult but

considers that guns could be taken over them. 3371.

Amir doing his best to accustom his people to the idea of having railways.

3399.

No British-Indian troops should cross the Afghan boundary until tho

Afghan Governmont ask for armed assistance. "VlMioevor attempts to stay iu

Kabul, whether as friend or foe, will probably soon have tho people .against

him. A British force should never bo sent to Kabul unless necessity absolutely

demands it, and the less time it spends in the aotnal neighbourhood o£ Kabul
the better. Preferable to make Kandahar the main line of advanoo. Unwise to

suppose that the Russians could not get to tho crest of tho Hindu Kush iu

much less time and in greater numbers than we could. 3411.

Road fit for motors between Dakkn and Kabul.

Road from Chaman to Kandahar in fairly good coi\dition. 3157.

Sir B. Barrovo .—Communications in Afghanistan tho most difllijult In the
world. 3986.

Hesitates to accept the view that wo can advance to Kabul and Kandahar
with the rapidity that is ussutued. 3990,

In a war with Russia, wo would have six mouths to got to Kabul and
Kandahar instead of tho few weeks that Army Headquarters contomptato or

assume. 8992.

In war with Russia would confine Jwlvanco to Kand.ahar-Jahilabad plan,

but if the people in Afghanistan wore frioudly and were afraid of llus.siti, it

would he quite safe for ms to go to Kabul imt not otherwise. 400 1.

Ihreo lines of advance strategically umound and strategical folly. 4008,
4104.

Kandahar line is the only one which would allow of any oxtonsivo use
being made of cavalry across the frontier. 4040.

Sir G. Boos-Keppel .—Main road from Jamrad to Lnndi Kotal has lieen

widened and well metalled. The difficult psurts of a second road have been
finished and metalled and could be completed at short notice. Hoad made
through Mullagori country to Landi K(»tal, Road from Torkliara to Kabul
has been improved. Road between Jalalabad and Kabul has been lightly
'metalled. It is possible to take motors to Jalalabad through tho KUyber.
4742.

Light transport lorries would out the roads in Afghanistan to pieco.s in a
very short time. 4746.

Does not think the proposed motor service between Landi Kotal and
Kabul will come to anything. 4760.

Considers tfiat our line of communication to Kabul should he very strong
‘as it would bear the bmut of this fighting, while a much smalier foroo than
that suggested could deal with Kabul. 5042.

Kabul is Afghanistan, and the capture of Kandahar by itself could never
end an Afghan war. Arguments in favour of a main advance on Kabul ’ by
Kandahar.- 5044.

Balanoe of advantag:e rests with an advance by the Khyber road utilizing
Hbe Kurram as an auxiliary line of advance in the summer and autumn. 5044.

Sir J, Whether Russia has 4fghai),i8tan with her Or not,
we must occupy Kabul as soon as possible. To leave Kabul alone whilst tho
Russians consolidated their position in. Afghan-Turkistan and made preparation
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for crossing the Hindu Kush would mean that the Afghans might or might not
go over to Russia but would in any case go dead against us. 6343.

The roads from Dakka to Kabul and from Kabul in. various directions are
good surface roads but would never stand heavy wheeled traffic. 6343.

Cannot conceive of any situation under w'hich we could not be in Kabul
before the Russians. 6345, 5349.

In the event of a war with Russia would not delay the advance on Kabul
until we were asked to go there by tbe Afghans. 6351, 6353.

If the Afghans were friendly we might try to hold the mouths of the
Hindu Kush passes but not otherwise. 6359.

If Russia did Afghanistan a really bad turn, and the Afghans remained
friendly to us, would send some troops to assist Afghans on Hindu Kush, and
also occupy Kabul-Ghazni-Kandahar line. 6361.

General Birdioood .—In a war with Russia we must occupy Kabul with
the least possible delay as it is the key of Afghanistan.

Essential for us to extend our frontier railways to the foot of the Peiwar
Kotal and to our frontier in the direction of Dakka. 7281.

Str T. Wynne .—Erom Dakka to Kabul it would be impossible to advance
the railw'ay at the rate of a mile a day. 8896.

It would take three or four months, or about a third of a mile a day to cons-
truct a line from Dakka to Jalalabad, the trouble is not in laying the rails but
in making the formation. 6926.

Rails could be laid down for the Chaman to Kandahar line in about three
months. 8966.

A rope-way would help us in getting supplies over the Khyber, would
probably have to work it with electricity. 9047.

General RnmtUon Gordon,—It was always hoped that improvement to the
roads within our own border leading up to Afghanistan would be proceeded
with until they were at least equally as good as the roads to be found on the
other side of the border. 13853.

T he extension of railway communications has, it is understood, failed to

receive sanction, but with tlie improvement of tbe roads the maintenance of the
force mentioned for Kabul is thought to be possible, more particularly as

in all probability motor transport could be made available to a considerable

extent. 13S63.

As regards tbe Amir’s road making programme, were these roads to be
used by ourselves, they would probably be more to our advantage than to that

of the Afghans, though no doubt in many eases they would make it easier than

before for the Amir to concentrate larger forces and to supply them. ' 13887.

The roads on our side of the frontier, from Jamrud onwards, compare un-
favourably, according to reliable accounts, as regards number with those in

Afghanistan. 13887.

Our road up the Khyber is better constructed than any road on the other

side, but from reports of those wdtnesses who have recently travelled, the Afghan
roads certainly show that remarkable improvements have taken place both in

their numbers and construction as compared with w hat was the case before.

13887.

Recommendations made to the Government of India and the
^

Secretary of

State regarding the urgent necessity for improving communications through

the Khyber so as to make them available for motor transport. 13887.

As regards the roads on the central and southern lines, the roads up to

our frontier are probably superior to those beyond it, but we have information

that a motor road between Kandahar and Kabul is likely to he completed in the

near future. 13887.

General Birdwood.—In regard to the roads on the lines of advance being

cut up by mechanical transport, the question of laying down metal and tar has

been considered but the expense would be very great. 16663.
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A;^aJlA>NlSTAN.

MiLITABY STBENGtn.

General Staff Appreciation. Appendix /.—Under tlie presenfc Amir the

armament of tho people with modern rillos has been onoonragod. Jlognlar army
improyed and better armed, especially as regards artillery, l)nl. training and
or^nization still Tory dofootive. Chief weakness lies on Russian frontier

where the popnlation is non-Afghan. 23.

Notes on Military resources of AJghanistan 1913. Appendix II.

Pour military districts, Kabul, Kandahar, Herat and Afghan-'rurkisfim

which are again divided into sub-districts. 1.

Highest unit is the brigade, composed nsttally of all thre<5 arms, and at

present confined to tho troop.s of Kabul District ; this brigade organization is

being gradually extended to tho other districts. 1.

Statement shewing in detail strength and distribution of the Afghan
forces. 1.

A brigade at Kabul consists of 3 battalions infantry, 3 regiments cayalry,
S field batteries and 3 mountain butteries.

Statement showing in detail strength and composition of the Kahttl hr!*

gadcs. 1.

Brigades other than Kabul Brigades when fully orgrinizt' l will consist

normally of 3 battalions of infantry, i ri'ginn'nt of cavalry, tmd I mountahi
battery. 1.

Artillery has no brigade organization, bat tcrh'.s Ixubig alloffod to miiced
brigades. Batteries have normally si.x guns ex<?ept heavy bat I cries whtuh have
four, 1.

A battalion of infantry has normally 600 mon and a regiment of cavalry
400. 1.

,

None of tho senior officers have prov<‘<l their capacity ns <*finunHndcr» and
it is improbahlo that any of them arc oapahlo of handling a large force iu tiio

field. 2.

Inayatullah Khan, tho Amir’s oldest son, who is titular Oimuuiniler-In-
Ohiof, is zealous in liis duties, and has received his nulitni-v ttniuli.ic from a
Turkish Engineer officor, who is Principal of tho Simjiva 'Military' SeJuKd at
Kabul. 2.

Strength and organization of tho Afghan Army (a total nulhorI*<*(i -fn r

estimated at 95,200 men with 490 mobile guns, but the actual is probably
less as units arc not all up to strength). 3.

A xeservo system exists by whioh oaoh household is called on to provicb* a
recruit if sulfioiont voluntcors are not forthoomiiig. These would be utilized to
meet deficiencies in regular units on niobilizatiou, also to n'pl.aec wabiigo and
to. meet a national emergency. 4.

Tho bulk of tho adult msles of Afghan tribes would no doubt tnlco nu
arms to resist an iTivjislon of their tribal limits and it is the avowed policy of the
Amir to distribute rifles wholesale and thus fiioiUtate the raising of a Zeced e»
maese should .the necessity arise. 4.

Bates of pay and periods of Ncrvicc in the Afglnm Army. 3, 6.

The fidelity of many regiments to Urn present dvimstv may
The six Hazara regimenis are i«>tori<msly disloyal while' the ‘Ohilzai regimonj#
would probably welcome a cliangc of government. 7.

Units are rcoruitod generally on a territorial basis but their locatlort Is not
necessarily territorial. Statement of recruiting areas and tribal compt«*itioo of
regiments. 8.
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Tho older officers of the Afghan Army have had practically no militai’y
education and are incapable of reading a map. They cannot compare with our
own Indian officers including those of the Imperial Service Troops. They 'may
have some capacity for command but are ignorant and incapable of training
their men. 9, 10.

The younger generation of officers are improving under Turkish instruction
but a decade must ‘elapse before the teaching of the military school can be
expected to bear fruit. 10.

Except in the of Eabul and pos'^ibly of the Herat garrisons, the
traifting of the infantry is generally indifferent, and off the parade ground
training is still in the elementary stage. Musketry training and field firing
have been only recently introduced (1911) at Kabul and Herat and are, it is

believed, not practised elsewhere. Entrenching, whether in attack or defence
is rarely practised, nor is the use of ohstacles understood. The usual attack
formation appears to be successive lines in single rank at distance of about 100
yhrds. 13, 12.

Their lack of training renders the Afghan regular oavaliy incapable of
acting effectively against European or Indian cavalry. Their t6le is rather
that of mounted infantry, scouts, and despatch riders. 11.

The drill and tmining of the artillery are poor. Until recently guns were
seldom fired except for testing and ceremonial purposes. The Turkish instructors
arc graddially introdUoinir more rip-to-date raetliods but this improvomencin the
training is at present confined to tlio Kabul and Herat garrisous. 11.

At Kabul there are arstmals and factories capable of turning out all kinds
of warlike stores from a fxxzo to a heavy gun, as well as sfiddlery, boots, equip-
ment of all kinds, and woollen goods. The raw material for tho above haa
mostly to bo imported through India, and those are passed through the Indiau
Customs, duty free. The withdrawal of this privilege, though it would doubt-
less oinbarass tho Amir and bring work in tho factories to a standstill,
would probably drive him irito the arms of Russia and force him to import his
requirements through lluSsian and Persian territory. liJ.

There are minor State workshops at Herat and gunpowder factories at
Tataug, Kandahar, Herat, Mazar-i- Sharif and Bamian. 13.

Information concerning armament and distribution of tho Afghan forees is

necessarily vague and contradictory, but of one fact, however there is no doubt,
and that is that there are more serviceable guns in Afghanistan than trained
gunners to man them. Tho artillery suffers from a multiplicity of types.

Hotaiils of the various types of guns, lif-

Of the imported guns, many of them, 'notably the 4' Krupp howitzer of

1902, Were, at the date importation ,o£ the most modoirn type. 15.

Ammunition for these guns is imported, or manufactured in the lEAbul
arsenal after imported patterns. IG.

Smokeless powder of a sort has undoubtedly been manufactured in Kabul
for some time past but only in small quantities. Tho cordite plant imported by
the Amir through Indian ports in 1911 has not yet been brought into use.

fiiCports are now awuitrd from the Ordnance Branch bn a sample Of an Afghan
3-pr. Q. E. mountain battery shell, and of 'Kabul-made SomkCleSs poWd(flr affid

cartridges whioh have been sent to them for examination. 17.

Detail of macliine guns. Afghans hare no jram-poms. 18.

Troops at K^tt! alre armed trith '808 mogosine rifles, eltoWhelw with
Martini-Henri rifles. Afghans estimated to have some '80,(000 'iOS viflds ia

«U, including 12,000 now itt iHJiweasion Of the troops ; remaining rifles of the

n^iar army are Martfni -eitto imported-or Kabul-made. 19, 20.

Uhe Amir is estimated to hare approximately 1,000 xbunds per vifie of *308

ammunition and suffioient Martini-Henri ammunition to meet all requirameats.

Tlie Kabul arsenal is reported to be capable of taming out at least 15,000 zounds
monthly. 21.

mm 'f
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The Amir withheld from individuals permission to purchase arms from the

State factory as they could purchase them elsewhere, from the Afijhan arms
merchants, 22.

A large reserve of rifles is kept in the arsenals to be issued when required

for a leve^ en masse. 22.

The tribesmen of the North-West Prontier and Afghanistan buy rifles in

the open market at Kabul, Kandahar and Herat, from Ghilzais *and other arms
dealers. 22.

The time required to equip and despatch a panilive column against Khost
docs not give any reliable indication of how long the Afghan Army would
require befom it would be in a position to move against us. 25.

The Khassadars of tlio Kabul district arc armed with ^r.ytiiii-irenri rifles
;

those stationed near the Khyber have Leo-MotftJrds. 'J’ho Khaswuiars of other

districts are armed with Martinis, Snider-s, or muv.zhj-loading Kufltdd riflos. 27.

Khawanin sowars are armed with muss^le-loading IJnflelds and a few Sniders

;

as a fighting force they are almost a negligible quantity. 2S.

There are a few forts in Afghanistan but these are considered ineapahle of

resisting heavy and medium artillery ami would not olTer much protecthm
against modern field and mountain howitzers. 20.

Colonel Jiingley.—Amir hasenough good gtma to equip all hi.s

5A
Organization of Afghan army is in brigades of all arm.**. CH.

Turkish instructors. CO, C*li,

Afghan troops are of a certain military valuo and their efiiei<jney is in-

creasing. 70.

In future Afghans will haves their irregular troops luslter armed and
a backing of regular troups which ilmy did not Imve luduro. 73.

Kabul brigades have Lco-Metfords, the rest of the regulars Invo .Vfart inis.

70. 07.

Afghan oflictsrs in knowledge inferior to our Indian tjflieers, in It-eli!,;;

equal, and oven bettor, in sonui cases. Ho.

No really capable Afghan h'ader.s, 87.

Turkish officer in Afghanistan experltueullug whh cordite ni.an!ira.-{;i;ij''.j

plant. 01.

Afghans can make excelhmt Martinis. OJJ, 1)5.

Amir has some machine guns, 101.

Amir has imported guns, rlth« and small arms through British India on
several occasions, and no objt»ction ha.s been mised. Ill, 115, II 5, 117.

Amir lately been importing mules; understand thm arc intended for
mountain batteries.

.
Vi9,

Understands the delay ia suppressing the revolt in Khost was duo to lack
oftraiuport. 139.

Amir eonstruojted defence works in norlhrra Afghan iaf an, mure
especially at Kabul and I)eh Uadi. Tliese could not resist modern artillery and
resemble fortified, serais. 146,

information shews AfgTmn army as having
490 mobile gnus organized in 42 mountain, 36 field an<l 6 heavy Imfterie**.
15,000 Kabul district troops could be concentrated against us wlthiu a fortnight,
and later another 35,000. 4H3.

Hecent instances ia Khost cannot ho regarded as giving us any idea ab*
present of the efiflciency and concentrating pijwor of the Afghan trooxw. 4b3.

The armament of the Afghans has improved since 187H 80. 491, 403.

41, • g«ns of 2-inch calihro from
their lactones. 1584, }5UO.
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' Afghatis do not yot know how to make smokeless powder. 1604.

The^ Afghan tribesmen, u^sing guerilla tactics would lie muoh more
formidable than tho trained Afghan army which, has deteriorated since Abdur
.Biahman’s time. 1000.

Afghan forts are only fortified serais. 1C14.

General Aylmer.

—

The mililary power of Afghanistan is steadily increasiuGr,

especially for purposes of defence. The Afghan regular army in itstdf not

really formidable, but is rendered so by the strength of the Kabul lin(* of

defence, and the assistance it will receive from tribes. Afghan artillery not
considered really formidable. 5540, 5551.

The Afghan Army has not shewn up at all well in connection with events
in Khost, 2551.

Sir n. McMahon.—Afghanistan has increased in military strength since

the accession of the present Amir, 3317.

Accepts statement shewing war strength of Afghanistan at 90,000 regular
soldiers and a peace strength of about 50,000. 3335.

Afghan cavalry not much use for cliarging, hut for rough work, getting
over hills, and from point of view of mount.<‘d infantry, they are very hard to

beat. They are beautifully mounted, their animals are strong, and they go
evcTywhere and carry everything with them. Amir takes a groat deal of
interc.st in tho artillery. 3333.

,

Afghans have many dilTerent patterns of guns, but tho Afghan adapts
himself very readily to conditions of that kind. 3335.

In a war with Afghanistan the irregular army of .tribesmen . would give
more trouble than tho regulars. 3337.

Wo cannot fairly judge tho Afghan Army by the Khost affair because the
Amir rcaliz(«l from tl»e b^inning what was tho cause of tho trouble in Khost.
Do(w not think Amir w.as impressed by the danger of tho rising and was slow to

tsikc actioji in tlui hope that he would be able to effect a settlement by less

forceful means. 3313.

Amir vmy anxious to make eordifo, but his experiments have not been very
successful. Amir’s smokeless pow'der also is not good. 3351.

We pass arms on to tho Amir free of duty. 3353.

Khnseadara very inefiicient except as guerillas. 8366.

Irregular sowars fit only for irregular warfare aud not very good at that.

3367.

Mud walls of forts in Afghanistan are of groat thickness, perhaps
howitaers would damage them. 3309.

'* Amir lias a great many rifles stored at Kabul* 3373.

Sir G. MooS'Keppel.—Tho Amir has gigantic .storc.s of ammunition (hulk
Martini) in Kabul, which ho has obtained from England, by the Gulf, and from
Ills factories. 4856, 4868, 4904, 6018.

Amir empowered to import arms and ammunition duty free through British
India, but we have the power to stop it at any time if deemed necessary. 4S94,
4896.

The Amir has collected all sorts of stores, but has neglected the personnel to
i^ilise them. 4906.

Afghan troops that he has seen in the provinces beneath contempt, not fit

to face tribesmen, and far less to face our troops. Afghan, army not r«*ally

formidahlo, but were wo to ailvance tipon Kabul a great olfoit would be made
to coneenfrate a sufficient force to fight a battle some few marches on this side
of Kabul. 6018,6024.

Sfr J. Willeoeka.-AfUiei Afghan army, compared with European armies
is a rabble ; stiffened by the presence of Briidsh trunps it might offer a good
defence in the difficult pnss(*s and mountains north of Kabul but without suoii
stiffening it would lie swept away by Uussia. 6301.
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Afghan army is anything hut formidubli’, a rapid mohilizatioA and
advance would cause panic in it. Its trainiiig and loading are merely nonii nal
it could not concentrate in large numbers against us. y3(i3.

The Afghan guerillas, armed from the Amir’s arsouals, would be ih(i people
who would give us trouble. 6365.

Does not think Afghan guerillas would give as much trouble as the tribos-
nien on the frontier. 6367.

The more the Amir organises his army, the easier it will be to mop them up.
6369.

Ge)u>ral Mamillon Gordon .—It is of course probable that tlu' Amir’s
regular army is not as well trained and officered, and is not as formijlnbh* n.<; a
thoroughly efficient European rqjular army would be, but it, is prohaUly a far
more formidable force than it was during the Afghan war of 1H78'K(>, *13855.

Whether its organization and arrangements for supplies, t.r;m.sp(>rt, etc.,

are sufficient o!r not, there is no doubt that a definite attempt has been made fo
organize those services, and as compared with previous occasions the Afghan
army ought to be far more efficient than before, 3 3H56.

Not sure that all the Amir’s guns are sorviceable, hut without being able to
Send a British officer to see them it is impossible to say. 13HH1.

We know that the Afghan troops are not as well trained and ofHeer.;.! as
they might be, but of the ammunition wo have no information. 138H3.

*, There can bo no question that the Amir’s policy of anning his peoplerind
• the tribesmen and of maintaining a largo reserve of arms and nninmintioa has
made both of them far more formidable enemies than thev were Indore.

, 18887,
* /
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AFGHANISTAN.

Political.

General Staff AppreataUon. Appendix 1.—Discharge, of obKgatioas to
the Amir of Afghanistan might inrolv'e us in difficulties with Hussia. 9.

Anglo-Hussian Convention as regards Afghanistan has not yet received
assent of Amir. This leaves loophole for future disagreement between the con-
ti-acting parties. 10, 13, 22.

.Chief weakness of Afghanistan lies on Hussian frontier where the popu-
lation is non-Afghan. 23.

Amir’s difficulty in dealing with the more fanatical and ignorant of his
subjects the chief danger of war. 2'1.

(
Mr. Jlayden.—No anti-foreign feeling among the people, only among the

officials. So long as the Afghans did not think we were going to take the
country for ourselves, they w'ould be extremely friendly. 1591.

General Aylmer .—Regards our co-operation in the field with Afghan
troops with greater approhonsiou than he does the large Russian army. 2511.

Whoever took northern Afghanistan (not Afghan-Turkistan) would never
cease to repent it. 2517.

Sir M. McMahon.—Nothing short of serious and active hostilities hy the
. Afghan Government against oursolves sliould ever induoie us to consider the
question of invading or occupying any portion of Afghiinistan, still less of
effecting a partition of that country with Russia. Any attempt to impair or
destroy tbo integrity of Afghanistan will bo bitterly resented by Muhammadans
throughout tho world and more especially by those of India. 3197.

If w<i removed Afghanistan as a buffer State the Russians would not hear
of any othcu* !ivr.'jng<Mm*nt except partition. 8201.

Would deprecate for every reason tho partition of Afghanistan and would
only consent to it in a case of absolute necessity. 3203.

Wo arc only called upon to give the Amir assistance if he follows our
advico. 32t>7, 3227,

The Amir has never consented to the Afghan clauses of tho Anglo-Russian
Convention and he will never probably do so. 3213, 3239, 33 id.

Validity of Oonvontion not at present affected by the Amir not having
subscribed to it, but it is doubtless open to 'Russia in the future to question its

validity on this ground. 3239.

Tho Agreement with the Amir has the very highest value. He is never
likely to break the Agreement as long as we ourselves adhere to it. 3297-

People of Afghan-Turkistan are not Afghans and have little or no national

spirit. TlHf.v are very friendly towards the Russians largely owing to their

trade with them. 3303,

If tho Rus-sians occupied Afglxan-Turkistan thev would come in for tlie

richest portion of Afghanistan and be so much nearer the portions which are
considered of vital importance to oui’sclves. 8307.

If we came to blows with Russia over Afghanistan we might oouut upon
support from Afghanistan, 8315.

Tlte whole of the Afghan people would follow the Amir with the exoejptlon,

perhaps, of the Qhilsais. 33 tl.

A large faction of mullahe and conservative people would prefer Nasrulla

Khan as Amir owing to his religious fanaticism and his dislike to Wosteom
improvements and innovations which the Amir favours, but Nasrulla Khan does

not appear to lend himself to their designs. If he had had mms on the throne
he could have seized it long ago. 3387.

smim
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Present Amir seems to have secured liimsolf votj firmly on ilirono, and

Afghanistan as a whole seems fairly contented at iirosotit. 0[Jb7.

Our obligations in respect of Afghanistan should ho carried oti{, to tlio

letter. 3393.

Assuming eventual partition of Afghanis! an and P(‘rsia, dc'crihcs most

desirable line of division. 3415.

As a whole, anti-foroign feeling has increased in 'Vfghaiiistan ihiring the

last 30 years but in the case of south west Afghanistan it is less than it was

30 years ago. 8426.

Sir JB. JSa?Toto,-—ln a war with Pussia, Itussians would conti'iit

themselves in the first iustanco with the occupation of lladakshan, 'I'urkistan,

and the Herat Province; unless they were invited to Kabul as allies by the

Afghans. 3984.

In a war with Russia would risk alliinco with Afghanistan if wc had
a united people clamouring for our stipport. 40l)(J.

Would preserve as far as xiossiblo the buffor State hot.voen UusvJan and
British territory. 4010.

In the event of partition of Afghanistan would not go b lyond Kandahar
and Jalalabad Provinces if it could bo avoided. 401-S.

So long as present situation exists should like to maluf uu a “strong,
friendly and united Afghanistan.” 4024.

Sir G, The Amir kceiTS up regular pro*Argb.au n-rmci ‘s

amongst the tribes and snb.sidisos them. Anybody who i« nuiMi iouslv auti-
British receives an allowance from Kabul. 475)0.

Should tribes have serious gricvaucrs, and tlu-ir diHconbrnt llinm fa
rise, their inclinations would doubtless bo intensifbal by pn acbitigs imd pro-
mises of support from Kaljul. 4008.

Nasndla Khan begs tribes always to keen in rommunlcntion with each
other. 4918.

In a tribal war the Afghan Oovoniment would disclaim any s vnin db i witlj
the rebels, but would give covert assisiauco in the shape of food aucl atmnimtf i. .,.

and would wink at krgo numbers of AfgUau 8ubJa?feH [oining the tribcsim-n,
4i9M*

In minor troubles tho Atnir can always ho brnught to reason by cb>stng
theKhyber, but would not make use of this method too lightly or too fr. .mum.?-
ly. 6063, 6067.

*

(Sir J. regard to Afghanistan, a nation so tn acb. rnu- and
DarbCbtQtLS kcops no dtgroenxQatSi and oiily superior

X
B-umIo, supposing Afghanistan more or less friendly, would

trust Afghans but would bo on his guard. 6301.

As regari^ Afghaa-Turkistan, what is tho use of saying we could dcfontl
a place to which we oaniiot get our troops P 6379.

^
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AFGHANISTAN.

HUSSIAN Line OE ADVANOB—CoatMUNICATIONS.

General Staff AppreoMion. Appendix I.—Biissian railway extension from
Omsk through Vyerai to Aris a third line of advance to Afghan frontier. 11.

Colonel Bingleu.—Easier for Russians to get to foot of Hindu Hush
than for us to get there. 207.

Russians would have to occupy Afghan-Turkistan in any case and would
then rush for Kabul because to occupy an enemy’s capital is to strike a decisive

blow at his pow'er. 209.

Construction of railway to foot of Hindu Kush will enable Russians to

feed their troops. 215.

Railway extension to Termez likely to be started soon because navigation

of the Oxus is becoming more difficult. 217.

Known that Russia has collected material for the railway to the Oxus.
221.

Without the railway to Termez, Russians are in a relatively worse position

than we are. 223.

Mr, Eayden .—The fields and gardens at the bottom of the valleys in the
neighbourhood of the Hindu Kush provide excellent camping grounds. 15G8.

Russians could not move troops with any degree of rapidity towards Kabul,
and it is doubtful whether they could bring tlioir guns across the passes. They
would have to carry their own food by pack transport. 1570*.

General Aylmer.—Russians in thdr first campaign would ho content to
advance us far as the Hindu Kush on the north. Roads from the Oxus are
vi'ry difficult and the transport troubles would be enormous. I'hoy would not
have much difficulty in seizing Herat and the Earah valley in a single campaign.
2531.

1)008 not think we can roach the Hindu Kush passes before tho Russians.
25-1-7.

Sir n. McMahon—Roads over Hindu Kush undoubtedly difficult, but
con.sld<>rfl that gu!is cotild bo taken over them. 3371.

Sceptical alK)ut the rapidity with which it is assumed that the Russians
will ho able to move. Unwise to suppose that the Russians could not get to

tho vne&t of the Hindu Kush in much loss time and greater numbers than we
could. 8'till.

Of opinion that tlio Russians would never dream of going to Kabul direct.

They would advance slowly and consolidate their piosiUoii in tho north before
they tried to cross tho Hindu Kash. 3413.

Sir B, Bnrroio.—^Rus.si»in8 would content themselves in the first

instance with the occupatjuu of Badakshan, Turkisfan and the Herat Province,
unless they wore itivited to Kabul os allies by the Afghans. 3984.

Gonitista alleged ability of the RassiaoB to make a rapid advance on Kabul
and Kandahar. 3988.

Sir J. Jf'iilcocks.—Russians would of course occupy Afghan-Turkistan

early, but unless the Afghans (hcinsclvcs desired it they could iu>i reacln Kabul
lor many montlui. 5343.

The period which must elapse between an outbreak of war with Russia and
beraotufu occupation of anything moro than Afghan ‘Turkistan would afford

time for the arrival of reinforoements from England x>rovidcd we had command
of the sea. dSOl.



General Sirdieood.-^'WheiheT Bnssia would decide on attempt,inj? to crosa

the Hindu Kush and make a dash for Kabul would depend to a great extent on
what she conceived to be our state of preparedness, 7281.

General Samilton Gordon .—The construction of the Trans-Persian
Biailway, even if not completed, will add a third line of approach for Russia and
one which, from its outflanking character, would be a greater source of anxiety
to us than the other two. 13798,
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AFGHANISTAN.

Supplies.

Notes on the Military resources of Afghanistan. A'ypendix ll-

According to regulations one year’s supplies for men and animals should be
kept up at all military stations, but from recent reports it would seem that
owing to official laxity and peculations reserves are often allowed to run out.

23.

Afghanistan is ordinarily self-supporting in the matter of food and forage.

There is however no surplus for export and in bad years it has been found
necessary to supplement local stocks by importations. 23,

Colonel Bingley.—Afghans would find it difficult to supply any grain or
fodder for the use of an army. 38.

British army advancing on Kabul would have to be fed on supplies from
India. 44.

Big granaries at certain places in which grain is stored for issue to Afghan
troops. No reliance placed on statement that the reserves in these granaries
have to be maintained at a certain fixed scale. 144.

Mr. Rayden .—Ranges north of Kabul almost entirely devoid of vegetation.
1512.

Difficulty in getting fuel in Afghanistan. 1541, 1546, 1602,

Supplies of foodstuffs scanty on the Hindu Kush. 1618.

Good grazing on slopes of Hindu Kush. 1660, 1652.

Valleys in the vicinity of Kabul comparatively broad and rich, and a large
force could ha fed there. 1578.

General Aylmer.—Would be most difficult with present transport to feed
the four divisions of the Field Army proposed for Kabul. 2549.

&ir a. McMahon.—Large surplus of supplies down in the south and in

the north also, but there is not much in the neighbourhood -of Kabul or Jalal-

abad. 3361, 3411.

Sir M Barrow .—Sceptical as regards the possibility without railways

to Parachinar and Dakka of feeding four divisions at Kabul. 4008.

Sir J. WillGochs.— ln the last Afghan war there was an immense lot

of local food where we were, but we were not allowed to touch it. 6356.

Tou could not feed four divisions and two cavalry biigades in Kabul from
local supplies for long, but sees no difficulty in doing so once our lines of com-
munication are open and we have light railways to assist us in our task. 6363.

General Birdwood.—Except fuel and forage we could supply four
divisions in Kabul by utilizing the northern and central lines. 7305, 7316.

{OUIO
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AI'GHANISTAN.

Trakspoet.

ISoies on the Military Temurcen of Afghanistan. Ahpendia: IT.

Statement showing Afghan GoTernment standing transport. 21.

In Tiew of the large number of transport animals reported to be in the
country, it is probable that, given time for collection and organization, suflBcient

transport could be secured to equip any force that the Amir could put in the
field. 25.

The time required to equip and despatch a punitive column against £host
does not give any reliable indication of how long the Afghan Army would
require before it would be in a position to move against us. 25.

Carts (both bullock, mule and pony) have recently been added to the
standing transport. 26.

Colonel SingUy .—Amir does not maintain any organized transport except
at Kabul, Kandahar and Herat. Afghans’ transport system, or the lack
of one, is their weak point. Understood delay in suppressing recent revolt in
Khost due to this deficiency. Amir lately been importing mulos for mountain
batteries. He has also imported some bullocks for use with his carts. 1 39.

Sir G, Boos-Keppel .—Does not think we could use light lorries for
transport in Afghanistan as they would cut the roads to pieces in a very short
time. 4746.

Sir J. WilloocJes .—The transnort of the Afghan army is very dofec*

tive. 6363.

General Hamilton Gordon .—There is no doubt that a definite attempt has
been made to organize the transport services in Afghanistan. 13855.
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AFGHANISTAN.

"War with ArGHANiSTAw.

General Staff Jppreciation. Jppendix I.—Amir’s difficulty iu dealiog

with the more fanatical and ignorant of his subjects the chief danger of

war. 24.

Colonel Bingley .—In war with Afghanistan with Bussia neutral or

friendly, it wonld be more than ever desirable to get to Habul, or at any rate to

Jalalabad. 229.

Handahar is more accessible than Kabul. 231.

The occupation of Kandahar would probably cause less tribal irritation

than the occupation of Kabul. 233.

In event of advance beyond Jalalabad, tribes would be placed in an
awkward position, as in an advance to Kabul we would secure advantage of

controlling them by getting in behind them. 235.

In a war with Afghanistan, in the event of the Amir preaching a jihad,

the tribes would probably follow him as their spiritual leader. 237.

Sir M, Grover.—Fifteen thousand Kabul district troops would be

concentrated, against us within a fortiaight, and later, another thirty-five

thousand. The total force which the General Staff estimates for Afghanistan

alone equals that which General Huff thought necessary for Afghanistan }>lv^

the tribes. 483.

We are in a better position for dealing with Afghanistan now than we
were in 1878-80. 491.

General Aijlnu>r.—^\x\ a war between ourselves and the Afghans, the

frontier tribes are bound to go against us. Assuming the strict neutrality of

the tribes, wiv divisions would be sufficient for a war with Afghanistan. In the

event of war with Afghanistan and the frontier tribes combined, we shall want

every man we have in India in an efficient state of organization, 2649.

Hoes not think Genial Huff’s estimate of 120,000 men required to fight

Afghanistan and the tribes far wrong. 2569.

Sir E. MoMahon.—A. larger force than has been used before would

now be necessary in the event of war with Afghanistan, though does not think

it would amount to six divisions. 3419.

The frontier tribes will be the first to come under the influence of the

fanatical feeUng which a war with Afghanistan will arouse. 3615.

Sir B. Barrow.—lu war with Afghanistan strategically unsound to

advance by three lines, as it involves three lines of communication.

- (a) If we occupy the Kandahar Province including Seistan and act defen-

sively elsewhere, we want six divisions and four cavalry brigades, (d) If we
occupy the Kandahar and Jalalabad districts and act defensively elsewhere, we
want six divisions and five cavalry brigades, (c) If we advance on Kabul and

occupy Kandahar as well, we want seven divisions and six cavalry brigades.

Would adopt course (a) under present conditions. 4008.

Seven divisions would be sufficient for a war with Afghanistan plm the

tribes. 4040.

Kandahar line is the only one which would allow of any extensive use

being made of cavalry across the frontier. 4046.

Hoes not consider the estimate of men and arms of tribes reliable and

considers estimates exaggerated. Ammunition of tribes would run out in a

very short time. 4062, 4054.

Sir G. Boo8-Keppel.—A war with Afghanistan would unsettle the tribes,

but it wonld not necessarily make them rise in sympathy. In such a war the
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Afridis are the most important tribe as they command Khyber throughout its

length and road from Landi Kotal to Jalalabad. An early and decisive victory

at Jalalabad or Qandama|k vsnuld probably, bring Afridis to o^av side.
,
Tlie other

tribes from, their situation could take .little-.part in ,tlie wari bhc Wpfie it

prolongetd, they would probably, become much excited aud go‘ in for e'xtehsivo,

raiding. 4^44. ^ .

,
, ,

.

Afghans woiald probably risk one battle between Kabul and Jalal-

abad, 6020.
• . , 1 , ,

• ,

» •
, ,

Does apt think we can ooun,t on.an^ help in Afghanistan. 6038.

Not safe to base calculations .regarding number of. troops required for an
Afghan war upon the assumption that frontier tribes would give ^but^ little

trouble. .6042.-
, ,

•

Sir Ji WilleoehBi—If Russia were friendly or ueutral,^-d war . witlv

Afghanistan could present but few difficulties. Provided that -we are. prepared
to accept the fact that Russia must have her share, do,es npt conjsidejcij^ight-

and*a-quarter divisions necessary. Considers that iol a war. with-’Afghanis^tan
must reckon with the frontier tribesmen also. 5363.

We want more troops to hold Afghanistan than,we shWd tpi^k,© it. ,5371j

Does hot consider 120,000 men would be required tOH&^ht'-'AfghatiiStdnf

a-nd the tribes combined. 8376.

General Birdwood.—Can hardly imagine a war with Afghanistan'without
the frontier tribes giving us a great deal of trouble. 7305.

"
‘

General Hamilton Gordon.—^The greatest external danger in existing
circumstanoes with which the plans for which the General Staff are responsible
are intended to deal, is a war with Afghanistan in combination with the frontier
tribes. 13727.

Owing to the buffer State policy, the possibility of Russia joining in with
us in a partition of the country is at present too remote a contingency for us. to
take into consideration.

,

18866.

In a war-wilii Afghanistan it would' not be bettor to wait and trust to
.external dissensions among the Afghans themselves, ns they are not likely to
suffer in that way, qnd we might have to wait an interminable time, while the
effect behind would be disastrous if we did nof advance at once. 13867.

, , Doep ^pt,think it is to our advantage that the Afghans have started organ-
izing their army, and does not consider that we shall defeat them more easily
in future than if they had adhered to their old guerilla methods. 13^73.

Considers that Sir Beauchamp Duff’s belief that the Afghan forces could
be swept away in a week was sanguine. 13886.

^he only preparation for operations against Afghanistan prior to 1900 that
cfan be traced ap]^ar to have taken the form of mobilization orders and time-
tables for the concentration of troops on general mobilization. 18983.
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ARMS TRAEPIC.

,
l^otBS on fho Military resources of JL^ghanistan. ^ppendiof it
There is evidence that Nasrulla Khan is financially interested in the A>ma

Traffic, and he is believed to have some sort of bussiness connexion with certain
Kabuli arms dealers. 22.

Nasrulla Khan constantly mahes presents of arms and ammunition to
prominent men among the frontier tribes. 22.

The tribesmen of the North-West Frontier and Afghanistan buy rifles in
the open market at KabiQf Kandahar and Rerat* from Ghilzais and other arms
dealers. 22.

Colonel A.mmunition to the extent of 100 rounds is sent with
each of the cheaper kinds of rifles imported into Afghanistan by way of the
Persian Gulf. 103.

Rifles sold to frontier tribes realize Rs. 100—300 for a Martini and Rs. 500—

•

1,000 for a Lee<Metford. 125.

Amir believed to have'been selling some obsolete rifles such as Sniders to

the frontier tribes. Caravan^ laden with rifles go up from the Mekran coast

to Kabul and Amir must be aware these arms are there sold to the tribesmen.

129, 131. . - . . .
-

Number of rifles imported form the Persian Gulf has diminished'enormous-
ly during the past year. 133.

Sir M. Orover.—Tribes form syndicates for trading in rifles. 609.

General Aylmer.—For some of the more modern weapons tribes would
il^ve very little ammunition. 2573.

Sir S. McMahon.—^We pass arms on to the Amir free of duty. 8363.

Amir has indirectly encouraged the armament of the North-West Frontier

tribes. 3377.

The blockade in the Gulf has already begun to affect the supply of arms
to frontier tribes. The quantity and quality of rifles made in the Kohat Pass
is steadily increasing, but want of ammunition will minimize the evil of this

;

the courage of the tribes will diminish with their ammunition. 3601, 3511.

Sir G. Roos-Keppel,—Return of arms in the possession of tribes shows
only arms of European manufacture. Every tribesman has a weapon of some
sort. 4834.

The Amir has gigantic stores of ammunition (bulk Martini) in Kabul
which he has obtained from England, the Gulf and from his factories. 4366,
4858, 4904, 5018.

Rifles made in tribal country shoot well up to 800 yards or so. 4868.

If we stopped the manufacture of rifles in the Kohat Pass it would only
drive the trade further inland. 4874.-

The eflect of our operations in the Persian Gulf has been to reduce largely

the supply of arms and ammunition. 4878.

Tribesmen visit Kabul and Jalalabad in considerable numbers each year,

and bring back a few rifles and large quantities of ammunition. 43&4.

Operations against the arms traffic in the Gulf should be continued until

the trade is exterminated. 4890.

Amir empowered to import arms and ammunition duty free through
British India, but we have the power to stop it at any time if deemed necessary.

4894, 4896.

The stoppage of the arms traffic would not have the effect of bringing some
of thetribes on us. 4912.

The armament of the tribes is very maoh better than it was in 1897.

4932.

WlJklC s



Mr. Kerned are many more aras than are covered by licenses.

Has heard of revolvers being imported from b’rance and Belgium in boxes with

false bottoms, Borty-two revolvers were sent' out in this way in connection

with the Nasik conspiracy. Impossible to import revolvers through Goanese

^orts. 6944, '6946, 6962. '
,

Mr. Sughea-Buller.—Automatic pistols believed to have come from
Pondicherry to Chandemagore. 7900.

O-eneral JELamilton Gordon.—The increased armament of the tribes has
undoubtedly been materially affected by our operations in the Persian Gulf

;

the check <m. imj^rtation is most satisfactory. 13929.

- Wmtten Evidbnob.

Mr. Fratteia.—^The worst point of the present rules' under the Arms Act
is the large number of exceptions they grant. 211.

Mr. Carey.—The working of the Arms Act in Burma is on the whole most
satisfactory. 296. •

Mr, Leveson.—So far as the regards the importation or possession of arms
on a laige scale, the working of the Arms Act in Burma is satisfactory, but on
a small scale the results are not entirely satisfactory. 297k

Colonel The Arms Act is well worked in Burma with gobd
results. 298.

Mr. JDaw.—-The working of the Arms Act is satisfactory in Burma with
the exception of smuggling of fireams (chiefly revolvers) into the seaport towns.
The quartermasters and petty officers of the various steamers and ships visiting
our seaports invariably bring with them fireams of this description for which
they find a ready sale. 299.
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. AEMT IN INDIA.
‘ ADmNISlEA.TJIO^, OaGi^iTliATION, COMMANDS AND StAPF.

Sir W. Grover.—Does not agree with the proposal to include the
Kohat, Bannu and Derajat Brigades in the Peshawar diyisional axea. 628, 632,
636.

Burma,,even if reduced iu garrison, should have a divisional General

^
owing to the extent of the administrative area. 632.

Does not think divisional commanders refer matters to, Army Hieadquarthrs
which they could deal with themselves. 748.

General uit/lmer.—-Theie must be decentralization to divisions to ensure
the smooth working of a large mobilization and the management of internal
defence afterwards. 2466. .

i ••
.. Oomman-ders of frontier brigades and divisions should be men with frontier

experience. Officers of the British service should have had considerable Indian
experience .before being given commands m this country. 24j87.

Each division should have a Brigadier-General for Administration who
would command the divisional area defence troops on the mobilization of the

;Eiold Army. , 249^.

Seems essential that the Kohat Brigade should cease to exist as an indepen*

f dent unit when the advance by the central line is made. 2606.

' Even if the garrison is reduced, Burma should stillremaiu a divisional

command. Many objections to including • the independent frontier brigades in
* the Peshawar Division. 2632.

The opinions of divisional commanders should be obtained’ in matters rela-

ting to internal defence, but it seems imperative that the General Staff

should finally fix the number of troops. 8703,

Army Commanders should not he given more administrative work. 8707.

Army Commanders are wanted for inspection and training. 8709.

Considers that it was necessary to appoint the six divisional artillery com-
manders. 8747.

Would be far better and more economical to have fewer and intact units

for internal defence, and self-supporting forms of organization. 8803.

Sir B. Barrow.—Army Commanders never consulted oficially in regard

to army or war requirements. 3834, 4173.

The Eiold Army as organized by Lord Kitchener could have been provided

without the complete xe-oasting of previous arrangements. 3838.

Our calculations do not allow for commanders of internal defence troops

in time of war. 3923.

Does not approve of proposal to have a General attached to a division

for administrative purposes in time of peace who would command iutemal

defence troops on mobilization. 3926.

A certain proportion of Generals now in India should bo retained for in-

ternal defence and administrative purposes, aud deficiency now existing in the

Eield Army made up by selected colonels and lieutenant-colonels. 3929.

No objection to abolition of Colonels on the Staff. 3936, 8946, 3948.

Pay of brigade commanders insufficient. 8938, 3962,

Any experience or special knowledge Army Commanders may have is

absolutely thrown away. 4173.

Even if reduced in garrison the extent and importance of the Burma afea

render it desirable to have an experienced senior officer in command. 4176.
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Does not approve of merging any of tlie independent frontier brigades into

the Pesbawar Division in peaxie time. 4176, 4177, 4179.

Does not tbink we should adhere rigidly to a fixed proportion of General

Officers by arms. 4505#

An advantage in having a proportion of junior officers in staff employ-

ment. 4607.

Does not think proposal (XIV) of the Johnson Oommitt^ re cavalry

brigade commanders is workable, because a young cavalry brigadier on transfer

to a mixed brigade cuts out a senior officer. 4609.

Does not approve of the system under which Army Commanders are not

utilized in any way for administrative work. 4632.

As Army Commander could undertake a larger measure of administration

without any additional staff. 4648.

Sir Q. Jtoos-Keppel.
—^Would like to see the four militia corps merged into

the regular army after the manner of the Punjab Irregular Prontier Force

when it was directly under the Punjab Government. If militias were made
part of the regular army, we should immediately have to start another force

ahead of them, 6059, 5076.

Sir J. Wiileoeks.—Reliefs should be gradual, one corps leaving a brigade

at a time. 5303.

It is a very good thing to move troops by road occasionally and thus shew
them to the people. 5426.

Army Commander practically not consulted by the Army Department or

the General Staff on matters relating to the Field Army or internal defence

though his opinion might occasionally be of some use. 5447, 6449.

If the Field Army were reduced to seven or eight divisions, it would be
necessary to redistribute the divisional areas so as to render it easier to have each
divisional area self-contained. 6461.

Would keep the independent frontier brigades separate. 6469.

Divisional Generals make full use of 4he financial and other powers con-

ferred on them. Divisional Generals might be given more power in discipli-

nary matters. 6701.

An Army Commander has as much work as he can manage, and doos not
approve of proposal to saddle them with any additional duties. 6713, 6727.

Agrees generally with Sir B. Duff in regard to the chaos that would arise

through the non-fulfilment of the self-contained divisional area scheme. 5739.

Not satisfied in regard to arrangements for the command of internal defence
troops. 6773.

The Chief of the General Staff should know tiie most suitable men to
appoint to the command of internal defence troops. 6779.

Does not concur in the proposal to give each divisional commander a
Brigadier- Gleneral for administrative work, who would command the internal
defence troops on mobilization of Field Army. 6868.

Does not consider that the six Brigadier-Generals of artillery were ab«o-
IntdLy necessary, but at the same time they tend to greater efficiency. 6860,

Army Commander might he consulted by the General Staff on matters of
organization, preparation fdr war and internal defence arrangtments. 6864.

ITiinks that the Adjutant-General’s Branch does not give the Army Com-
mander enough freedom' in disciplinary cases. 6870, 6872.

General Believes the principle of self-contained divisions to
be essentially sound, and deprecates deptirtures therefrom unless the necessity
can be proved. Attaches great importance to contin'uity of policy in army

. admimstratioD. 7148. '
^

The advantages of the decentralized i^stem introduced by Lord Kitehoner
are most striking. 7184. ...
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'
' The arrangemeiifcs prerioiis to Lord Kitchener’s regime utisoiehtifio

and represented a series of compromises. 7223.
‘

‘The' present system is better than the previons one. 7227.

As regar^ commanders for internal defence troops, the only way to get
over the difficulty is by incurring extra expense on new appointments. Lord
Kitchener did not think them necessary. 7277.

'

\ , Belieyes it Is the intention of the General Staff to allow an entirely free
hand to .the interna!defence troops commanders. 7347.-

Kven if the Field Army is reduced to seven or eight diyisions, it would* not
bf^-in any way advisable to reduce the number of existing divisional areas. 7361.

Decentralization of supply and transport work has already been carried
out as as possible. 14947.

Does not know of any further administrative measures which could be
delegated to divisions than are delegated at present, and from experience aa
Brigade Commander cannot remember cases arising in which he felt he was
ui|duly re&^ined or had to refer cases to Army Headquarters which could
have been dealt with locally. 14947, 14981.

General Stuart.—^The Military Accounts establishment .employed in
Oheoking requHtions passed by officers in charge of arsenals are a waste of money
and might be done away with. 10066.

, 7.; ^ojpml a regimental point of view should . like to see the
system of As^taipit and Deputy Assistant Adjutant'Generaljs .fo]^ Musketry
vij^tmg. regiments during the year ,re*introdueed. 12554. .

m Gatetal MwniUon Gordo».i->^Would like to have a BrIgadier'General for

.

administration. :in each division who would be the officer to command the
internal, defence area .

on the departure of the field division. 13677, 18613,
U7,06, ld037^

At present the senior officer of troops allotted for internal security within
the area concerned would commaud the internal defence troops in the event of

a.general mobilization of the Field Army. 13677.

Would not he prepared to leave some of the Brigadier-Generals behind to

look after internal defence and transfer colonels to the Field j^my. 13709.

pivisional Gommanders are consulted as rega^s internal defence schemes,

in fact they prepare the schemes themselves. Army Commanders are not held
responsible for these schemes. ' 13761.

As regards external operations, the principle followed is to consult only
those who are .likely to have command of the troops or,those who are considered

to have special Imowledge which ought to he taken advantage of, and does not

oopsider. it would be heuefioial to consult all General Officers on such subjects.

1376lt'

Divisional Generals were not consulted iu regard to the proposed mobile

brigade for internal defence, because the new proposals were modifioatious of

the old proposals, based on oonditions which applied to the whole of India.

13777.

' Ge^ral Would like to have a special officer"appointed in peaco

to command internal defence troops on the mobilization of the Field Army.
14473.x -r : •

’

Tiie oourse'of insteuction at the Quetta Staff College is satisfactory and

praotical, but the College is handicapped by not having the- proportion of

Directing Staff to students, admitted to be udoessary to give.our staff officers the

thorough 35^^^ to noah^i ,
them ‘ tho equals of those ,of Continental

armies. 14605.
. .

- ;

'

V Ool^ ^<ffia}»s^The p«»wem Ttaasport iMpeotors-

General of Commands were not very mucH greater than those of divisional

Generate now are, but the difference ia. m.favouf of the Commaud system,

14991,14993,14996.

891410 8
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AJSMY IN INDIA.

Abht Hbajdqitabtbbs.

Sir M. G^09^r.~There ouglit to an actuarial branch at Army Head-
quarters. 681.

Does not think there is any duplication of Trorkat Army Headquarters.

776.

Sir B. Barrovo.—Army Commanders never consulted officially in regard

to army reqxiirements. 3834i, 4173.

Desirable to have an actuarial branch in the Grovemment of India available

for use by the Army Department. 4676.

' There might be some reduction of officers in the General Staff Branch.
4667.

Sir J. Willooehs,—Army Commanders not consulted by the Army Depart-
ment or the General Staff on matters relating to the Bield Army or internal

defence, though their opinions might occasionally be of some use. 6447, 6449.

^ - Army Commaniders might be consulted by the General Staff on matters of

organization, preparation for war and internal defence arrangements. 5864.

Thinks that the Adjutant-General’s Branch does not give the Army
Commander enot^h &eedom in disciplinary cases. 6870, 5872.

Jfr, From a finance point of view, the present system of
administration and co-ordination at Army Headquarters has worked exceed-
ingly well and he would not propose anything in the shape of an essential
modification of its original lines. The Advisory Council rarely meets, and is too
lai^e for practical work. Would suggest financial advice in the Branches at
Army Headqua^rs and a more efficient Advisory Council. 6185.

Advisoiy Council should be reduced in numbers and meet oftener. 6201.

In matters which most closely concern &iatioe, Quartermaster-General’s and
Adjutant- Qoueral’s cases are ordinarily very fully and clearly stated. There
seems to be less reasoning and more in the way of pronouncement in the General
Staff notes than in those of other Branches. 6205.

Tendency at Army Headquarters is to hunt up too many references and
precedents rather than too few. 6225.

The Army Department is necessarily doing again and very much from the
same point of view work which has already been done or should have been done
by the Branch concerned. 6226.

Be a good thing to have a financial adviser as an integral part of a Branch.
6229.

Not vrithin his experience that the various Branches are constantly re-
stating the whole case. 6262.

Proposals under consideration involving a modification of the present posi-
tion of the Military Finance Secretary and of the relation of the Finanoe
Department to the army aiithorities. 6264.

The existing system at Army Headquarters, so long as it works, and does
not break down, gives the maximum power of fioaooial control. 6268, 6270.

The work of the Milita^ Works Branch is very sound indeed when they
have been taken thoroughly into confidence, and they are working cordially with
the Finance Department. 6375.

It is a question whether there should not he a re-examination of the duties
transacted by the Gtoneral Staff with a view to seeing whether some appoint-
ments cannot be abolished or re-sanctioned on a purdy temporary hfwigr

.
The number- of officers in the Adjutant-General*8- Branch for artillery work

might be found capable of reduction;

^ the Quai^rmaster-^neral’s Branch if yon have a Director of .Supply
and Transport with two senior offioets as deputies oaunot see necesaify for two
assistant deputies.
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The sanitary officer in the Medical Branch noight be dispensed with.

Question whether two officers at Headquarters would not suffice for the

whole of the Judge Advocate General’s work throughout the army, 64i64.

The work of the Judge Advocate General’s Department is well and care-

fully done. 6468.

Strong feeling that the work at Army Headquarters should be transacted

by a smaller number of officers. 6472.

General J.yltner.~—'iD. favour of having an actuary. 8663,

The opinions of divisional commanders should be obtained in matters

relating to internal defence, but it seems imperative that the General StaS
should finally fix the number of troops. 8703.

Ho h^tation in saying that the Adjutant-General’s Branch is under-
manned as regards officers, and it would be relieved of a certain amount of the
present strain if the administrative organization in divisions were strengthened
financially and otherwise. 8729.

Does not think clerical establishments are excessive, certainly not as
regards the Adjutant-General’s Branch. 8745.

Does not think further decentralization would reduce clerical establish-

ments. As regards administrative work throughout India, clerks are generally
overworked. 8746.

' General Samillon Gordon.—In arriving at the functions of the General

,
Staff as a whole in regard to preparation for war and the manner in which

, the linelof demarcation is drawn in this respect between the duties of the Gene-
' ral Staff and those of other Branches atArmy Headquarters, the orders laiddown
’• in King’s Begulations are followed. The War Office system is followed as

closely as possible ; details are given in the memorandum on the formation of

the General Staff. .18316, 13318.

Generally, the General Staff are charged with the consideration of all

questions affecting efficiency in war and preparation for war. The Adjutant-*
General is charged with discipline, mobilization, recruitment, etc. The Quarter-
master-General deals with the maintenance of supplies, quarterings, movements,
etc., and the Director General of Ordnance is charged with war material, equip-
ment, ammunitiou, and the supply of material. 13328, 18330.

General Staff deal with the distribution of troops so far as it is governed
by strategical conditions. 13332.

The General Staff submit their plans to the Commander-in-Chief who,
with the concurrence of the Government of India, approves of them. 13342.

Some of the functions of the Mobilization Committee have been passed on
to the General Staff. 13862.

The Defence Committee is in active operation now ; it deals with defences,
and papers are circulated amongst its members whenever there is an important
question to be considered. 18367.

Mobilization is solely the work of the Adjutant-General now. 13369,
18639.

The General Staff in India is nota section of the Imperial General Staff,

but they are guided by the same principles as the Imperial General Staff at
Home. 13374.

It is not the function of the General Staff to see that the Meld Army iS'

tooperly equipped but it is their duty to keep themselves informed on tlm
subject. • 13382. ....

General Staff keep a general watob ou the progress of preparation for

war, and bmg important defeots to notice, and when sanction has been given
by superior authority for the provision of necessary items, they ask the heads
of the Branches ooucerned occasionally to infOTm them what steps have been
taken so as to be in a position to inform the Conuuander-in-Ohief how the

question of the readiness for war stands. 13392.
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When proposals are put forward finenoial considerations are borne in

mind, and when tbe pjcoposals get to a certain stage they are subipitted.by,

the Blanches concerned to the finance Department for- its oon8i40fatioii.

13432.

The General Staff could, at any time, advise in general terms as to. the

state of the army in India for war, but are not in a position to state in detail

the extent of the progress made. 13481, 13487, 13461, 13473, 13476, 13639,

13641.

Statement of system on which the existing General Staff plans for the

external defence of India and the maintenance of internal secruity are drawn
dp and studied. 13731.13741.14013,14029.

The General Staff consult outside authorities, but do not consult theta alL

13913, 14029r

Plans of operations are sent to officers who would command a force.

14096,14098. '

,

‘
,

Not prepared, to, say that all commanders have invariably been shown the*

schemes, hTa.t,,it. is tlie intention that they should be in future. . 14100.

Difficult to keep schemes up to date because of changes in the political

situation. 14100, 14102.
'

General Seadtam.—In regard to establishments of units, the General Staff

'

lay down what w^’ establishments are .to be and what peace establishments are
required foir training ; and then the Adjutant-General, on this, bases the peace
establishment which is necessary to give that establishment for training. 14168.

Differences of opinion between heads of Branches at Army Headquarters
are settled by the Comnaander-in-Ohief. 14172.

Statement showing the numbers of the General Staff Branch at Simla
when first constituted and at the present time, and statement showing how the
duties were performed before the formation of a General Staff Branch. 14283.

The unpaid attaches in the General Staff Branch fluctuate. They are
generally taken in the hot weather. Of opinion the number is considerably less
now than formerly

, and every effort is made to reduce the ntunber. They are
usually only got up for some special work or when there is stress of work.
14288,14287,14289. -

,
,

,, . Some -of v*he now .duties now oatried out by the General Staff that were
not carried out by the Chief of the Staff’s Division are co*ordinatioii of ‘wex
manuals and war establishments, and the service of communication. 14291.
14298, 14297.

.
.

In regard to the number of officers employed iu the Intelligence Section oi'

the General Staff Branch, the countries and duties are divided up, and the
officer in charge of each sub-section ** devils ” for the head of the eection^
14307.

. , ,
;

In his Direictorate in the General Staff Branch, the, decisions axe arrived
at after personal consultation, though of course a note is. placed on the ease
giving the Chief of the General Staff’s decision and the reasons for it, if neces*
sqry, bdt there is not a- series of successive notes, beginning with those of
as us^ to be the case. 14309, 143X1, 14313, 14316, 14817.

. , -
TJie.clophs in the General Staff Branch have plenty of work in looking up

information, preparing and correcting proofs, and so on. 14323.
In the General Staff Branch there is an indexed file, weekly decinons ore

circulated, and points of permanent policy are taken out and put in a 'policy
book. * 14325, 14829. .

r a

Assocmtes hi^elf with the idea that.officera of the . General Staff should
all think alike ; they should all loyally follow the accepted doctrine. 14331.

In the General Staff Branch the application of the accepted doctrine to
ever-varying cases and circumstances affords ample scope for the work of the
most capable officer. The clerks could not do the work the officers do* 14833*
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In regard to the establishments of the Adjutant-General and Quarter-
master-General, it has always been understood that the present temporary
changes could not continue indefinitely and that the Secretary of State must be
addressed before they can be made permanent. l-lS-iiO.

Statement showing the strength of the General StafiE at the “War Office.

14345.

The work of the Imperial General Staff is more a oa'se of laying down
general principles to guide the local Branches throughout the Empire. The
General Staff in India have to do the detailed work. Eor instance, we have the
whole question .of. internal sepurity which is very complicated, besides the
defence of India’s 6,600 miles of land frontier. Then the strength of the forces
which wb have to train is greater than the whole of the British regular army^
while the variations of race and organization and the vast extent of country with
its great differences of climate and other Conditions involve complications
unknown at BEome. 14350.

Considering the relative Responsibilities, dCCs hot think the establishment
of the General Staff Branch is too large when compared with the General Staff

at Home. Perfectly clear that the responsibilities of the War Office are not
three times as great as ours ; our establishment leaves no reserve for leave.
14362.

In regard to the staff maintained in the Intelligence Section of the General
Staff Branch, it is not unlikely that some reduction will eventually be possible

but in view of the constantly changing conditions of the countries dealt with,
their frequently changing development* the difficulty of procuring any informa-
tion at all, and the scanty inforinatioh that is at best hvailable, it is probable
that- a considerable establishment will hC required for seveRal years to come.
14854, 14373.

When the General Staff was formed many records of Intelligence
**

information were found to he seriously defective and have required and will
continue to require constant attention to brihg add keep them up to date.
14354.

Believes the General Staff in India get very specific information regarding
Afghanistan, hut the details are only known to the actual people responsible.
14358.

Believes the Adjutant-General’s and Quartermaster-General’s Branches to
he very much undermanned. 14382.

Evident that the General Staff is not overstaffed fot the Work to be done.
14382.

The General Staff Branch is the only Branch definitely organized for the
work it has to do in accordance with the principles adopted at the War Office

as the result of the !Bsher Committee', ta jfact, the Gcheral Staff is organized
on the linos recommended for all headquarter sections of the Imperial General
Staff, and accepted by the Imperial Defence Conference. 14382.

All officers at Army Headquarters do fully as much work as is good fdr

them. They constantly take work home, and have to work late at night or in

the early morning. They also have to read a good dtsal out of office hours in
order to do the office work properly. 14396.

Ho one who saw the actual work to be done would think there was any
tendency to do work which was unnecessary ; on the contrary, all are striving

to reduce work at Headquarters and to avoid worrying people outside with
constant circulars and so forth. 14397.

Statement showing the clerical establishment of the General Staff Branch

toother with their pay. Ho reduction in the establishment could be made
at present without loss of efficiency, hut if a Central Registry were established,

some reduction might he possible. The whole ef the clerical work of the

Inspectors is done in the Branch. 14401, 14411.

The paid clerks are chiefly employed in superintendihg the work of

the office. 14405.

ssiiic 1
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The "work done by the Inspectors of Cavalry and Horse and !Field Artillery;

when on tour ought not to oyerlap the duties assigned to the army, divisional

and brigade commanders, for the Inspectors are only the eyes and ears of.

the Commander-in-Ohief for ensuring that the technical, as distinct fronO'

the general, training of their special arms and services is being correctly carried'

out. 14416, 14437. '

In cases where there is a cavalry brigade commander, the Inspector of

Cavalry is directed by regulations to confine his attention to the inspection of'

units higher than the regiment. 14415.

The necessity for the training of cavalry in cavalry divisions in peace is

universally recognized and forms an important function of the Inspector of

Cavalry in India. When a cavalry division is formed for training, the Inspector

of Cavalry actually commands and trains it. 14426.

As a general rule the Inspector of Cavalry inspects the brigades, only

inspecting single regiments when they are isolated. 14426.

Duties of the Inspector of Cavalry when in Simla. 14141.

. A large civil force of the nature of the Volunteers may reasonably demand
that there, should be some ofl&cer at Army Headquarters specially qualified to-

represent their difficulties and needs. 14443.

Questions in connexion with the Volunteers brought to notice by the

Inspector of Volunteers are sent to the Branch concerned for action. 11469|
14465. . .

"

' There is no Central Begistry for Army Headquarters, hut each Branch baa
now its ".own Central Begistry. The Central Registry was tried first as am
experiment for six months, and a committee then assembled to consider the

question, decided that the adoption of a Central Registry for the whole of Army
Headquarters "was inadvisable. 14476, 14483.

The Inspector, Royal Garrison Artillery, is the only permanent Royal
Garrison Artillery officer at Army Headquarters to whom technical questions,
etc., can be referred, and to act as adviser to the Commander-in-Oliief or to .

heads of Branches* 14493. -

Colonel SamUton .—In regard to the transfers and appointments of officers

in regiments now done by the M,ilitary Secretary to the Commander-in-Ohief
considers tHat'if thq Adjutant-Geaefrai is responsible for personnel (as he is) he
should, he responsible for the individuals also.

, 14837.

. .Oen^ral The Quartermaster-General’s Branch is composed
of 14. officers and' 82 clerks. Satisfied that the number of officers employed in

'

the Branch is necessary, in fact, of opinion that the Branch is Underman-
ned. 14947 . ;•

: There, are five officers in the Supply and Transport Directorate, arid taking '

into consideratibn the riecessity for the efficient and ecoriomical administratibn
of the army so far as . supply and transport is concerned, does not c'dnsider It
would he. desirable jto r^uce the number of staff officers employed in this Direc-
torate. Fresentppmpl^ent isonly sufficient for the disposal of current work^
and the ojP&oers in the Directorate have no time, to study and deal with exterior
quest!onis such as those ponheoted with mobilization. With the Gcanmander^
in*Cbief's approval,, .]hiaa, bmught the inadequacy of officers to the notice of the-
GoVernineut' of .India. Submits comparative statement showing number of
officers employed in the Supply and Transport Directorate and the number
employed 'oh similar duties at the War Office with their respective responsibi-
lities. ...

•Inc 1902 -there;- were fiv'e officers with the late Military Depnrlmeht and
thirteen at'-Command Headquarters and in Burma, whereas now there are only
five officers at Anny Headquarters.

-Decentraliz'atioa of supply- and transport has already .,been carried out as
far as possible.

. A Comadtteej assembled in 1911,' exppessied the opinion that to -enable the
Movements and Quartering Directorate to provide efficient ccmtxol it Wes



ifecessary to hare two additional officers on its staff. Concrirs in this opinion,
2tnd has represented the inadequacy of this Directorate staff to Government.
At present compelled to obtain -officers from regiments who carry on the duties'
of permanent staff officers without the staff pay attached to staff appointments.
Moreover, it is doubtful how far such assistance would be available on mobiliza-
tion and in any time of stress, the present shortage of permanent staff officers
must inevitably lead to the neglect of administration unconnected with the work
in hand, and to the consequent accumulation of arrears.

The Director of Veterinary Services has an assistant who, in addition to
the duties pertaining to his appointment, has charge of Goyernment and other
animals at Jutogh and Simla.

The Director of Parms has no assistant ; inconvenience is caused by this
when he is on tour, but not at present prepared to recommend that he should be
given an assistant. . .

The Director-General, Army Biemouht Department, has an assistant, and
convinced of the necessity for his retention. 14i9Ji7.

There is a staff captain in the concentration section of thb -Quartermaster-
Qenerars Branch under whom railway arrangements are worked out, and
the llailway Board have an officer at Lahore who works out time-tables.
1*^951,. 1-1953.

,
IlTider .eatistiug arrangements although the Commander-in-Ohief does not

as a rule express his opinion as such on the various questions requiring the
sancition of Government, he sometimes inforna.aUyi’aetesHhe' case and gives his
views before the case is referred tp the’ Army Department * and' the Pinahce
Brandi. iWi,- 140,75;. . , . .

The two DdjJuty Assistant-Director? in the Supply and Transport Director-
ate got no extra pay ; they only get their ordinary grade pay, and they aie
necessary. 15007. • •

' ^he appointment of the Inspector of Cantonments has been abolished,
but there is still constant wo'rk'ih connexion with Cantonments* 15009.

The .present position with a Director as the head of the Supply and
Transport Corps, under the Quartermaster-General is satisfactory and necessary,

and wants to keep the Director of Supply and Transport working under him
in his office. In a corps like the Supply and Transport Corps which condsts
of distinct and partially separated Bi'anches dealing,with administrative services

which are so diverse and yet so interdependent, the presence of a co-ordinating

head is an asset which makes for efficiency.
.
Moreover it is hardly to be

expected that every officer appointed Quartermaster-General will have sufficient

previous acquaintance with the details of supply and transport work as to be
able te ^pense with the assistance which a^ Director of Supply and Transport

afford him.

The Director of' Supply and Transport is already largely an inspecting

officer and apeh’ds .the greater part of the' cold weather on inspection tours, and
inspection by an administrative (^cer is a much more useful process than

inspection by.an officer whose duty- ends whdn he has submitted his inspection

report. The*former has probably larger previous knowledge of the w^k poiuts

in. the administration which requires Ms attention, and is in a position himself

to give effect to the reforms and to supp!^ the remeffies which his inspections

coiiiTinxie him the situa'tion demands.

Bssenliialfhat any big corps like the Supply and Tranapurt Corps should

havd one df, 'ite- officers 'whom afl can,look to as the head of the. Corps and
to whom' they dan apply when in any doubt or difficulty, and to whom the

Commander-iit-Gbief can look for advice regarding any details concerning the

interests^the Corps.'- ‘ ' '
•

‘

-The'jMtee/cf -the -Dirhetor • Of Supply and Transport is also fully Occupied

in dealipg 'wjlt^^ipnam.eWblw.'qittestiDim regarding his Corps and supply and trans-

port work generally ; this 'would perhaps more espechilly be the case in times



of mobilization when his presence would be absolutely essential. 16031,
16036.

The delays which talce place in dealing with proposals at Army Head-
quarters are responsible for a great loss of economy, and apart from the loss to
Government, the withholding of sanction to schemes where an obvious saving
can be anticipated cannot but fail to have-the effect of diminishing the zeal of
officers in putting forward similar proposals. 15641.

Colonel pIt’ZKams.—We have no supply and
,
transport establishments at

Army Headquarters to deal with frontier expeditions ; it has to be put in the
hands of one or more divisional Generals. 14991.
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Artilleht. .

,
Sir M. Orotier.—Not

artillery units. 614.

The reduction of three
inland defences is feasible.

possible to reduce the peace strength of natire

of garrison artillery now garrisoning

General Aylmer.—^Amount of artillery in Pield Army
small and cannot recommend any reduction. 2783, 2785.

^

EiCserTe of artillery horses is very small. 2792.

at -present very

desirable
^^

7“!
companies of garrison artillery hardly seems

The reserves of men for Indian artillery might he increased to 140. 8456.

Considers that it was necessary to appoint the six divisional artillery
commanders. 8747. ^

Sir K JBarrow.—Doubtful whether Ahmadnagar is a good place for moun-
tain batteies. 4144.

Would prefer to see the mountain batteries for the 6th Division stationed
at Deolali if accommodation can be provided without detriment to the distri-
bution of the infantry. Would like to see British mountain batteries at or
near Wellington to complete the 9th Diyision. 4144, 4160.

Might reduce horse artillery to enable us to have more mountain batteries
and howitzers without extra expense. 4150.

The addition of seven horses to the strength of each field artillery brigade
desirable. The best way to get out of the present difficulty in regard to horse
and field artillery drivers on mobilization, is to increase the establishment of
drivers in each higher establishment battery by four. 4350.

In case of emergency would utilize bullocks for internal defence batteries.
4352.

Does not think the number of artillery units assigned to the Yield Army is

excessive, but it is sufficient for warfare against Asiatics. 4362.

More mountain batteries would be of more use than heavy batteries across
the frontier. 4368.

If w-e raise six Eurasian militia artillery companies we might dispense
witih one or even two Boyal Garrison Artillery companies. 4372.

We must keep six Royal Garrison Artillery companies for the Quetta and
Attock defences and for siege train. 4372.

Sir J. Willeock8.—^ln the event of war would like to know what will

happen as regards replacing casualties among horses in batteries. 5297, 5299.

Would like a lai^r reserve of artillery horses. 6301.

We could do with a much smaller proportion of artillery for patting down
rebellion than for use in the field. 5665.

• Our Yield Army is already very low iu artillery power, and it should not
be depleted for any cause. 5566, 6667, 6669, 6671.

Improvised batteries with 2 guns would be strong enough as units in
proportion to the enemy we should meet in internal defence. 6569.

Does not approve of proposal to reduce the number of garrison companies.
5573.

If redactions are going to he made, the number of heavy batteries might
be reduced. 5573.
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We might want a few heavy guns if we were going to besiege a big place,

but very few would be enough. D57 5.

Does not consider that the six Brigadier-Generals of artillery were abso-

lutely necessary, hut we want them for war and at the same time they tend to

greater efficiency in training. 6860.

If desirable to increase the British artillery would advocate converting

some of the heavy batteries. 6882.

Mt, The number of officers in the Adjutant-General’s Branch

for artillery work might be found capable of reduction. 6464.

General Birdwood,'-^So horse the artillery of the h'ield Army on mobili-

zation it would be necessary, even after utilizing the reserve, to withdraw 803

horses from internal defence units. 7007.

Does not personally approve of the proposed reorganization of artillery

ammunition columns. 7062.

A reserve of at least 1,600 artillery horses should be maintained. 7068.

The reserve of artillery horses (600) as it at present stands is not sufficient,

and on mobilization we should require 1,310 horses for the Meld Army and
164 for internal defence or a total of 1,474 horses, therefore recommends
that the artillery reserve of horses be fixed at from 1,600 to 1,700 provided that

the ammunition columns remain as they are at present ; if they are altered

the question will require reconsideration. 16261.

Under the proposed reorganization of ammunition, columns some 6,753

mules would be required for the ammunition columns of nine divisions, eight

cavalry brigadis and army tr^'ops. It is not the intention to maintain in peace
time the mules required for these columns and it is hoped they can be obtained

on mobilization from those registered in India. 15419.

If he had been Quartermaster- General when the proposals for the reorgani-

zation of ammunition columns were brought forward should have liked to have
modified them, but it is possible that we could meet requirements if we could get
our organized cadres expanded. But as things are at present, some of tko
leading divisions of the Pield Army would probably have to go short of a
certain amount of organized transport. 16437* 16462.

If the proposal for the reorganization of the ammunition columns is

accepted would require about seven additional mule corps. 16661.

Statement showing the total number of mules and carts required under
the existing and the proposed ammunition columns for nine divisions and eight
cavalry brigades.

Under the reorganization if we get all our registered animals we shall have
sufficient mules to complete the enhanced number required for the proposed
ammunition columns, but this would reduce the large number required almost
from the start to replace wastage.

Por the new ammunition columns, will require 1,921 carts more than are at
present arranged for which will be met from the existing surplus of 10,469
carts left over after supplying the nine divisions and eight cavalry brigades,
the deficiency for supply purposes on the lines of communication being met by
a corresponding increase in the number purchased from the country. 15663.

General Mamilton Gordon.—'Artillery units for the Meld Army could be
properly equipped only by the serious depletion of internal defence units. This
can only be remedied by an alteration in the establishment of men and an
increase in the reserve of horses. 13645, 13647, 18717.

The artillery allotted to internal defence should certainly be hept in good
condition. 13661.

Heavy batteries would still be of real use in a war with Afghanistan though
not probably against the tribes. Against the latter it is not contemplated to
use them. 13994.
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Heavy batteries are now allotted to army troops so that they need only be
used when there is advantage in using them.* 13996.

The Oommander-in-Ohief has recommended that the new armament for
heavy batteries should take the form of a howitzer, and that we should first

obtain an experimental howitzer. This we have asked the Home authorities
to design. 13998.

Considers the scheme sent to the Secretary of State regarding the reorgani-
zation of artillery ammunition columns a practical one. The Quartermaster-
General at the time definitely stated that he was prepared to find the extra
mules required. 11000.

General Meadlam.—Looks upon the appointment of Brigadier-Generals

of divisional artillery as the most important step taken during the time he has
been Director of Military Training towards bringing the training and efficiency

of the army in India up to modern standards. 11493, 11197, 11601.

The training of divisional artillery commanders in the utilization of the

various powers of tho different natures of guns comprised in the divisional

artillery is a case in point. The combination or distribution of their fire in

acoordanco with the general plan is a matter which requires the highest

technical skill. Moreover the mere question of ensuring uniformity in techni-

cal training assumed special importance in India owing to the fact that there

is no school of gunnery such as exists at Home where the instructors from the

school attend the practice camps of the various divisions. The duties of the

Inspector, Hoyal Garrison Artillery, are those of the same officer at Home, but

more important owing to the absence of a school of gunnery, and even of Com-
manders of Iloyal Artillery at the defended ports, and also owing to the

fact that tho General Olfioers Commanding at the defended ports are not

specially selected coast defence cjmmanders as they are at Home. At gun
practice his presence is absolutely necessary to criticise* bring to notice defects,

and suggest improvements. 14193.
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ARMY IN INDIA.

BMTISH AeMY—MiSOEUiANEOUS.

Sir JB. jBa>*row.—Might reduce British cavalry and horse artillery

to enable us to have more mountain batteries and howitzers without extra

expense. The addition of 7 horses to the strength of each field artillery brigade

desirable. 4160, 4360.

Sir As.—Would not like to see the British cavalry reduced.

6886.

Sir T. Wynne.—Does not think the railways could spare many Royal
Engineer oflScers for ordinary military works in the field, but could spare a few
civil railway officers. 9039, 9041.

General Stuart.—British units, whether allotted to the Eield Army or to
internal defence, should always be in actual possession of 300 rounds per rifie.

10091.

Absolutely necessary that the British troops that go to the hills should
take ammunition with them. 10093.

Major Sill .—In the cold weather British troops should take their share of
fatigues and duties. 11219.
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AEMY IN INDIA.

Bkitish Offiobrs, India-n Assir—

E

stablishments, Pat, Peomoxion,
Leave and Extblough.

Sit' 3^. Gt’ovef',—Esta>blislu3i6iit of 14 Dritisli offioors per niiit coubiderod.
excessive. 626.

Quartermaster and transport officer both required on field service. 631.

Present system of recruiting officers more or less provides for annual
wastage. 677.

Present system of promotion and pension in the Indian army not altogether
satisfactory. 685, 687.

The number of Oommanding Officers who have been given extensions in
the tenure of their commands has aggravated the congestion in promotion. 689.

Sir H. Barrow.—Pay of brigade commanders insufficient. 3938, 3952.

Establishment of British officers per unit is now too high. 4426.

Would have an establishment of thirteen officers per unit in time of peace
with a reserve equivalent to one officer.

As regards war establishment, generally accepts views and proposals of the
General Staff.

Considers each internal defence battalion should have eight officers.

Cavalry regiments should have eleven officers on service. 4426.

One officer rnight discharge the duties of both quartermaster and transport
officer with the aid of a native officer, but a native officer for this work must be
added to the present establishment. 4434.

The term of command of native regiments might equitably be reduced to
four years. 4146.

Begimental officers of cavalry holding post of second-in-command should
vacate at 48, and commandants at 50. 4474, 4478.

In future officers entering the Indian army who have not been selected for

the command of a regiment should not get a higher pension than £550 per
annum. 4483.

Disapproves of incremental pension tmless there is a great difference in the

increments. 4485, 4487.

The ranks of captain and major should be attained after 10 and 19 years*

service respectively, this would save money and not affect efficiency. 4491, 4497.

Would not increase term of service for lieutenant-colonel. 4493.

Does not think we should adhere rigidly to a fixed proportion of General

Officers hy arms. 4505.

An advantage in having a proportion of junior officers in staff employ-

ment. 4507.

University candidates are as a rule better than the men we get from

Sandhurst, better educated and wider outlook. 4613.

Would like to recruit more university candidates. 4617

.

Agrees to proposal that no officer ^ould be permitted to exchange into the

Indian army who is more tl^n two years older or more than two years senior to

the officer with whom he exchanges. 4519.

cTunior officers selected for command of regiments should only be given

temporary rank. 4645.
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British officers granted leave most liberally ;
though this may affoct an

economy, not in favour of officers going on leave to such an extent. 4io50,

4661.

Agrees to proposal to remove the present restrictions on combined leave.

4563.

Officers might be given facilities to attend courses of instruction whilst on

leave at Home. 4567.

In regard to recruitment of officers, would be better to work on average

requirements. 4671.

Would leave the system of promotion by the efflux of time alone. 4578.

System obtaining for appointment of officers to frontier militias most
unsatisfactory. 4690.

Sir O. Roos-Eejppel.—Ifot sure that a large number of British officers in

a militia corps is an advantage. 6067.

Sir J. Willcoci8.--^Agx&e& with the proposals of General Staff to reduce,

the numbers of British officers with native cavalry and infantry units. 5643.

One British officer with the aid of a native officer could discharge the duties
of both quarterznater and transport officer. 6651.

Much harm has been done hy the amount of leave now given to British

officers of the Indian army. 6639.

Would however be liberal with leave. 6665.

Approves of General Barrow’s proposal to make lieutenant-colonels of
cavalry retire at 50. 6763,

Approves of seconds-in-eoramand of cavalry being rhade to retire at 48.
6785.

Would leave the system of officering the militia as it is. 6800.

Air. Brunyate,—The increases to the number of officers of late years
should have been more gradual.

So long as officers are protected by the time scale, and have a reasonable
chance of rising to the command of a regiment, would not attempt any
elaboraition. 6427, 6431.

Would he against applying the normal standard of recruitment to officers

of the Indian army. 6433.

Would not alter the periods for promotion to the various ranks from time
to time in accordance with the average conditions prevailing in the British army.
6439.

You get the most economical pay rates if you give assured conditions.
6443. . .

Was quite uimeoessary to shorten the periods of prorabcion In the Indian
army with reference to the conditions existing in the British wrmy as the result
of the South African War. 6445.

Would await report of the Boyal Commission before tinkering with military
pensions. 6453.

Sees no objection to. the military leave rales m applied to- regimental
officers. The furlough and combined leave rules are liberal in theory, but in
practice there are few men who can take the maximum amount of leave the
itdes allow them. 6465. , . ,

•

Business of Ooimnanffihgr Officers to see that the feave rules are not
abused. 6457. ...

* g
regardsftho leave rules, why tamper with a rule which is probably one

of the great attractions of the service, and enables us to gire lotr mtes ei nmt
etc. ? 6469.

®
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GenGToX JBirdtoooJ.’—'Lt an average of fourteen officers were always servino*
with their units, their presence would tend to stifle the responsibilities of native
officers and to limit their initiative. In practice, however, the number is never
present, as officers are always away on leave, attending classes, etc. In fact,
witli our present establishments, regiments seem to be frequently short of
British officers. In no circumstances should any reduction be made in the
number of British officers, unless and until a real reserve of officers is actually
in being. The wastage of British officers with native regiments is under-
estimated, as such officers from their colour alone, must always be Conspicuous
7421, 7427.

If a reserve of officers can be formed} the proposed reduction by the General
Staff will be vindicated to some extent. 7423.

If an efficient reserve is formed, in favour of a small reduction of, say, one
officer per regiment. 7425.

One British officer with the assistance of a native officer, might carry out
the duties of both quartermaster and transport officer. 7429.

The present system of recruiting officers for the Indian army is based on
average requirements of past years. 7453.

Sees no way of improving the present system. 7465.

Promotion of officers by efflux of time is considered advantageous in that
it ensures a contented army. The cadres of the Indian army regiments are too
small to admit of regimental promotion as it is understood in the British
service. 7467.

The majority of officers loolc forward to the certainty of promotion in the
Indian army as its greatest advantage. 7171.

The time system does not encourage mediocrity because brevet rank is

given to deserving officers, 7473.

The system of giving an officer promotion by appointing him to the
command of a regiment is a good system because selection comes in as well.
7475.

Concurs in suggestion that Commanding Officers of cavalry regiments
should vacate at 50, SHConds-in-command at 48, and in other units of the Indian
army at 62 and 50. 7499.

There will be a block unless some of the recommendations of Sir Edmund
Barrow’s and Colonel Johnson’s Committees are given effect to. 7601.

Present leave rules financially economical to tlie Government. Would
abolish the eight months’ restriction and permit the combination of privilege

leave with ordinary furlough. Instead of laying down the number of officers

who may be absent on leave from a r-egiment, would lay down those who should

be present during the cold w'cather and the summer. 7604.

Would leave the responsibility for granting leave to the Commanding
Officer and the Brigade Commander. 7616.

Would suggest that each of the three Governors* bodyguards in this

country could quite efficiently oariry on with one officer apiece. 16641.

General Aylmer.—A war establishment of tea dffioers pelf battalion or

foment in the field will be sufficient, provided this number can really be

maintained by a proper system of reserves. Internal secnrily units also require

this number of officers. There should be two British officers at each dep6t of

units both of the Pield Army and internal defence. Thus require twelve British

officers i)er battalion or regiment without taking into consideration the question of

a reserve. Existing peace establishment of British officers is so high that it

stifles the initiative of the Indian officers. Suggests a reduction in the peace

establishment of 294 British officers but points out that a reserve of about 1,250

for fighting units alone will, at the same time, be required. 8579, 8595.

Possible, but most inadvisable for one officer to carry out the duties of

both quartermaster and trau^ort officer. 8593.
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Owing to the increased number of British officers with native regiments,

officers are granted leave most liberally. Present orders prevent an offioer from
taking leave to Europe too frequently. 8636.

Sees no reason why furlough should not be distributed over the whole year.

8641.

To his knowledge. Commanding Officers do not go on leave unduly often.

8647.

High officers do not take leave excessively. 8649.

Would recommend the regulation of recruitment by average requirements
calculated on an actuarial basis tempered by common sense. 8661, 8667.

No one can find a better system than the time system for promotion.
8669.

Prefers the normal system to that of giving officers promotion out of their
turn. 8663.

Would reduce tenure of command to four years. 8669.

Would also retire a Commanding Offioer at 62 and a second>in-oommaud
at 60. 8671.

Colonel Hoghfon.—"Would rather see fewer British officers in peace time
ahd more Indian officers both in peace and war. 10492.

Owing to the number of British officers, it is difficult for the native officers

to retain and act up to the responsibilities of their positions in regard to the
maintenance of discipline, training and administration, more especially in the
training season. 10600, 10604.

In favour of allowing more British officers on leave during the training
season. 10602.

Since the increase of British officers, native officers are less anxious to
take responsibility and initiative, but their efficiency woudd increase if they
were given more scope. 10612, 10616.

Would like to see a complement of eleven British officers in a regiment in
time of peace, and the same number with a reserve of two in time of war.
10620, 10538.

In a b% war, a native regiment would require more officers to lead it than
a British regiment would. 10640.

TOie duties of quartermaster and transport offioer in war can be efficiently
performed by one British officer if he be aided by a native officer. Necessary
to have a British offioer with the regimental transport when marching with
British troops. 10666.

Statement showing the amount of leave and furlough taken by each officer
in his regiment during the last three years. In the junior ranks, leave to
Europe should bd resincted. 10674.

In regard to the restriction of leave, would prefer to see the power of a
Gommandi^ Officer bounded by regulations. 10582, 10690.

Leave rules are excessively indulgent. 10698.

As regards leave, the rules applicable to civil departments might be intro>
duced, provided a certain amount of latitude was allowed to meet special oases
10600, 10602, 10620.

It would be a good scheme if officers could take leave at any time of the
year. 10604.

Statement showing average number of officers on the .rolls of the regiment,
the number absent on leave,- furlough, etc., and the number actually present
at regimental duty for the past three years. 10624.
- Would like to have a minimum of six officers always with the regiment.
10626.
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Advisable to give every officer tbe Wo months’ privilege leave every year
to which, he is entitled. 10630, 10632.

!Por regiments not serving on the frontier, suggests a strength of eleven
Sritish officers and 738 Indian ranks. Biegiments on the frontier should have
the present strength of officers and men. 10671, 10707.

^

The majority of the senior officers have a sufficient knowledge of the
subjects, and a sufficient command of the vernacular to keep in close touch
with the native ranks. Amongst the juniors it is not so common although
there are exceptions. The study of their men’s classes and characteristics by
junior officers should he made compulsory, and should form one of the subjects
for the examination for retention in the Indian army. 10898.

Major Mill.—In peace time there is always sufficient employment for the
present number of British officers in barracks and on manoeuvres. It does
occasionally happen that there is a superfluity of British officeis, but never
known that state of affairs to last for long. In the case of a minor campaign
from a regimental point of view, tbe present number of British officers is

sufficient, but in the event of tlie whole army being mobilized, doubts whether
there would be a sufficient number of British regimental officers. 11064.

At the commencement of a campaign a large number of British officers

is necessary to furnish leaders even for minor enterprises, but as tbe campaign
continued the necessity for a large number of British officers would probably
grow less as the Indian ranks found their feet. Casualties among British
officers could be met to some extent by the Indian officers, 11036, 11074.

Would not be in favour of any change in the present establishment of
British officers. 11076.

On service it is absolutely necessary to have a separate British officer for
each of the duties of qxiartermaster aud transport officer. 11088.

In a war with Afghanistan or the tribes, tbe casualties amongst British
officers would be heavier than they were in previous campaigns, as the Afghans
and tribesmen are better armed than they were. 11094.

Present leave rules for officers too liberal and strongly opposed to them.
11100, 11104.

Would suggest a maximum of three officers per battalion being allowed to

go on twelve months’ combined, leave, the first three months being on full

Indian pay and allowances. 11100, 11116.

A Commanding Officer should be given a free hand as to the number of

officers he thinks should be permitted to be absent on leave. 11114.

Would not apply the condition that an officer may not take leave unless he
bfl.H put in a certain amount of service. 11116.

Statement showing for last three years the number of officers on roll of

regiment, the number absent on leave or furlough or oh duty, and the number
actually present at regimental duty. II 121.

The vernacular is much better spoken by British officers who entered the

service within the last fifteen years than by their predecessors. 11306.

Does not think there is quite the same intimate relation with the men that

there used to be, but tlunks this is caused by the increase of work and training.

11306.

Does not think it expedient to bring in a colonel from one battalion to

command another battalion in the link over the head of another officer, unless

there is considerable difference in their seniority. 11310, 11316.

Colonel Present establishment of officem as satisfactory as

possible. Sometimes an excess of British officers in peace tim^ but not often.

When the number of British officeM is greater than that required for ordinary

routine, it is easy to find work for the surplus officers in the shape of special

classes for scouts, etc. 11418.
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In case of war, casualties among British ofiScers would be very heavy and

it would therefore be dangerous to reduce the peace strength, and futther it

would be more necessary than ever to have a reserve of officers to fall back

upon. 11418.

The present number of British officers by no means necessitates undue

interference with native officers in the thoiough command of their units.

11422.

Would like to have 14 officers for each battalion in time of peace and 17

officers (including two fur dep6t, and one medical officer) iu time of war. 11440,

11442.

British officers are primarily instructors in peace and leaders in war, and

in both peace and war, impartial judges of men's grievances. 11440.

Could do with very few British officers if it were absolutely necessary.

11448, 11460.

The duties of quartermaster and transport officer in war can be efficiently

performed by one British officer if assisted by a native officer, hut would like

to start with a separate British officer for each duty. 11468.

Statement of leave taken by officers in his regiment during last three

years. Present leave rules are good—certainly liberal. Tendency on part of

young officers to run Home too frequently. Combined leave out of India to

be granted only at such a rate as would ensure officers being at Home not more
frequently than once every five years. 1 1460, 11484.

No restriction on combined leave in India, other than those at present in

force. 11460, 11468.

Proposes no alteration in the rules for privilege leave out of India. 11468.

Established strength of officers in his regiment, the number absent oU
leave or furlough or on duty and the number actually present and. at regimental
duty during last three years. 11462.

Would be difficult to make a rule fixing the minimum strength of officers

with a regiment at all times. 11484.

Does not think any advantage would he gained by introducing the civil

leave roles into the army. 11486.

It would not be a good thing to lay down a hard and fast rule regarding
the grant of leave. 11483, 11490.

British officers have a sufficient knowledge of the subjects aud a sufficient

command of the vernacular to keep iu close touch with the native ranks. 11730.

Junior officers can speak tlie vernacular quite well. 11732.

The language examinations for officers are appallingly difficult, but at the
same time quite unpractical'in character. 117B4, 11736:

Colonel Oreafl'A.*—Present establishment, of British officers satisfactory.
11863.

Arguments against rednctiou of number of British officers with native
regiments. 11853.

Not necessarily the case that owing to the number of British officers it is
difficult for native olfioers to retain and act up to the responsibilities of their
position, though this tendency has to be carefully guarded against. 11859.

Would like to have 14 British officers per regiment’ iu time of peaoe
13 British officers actually with the regiment in time , of wan 11867, 11869,
11871.

Duties of British officers. 11867. *
.

Duties of quartermaster and transport officer in war can, as a, mle^ he
efficiently performed by one British officer, if he be aided by one native offiicor,
11893.
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OflBcers should not ordinarily he allowed to go Iloine oa leave until they
have had five years’ service. 11895, 12127.

A year's leave should then he given thorn and a free passage one way at
any rate, though it would be better if it were given both ways. 11895.

B.eaaons which call for great liberality in the matter of leave to' military
officers and more especially regimental officers. 11895.

In the interest of the State, as well as of the officer, that leave should be
more liberally granted as the officer’s service increases. 11895.

If thought necessary to put a limit on leave Horae, it could not he thought
Tjnreasonable from the point of view of the State to fix the limit of leave at 8
years during the period of an officer’s service. 11895.

Statement showing number of British officers on rolls of his regiment,
the number absent on leave or furlough, or from other causes, and the number
actually present and at regimental duty. 119 Ifi.

"Would not be in favour of accompanying leave conditions by a general
rule as to the minimum number of officers who should be present at one time.
11920, 11922.

It is better that native soldiers should keep their own British officers

provided they liked them. 12105.

British Officers have as a rule a sufficient knowledge of the subjects and
a sufficient command of the vernacular to keep in close touch with the native
ranks, though of course, there is always room for improvement, 12119.

Language examination tests should be as eolloq[uial as possible. 12123.

Garrison courses for British officers might he reintrolucei in a modified
form. 12176.

Colonel Mead.—The establishment of British officers is unnecessarily
high for the performance of duties in peace, and approximately correct for the
performance of duties in war. 12211.

When the Commanding O ffioer’s regimental system regards the Britis'h

officers as a staff advising, assisting in, supervising and inspecting the training

of the companies and the battalion, there is not too much interference with the

native officers, but where the system regards the double-company as the

tactical and administrative unit the case is different. 12213.

Would like to have ten British officers in peace time and ten with a regi-

ment in the field, with a reserve of two offioears to meet casualties. 12237,
12265, 12269".

The duties of British officers to consist in initiating programmes' of train-

ing, supervising the traiaing and inspecting and checking the company
accounts, etc. 12237.

Doubtful if a British officer aided by. a native officer could efficiently

perform the duties of quartermaster and transport officer in time of war, but if

the quartermaster is taken out of the list of wing officers, and the native officer

who assists him is mounted, it might be possible. 12296.

Leave rules are too lenient ; if an officer could get Saxae for one year or

eight months after ev^y three years spent in the country, it would be sufficient.

12298.

Statement showing the amount of leave or furlough taken by eadi officer in
his regiment during the last three years. 12298.

Would restrict l^ve Home as much as possible to the hot weather,
would he liberal regarding leave taken in the country for shooting purposes,

etc.- 12300.

Statement showing the number of officers on the rolls of his regiment, the
number absent on leave, furlough or duty, and the niuabor actually present and
at regimental duty for the last three years. 12312.
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The present very Mgli standard insisted on for the Urdu Higher Standard
means a long time of hard vrork and by the time a young officer comes to tackle
Marathi, he is very tired of languages, and finds he has a new character to
learn, and a book with no relation to military conversation to read. Conyersa-
tion is the end to be aimed at as a result of the examination, and it should be
the real test in examination. A much better practical test would be obtained
if the matter was put into the hands of the Commanding Officer to whose
interest it is that his officers should speak fiuently. At present there is

too much book work. 12490, 12496.

Generally speaking, the knowledge of Marathi of the officers in his regi-
ment is not satisfactory. 12494.

Colovel Graham .—Present establishments of officers fairly satisfactory, 12
British officers and 17 Indian officers (including Indian adjutant) should be
the absolute minimum in peace time. 12615, 12621.

Only ten officers in his regiment excluding the medical officer. 12617.

In Madras regiments it is not the case that owing to the number of
British officers it is difficult for native officers to act up to the responsibilities of
their positions in regard to discipline, administration and training. 12619.

Por war, would suggest the proposed peace establishment of officers with
two or three additional double-company officers attached from other non-
mohilized regiments. 12621.

British officers maintain the general efficiency of the corps as a whole and
seek to increase it and keep it abreast of the times hy applying new ideas and
methods as they come out. 12621.

Por war, the establishment should be more than 12. 12623.

In case of casualties among the British officers native officers would be able
to take command to a certain extent. 12625.

The duties of quartermaster and of transport officer in war can be efficiently
performed by one British officer if he be aided by a native officer. 12G37.

Cannot suggest any amendment to the existing leave rules which appear to
be satisfactory. The maximum number of officers on combined leave should
not exceed four. 12639, 12656.

Nine of the proposed thirteen officers should be present during the train-
ing season. 12641.

Statement showing the number of British officers on the rolls of his regi-
ment, the numbers absent on leave or duty, and the number actually present
and at regimental duty for the past three years. 12659.

Most officers have a fair knowledge of the subjects which however have
not very much interest for Madras sepoys. Majority of officers have a sufficient
knowledge of Hindustani (hardly any of Tamil) to converse with the native
ranks to a certain extent but there ought to be au improvement even in Hin-
dustani. 12864.

Pluent conversation and ability to deliver a short lecture on some subject
should be a sine qua non in the Hindustani qualifying examination for the Indian
army ; nothing else matters much. 12864.

Essential also that there should be an examination in the traditions, castes,
customs, etc., of the men of his regiment before a probationer is finally admit*
ted into the Indian army. 12864.

Agrees that present language examination tests are unduly difficult in
some ways and they do not lay stress on the necessary things. 12866.

The knowledge of Tamil of the officers iu his regiment is somewhat super,
ficial. 12868.

^

Colonel Cole.—We might have one squadron officer less for peace and war
without any harm, provided we have a workable reserve. 12976, 12979.
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Twelve officers required in the drill season and six in the hot weather.
12997, 12999, 13046.

Certainly not the case that owing to the number of British officers it is
difficult for the native officers to retain and act up to the responsibilities of their
positions in regard to the maintenance of discipline, training and administra-
tion. 13001.

Administration is done entirely by British officers. 13001.

Plenty of work for British officers on higher training without being
constantly occupied with elementary instruction. 13006, 13012.

"Would like to have 13 British officers in time of peace and 14 British
officers (including 2 for the dep6t) in time of war. 13012.

Generally speaking, British officers are required to command, guide and
direct. 13012.

Present leave rules call for amendment, they are hard and fast and not
adaptable to the numerous individual cases constantly occurring. 13042.

The eight months’ leave should be abolished and privilege leave given with
all leave out of India. 13042.

Preferable to lay down that so many officers must be present with the
regiment in the drill season, and so many in the hot weather, and leave
the rest to Commanding Officers and General Officers''Commanding. 13042.

Adjutant-General should intimate that as a rule young officers should
not be allowed any leave out of India until they had done four years in the
country, and after that, three years for a further period of leave. 13042.

A young officer at present gets too much leave Home which has the
tendency to lessen his interests in this country. 13042.

Statement showing number of officers on rolls of regiment, the numbers
absent on leave or furlough or owing to other causes, and the number actually
present and at regimental duty for the past three years. 13060.

' It would he sound for purposes of efficiency to retire a Commanding Officer

at 60, and a second-in-command at 48, and if you could offer them au increased

pension, it would be all right from the officer’s point of view as well. 13098,
13100. . ..

A junior officer selected for command of a regiment should be given the

permanent rank of lieutenant-colonel, but such promotion should not carry any
claim to accelerated promotion to colonel. 13106.

The language test examinations laiy too much stress on the written examin-
ations and not enough on colloquial, and a good deal of valuable time is

wasted by . officers in trjung to pass these examinations which give no good
result. 13193.

A good idea to start regular classes with competent instructors, in suitable

centres, to teach officers the language properly and quickly. 13193.

SOlAtC ,
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AEMY IN INDIA.

British Officers, Indiait Army—Formation of a Reserve.

Sir M. Grover,—‘To form a reserve, would suggest giving officers reserve'

pay and then letting them retire. 645.

Entirely against proposal to provide for special war requirements by
employing British non-commissioned officers acquainted with native ways and
languages as officers w'ith Indian troops. 647, 660.

In case of necessity, officers would be obtained from non-mohilized British

regiments. 652.

Sir JS. Barrow.

—
^The estimate re the reserve requirements of officers

prepared by the G-eneral Staff may be accepted. 4436.

Does not altogether agree with proposals regarding transfers to Special

Reserve. Eor a reserve of officers we want young officers. 4525, 4547.

Planters and other outsiders if appointed to the reserve should only he
given commissions as lieutenants. 4547, 4549.

In a serious national emergency two non-commissioned officers might be
promoted to jeoramissions in each British regiment, and two subalterns

acquainted with Hindustani transferred to the Indian army. 4555, 4509.

Officers might be spared from the Eorest or the Public Works Depart-
ment. 4567.

Sir J, TTillooGks .—Doubts as to the quality of the reserve officers we could
get from the merchant and other classes ; should be understood that if they
draw the pay they must learn the work. 5053.

Would induce a certain number of officers to join the reserve from the
regular army. 6665.

Thinks proposal to obtain a war reserve by promoting non-commissioned
officers to commissions in British regimeuts and transferring British officers to
native units would work well to a limited extent. 6669.

General Birdwood.—Under no circumstances should any reduction bo
made in the number of British officers unless and until a real reserve of officers

is actually in being. 7421.

If a reserve of officers can be formed, the proposed reduction by the
General Staff will be vindicated to some extent. 7423.

If an efficient reserve is formed, in favour of a small reduction of, say, one
officer per regiment. 7425.

Per a reserve of officers for the Indian army would suggest attaohin**'
officers from British cavalry and infantry units, and from the Militi^,
Yeomanry, and Oolouial troops to units of the Indian army. Their names
should then he kept on a list until they , attain a certain age. 7431.

The difficulty of getting officers in India is accentuated by the impossibility
of getting men who Imow the native. 7439.

^

We could only get a very small number of officers from planters, etc.
7443.

Officers of the Indian army will only leave to join a reserve if they are
given sufficient inducement to do so. 7449.

Considers proposal to obtain a reserve by the grant of commissions to
British non-oommissioned officers well worthy of consideration. 7461.

Is againsi the employment of non-commissioned officers of British
regiments as officers in the Indian army. 14899.
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General Aylmer.—Suggests a reduction in tlie peace estaldislunent of 294
British officers but points out that a reserve of about i,250 for fighting units alone
will, at the same time be required. 8679, 8595.

In addition to the reserve required for fighting units, nearly 1,300 officers
will be required for the departmental services.

To help in meeting requirements in officers would suggest •

(1) Fighting units and departments :

—

(o) Offering civilians inducements to join a reserve.

(6) Promoting non-commissioned officers in British units to com-
missioned rank.

(2) (a) Obtaining a reserve of officers for the establishments of the Indian
army by the offer of sjpecial pensions, gratuities, or furlough, and
by adding those who joined the Indian army after 1893, who are
liable to be recalled for service after they have retired.

(6) Supply and Transport Corps :—In addition to (1) and (2) (a)

above, giving a retaining fee to retired warrant officers of the
Corps ; some such system also for warrant officers of the Ordnance
Department.

Officers of the Public "Works Department might be used for internal
defence, and this should be made a condition of their service.

Endeavouring to form an Indian section of the Special Beserve. 8597.

In case of war, some non-commissioned officers in British regiments with
a knowledge of Hindustani to be offered permanent transfer to the Indian
army. Subalterns of British units who have passed their lower standard in
Hindustani to be offered permanent transfer to Indian army. 8618.

The number of British officers with native combatant units can be reduced
contingent on a proper reserve of officers being maintained. 8803.

General Lean.—A certain proportion of Volunteer officers could be utilized

as a reserve of officers for the Indian army. 9332, 9334.

For officers for the Indian army would prefer a Volunteer officer to a
Serjeant from a British regiment as the former would command a native better.

9338.

Colonel Dunetermlle,—In case of war, casualties among British officers

would be very heavy, and it would therefore be dangerous to reduce the peace

strength, and further it would be more necessary than ever to have a reserve ot

officers to fall back upon. Qualified Volunteer officers might be available for a

reserve, 11418.
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ARMY IN INDIA.

Budget Peovision, Oonteol ot Expbndittibb, Delegation of Pinanoial
POWEES, ETa

Sir M. Divisional commandera have the same financial powers

as Lieutenant-Generals of commands used to have. 748.

Sir E. Barrow .—Considers that divisional Generals make adequate

use of the financial and other powers conferred upon them, and sees no necessity

for further decentralization. 4628.

Does not consider any reduction of expenditure on the army feasible.

4726.

Could suggest economies in one direction but these would be counter-

balanced by increased expenditure in another. 4726.

Sir J. Willoooks.—Divisional Generals make full use of the financial and
other powers conferred on them. 6701.

Divisional Generals might be given more financial powers. Would also

extend the financial powers of Brigadier- Generals. 6701, 5703, 5707, 5709.

Mr. Brunyate .—^The ten orores initial and two crores recurring were
simply rough forecasts in lump of the possible ultimate total cost of Lord
Kitchener’s Redistribution and Reorganization Schemes as a whole, and
were not estimates which had been subjected to departmental examination.
6890, 5892, 6894.

A thorough examination of the estimates for the Reorganization and
Redistribution Schemes would have involved very great delay. 6897. »

The system of obtaining financial advice by the Oommander-in-Chief now
in force, introduced by Lord Kitchener, is superior to the system previously in
force. 6897.

The Budget provision for the current year is £3'89 millidns in excess of
that for 1912-13, and there is likely to be a further increase by about £300,000
a year. 6900.

The cost of the complete Redistribution Scheme is now estimated at
£2,900,000 but the scheine estimated at this figure is not identical with the
scheme originally put forward. 6906,

Tlie Redistribution Scheme estimates received credit for barracks that
would either have to be abandoned or rebuilt in any case. 6913.

The Eedistribution Scheme must, in the end, involve some permanent
recurring expenditure. 6920.

It was a great mistake to provide funds for the Reorganization and Redis-
tribution Schemes before the process of examination had been well advanced ;

there can he little doubt that money would have been saved’to some extent had
this been done. 698 4.

It does not seem probable that the Reorganization and Redistribution
Schemes could have been fully carried out in five years. 6940.

There has been a growth in non-effeoiive charges owing to the transfer oJ^

certain services from the Civil to the Military. 6964.

There has been increased expenditure owing to the measures in- connexion
with British troops in w'hioh the Indian authorities had to follow the lead of
the Home Government. 6966.

Powers of reappropriation do not apply to Home provision. When very
large lapses are involv^, it is difficult to find means of expending them at short
notice. Money is sometimes put in the Budget though the Pittance Depart-
ment does not consider it likely that it will be possible to spend it. 6962.

The Government of India, in pursuance of their own policy of carrying out
Lord Kitchener’s scheme in 6 years, provided from year to year more mon^
than could be spent. 6964.
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Does not think that any loss of economy or increased friction in everv davwork has resulted from the abolition of the Special Grant. 6970.
^ ^

^ Schedule covering the

6970?
^ Schedule items, because the sums involved fluctuate so enormLsly.

Total grants

'Ihe utter absence of any systematic method of fixing the Schedule mightat any moment lea'd to acute trouble. 6974.
°

Contract system would he suitable for hiinbr Schedule items
for bJg measures should be and are fixed by Council. 6976.

The store expenditure is passed with an absence of check which is absurdwhen compared with the scrutiny exercised over other military expenditure.
Ihe stove expenditure might well be included under any contract system. 6978.

Would like to see the provision for horses, mules, etc., brought under auv
contract system which may be proposed. 6978.

• 1

tract grants for reliefs, training, hutting, etc., might be
included in contract grants. 6978.

o> > b

Military Works Service are of opinion that financial pressure on their
ordinary grant has been too strong and that other military claims have led to
thdir being left m the lurch. 6978.

Utterly disbelieves in a system of accumulating niohey foir military
expenditure. The accumulation of lapses would not lead to economy but to
slackness. 5984.

Would not include recurring charges, due to previous measures, in the con-
tract amount. 6990.

Becent tendency has been to fix the Army Budget as a whole iu the first

instance and the Schedule figure tends to become merely a derived or secondary
figure, but the Schedule is not left absolutely out of account. .6992.

Agrees with view that there ought to be some means of regulating the
Schedule. 6992.

T'or Army Budget would suggest :

—

(<*) Ih'ovision each year for the very large schemes on the basis of the
periods in whioh Council have already determined to complete
them.

(b) Contract for minor Schedule measures, ordinary stores, animals,
certain minor grants, and ordinary military works.

(<j) All the rest by a process of expert estimating. 5994.

Trapses in ordinary expenditure cannot be' applied! to Schedule mpasures
except with sanction of Secretary of StaW^ but it is often advisable that such
sanction be freely given. 6996, 69‘98i.

With the enormous trfaskof inilitary 'deih4ndiS aTways' execution it

is very desirable to spend every penny you take in your Budget. 6000.'

In actual practice, the system of re-granting lapses’ is Already' followed to

a large ektent in cases such as stores, where for some reasbu the money is not
spent in a year. 6020.

When prevention of lapses is noerely a Boiitter of Careful watching aud
administration, better not to encourage slackness by giving a free hand in the
ro-granthag of lapses. 6020.

'

In matters whioh are within our own control, ah3 when we have full

powers, the lapses are very small indeedi At Home the* Sedr^tary of State

controls the grant himself, therefore wia cannot control itl 6022.

The main lapses in Homo expenditure take place upder Schedule expendi-
ture and Government stores. If lapses are not to occur, the Schedule must
not be too large. A more rigid attitude ought' to ' be adopted regarding the
provUidn of funds before sche’nies have beeri fully worked out. Heads of

departments should be more continuously in touch with the Director General
of Stores.' There ought to be a complete undemtauding between the Secretary
of State abd the Government of India ' that' every effort should be made to

expend the 'mdney voted in the military Budget. 6024.

B91AIO 12
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Pinanoial advisers in technical departments should be a partial remedf
regarding lapses in stores expenditure. iPullest use should be made of. advance
purciiases as a means of avoiding lapses. Does not agree with proposal to

place orders for stores with producing agencies at Home instead of with the
India Office. 6024, 6026, 6036.

To prevent lapses, the grant of advances to firms, or anything which is

fairly analogous to ordinary business should be done by the India Office. 6028.

In practije we do not receive much advance information from the India
Office in regard to such matters as store purchases. 6030.

The Military Finance Secretary could also perhaps be in closer touch with
the India Office. 6036.

Sceptical about the general policy of incurring heavier capital outlay now
with a view to diminishing recurring charges in the future. 6042.

There has been considerable economy lately in sending invalids to the hills

instead of sending them to England. 6068.

The scheme for mating the Deputy Controller of a division the financial

adviser of the General Officer Commanding has been a decided improvement
on the old system, but it has not attained the success that was hoped for it.

Under the new scheme for the reorganization of the Military Accounts Depart-
ment the dnancial adviser to the General Officer Commanding will be indepen*
ent. 6160.

At present no reappropriation can be effected without the approval of the
Controller ; this is a remnant of the old system and requires correction. With
better arrangements for military fi!nancial advice, it will be possible for a
General Officer Commanding to delegate his financial powers. Cases are not
numerous in which General Officers Commanding do not make full use of the
financial powers granted to them. These powers could be enlarged in regard
to personal cases, such as trivial questions about detention allowance, pensions,
etc , and questions about followers and menials ; and General Officers Command-
ing should be encouraged to use their supposed powers about ** unauthorized
but otherwise regular charges ” more freely. 6166.

The question of classing menials such as sweepers, etc,, unrler ‘office eon-
tingenoies* might be taken up, 6169.

Opposed to the suggestion that Army Commanders should exercise adminis-
trative functions in matters of expenditure. 6173.

, It may be possible a few years hence to take up the questions of giving
Generals larger powers and of simplyfying the Begnlations. 6177.

The existing system for the control of expenditure, so long as it works and
does not break down, gives the maximum power of financial control. 6268, 6270.

The proposed system for the control of military expenditure is not likely

to be as strong as the existing system. 6272.

The powers of General Officers Commanding in regard to military
accounts ex]^diture are still very small, but it would not be desirable to
decentralize in this matter. 6377, 6379.

Eedistrihution measures have not secured any extraordinary degree of
precedence. 6482.

General Aylmer.—Divisional Generals in the majority of cases make
adequate use of the financial and other powers conferred on them. They might
be given full powers over the administration of all funds placed at their disposal
in the divisional Budget Given a financial adviser and a good admiuistrative
organization in divisions, the more financial powers that can reasonably be
decentralized the better. 8713.

General Lean .—If the Government trainii^ grant were increased t6
Bs. 1,40,000 it would enable nearly all Volunteer corps to go to camp each year.
9261,9263,9364.

r o r j

If the Government are anxious to attract a greater number of the right
stamp of men, more money should be expended on the Volunteer force so as
to make it more attractive and at the same time lessen the expense of the
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indiTidual. The capitation grant and the outfit allowance for officers might
be increased with advantage. Would like Ks. 6 mOre per head for the capita-
tion grant. 9364, 9374.

General Stuart.—Existing regulations in regard to supplies to units are
sufficient to prevent undue waste and no economy would result from the pro-
posed contract system which in practice would be impossible to work. 9928.

To obviate the highly undesirable delays that now occur in placing the
orders and in supplying the stores, the Government should say definitely
at the time of sanction to an important Schedule measure what funds will

he forthcoming during each of the years of the period which it is decided
should be occupied in its completion, and that the Secretary of State should Le
asked to agiee to any Schedule provision made in one year and not expended in

that year being funded. 10034.

Quite impossible to place the Budget for Ordnance stores on a contract

basis. 10048.

We want more check of stores than we have at present. 10060.

The provision of an expert financial branch in the office of the Director-

General of Ordnance wmuld effect an immense diminution in the correspondence

and delay which at present occur in arriving at decisions at a cost that would
he more than compensated for by the advantages to be obtained. 10075.

General Birdwood.—In practice has found that some individual Generals

are not too willing to take such financial powers a's they possess and refer to

Army Headquarters unnecessarily, but this is possibly due to their not yet

having really proper financial advice at their disposal, but it is hoped to

remedy this shortly by a reorganization of the Military Accounts Department,

14947.

Considers that questions involving general principles or recurring ex-

penditure must be referred to a central authority. 14947.
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ABMY IN INBIA.
j 1 V

Distribution ov the Arms—Gbnbhaii.

,
. : . . i <

General iSta ff Appreotafion. AppenAia: J— So long as railwayscan be kep^

open, the exact location of troops makes'little difference in the time taken to

dono^ntrate them whererer required except in Barma. 133.
. .

,

'

'(joloml DLalik^.oE down-coan,try troops for. frontier or upoenntry

;

statLon,s is pow an exploded idea. 184...

Command of troops in war by the Gaaerals who commanded thenou ift .peaito*

can be curried out, at any rate in the case of divisions and infantry btigctdas::

192.

Cannot say that there has been any special massing of troops, pn the .fron-

tier. The 1st and 4th Divisions have been partially completed with sorpe of

their troops, but so have several others. 197. ’ •
'

Every frontier has a greater density of troops* 199. .

Sir M. Qrover.—^We are still working on the idea of making each ditidatiaf

area self-contained. 381,383
.

Seems desirable to work up to Lord Kitchener’s scheme of divisional areas,'

896. '
'

.

. Prop.o8ed cantonment at Torsappar an unsound proposition. 470.

Had the money spent on redistribution been utilized in improving the^

armament of units of the Field Army we would still be in much the same
position as we are now, as armaments are always changing and units are at

times in the Field Army and at times detailed for internal defence. 47 2f, 470,
478.

Does not agree with proposal to include the Kohat, Bannu ‘ and Derajat
Brigades in the Peshawar divisional area. 628, 632, 636.

Burma, even if reduced in garrison, should have a divimonalGeneral, owing:
tp the extent of the administrative area. > 632.

Sir O. Cleveland.—Evil effects are likely to result from stationing a native-

regiment within its recruiting area. 1292. '• 'j

Does not consider that the .number.of troops allotted to the internal defence
of the Punjab is adequate. 1294.

Mr, Few^on.-^WouId keep Sikh regiments away from Amritsar, Lahore
and Ferozepore ; they are too near Sikh agitators at these places. 1716,

General Aylmer.—Many other requirements for the army which should
take precedence of the further development of the Redistribution

'

'Sohem©*
2329, 2449, 2467, 2623.

Better to have units for war trained together. 2833.
,

’ "

When barraolts are falling down, they should,^ if required, be robust Ai
places indicated 'under the Redistribution Scheme. •-

.
,

.

,
Circumstances have dev$doped sinoe.,the Redistrihutipn Scheme was.hrpught

foTWard ; it does not now sufdoiently provide for internal security. 2369. *
,

.

Adherence to Lord Kitchener’s scheme of divisional areas highly .expedient*
Is of opinion that in view of-the conditions existing at the time, liord Kitohmie'!^
was p»feQt^.,carreqt. in patting redistributiun in the forefront of the-
soheme. 2623.

Divisional areas should oveutually be self-oontaihed as- ii^r' as -possible,
2622. ' • • - . •

K0 (^mplaiuts have been made aboui the pre^nt syi^'em under which units
are often atati^ed long- distances from their recniiting area. 2Sl4.

Not safe to have a fifikh battalion at Amritsar, and does not think the Sikh
troops like it. 2816.
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Considers tlie proportion of British troops in the hills*nd of offioers on

leave during the hot weather satisfactory.. 8563.

As regards the North-West Frontier, in no case would the number of men
required for the miuimum strength of the moveable columns be allowed to be

reduced by men going on furlough or leave. 8573.

Keeping a unit very long at a station means stagnation as long stays ^
hot generally popular. Policy of localizing Indian units in or near recruiting

areas would be a bad thing and would not be popular. On grounds of policy

advisable to march instead of railing troops on relief to a greater extent than has

been done of late years. Belief grant cannot be advantageously curtailed.

fi677.-

present garrison for Ohitral is sufficient, and another battalion would

certainly be excessive. 8687.

The policy of posting regiments to provinces distant from their recruiting

areas has apparently had no prejudicial effect on recruiting and is on the whole

popular with the native soldier. Prom point of view of unrest the system is a

success, but in some eases has been somewhat overdone. It often does a unit an

immense amount of good to give it a tour of frontier service. The system,

however, costs the Government a considerable amount extra. 8697.

Mr. Lovett.—Does not think it advisable to quarter regiments in the

areas from which they are recruited. 3041.

Sir B. Barrow .—Does not consider that such great expenditure on

redistribution was necessary. 3766.

It is not necessary to have all the troops located in peace within the

divisional area. 3769.

Other things much more essential than the Eedistribution Scheme. 3771.

' Many of the rearmr^ements under the Redistribution Scheme were sound

and desirable though others were both futile and extravagant, 3838.

That troops should be commanded in peace by those who will coiumand

them in war is obviously the correct principle, but its complete application is

quite impossible in any but a localized army like that of Germany. 3907.

There was a deplorable waste of money in the Eedistribution Sohexno.

3964.

Doubtful whether Abmadnagar is a good place for mountain batteries.

4144.

Would prefer to see the mountain batterieafor the 6th Division stationed

at Deolali if accommodation can be provided without detriment to the distri-

bution of the infantry. Would like to see British mouutaiu batteries at or

near Wellington to complete the 9th Division! 4144, 4160.

Under a proper and suitable organization there would he no difficulty in

the calling up of reservists by reason of battalions serving far away from their

recruiting grounds. 4402.

Great political objection to keeping units for long period at the same

stations. 4604. .

Rewarding postiiig of regiments far from thrir recruiting areasjf as a general

policy would hesitate to give an opinion, hut in particular cases it is advan-

^eous. To place up-country regiments at Secunderabad and Bangalore is not

a satisfactory arrangement. 4620.

Would prefer a system of large groups or regiments, one battalion on

frontier, one in its own area, and the other at a reasonable distance. 4624.

Ajjden requires another battalion, of Indian infantry. 4708.

Not necessary to have the Briti^ battalion at Aden completed to full

strength. 4710.

u
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Sir 0-. J^ostEeppel.-^BKtm no great adrantege iii increaang tHeproportion-

of Britisb troops ia the Nqrth'Wegt ifrontier P^ovinoe,
.

6;i63. " .

Torsappar is a place well-suited for a brigade, but, npw,.tliat tbe
Shilmaa railway has been abandoned, there is no> adyahtage, in htivin^' iihe

cantonment*- 5227, 5229. , , , , ,

,
Sir Ji • Willcoek8.—-T.t money were not the* chief consideration, would

oerWinly carry but the Kitchener scheme in full ; but in view of the cost and
the many nee^ of the army,-does not-thinfc it possible to work out the scheme’
in. its entirety.:-. 626.7,

.

Por purposes of'war training nothing can, be more important 'tlian that
each divisional area,be self-contained. 6267, 6206. ' - - . i

Convinced that the KedistributiomScheme Was the hest-^ng that could
have, don.e, and was a right good move, 521S.

. Bieliefs should be gradual, one corps leaving a brigade at a time.. 6303.

It is a very good thing to move troops by road oooaaonally 'and' ttiua shpvi?';

them to the people^.
,
6^26. .

. i
‘

f t

Considers localized troopsthe most efficient but'more- influenced by local
feeHng. 6686, 6687, 6689.

' '

The policy of posting regiments to provihoM .distant from' thbir ifecirWiting'

areas is politically a good thing, and sees no ill' eflebts Irbht stieli'

5711.,.
.

,

'

Agrees generally with Sir B. Duff in regard to the chaos that would irise

through the non-fulfilment of the self-contained divisional area. 6739;
'

Mr. Brunpaie.—It does not seem probable that the Reorganization
and Redistribution Schemes could.have been fully carried out in flve years.--

6940;

Mr, Kennedy.—From a military point of view considers- that the present
system which distributes regiments all over India, regardless of their Irecruiting.

area, is aj^ouipd ppe,.
,
6624i.

. .

•

'

General JftVdwood.—-Believes the principle of selfioontaihed divisions to
be essentially sound,' and deprecates departures therefrom unless the necessity'

can be proved. Attaches great importance to 'Continuity of policy in army
adminisiriitioh. ‘ 714*8.

At present' there tire some more important projeots than the BedistribuJ
tion Siheme; The Peshawar' Division should; however, be comple^’ad with the
least possible delay. 7148.

Lord -Kitchener’s scheme for making
,
each divisional area self-contiined

fhould certainly not he abandoned and ' should be carried out in its entirety'

when money is available. 7148, 7168, 7184;

Does'nbt thibki-tLord Kitchener laid apy great stress upon a brigade being
quartered Within a ringed- fence,- bui-he wanted imits.to be ^liiiin a' reasonable
distance of each other. 7243.

'

Nowshem has' improv'ed -eSabniibusly' feinoe, .the ..construction of the canal'
and is much more popular than it formerly was. 7261.

-s >

iBven if fb,e Field Army is reduced to seven' or eight divisions, it would not
be in any way ' advisable to redube ‘ the numbejr of existing divisional areas.-

7361.
• '

' - ' • - - . r
* f -

,

'
*

\ , ‘i
\ t

'

"

Expenditure on reHefa cannot- be curtailed: to; any ' appreciable extent;
7669.

I.t is cheaper. tdl^mo’Ve" Irtish idfdntry by.raiT themby rqad;. 7678, ,

Artillery mafch in reliefVhehevar 'possible; 7680s < •
.

Ool^jsV, Kqyjkton.—^A'dvantag^s of having a mative 'umt stationed near ii()S

recruiting area are - . -

Men are near tbeir-bomes-and therefore mor^ contented;.--' n



y.
-^n.impetus w given to^reciting by tbQ presence' of tbe regiment in the

midst of the’ people. ' • '
,

yjMen can take advantage of sliorfr leave to a far greater extent,

^disadvantages are,

Belatives apt to' spoiige on men and efficiency suffers in odnsequenoe.
. In case of spread of sedition or disaffection men axC much' more liable to

; evil influences. .

'

In case of riots or disorder-, men’s loyalty would be tried very highly if

called upon to act in aid of the civil power.' 10874.

t ,
The.advantages and disadvantages of stationing a native unit , near its

reoruitihg area really oounterbklauce each other. 10876.

.

Li JSfo objection tp; increasing the period of stay of regiments at particular
places. 10882, 108S'4.

'

Major Sill.—^When a regiment is stationed in its recruiting area, there are
no.,,reciting difficulties but the sepoys’ relativesi batten oh them. 11262,-
3.1264k

• -Moving from one station’ to' another is popular among Indian troopsj
11268:

p.-;
5
Krj0p^r.'.should not be closed to anyone—would make tbe period of stay

th|re‘ ^WQ' vews," so as to give as-many, as possible a chance of serving .there:

U.2‘72."'

present about tliree-fourths of the regiments on the frontier belong to'

<b!e oTd Punjab" Prpntjer I’oi’ce. 11274.
^

,

' ’Nowsh^ a* vejy good training,ground. 11276.
‘

'
'

" •* ' ‘

•'-
^-ISratiV©-would like .to stay -iu one place for ever. 11278, 11282, 11284; ••

It would be better not to’ have a battalion of Sikhs at Amritsar. 11350.'

... .could have one Sikh battalion and one of another class- at Ferozepore*
31352;"* ^ .

• - .
-

,

, Colonel' Sunstervillel—The troops like Jlielum; vei’y conveniently placed'-

for their homes. .11650,, - ’
.

Advanfd^ of ‘stationing ^a*regiment,;tteecc its recruiting area are

In his opinion :—G-eneral contentment of men, reorutting facilities.,-

In the men’s o'piniois'’{—’lKesa'. expensive- railway, fares home, constant
'

short leaTO. -
’

I .
Disadvantages;—

' '
*

"
t

'.1
. Ju.his opinion rTpo great' a tendency to ' ask fb'r short- leavfe ; -loss of

experience whichServing away gives to the men ; and’not so u^ieful for

purposes of internal defence. ' ......

In the me.nk -opinion :—INo disadvantage except that, (espeejally in case

of Pafhahs),- relatives- have a tendency to eat them out of house and
home. 1168^.

Complete Indian brigades at a* ‘8tatron.;\rith no British, unit are inadvisable

except perhaps on the frontier. 11794. ' ^
Good for sepoys and British'soldiers -to iearn to know eao^ other in peace'

tiinie, and there ate political objections to unmiked native brigades. 11794.

Colonel' Creagh.—^Native ranks like being near their homos. 12071.
' ‘

Bkeh'ciasj should' have its turh at being;stationed near its recruiting centre.-

12071,12089;
“

Too lohg a isti^ iij.'a station '.would ppf; be ^ifa^tageous.
.
12081}

The further regiments were frppa.'thpiaj i;e9jfi:uting:.^rpunds, the harder as a'

x^le ft wouldbeito draw recruits.
. 32^165.

Regiment would like to have one station as'a hbrhe to 'which -it -might

periodically return. ,
'...c;;.-. .-V;

,
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Colonel Mehd .—Prom a Conimandiag OflSoer’s point of view, tlie advan-
U^es of stationing a native, unit near its recruiting area are >

Increased opportunities for Britjah officers to know tbeir own recruiting

area and to get into touch with their men and closer touch with
recruiting.

From the native point of view

More frequent opportunities of getting home and less expense in taking

short leave. 12468.

The invariable stationing of a nnit within its recruiting area would have
a deadening efiFect on it, but service outside the area should not if possible

exceed from 3 to 5 years. The spirit of emulation engendered by serving .with

regiments of other classes has a decided effect in improving the training of
regiments., 12468.

Marathas do not mind serving outside their recruiting area. 12464.

l^ot good for a Maratha regiment to be stationed in Bombay city. 12466.

Five years in one station should be the rule. 12470.

Colonel Cole,—^Advantage of being near recruiting area is .that a larger
pick of recruits is obtained, but if kept too long in one area regiments get
localized. All regiments are improved by a change of locality, and especially

by service on the frontier. 13176.

As regards native ranks, it is all a matter of leave ; men like to get home
quickly and cheaply, hut the disadvantage of being near a recruiting centre is

that sometimes relations wish to come and stay, and overstay their welcome.
13176.

A move down south would not be popular so far as his regiment is con-
cerned. 13181.

General Samilton Gordon .—There is a danger that the interruption of
railway communication might cause serious delay in the recall of British
troops from their hot weather stations in the hills, but it is not so great as to
outweigh the advantages of locating as many troops as possible in the hills,

14063.

WaiTTBN Evxdenob.

§ir a.. iS7«arf.—Would not station Moplahs in Malabar at present. 146.

«
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ABM.T IN INDIA. '

, , .

‘

DlfifTRlBITTIOlT: O® AbmIT-^NbW PBOPOSALS. .

Sir M. Grover.—Sapper corps are being distributed to dirisioiial. areas.

Pioneer battalion being brought into lat Division. 386, 394.
' ' Proposal to move British cavalry from Bawalpindi to Itisalpur still holds
good, hut personally not in favour of the proposal. 387, 389.

,

ihere ought to be British troops at Jhelum. 526.;

5^ --' Does not agree with the proposals for Kohat, and considers that the
garrison proposed is dangerously low. ‘634i' '

>

ilfr. Fenton.-^ln the event of dissatisfaction in the native army' it might
be unsa^’ to have no British troops at Jhelum. 1808. ’ - ^

- '- -^-^eneral Aylmer.—^Would like' to see a whole cavalry brigade and an
infantry division in and around Quetta. 2525. _

^

^,<DQes;nqt a^prp^c of proposal to reduce the Indian cavalry regiment at
^|ihah^h^l2 .ag[ua|rph^rmid! to post at Thai a. battalion of Indian infantry and
,2 squa&ohs.of fh^jaaxjpaya^^ r

.
..

'

, , ,

No objection to proposal to station an additional hal&squadron and a
Aetochmenjt of Indian garrison artillery on the Samana .in,, adititiop.. to present
jgarri^n. . ' I--

- Agrees to posting a battalion of Indian infantry and a regiment of Indian
cavalry at Tank. •

•’

‘ Strongly opposed to a withdrawal from Wana and the'Dppe«:Toohi. 2648.

Necessary that the Zl^ob Levy post on the Baluchistan—^Afghan frontier

west cf '-Domandi shohld be maintained. -But probably the' present lino of

-posts could be' drawn back a- good deal so as. only to include -the Kunar vali^.
'2668. • r ... ... .

Sir S7McMahon.—^Would not be in favour of removing the regiment
from Bar0da. 3722.

Zhob Levy post on Afghan frontiqr should not be withdrayrn. :
3760.,

Sir B. Barrow.—No reason for retaining the garrison at Bellary as it is

not altogether a desirable station. 3867.

Torsappar is an impossible place ; Landi Kotal and SuflFolk Hill would
have been preferable. Assuming that it is necessary to have a third bri^de in

the Peshawar divisional area it should be located on the Maira covering the

Loi*-Shilman extension near the Shahgai police post. 3972.

Absolutely opposed to proposed reduotiou of Kohat garrison. 4104.

So long as there are troops availahle at Bangalore and Madras for rein-

forcements one battalion at Trichinopoly is sufficient for the needs of southern

India. States Governor thinks that in war time we should have a battalion in

Malabar and another half-battalion on east coast at, say, Vizianagram, but ho
himself does uot agree with these views. 4130.

Thinks Calicut and Oannanore could do without their British detachments.

So long as there are troops availahle at Madras and Bangalore for reinforce-

ments, one battalion at Trichinopoly is sufficient for the needs of southern

India. 4180, 4679.

Agrees to the withdrawal of a mountaiu battery from the Burma peace

garrison, hut does not approve of proposed reduotiou in Indian infantry in the

Burma peace garrison. 4140.

Disagrees with the proposed reduction of Burina garrison. 4140, 4142,

4669.

u
sauio
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-

Doubtful whether Ahmadnagar is a good place for mountain batteries.

Would prefer to see the mountain batteries for the 6th Division stationed at
Deolali if accommodation can be provided without detriment to the distribution

of the infantry. Would like to see British mountain batteries at or near
W^lington to complete 9th Division. 4144, 4160.

A weak detachment of British troops at Jhelum would be a mistake in the
presence of a very strong brigade oE Indian troops, and does not think it would
be advisable to have one there even on account of the bridge. 4257.

As regards the’ proportion of British to Indian troops would have no qualms
about putting another Indian regiment at Peshawar, as a good many of the
men are in a foreign country. 4269.

Would like a Carnatic battalion at Dera Ismail Khan to get e3:perience in
frontier woi’k. Or a Carnatic battalion might be on foreign service at colonial
stations, or in Burma or at Aden. 4622.

In event of withdrawal of British troops from Calicut and Cannanore
would suggest following distribution of British infantry in the Southern
Brigade :

—

V

Wellington ... • •• ... 1 battalion.

Fort St. George ... ... 4 companies.

The Mount • •• • f ... 1 company.

Mallaparam • • • t • • ... 1 company.

Bellaiy • • • ... 2 companies.

4684.

In the event of the withdrawal of the regular troops from Port Sanderaan
would send another regiment to Oharaan. JSTo more reason for keeping a
regiment at Port Sandeman than for keeping one at Dandi Kotal. 4704.

Should like to see Zhob Levy Corps so increased as to dispense altogether
with the regular regiment at Port Sandeman. 4704.

Sir G, JBoos-Aejppei.—Thinks if we are going to keep an isolated garrison
in

,
Ohitral it must be increased to two battalions. 5143.

Agrees with oontentiori that the Derajat Brigade should be located at
Tank. 6173,6179, 5183.

If increase to Peshawar garrison is to enable it to hold the outposts of
Ahazai, Shabkadr and possibly Bara, should strongly advocate it. 5185.

Understands that under the defence scheme the garrisons of Ahazai and
Shabkadr will be withdrawn, but convinced this could not be done with safety.
B186.

Sir J. Willeoeks,—^Wonld complete the Ist Division area by bringing in
those units of which it is now deficient. Bringing in the Ahbottabad Brigade
is one solution of how to complete the Peshawar Division though does not say
it is the best. 6259, 6261, 6263, 6271.

Would bring the fourth battalion into Peshawar, the Pioneer battalion into
Nowshera, the cavalry and artillery into Bisalpur, and also bring np a sapper
company. 6263.

& xr xr

^ ^
Strategically, Torsappar is a very good site, but as a spot for a cantonment

it IS impossible. 5387.

The alternative site to the right of the railway leading to Jamrud near
Chahgai is quite a good place for a cantonment. 6339.

Under oonditious stated, sees no harm in deducing the Kohat area by one
battery and 2 battaJions of infantry. 6427i

Would like to see the Derajat Brigade moved from Dera Ismail -’RThain to
Tank. 6461, 6463.

A place like Jhelum should never be without a-British regimeut. JBll.
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In favonr of posting a battalion of infantry at Thai. The whole garrison

at Dera Ismail Khan would be better placed at Tanlr, and in any case one
battaion of infantry and one cavalry regiment should go there. Against any
withdrawal from Wana and the Upper Toohi. 6794.

Peshawar should have another battalion. 6812, 5822.

Heavy battery might be turned out of Peshawar where it is perfectly

useless. 6816.

There should certainly be troops at Shabkadr, Jamrud and Abazai in time
of war. I'hese stations might be taken over by the Khyber Rifles. 6820,

Does not consider two battalions necessary for Ohitral. 6826.

G-eneral JBirdwood .—At present there are some more important projects
than the Redistribution Scheme. The Peshawar Division should, however, be
completed with the least possible delay. 7148.

Agrees to the proposed withdrawal of certain troops from the Kohat
Brigade on mobilization. 7347.

Would transfer the Abbottabad Brigade to the Peshawar Division as it

would complete the area and tend to smooth working on mobilization. Would
not include any of the three independent brigades in the Peshawar Division.

7361, 7371, 7373.

Most necessary to move the Derajat Brigade from Dera Ismail Khan to

Tank. Politically and strategically Tank has every advantage over Dera Ismail
Khan. 7397,7399.

Colonel JJunstervUle .—Very unsound to have no British troops at Jhelum,
and would certainly like to have a British regiment there. 11776, 11778.

Would like to see a larger proportion of British troops on the frontier.

11798.

General Hamilton Gordort.—There is no probability that the situation at
present existing in the, North-East Prbntier is likely to require the presence of
additional troops near that frontier in time of peace, but it is impossible to say
what direction the present unrest in the frontier provinces of China may take,
and additional troops on our Assamese and Burmese frontiers may possibly prove
necessary, ihe future policy of China may also affect the question. 14006.

May safely rednce the Burma peace garrison by one battalion of British
infantry, three battalions of Indian infantry and one mountain battery. 14011.

WaiTTEN Evtdehob.

Zieutenant-Cfolonel 67roWo».-*-Would be wise to add at least two companies
of British infantry to the garrison proposed for the Nasirabad area. 82.

Sir H. Siaart—^Would like to see some troops stationed in the Godavari
or Kistna district. 137.

Rajahmundry would he a more useful military station than Bellary. 137.

Not necessary to retain the detachments of British infantry at Calicut and
Oannanore. 137.

Mr. Carey .—If Briti-h troops are withdrawn from Mandalay and Shwebo,
the whole population of Upper Burma will believe that we are unable to hold
the country and the administration will be reduced to something bordering on
lawlessness if not actual anarchy. 265, 291.,

Mr. Jyrveson^—Should not apprehend any immediate danger if an
additional battalion of Indian infantry were withdrawn temporarily from
B urma, but should consider a permahent reduction of the peace garrison of the
Province as a dangerous step. 266.

Colonel Parkin,—^It would not he safe to denude the present peace garrison
of Burma as regards regular troops by more than one mountain battery and one
Indian infantry battalion. 267.

Mr. Law.—‘It would not be safe to denude the present peace garrison of
Burma as regards regular troops by more than oiie mountain battery and one
Indian infantry battalion. 268.
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ABMT IN INDIA.

Eohasian Units.

Mr, Lovett.—^Eurasian members of the Volunteers would only he useful for

holding defensive positions, 2973.

Sir B. J5a»*ro»/J.--Eurasian battalions of infantry not desirable. The

employment of Eurasian infantry mther as regulars or militia would not

adequately fill either the requirements of the Eield Army or of internal defence,

but strongly in favour of employing Eurasians in companies of Eurasian artil-

lery militia on a loml basis. 4 ^31.

Eurasians might do all right as signallers. 4237.

If we raise 6 Eurasian militia artillery companies, we might dispense with

2 Royal Garrison Artillery companies. 4372.

Sir J. WillcooTcs .—Does not thinlc Eurasian infantry or cavalry

would be of much use, and they would not serve under ordinary conditions, but
they might be tried as a signalling company and would do that work very well

;

none but specially selected and approved men should be enlisted. 5489.

Inclined to think they would do well in coast defence batteries if the very
best men can be got to enlist, but does not place much reliance on their physique
or steadiness in the field. 5489.

Utilization of Eurasians for internal defence. 6489.

Agrees with General IJarrow’s proposal for the formation of a Eurasian
artillery militia. 54.-3.

Sir P. HaUiday.—Eurasians are not at all equivalent in fighting value
.to the British soldier, nor for purposes of internal security is the moral effect

of their presence the same. 7761.

Gener il Aylmer .—A committee have recommended the formation of a
Eurasian signalling unit. 8807.

Sir T. Wynne.—^The Eurasians in the Volunteers work willingly and
improve very much in condition at the end of a week’s camp of exercise. 9095,
9101.

To form a Eurasian regiment you must get the better class of Eurasian,
and that class will not enlist. 9097, 9105, 9123, 9125.

To form Eurasian artillery militia as suggested by Sir E. Barrow would
cost a good deal of money if you took them for a month, as you would have to
make up their pay to them. 9109.

Does not think much of the plan to form a Euradan signalling unit.
9111.

General Lean .—There are now 22,203 Europeans and 18,428 Eurasians in
the Volunteer force. '9179.

Generally speaking, Eurasians of satisfactory charaotex and race composi-
tion, but in some parts of India, particularly in the south, the dividing line
between the Eurasian and native is thin. 9179, 9181.

Against Eurasian units hwng enlisted and working in brigades with native
and European regiments. 9185.

Average native dislikes the Eurasian very much, and the British soldier
holds him in Contempt. 9185.

Eurasians might be usefully employed in police battalions. 9186^

As regards formation of Eurasian artillery militia, thinks it is feasible, but
ill'feeling might be caused through the difficulty of deciding what a Eurasian
really is. 9187.

The Eurasians most suitable for military purposes get better openings in
civil life than they would get in the army. 9189.

Sees no way of utilizing Eurasians except in police battalions in the
rwious Presidency towns. 9191.
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ARMY IN INDIA.

Impebiax Seeviob Troops.

Sir il/. Grover.—It would be impossible to reverse the policy of allowiug
Native States to maiutain Imperial Service Troops now. 426.

Imperial Service Troops, as for instance those of the Phulkian States,
might be dangerous, but not in ordinary times. 42 S.

Major Molyneux.—Number, eflSoienoy and composition. 1331, 1341, 1343,
1346, 1367.

Many requests made by States to have their artillery placed on an
Imperial Service footing, but sanction has so far been withheld, 1333.

In training, men of Jodhpur, Patiala and possibly Alwar, may be con-
sidered as absolutely equal to our own Indian troops. Disadvantage of not
having British officers. 1339.

Pay and pensions of Impcsrial Service Troops not quite equal to the pay
and pensions given by the Government of India to the Indian army. 1347.

In some instances the States draw recruits from the same source as
<3-ovemment of India does. 1347.

Only one man in the whole of the Imperial Service Troops who could be
put down as a really good man for high command—General Bakshish Singh
of Patiala. 1366.

If it is desired to increase the efficiency of the Imperial Service Troops
greater facilities ought to be given them for training with our own troops.

13^9, 1488.

"Whilst going to, coming from, and at manoeuvres the States would not
mind paying the expenses 'so long as they are- not asked to do it too often.
1371, 1373.

Nothing would improve the efficiency of the Imperial Service Troops
more than the thought or knowledge that Government would take them on
service. 1377.

The advice of Inspecting Officers is very necessary in order to ensure that

,
the best men are promoted. 1381, 1386, 1389, 1391.

With exception of one or two States, believes Imperial Service Troops
thoroughly loyal to their States and to the Supreme Government. 1397, 1602.

If the Baler were known to he acting in open opposition to the Govern-
ment of India he would not have the support of his troops. 1399.

Imperial Service Troops not a greater potential danger than the Indian
army itself. 1413.

With exception of Gwalior not much in common between Imperial Service

Troops and the local State fqrces. Interchange of officers between Imperial
Service I'roops and the local State forces in Gwalior. 1421, 1423.

Practically no reserves for Imperial Service Troops. 1436.

• Chiefs would not oii the whole be averse to the entire removal qf their

Imperial Service Troops on mobilization. 1437, 1439, 1464, 1476.

Orders controlling supply of arms and ammunition to Imperial Service

Troops adhered to absolutely. 1441.

Imperial Service Troops armed with ’808 rifle, 1443.

Chiefs cannot increase their Imperial Service Troops without the sanction

of the (^vernment of India, and sanction has been withheld in many oases.

1446.

In the event of a serious war on the frontier all Imperial Service Troops
,-who are sufficiently efficient to place in the fighting line should be moved up.

1451.

S91AI0 16
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The Inspecting OflScei? would be practically in command of an Imperial

Service unit on service as regards movements in the field. 1466.

The troop and company officers of Imperial Service Troops not as a rule

better than those of the native army, either by birth or edncation. 1608,

General Aylmer.—"Docs not consider Imperial Service Troops comparable
with regular British or Indian battalions. The absence of British officers,

other things apart, must always keep them inferiori and the miscellaneous

nature of their organizations and want of uniformity in strength, etc., will

always render them somewhat hard to deal with. 2683.

Mr. Lovett.—In time of trouble the Nawah of Bampur would have some
difficulty in maintaining order should the Imperial Service Troops he withdrawn.
2894.

Mr. Waterfield.—Imperial Service Troops of Native- States in Central
India fairly efficient, the other troops not so. 3163.

Sir M. McMahon.—In some respects Imperial Service Troops are no more
a potential source of danger than our Indian army, hut in some respects more
so. Unwise to discourage their maintenance in cases where willingness to
maintain them is expressed and known to be felt. No hindrance should be
placed in the way of reduction in oases where Chiefs shew a desire for it. 8631.

The principle that each State’s Imperial Service Troops, should be drawn
from the State itself is sometimes disregarded in practice. 3643.

In the event of war on the frontier would take the opportunity of remov-
ing the Imperial Service Troops from some States. 3647.

Bist of Imperial Service Troops who have taken part in manoeuvres with,
regular units. 3649.

Without the British Inspecting Officers, Imperial Service Troops would at
©nee lose all efficiency. 3656.

On service. Imperial Service Troops would he very sorry to be left without
the support and assistance of their British officers. 3658i

Imperial Service Troops armed in a similar manner to our own troops.
3666.

Sir B. Barrow.—Efficient as regards equitation, musketry, drill, etc., but
not comparable with our own troops. 4181.

Without British officers they are necessarily deficient in leading. 4181.

Imperial Service Troops decidedly better than the local armies of Nativec
States. 4187.'

Would use Imperial Service Troops of Hyderabad and Gwalior for their
declared purpose whOT,ever there was war. 4189.

Sir J. -Efficient, but in no way comparable with aimilnr ooros
of our Indian army. 5465.

General Hamilton Gordon.—The reasons for inolntding only half the
Imperial Service Troops in the Eield Army are in general terms ;—

-

Considerable difference between peace and war establishments. Units
badly reported on are not detailed for service with the Eield Army.

Certain Indian Princes have from time .to time raised objections to all
their Imperial Service Troops being taken away from their command.

The question of the utilization of Imperial Service Q?roop8 for field, servie©
is not a very simple,one and is still under discussion. 18626, 13627.

WniTTBN Evidbnob.

Lieutenant’Colonel Stratton ,—Suhjieot to the special conditions of thfi
moment, would be a good move to send the Jodhpur Imperial Service
Troops to the front in time of war. At worst they would be useful as hostages
with our army and under favourable ciroumstances they might well form a
leaven of enthusiasm whicli would extend over Eajputana and bring many fin©
recruits to our standard. %2,
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ARMY IN INBIA.

Mebioal.

Sir E. Necessary to have organized bearer corps for the Pield
Army. 3810.

IE troops are t") be mo^ed, aivoeate more accommodation baiug provided
in the hills, especially in the Ist and 4th Jlivisions. 3964.

Desirable that a proportion of British troops should go to the hills during
the hot season, the gain in health, physique, and moral is enormous, and in any
case we can soon bring them down. 4241.

Does not think it desirable to reduce the number of British troops who go
to the hills or the period they stay there. 4255.

Sir J. JPillooeks.—The army is absolutely without ambulance transport—
would rather do without a brigade than without ambulance transport. 5289.

From a health point of view it is desirable that a large proportion of British

soldiers should be in the hills during the hot weather. This however has been
overdone of late years. 5497, 6503.

Sees no reason why corps should not be kept in healthy stations for longer

periods, though from relasing stations reliefs must be more frequent. 5685,
6696.

Mr. Brunyaie.—Possibility of reducing the number of RoyalArmy Medical
Corps officers. 6038.

In the long run we are wasting money by not facing the question of

building for troops in the bills. 6042.

There has been considerable economy lately in sending invalids to the hills

instead of sending them to England. 60^8.

General Birdtoood.—Desirable to build huts in the hill stations and other

places where they will be occupied. 7263.

The more one can in reason move British troops to the hills in the
summer, the better. 7546.

It is from the hot Punjab plains stations that we specially wish to send men
to the hills in the summer. 7568.

Would say that Government dairies had something to do with the health
of the Army being improved. 16171.

General Considers the proportion of British troops in the hills

and of officers on leave daring the hot weather satisfactory. 8563.

Extra efficiency and possibly considerable economy would eventually result

from making the medical arrangements for the native army similar to those of

the Royal Army Medical Corps. 8803.

General Sfuari,—A large eventual economy would result if British troops

accommodated in tents in the hills were provided with permanent barracks.

10066.

Surgeon~General Sloggelf.—lt the emergency occurs we cannot nearly

supply the Pield Army with medical personnel. There is » total deficiency of

381 medical officers, 158 assistant surgeons, 22 sub-assistant surgeons, 467
ward orderlies, 632 ward servants, and 18,750 bearers. 10175.

Have sufficient medical personnel for four divisions together with internal

defence requirements, except as regards Army Bearer Corps men of whom
only 91 would be available for the Pield Army after meeting internal security

equipments. 10179.

Medical personndl for internal defence units reduced to a minimum on the

supposition that it would eventually be supplemented by non^offioial pxaoti-

tioners. 10181.
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The deficiency in medical ofiBcers will have to be met from England and if

there is peace in Europe, and sea passage is open, we might obtain 381 civil

surgeons from England in six mouths. We should have to enlist and train

men in order to make up the deficiency in ward orderlies and ward servants^

and to impress men from tlie bazars to make up the deficiency in bearers.

10191, 10345.

Assuming that there is no fighting elsewhere, we could make up the
deficiency in medical personnel in India. 10199.

Able to meet the req^uirements of an army in the field for six weeks as
.regards medical officers. 10214.

Except as regards Army Bearer Corps men, six divisions and four cavalry
brigades could be adequately equipped with medical personnel and appliances
within three months. 10216.

Statement showing for what periods and from what stations in each divi-
‘ sion British troops and families are sent to the hills, Kot many more men are
sent up to the hills now, than were sent say, ten years ago, but far-more women
add children are sent now than formerly. 10226.

In the Northern Army about 28,000 British troops out of a total of 45,000
'are accommodated annually in the Himalayas. 10228.

The period that troops are in the hills is generally from the middle of
March to about the 1st November. 10230.

lu northern India nearly all regiments go up to the hills as a matter of
routine. 10286.

Would like to send every man to the hills. 10241, 10257.

In southern and western India, the British troops remain largely in the
plains. 10247.

The move to the hills has a marked beneficial effect on the health of the
troops. 10269, 10273.

Statement showing total aocommodation in convalescent depfits, and,
authorized standing camps in Himalayan hill stations. It most certainly
conduces to the health of men and families to be quartered in the hills even in
tents during the rains, but they undoubtedly experience considerable discomfort.
10271.

The present system of sending men to the hills instead of invaliding them
to England has had a very marked effect—the death rate has fallen from 8*18 to
4-8 per 1,000. Although the total number of men sent to the hills has not
materially increased, a large number of sick and convalescents who previously
would have been sent to England are now given a change to the hilTa thus
effecting a great saving. 10299, 10303.

Have saved some £30,000 a year, oror this decrease in invaliding Home.
10305.

Of the total number of convalescents and young soldiers sent to the hills,
25 percent, are unfit for duty on the plains, and the remaining 75 per cent, are
transferred to the hills simply for reasons of health. 10310.

Desirable that all European women and children for whotn
can bo provided, should be sent to the hills annually. 10318.

Statements showing from a health point of view, the 'worst and the best
military stations on the plains, 10320.

The reason for the reduction of the Army Bearer Corps was, evidently
financial. 10836. ‘

,

We have a reserve of 1,800 bearers but in the event of the mobilization of
the whole of the Field Army, we should want 20,000. • 10387.-

Most inadvisable to reduce the number of Boyal Army Medical Corps
officers employed in peace.

^
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Tlie present estaWisliment of Royal Arlny Medical Corps officers only just,

meets our peace requirements. The Royal Army Medical Corps officer lias

twice as muoli work, now as lie had a few years ago. 10357.

The appointment of medical officers to. the charge of medical mobilization
stores has. enabled an economical turnover of these stores to be effected. 10380.

There will be a medical mobilization store officer for each division, but
none for the Burma Division, or the Independent Brigades. 13382, 10384.

If the recommendations of the Rield Hospital Equipment Committee are
carried out to, a saving of. .Rs. 3,38,347, will be effected. It is proposed to
abolish 6^ British ^nd 26^ Indian field ambulances and 5 British and 2 Indian
general hospitals. 10396.

' The reorganization of ifiefld hospital equipment as
,
advised by Committee

would effect an economy. 10396, 10466.

Proposed simplification of equipment of new field ambulances, clearing,
stationary, and general hospitals. 10396.

The increase in the number of administrative medical officers at Army
Headquarters since 1898 is necessary and it is a retrograde step to abolish the
appointment of sanitary officer at Army Headquarters, as is at present con-
templated. 10430.

. If compelled to shed one officer, would shed the sanitary officer in pre»
ference to the Deputy Director. 10438.

Proposals at present under consideration for introducing a station hospital
system for Indian troops. 10442.

Would not reduce Indian Medical Service officers, we are badly off as it is.

10446.
iV t

We want a civil Indian Medical Service and a military Indian Medical
Service. 10452.

Having four instead of two classes of cantonment hospitals would effect an
economy. Cantonment hospitals at Aden, Dharmsala, Kalabagh and Abbottabad
might be closed. Local purchase instead of keeping up a reserve of alcohol

would result in economy. The employment of assistant surgeons as dentists

instead of employing civilian dentists. There might be economy in bedding
and clothing. The waste at present is enormous, due to had laundry arrange-

ments, cheap and shoddy material and slip-shod tailoring. A military

pharmacopoeia to be drawn up assimilating drugs in use in the field, and in

station hospitals, and thus facilitating turnover would effect an economy.
The provision of a large steam sterilizer in all hospitals would save itself over

and over again. The universal issue of mosquito nets as a preventive of malaria

would save wastage by invaliding. 10466.

Suggests the employment of non-commissioned officers and men of the

Royal Army Medical Corps in India in place of the present British nursing

orderlies. 10482.

General JBLamillon Gordon.—JX is not the duty of the General Staff to

provide the numbers required for the Army Bearer Corps but, being aware of

its absolute inadequacy, the General Staff have several times drawn the atten-

tion of the Advisory Council, the Commander-in-Ohief, and the Government
of India to the unsatisfactory state of affairs*. In the circumstances, the only

action which can apparently be taken.should war break out is to endeavour to

carry out the prop(^als of the Director of Medical Services to engage the men
at once. 18674, 13582.

There is a danger that the interruption of railway communication might
cause serious delay in the recall of British troops from their hot weather sfations

in the hills,' but it is not so great as to outweigh the advantages of looatiag as

many troops as possible in the hills 14063.

seiAio IS
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ARMY IN INDIA.

Militia, Levies and Militakt Pomoe.

Hr. Undesirable to place military police in Bengal, Assam and

Burma under the Commander-in-Ohief. 2189,

General Reliability of tribal nulitia corps varies greatly.

Would not place great reliance on Khyber Rifles in the event of a jihad or a

war against Afridis. Kurram Militia may he relied on under nearly all con-

tingencies. Northern and Southern Waziristan Militias and Zhob Levies reliable

except possibly in the ease of a jihad, 2644.

No objection to the proposed reorganization of the Border Military Policy
except that force will probably become too regularized. 2648.

Proposal to.plaoe military police in Bengal, Assam and Burma and frontier

inilitias in North-West Prontier Province and in Baluchistan under the Com-
mander-in-Chief an admirable and most sensible suggestion. 2650.

Mr. Waterfyld.
—^There are 616 military police in Central India Agency.

Recruited solely from Bhils. 3061, 3063.

Bbil police staunch and keen. 80S6, 3075, 3077,

Sp' R. MoMahon .—Strongly against proposal to place border militias

under the Commander-in-Ohief. 3l7l.

O.ur irregular forces will, as in the past,, be loyal to us even when , used
agaitks^ their own kith and kin. ' 3479.

Not possible or desirable to reduce the strength of the border militia under
present conditions b^n the frontier^ but would like to see them slightly inOreased.

3563, 367b.

Not ‘dfesil’jible to merge the frontier militia into the regular Indian army*
for many reasons. ' 3303.

’

Actual people employed across the border should, be irregularp., ..340.3,

3565. ‘

.
.

. .

>

'

•

Sy Es. Bonr^.T-^Some of the frontier corps more efficient than others
and* their loyalty" varies greatly in degree. The Kurram Militia catti

trusted absolutely to fight against the tribes around them. The samfe rcliancts

cannot bb put on some of the othbr corps more especially id case Of a distur*

banoe of a religious nature. 4195.

In the event of war in Afghanistan, if doubtful about Afridis on line of
communication:, would send them up to the forefront of the battle where they
would be out of temptation. 4197. t

Entirely disagrees with the proposal to place the tribal militias under the
Commander-in-Chief. 4688.

j

System obtaining for appointment of officers to militias most unsatisfactory.

4690.,^ •'

^

Present Lieutenant Governor of Burma looks on large body bf militaiijt

police scattered, about the country as a danger. * 4700. . .'

Should like to see Zhob Levy Corps so indreased as to dispense altc^feihtiaf

with the regular regiment at Port Sandeman. 4704.

Sir (^. Khyber Rifles, Kurram and Waziristan Militiins well
trained, 'Organized and disciplined. 4758.

The officers of the frontier militias are very good indeed—they are takeri
from the regular army and seconded; 4760.

Kbyhei* Rides' wdhtd fight against atiybddy. 496'8. ‘ '
’

Highest possible opinion of the value and utility of the frontier militia®.
5069.

•

Would like to see the four militia, corps, merared
,
into the regular army

after the manner of the Punjab Irregular Prontier Perce E^hcn it as directly
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tinder the Punjab Government. Any attempt to regularize the militias to the
standard of technical efficiency of the Indian army would deprive them of
their elasticity and impair their efficiency. To place the militia under the control
of the Commander-in-0 bief in time of peace impossible at present. 6059.
, Not sure that a large number of British officers in a militia corps is an
advantage. 6067.

If militias were made part of the regular army should immediately have
to start raising another force ahead of them. 6075.

Considers any reduction in the number of the Khyber Rifles impossible.
6085.

The pay of frontier militias compares very badly with that of the regular
army;. 6087.

An efficient force of border police is absolutely essential if we are to
^ard the border villages against raids. Present border police are inefficient,

badly paid, overworked, without hope, and have lost all esprit de corps.

Adheres to recommendations of last year's Border Police Committee. 6097.

The tribal militia system for the garrisoning of Chitral would not be a very
satisfactory arrangement. 6149.

The attitude of the frontier militia in the event of hostilities .with their

fellow'-tribesmen, with Afghanistan, or with Turkey, depends almost entirely
on the personal inflnence of their officers. 5193.

With their present officers the tribal militia can be relied on in every case.

6196.

Sir X WHlooeJcs..—Khyber Rifles and Kurram Militia good fighting units

and would take them on any frontier expedition. Believes they would be
staunch and tight against their own people. Great

.
thing is to give them

the offer of fighting or leaving before operations commence, and secondly to

give them officers whom they know and understand and will follow. Mistake
to mover militia away from the frontier on the outbreak of hostiliti^ ; back
them up and trust them fully and believe they will do well. 6471.

The Border Military Police on the North-West Frohtieir Province as it

stands at present is useless. 6794.

Poes not approve of the .proposal to place the frontier militia or the fron-

tier or Assam military police under the Oommander-in-Ohief. 5796.

Would leave the system of officering the militia as it is. . 6800.

\ Sees no danger in holding Ohitral as at present. Tribal levies would not

be suitable for garrisoning Chitral. 6826, 6830.

General Sirdtoood.—Kurram Militia thoroughly efficient for Uieir pur-

pose as a local militia, and a most valuable asset.

' . Khyber Rifles could be relied on to guard the Khyber.

If we were at war with Afghanistan, we had better take time by the

forelock and send the Khyber Rifles to the front to fight.

The Northern and Southern Waairistan Militias would he no more affected

by trouble on the larder than their co-tribesmen in regiments in the Indian

army. 7379.

, Khyber Bifles would fight against the Afghans cheerfully., 7389.

An enormous amount depends on the Bntish officers who exercise great

influence-over the militias. 7391.

Mrl Mughes-Bailer.—In the event of disaffection amongst the native

troops, the civil police, but not the military police, in Beiigal wo^d most certainly

join them.
,
,767,6.

As regards tbe military pblicieih Bengal Vould be better to have the men
concentmted at Dacca with a flying column. 7763.
' ’

Colonel .Bitted fight
’

against their own
people. 11726.
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Written Evidence.

Zieutenant-Colond Stratton.—The military police in Eajputana supply

guards for the Agent to the Governor General, Rajputana, and the Resident

and Assistant Resident in Mewar, arid preserve order in the Mewar hill tracts.

The military police headquarters in Rajputana are at Kherwara and detach-

ments are at Kotra, Abu, Wadaipur and Mewar. 74.

Mr. Qarey .—If disorders break out. in Burnia the military police could
not restore order without considerable assistance in the shape of mounted
infantry and infantry drawn from the Indian army. 226.

In the event of dacoity reviving, no appreciable bodies of military police

could be formed into columns to proceed to any particular sphere of operations.

226.

Present Burma military police not comparable with the police battalions

of past days. Strongly doubts whether Elachins, Sbans and Chins will serve in
the plains, and uncertain whether they will fight against their own races.

Karens will fight but not yet proved that they w ill stand heavy casualties or
prolonged guerilla warfare. 226.

Believes sedition-mongers have made no systematic attempt to seduce the
police in Burma from their loyalty. 230.

Provided the army remains loyal, the Burma Military Police can also be
trusted to do so. Present system of police recruiting is dangerous and suggests
an examination of the races and castes in Burma Military Police. 236.

Increasingly difficult to recruit for tbo military police. 240.

The military police will undoubtedly follow the load of their follow class-
men in the regular army. 246.

The general attitude of the Burman towards the military police is one of
tolerant dislike. 256.

Mr. Zeveson .—No evidence that sedition-mongers have tried to seduce the
military police from their loyalty, 231.

%

Provided the army remained loyal, the military police could generally
be trusted to do so also. 236.

IDi^affection in particular classes of the native army would probably spread
to military policemen drawn from like ola!«8os. 246.

Colonel Par^ifi.T-Strength of Burma military police is :

—

11,882 Upper Burma, 4431 Lower Burma.

Of these Karens, Kaobins, Sbans and Chins, of whom there are altogether
some 1,100 are recruited locally. Indians are recruited mainly in India.
216.

Military police iri. battalions of which there are 11 in Upper Burma and
2 in Lower Burma. In Upper Burma men are under the control of the
Commandant of ^e battalion both at battalion headquarters and at the posts
in «list.not8. In Lower Burma the men at posts in districts axe under the
control of the District Superintendent of Police for drill, discipline and duties.An Adjumnt is m command of each of the two Lower Burma battalions. In
Salween Uistnct and Arakan Hill Tracts, small separate bodies of the military
police n^amtained under control of district superintendent of police. 216,

w strength of miUtory poUco in Upper Burmaby 748 men under consideration of Government, 217.

v 4.

Burma Military Police are efiScient in every respectbut that to attra^ recruits of the best stamp it is now necessary to improve

^vernmen^
of^semoe, and proposals to this effect have been submitted to

Little prospect of further extensive reduction of Upper Burma Military
1 ojice unless the troops undertake to gartison the frontiers of the Province, 21B.
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Offioersof the Burma Military Police are in every respect as efficient aaever, and does not advocate any change in the system of appointing officers
to the command of battalions. 221, 223.

be considered advisable to place the Burma
Military Police under the Commander-in-Chief. 223.

In times of internal disturbance Burma Military Police could do much
to maintain internal order, but troops would also be required. Jl network
of police posts throughout districts would become necessary and for this about
5,000 more military police would be required. 227.

No evidence that sedition-mongers have tried to seduce the militarv police
from their loyalty. 232.,

Provided the army remains loyal, the Burma Military Police can also be-
trusted to do so. 237.

Becruits generally obtainable, but the quality not so good as could he
desired. As regards Sikh recruits, both quality and quantity are in defect 242.

Disaffection in particular classes of the native army might spread to
military policemen drawn from like class especially in the case of Sikhs. 247.

JKr. Jjaw .—Does not think Burma Military Police could ensure internal
order in the country to any extent except in the immediate vicinity of any
large body of that force. 228.

Believes sedition-mongers have made no systematic attempt in Burma to
seduce the police from their loyalty. 233.

Provided army remained loyal, the Burma Military Police would follow
suit. 238.

No very great difficulty in recruiting for the Burma Military Police, hut
the class of recruit is not no-w of the same good stamp it was years ago.
243.

Disaffection in particular classes of the native army would spread to-

military policemen drawn from like classes. 248.

I/ieutenant- Governor in Oouncilf Bihar and Orissa .—Military police in
Bihar and Orissa consists of 2 subadars, 2 jemadars, 8 havildars, 8 uaiks, 8,

lance-naiks, and 194 sepoys, armed with 196 Martini-Henri rifles. S05..

itrS9UIC
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AEMT m INDIA.

MiSCELIiANEOXJS.

General DioHn .—System of Goverament building quarters and charging
rent for them very popular with officers, and not very expensive. 1870, 1872,
1880.

Electric installations. 1882.

Electric schemes to he held up until funds can be made available for
providing additional installations. 1888.

Improvements made and further measures under consideration in the
matter of water-supply for British troops. 1890.

Sir B. Barrow.—A. great advantage from the ;point of view of efficiency
in making every unit liable in its turn for active service. 3921.

Pay of brigade commanders insufficient. 3938, 3952.

Sir J. WillGocJes—If a small reduction is going to be made under any
circumstances, would advocate the reduction of such troops as are not fit tofio-ht
at the front. 6403.

°

It is a very good thing to move troops by road occasionally and thus show
them to the people. 6426.

Mr, Bnmyate.—Suggests reduction of number of horses in British'cavalry
regiments in peace time. 6038.

^

Clothing allowance for British troops might be reduced. 6038.

General Aylmer .—If you want to effect economy, one way would be to
reduce the number of Indian regiments. 8362.

If thorough war efficiency is required in the army for the present Budget
allotment or for something less, the only possible method is to cut down the
strength, and this reduction must not touch British troops. 880 i.

No grant of land should be made without a stringent condition of militarv
service of a nature economical to the Government. 8803.

^

fee converted to303 calibre and there would then be no wastage on account of ammunitionfor these guns which at present is about Es. 30,000 annually. 10066.
Essential to efficiency and economy that once commenPfiil <•

should be carried through and completed within three years. io075.
The reserve of ammunition that would remain in the country for internaldefence troops is reasonably adequate if it eau be maintained. 10091.

™
Si^geon- General Sloggett.—HhQ xlsq of Eoyal Indian Marine ships forhome trooping mstead of hired transports would result in economy. 10466.

^

General Hamilton Gordon.^In regard to the deficiency in the numberof nfles required for the army, the General Staff drew the attention of
Commander-in-chief to the state of affairs as soon as the^earned from +h«Ordnance ®«»^ofe that the estimates upon which manufacture and the ordersfor the supijly of the new rifle had been based, had been found to have ^enseriously misoalonlated. 13693,13597,13599,13601.

^ ^
The General Staff Memorandum of Julv 1911 on the dutioa nmi

ments of the army in India as a whole represents his personal views also ar^he has had no occasion to change them in any material particular. 13721.*

13843^^*^^^ ^^ increased by one-and-a-half divisions.

Ger^ral B^rdwood.—As a possible minor measuresugges^hat each of the three Governor’s bodyguards in
quite efficiently cany on with one British officer. 16641,

economy would
country could
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The existing arrangements whereliy it is left to Commanding OfiScers to

train men in shoemaking or not and to employ soldiers or native labour as they
may see fit are unsatisfactory from the point of vieTT of efficiency for service.

It is therefore proposed to make paragraph 1207 Eing*s Begulations applicable
to India with a view to ensuring that battalions going on service will have at
least four men per company instructed in the rudiments of shoemaking by a
recognized and qualified instructor. To this end it is also proposed to appoint

^ serjeant-master-shoemaker to each British infantry battalion in India. No
extra expense would be involved as this non-commissioned officer would count
as a duty serjeant in the establishment of the corps, his place being filled by
the appointment of an extra unpaid lance-serjeant. At present there is nothing
to show that the knowledge men acquire in going through a course of shoe-

making at the Army Boot Factory is pnt to good use afterwards as, out of a
possible total of 90, only 36 availed themselves of the opportunity during the
last three years. 16746.
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AEMY IN INDIA.

Native Army—Carnatic Battalions.

Sir M, Grover.—Considers all units should be of uniform strength.

Would prefer to see the eight Oarnatio battalions conTerted into six battalions

with a higher establishment. 560.

Mfldra.a battalions are more expensive than others when stationed outside

their own country. 566, 570.

Major Would not say Madras people are deficient in fighting

characteristics. Marawars are superior as soldiers to anything obtainable in

Madras with the exception of the Moplahs. 1323.

General Aylmer^—^Would keep the existing number of Carnatic regiments

and raise their peace establishment to what is necessary for sufficient training.

Would give them the same number of reservists as other regiments. 2776.

Madrasi not so good a fighting man as men of northern races, but his

fighting characteristics have been unnecessarily run down. Not enthusiastic

about Moplahs ; some companies of them might be tried again, but not whole
battalions. 2777.

Physique of Moplahs poor. 2779.

Sir E, .BarroMJ.—-Would propose that all the Carnatic battalions be
brought up to an 8DD strength. Would like to raise a ninth Carnatic bat-
talion. 4138, 4312.

Madras sepoy has not been given a fair chance. Moplahs were most
unfairly and stupidly treated so also were the Telugus and Coorgs. 4328.

Introduction of Moplahs would be a good thing, but dep6t must be in a
place where there would be no difificulty in recruiting them. 4338.

The question of the recruitment of Moplahs would have to be taken up
very tactfully. 4344.

Would like to see a Carnatic battalion at Dera Ismail Khan to get
experience in frontier work ; or a Carnatic battalion might bo on foreign
service at a Colonial station, or in Burma or at Aden. 4622.

Sir J. WUlcocJcs.—Considers that the Carnatic regiments and a few others
are not worth maintaining. 6429, 6431, 6433, 6435.

Does not think the Moplahs would make good soldiers. 6437,

Colonel Graham.—Would like to have 17 ludiau officers in a regiment
in peace time. 12615, 12621.

^
Indian officers have plenty of scope for acting up to the responsibilities of

their position, and for executive command. 12619.

Indian officers’ duties are of a more executive nature then those of British
officers and comprise the carrying out and application of the higher training
supplied by British officers which they themselves from lack of superior mili-
tary education could neither introduce nor properly appreciate nor anulv
without the British officers. 12621.

^

In case of casualties among the British officers, native officers would he
able to take command to a certain extent. 12626.

Has never found any men suitable for direct commission officers and does
not think the system would in any case he popular and it would cause some
heart.burning to bring in anybody. 12631.

little English and also reada little ; and many are very well educated. 12635.
The native officer detailed to assist the quartermaster and transport officer

® M
establishment, and be permanently the

assistant of the British officer whilst on service. 12637.
^ ^



The link system is not adhered to in the matter of transfers of oflSoers so far
as his regiment is concerned, and thinks this is the case with all Carnatic regi-
ments. 12646, 12647.

Service with Carnatic battalions is unpop’’lnr and officers try to get away.
12653.

There are uudonbledly good men among the Pariah caste who enlist chiefly
in the Madras Sappers and Miners and Pioneers. 12667.

Would not hesitate to use Madras soldiers against men of their own religion
if those of another religion w^'re not at hand. 5 2667.

The best class composition for Carnatic regiments would be to have some
regiments composed of four companies Muhammadans and four companies
Tamils and some of four companies Muhammadans and four compani^
Telugus—selected classes of each. 12667.

Doubts if Pariahs can ever turn out good Endian officers with authority and
influence. 12667.

No better composition can he arranged than that each regiment should
be composed of two classes of four companies each, as far as possible. 12667.

Class composition of 80th Carnatic Infantry. 12667.

A double-company composed partly of Pariahs and partly Christians with
the other six companies of other castes is not a success. 12667.

If decided to continue recruiting Pariahs, would have four companies
of Pariahs in one regiment, the other four being Muhammadans, and would
alter name ‘ Pariah ’ to ‘ Paraiyan.’ 12667.

It is said that no better soldiers can he found than some Paraiyans but
that has not been his experience especially in the higher grades. 12671.

A Pariayan native officer would he inclined to salute a high caste Tamil
havildar or naik. 12671.

If you get the best Telugu he is about as good as the Tamil. 12675, 12677.

The class company system was a move for good. 12693.

Difficult to get the best Tamila to enlist. 12679.

Carnatic regiments recruit all orer the Madras area, have one recruiting
officer between them, and this is a more satisfactory arrangement than allowing
each regiment to have its own recruiting ground. 12681, 12683.

The so-called * line-hoy system ’ has been abolished. 12699.

Statement showing normal strength and composition of his regiment, the
numbers actually available for duty at certain periods during the last three

years, and the proportion absent on leave or furlough during the hot weather.

12709.

In the Carnatic battalions training suffers from the very small establish-

ments. 12721.

Present reserve establishment of 62 per regiment totally inadequate. 12734.

If you had no furlough, men would not enlist. 12776.

Statement showing establishment and strength of his regiment and numbers
absent on leave or from other causes, the number under special training, em-
ployed, and number presenit on parade for the last three years. 12780.

No great difficulty in obtaining the requisite number of recruits but, if

conditions were improved, a far larger number of really suitable men would
come forward, and in this case would anticipate no difficulty whatever in obtain-

ing recruits in time of war. 12813.

Strongly advocates enlistment being thrown open to following classes of

Telugus :—Boyas and Bedars, Kapurs and Paiks. 12813.

89UIC 18
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WotQd get better class of men with better pecuniary conditions. 12834i.

TMTadras regiments should, not be stationed too long out of their own Presi"

dency- 12837*

GiTin" Madras regiments their turn on tlie frontier would be popular, does

not think climate would affect them. 12839, 12843, 12946. >

As there are so few Carnatic regiments they might be all linked
^

together

and Secunderabad selected as a centre. Present links exist only in name.

12848, 12845.

Would prefer six battalions of 800 to the scheme proposed by Sir

E, Barrow, although the effect of disbanding two more battalions would bo very

bad indeed. 12858.

Under Lord Kitchener’s orders Madras regiments were reduced to a com-
plement of 600, which has made it practically impossible to train and praparo

them for field seiwice as they should be. 12912.

Disagrees with ocnelusion that appears to have been arrived at regarding

deterioration in the material of the Carnatic regiments. 12920.

Constant source of wonder to him that Madras regiments are in such an
efficient state considering the many discouragements they have had during last

26 years. 12920.

Convinced that good fighting blood exists among many of tho castes of

southern India, though it can only be proved by trial. 12920.

The Madras troops employed in the Burmese War had for nearly thirty

years been stagnating in cantonments employed on one monotonous round of

garrison duty. The regiments were filled with elderly men and elderly officers

having no experience of active service, and the recruits had been drawn from
any caste or class regardless of its suitability. Further, a Madras regiment he
joined about that time had a very large percentage of men of between 20 and
32 years’ service, and of really young soldiers there were hardly any. 13920.

In a Madras regiment difficult to make headway even with good material
with British officers fewer in number than in up-country regiments and of those
few a certain number who are casters from up-country regiments. 12920.

His own regiment employed in the Tochi valley where it earned consider-
able praise. 12924.

Does not see why the Madrasi should not he equal in efficiency to the
Grurkha, Sikh or Pathan of today, but you cannot tell till you try him. 12930.

To make Carnatic regiments in all respects fit for active service in any
country in which the Indian army is likely to be employed would suggest

-

(i) Increase strength from 600 to 860.
(m) Drop word ‘ Carnatic ’ and call regiments ‘—th Infantry,’
(iii) Very careful selection of recruiting officer is perhaps the crux of

the situation.

(«o) Present practice of utilizing Carnatic regiments as a dumping ground
for indifferent British officers should be abandoned.

(t>) Double-company of Pariahs and Christians abolished.
(ot) Vernacular regulation hooks in Urdu, Tamil and Telugu should be

liberally supplied gratis to units.

(of®) Regiments to be more frequently stationed at big military stations.
(o**i) Reforms suggested given effect to, and early opportunity taken of

sending one or more Madras regiments on service.
(is) Everything done to try and remove stigma that has long been

attached to Madras regiments, and these regiments treated with-
out partiality or prejudice.

(s) Fewer transfers of officers from one Carnatic battalion to another.
12932.

^
A^ regards discipline, loyalty, obedience, intelligence, education, musketry^

Ixamiug, marching powers, si^alling, turnout, general behaviour in oanton-
ments, adaptability and readiness to follow good British officers anywhere
Madras regiments are second to no other Indian regiment. 12982.



• If the Oarnatio battalions were raised to an 860 strength, would like to

have about 300 reservists. 12941.

Written Evidence,

Sir H, Stuart.—Individually, the Madrasi is inferior in fighting charao'
teristics to the Punjabi, Gurkha and Afridi, but a regiment of Madrasis
would not be markedly inferior to a regiment of the other classes.

The failure of the Madras regiments may be largely ascribed to their

insufl&oient employment on active service, and to the feeling that they are

regarded with contempt.

Given fair treatment, and if the ofidoers would learn Tamil, excellent regi-

ments would be obtained from some of the Tamil castes. 141.

The Pariah, whether Hindu or Christian, can be made into a good soldier.

141.

The Moplah regiment did not get a proper chance. 141.

The Moplah would make a good sepoy. 141, 146.

Would not station Moplahs in Malabar at present. 146.

Does not think the Telugu will make a good soldier. 148.

Mr. ’Francis .—^The failure of the 77th Moplahs was due to the wrong
class being recruited and to the indifference of their officers. 146.

Mr. Some.—Confident the Telugu will not make a good soldier. 149.



ARMY IN INDIA.

Native Army—Gtjekha Soldiers.

Sir M. Oroverj-^m tlie peace streogtli of infantry battalions is to be
reduced, it vrill be necessary to maintain a larger peace strength in Gurkha
battalions than in othera. 602.

Q-eneral Ayliner,—Does not think Giivkhas can be implicity relied on.
2737.

^
.

Highly advisable to give all battalions the same establishment though an
exception may perhaps have to be made in the case of Gurkhas and the Hazara
Pioneers. 8203, 8374, 8462.

The number of reservists is totally inadequate. Possible that on an emer^ '

gency some 2,000 Gurkhas could be drafted from the Burma Military Police to
Gurkha battalions. 8386.

Sir H. Disagrees with 'view that Gurkhas cannot be relied
on. 3609.

Sir M. Barrow.—Gurkhas can be relied on for the present except in
the case of a Nepale^ war. 4278.

Anticipates difficulties with Nepal Darbar in connexion with Gurkha
reserves. 4396.

Sir J. Does not think wa have soldiers in our native army as
loyal as Gurkhas., Even when mixed. with other races, Gurkhas do well. 5525.

Gurkha reservists would Hke some time to join, but believes a certain
number of reservists would not turn up. 6611.

Gurkhas are last people would think of touchiug
in regard to the class composition of the regiments. 11512.
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ABMT IN INDIA.

Native Asmt—Lotamt.

General StaffApfreoiation. Appendix J.—Arya Bamaj has tried to seduce
soldiers from their allegiance. 65.

Kevolt of population of northern India might easily spread to the troops.
131.

So long as the Indian army remains loyal vre may regard! the internal
position of India with comparative equanimity. 139,

To keep the Indian army loyal amid all the efforts that will be made by
clever agitators may tax our capacity for government to the utmost. Indian
army considers it is not appreciated by the Government of India to the extent
it ought to be. 139.

Colonel Bingley.—India is going through a period of change and this

afiPects the army. Army is dravrn from the agrioultural classes, and the
grievances of the latter affect the troops. Agitators who * get at ’ the agrioultural
population indirectly ‘ get at ’ the troops. 249.

Taken as a whole, no section of the Indian community is more attached
to Government than the army which is thoroughly loyal. 219.

At the time of the rejected Punjab Canal Colonization Act of 1907
several regiments were tainted with sedition. 263.

At time of Punjab Canal Colonization Act efforts of agitators directed
towards tampering with the army with some measure of success. 253.

Spread of education among fighting classes in India has had the effect of

lowering status of military service. 266.

Army not subject to many of the influences which tend to make other
people disloyal. 267.

Commanding officers are now kept informed of what is going on. 269,
284.

Quotes Punjab leaflet comparing lot of British and Indian soldiers and
asking native soldiers how they could allow themselves to be slaves to the alien.

306.

Major JaeHon .—Abundant evidence to shew that the Arya Samaj, Tat
Khalsa, the Ohitpavan Brahmans and other agencies have made attempts
to tamper with the loyalty of the troops. 366.

Sir M. Grover,—No danger anticipated from any particular class of the

native army under normal conditions. 414.

Sir O. Cleveland.—^Members of the Arya Samaj stirred up unrest in the

10th Jats. 898, 900.

Members of Arya Samaj have made persistent efforts to seduce soldiers

from their allegiance. 904, 906,

Tilak and the Ohitpavans have made distinct efforts on the army ; so has
Mr. Gokbale through his underlings. 1039.

There is abundant evidence of attempts having been made to tamper with
the troops. 1087.

Attempts to tamper with the Indian army hare been chiefly made through

the medium of newspaper articles^ pamphlets, etc. 1096.

The agitators in 1907 expected the army to get excited and to take sides

^th them, or at any rate to refuse to act against them. 1197, 1199.

General Dickie.—^Improved housing arrangements ^uld promote con-

tentment and good feeling. 1864.

General Aylmer.—Indian soldiers our prindple danger unless they are

kept in a state of contentment which will make it worth tneir while to remain

faithful : if money not forthcoming to do this, our position would be streng-

thened by their reduction. 2685.

saiAio Vi
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Indian army under tb.0 impreKion that it is not sufldciently well paid.

2696. . .

Sikhs, Jats atid' Rajpdb iaVe l)een a good deal mixed up with sedition.

2743.

If a regiment is -severely tainted it should be instantly disbanded. 2769. >

Possibility of oombinatiott between Muhammadan and Hindu troops Tbry

small at present. 2763. •

^

Unless we Iceep our tn^n troops really contented and make it worth th'eir

while to serve us faithfully, there is danger of their allegiance being tampered

• with. ' 2769. •

' j'

If native troops are untrue to the salt they have eaten they should ‘be

summarily dismiMed. 8773. . .

Mr. Lovett—‘It is certain that persistent eflforts were being made to get aj

.the army in the United Pro'vinces. An Arya Samaj missionary was found

preaching to soldiers what came near to sedition. 3025.
i

Never met with any troublesome combination among Eajputs. 3049.

Mr. Waierjieid.—Aware of 3 cases where attempts were made to taniper

With the native troops in Oenbal India. 3177,.

Sir kC

M

cMahon.— a war with Afghanistan Pathah troops could

^nerally be r^ied-On to fight for us. 8647.
. ^

Sir B. Barrow.—'We may have trouble from Sikhs or Jats as it is their

•areas in which the agitator has been most busy and where the Arya Samaj is

most powerful. 4280.

In the event of a war brought about by a Pan-Islamio revival, or a jihad

preached from Constantinople or Kabul, does not think we could rely on our

Pathans as a body, or on Punjabi Muhammadans, against the enemy. 4286.

Efforts are constantly being made to seduce the troops from their loyalty

especially amongst the Sikhs and Jats. 4302.

So long as the native officers are loyal and contented, we may rely on the
men. 4722.

Sir &. Boo8-Seppel.—ln war against the tribes Pathan reservists would
probably join in with their fellow tribesmen if at honie at the time. 6209.

*
1 {

Sir J, Willooeha.—Personally,, should have no hesitation in disbanding a
disloyal element. 6629.

Believes there was a certain amount of disaffection in class regiments in
1907-08. 6631.

With a jihad preached from Kabul, the Pathans would be excited. Does •

not believe Punjabi Muhammadans would go against us if we had suffiment '

British and other troops ready and took action at once. 6643.

A good deal goes on which aims at causing dLsaffeotion in the native army,
but it is the class regiments it chiefiy affects. 6663.

In the event of unse^ altogethe?..doubtful whether the reservist wUl '

come when you call him up. If you have him with his regiment he is on the
spot. 6686, 6687, .

.

Would disband any corps which sho'wed united or open discontent. lu;
special oases, doubtful corps might be sent to the base of operations, and if they
cUd well, might be allowed to join the Pield Army. , 6808, 5810.

There is discontent in the native army. The first step to remove it is to
improve the status and pension of Indian officers. 5844.

Mr. Curtis.— i»t believe that'Q^k and the other agitators have made
distinct efforts to seduce the army from its allegis^noe, but the of
the loyalty of the army muat.be.their.priabipal aim. 6816, 6818.

.. • . j .
^

. .... boon able to discover any particular case of
sedition m native regiments in the Bombay Presidency, 6638.
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•

- : -^re'ach^M have from time-to' time beea 'fdund in the regimental lines and
nave been turned out, but can recall no real attempt at undermining the loyaltv
of tbe.ttQops. 6644.- -

"
- -

^ ^

The method of some agitators
.
in using the temperance movement as a

cloak for spreading ' sedition among the sepoys has not had anv effect on the
troops. 6646. ’.

' • •

' Mr, Deliberate and organized attempts were toa^a
Calcutta to contaminate the lOth Jats. 8092.

Sir F.. MalUdatf.—The disaffection in the 10th Jats was entirely due
to local prompting, the sepoys being first approached through Arya Samai
.ideas. 8098.

Colonel Soghton,—T\ie inadequacy of the present scale of pensions,
especially of sepoys and jemadars, is,being somewhat, keenly felt and generally
commented upon. Should not say that the contentment of the Indian soldier
has so far been much affected by.these considerations, but it may be so before
long. Knows of no other cause of discontent. Grants of land on a more liberal

scale^wodld assist to a very large eadent in keeping the Indian ranks contented.
10823.

Punjabi Muhammadans would fight readily against brother MiihamTnftila.TiH

in the tr^l areas. 10866.

Advantages of having a native unit stationed near its recruiting area
Are :

—

Men are near their homes and therefore are more contented. An impetr^S"

is given to recruiting by the presence of the regiment in the midst of thtr

people.

Men can take advantage of short leave to a far greater extent.

Disadvantages are

•

Relatives apt to sponge on men and efficiency suffers in consequence. In
case of spread of sedition or disaffection men are much more liable to evil

influences.

In case of riots or disorder, men’s loyalty would be tried very highly

if called upon to act in aid of the civil power. 10874.

Oannot say that native officers of their own accord allude to snob topics ^
the Muhammadan feeling in regard to the Taroo*Italian '^ar, the Faa>lslamio
movement or to the Tat Khalsa, etc. Aiya 8amaj freque.ntly alluded to by the

Sikhs who are fully alive to its advances, and are hostile to its members as a
rule. 10890, 10394.

Not aware of attempts being made in cantonments (since 1907) to arouse

feelings of discontent in the native ranks. Never yet been' abje to elicit any
reliable i^idence to show that attempts were made to arouse feelings of disconr

tent in the native ranks whilst on leave. 10902.

Relies on the Indian officers to keep him informed of efforts to tamper with
native troops, or of movements which may tend to affect their contentment and
loyalty. Has also one or two agents amongst the non-commissioned officers.

10912. . ,

...
Advisable to speak freely with the native officers on subjects which are

open to suspicion of being seditious. They have so much to lose by being

even, suspected of seditious Leanings, that one can trust them as a rule to keep

clear of such things, and to assist their British officers in this respect. 10920.

Schoolmasters and salaried religious teachers can if so disposed, and they

are not hindered, exercise great powers for evil, and they should therefore be

kept under 4^6 observation and control—^most Commanding Officers realize

this. 109331.

- Woul4 not hesitate to call on Indian soldiers to act against men of iheir

own religion. 10950, 10962.

i Does' not notice any appreciable change in the demeanour of any particular

class compared with what it was in 1907. 10964.
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The feelings of so-oaUed nnrest which existed, more or less, throughout the

native army in 1907-08 have entirely disappeared except amongst the Sikhs, who
have been spoilt to a large extent by over-reomitment and have thus got wind

in their heads, especially Jat Sikhs. 10960, 10970.

In the event of disaffection on the part of one religious section of his regi-

ment, the other sections could he trusted to disclose it and act against it. 11012.

Major Sill.—So far as he can judge, the Indian soldier is contented.

11219.

Some of the better educated Indian ofiElcers interest themselves and talk

about the Tat Khalsa and Arya Samaj, hut has never heard any of his Sikh
officers refer to anything regarding Muhammadans. 11296.

It may he said that the Tat Sihalsaist is a seditious man. 11298.

Native soldiers do not bother their heads about the Tat Ehalsa. 11300.

Never personally came across a case whOTe efforts were made either in
cantonments or on leave to arouse feelings of discontent in the native ranks.

11318, 11320.

Been informed that there are men who travel in 8rd class carriages up and
down the railway with the sole object of talking to soldiers with a view to
arousing feelings of discontent. 11318.

Everything as regards discontent, etc., depends on the character of the
native officer. 11324.

Can absolutely trust the majority of the Indian officers in his regiment to
tell him of a feeling of discontent. 11332.

The selection of a schoolmaster is a very difficult one, and unless a Com-
manding Officer gets help from his Indian officers, the sohoolnaaster can be, and
often is, a source of danger. 11340.

Would not hesitate to call on Indian soldiers to act against men of their
own religion, but would prefer not to have to do it. 11348.

It would he better not to have a battalion of Sikhs at Amritsar. 11360.

Ton could have one Sikh battalion and one of another class at Eeroaepore.
11352.

^

Colonel Dumterville.
—

^There are no very serious or genuine causes of dis-
content. 'Seditious orators lay stress on the disparity of pay between British
and native soldiers j this does not affect the fact that the native soldier is well
paid. The direct commission has not been a success in the infantry and has
been a source of disappointment to poinising non-commissioned officers. 11652.

Sikhs and Dogras are naturally secretive and seldom speak of the Tat
Khalsa or Arya Samaj, hut they are willmg enough to talk if the subject is
introduced, 11708,

•*

Matter of common knowledge that, especially in Sikh districts, men on
leave have been obliged to listen to seditious teachers. Native ofacers admit in
a general way that eiforts are made to arouse feelings of discontent in men while
on leaye^ but always refer to others and not to themselyes. 11738.

subjects must he openly discussed with the native ranks.
1173 3%

If reliable information is received to the effect that a native officer or non*
oommssion^ officer had been lending himself to sedition, but had no definite
proof, would tell bnn to go. 11764, 11756.

highly^iSf''ll768°°^**®”
discontented, and should be more

naoo 1?^^+^ regiment, would certainly not hesitate incase of note to call upon Indian soldiers to act against of their own
She MsSe.

^117^“^^ of a das® regiment, would try it, but feel doubtful of
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Sees no difference in tbe demeanour of the native soldiers in his rei«>'ment
now, as compared with what it was in 1904i or‘ 1907. 11766.

*

Should say the feeling of so-called ‘unrest’ which existed more or le<5s
throughout the native army in 1907-68 had disappeared, but while he knew of
its existence, and kept his eyes open, never saw any signs of it personally.
11772.

^ *'

Unless the circumstances were very special, such as those which preceded
the Mutiny in 1867, any class would act without hesitation against any other in
the event of open disaffection. As to disclosing such a state of affairs, feels less
certain, but convinced that speaking for his own regiment, either section would
disclose the facts concerning the other in nine cases out of ten. IISOI.

Colonel Grecigh.—-Does not know of any causes existing which affect the
contentment of the Indian soldiers with regard to their service as soldiers.
11049.

Advantage is often taken of soldiers by their neighbours to seize or damage
their property or institute law suits against them, during their absence. 12049.

Muhammadan feeling regarding the Turoo-Italian War and the Pan-
Islamio movement, and the feeling regarding the Tat Khalsa are not mentioned
•by the native ranks of their own accord. 12107.

No information has reached him of any concrete case of attempts being
made to tamper with the native troops in cantonments or on leave. 12129.

Has however no doubt that attempts are made to tamper with troops
whilst on leave. 12131. ...

Native oflScers thoroughly understand that they must look out for, and keep
their double-company commanders and Commanding OfiScer informed of any
movements which may tend to affiebt the contentment or loyalty of the troops.

12185.
. ,

Men not allowed, to attend an Arya Samaj meeting without permission of

company and doable-company commander, and has' arranged for the subadar-
majoi to attend any meeting of the Arya Samaj. 12136.

Better 'td speak freely on subjects opeu to suspicion of being * seditious ’ to

the senior native officers, and not to make a mystery of the matter with the
junior ones. 12189.

Until Government is in a position boldly, to suppress injurious societies and
punish their ringleaders, it is better that ^British pifiicers should not speak freely

to the rank and file, as the attitude, one .jpust. maintain with the regiment is

that the British B,aj is all powerful and does wj^at it likes.

Also all ranks in the native array liable' to intrigue against each other, and
there is danger that private malice, class hostility, or desire to gain credit for

zeal may find its opportunity in starting mare’s nests-. 12139.

In ease of riots would not hesitate to call upon Indian soldiers to act

against men gf. their own religion. 12147,

It is essential that the schoolmaster, as well as being a .good and capable
teacher, should be a loyal and contented man with pay and prospects which make
the post a really attractive,. ^Gopd aud.pontenWd Maulois and Granthis foster

^herence to religion and to strict observance to’ ^religious customs, and show
that ah interest is taken in the men by the Government, thus promoting loyalty

and contentment. 12146.

Ihe visit of the King-Emperor to Delhi has removed any wrong feeling

that may have previously existed in the army among all those who saw him
last year at Delhi. 12163.

. No feeling of unrest exists in his regiment. 12166,

Colonel Mead.—Native officers do not of their own accord allude to su6h
subjects as the Turoo-Italian -.War pu tlisi ipap-^^.mic movement, but does not
.think this arises from any distrust of Bpi^h laption in regard to these. They
speak freely enough when the subject hi^ght.ilp. 12484.

No love lost between men of his regiment and the Chitpavan Brahmans.
12484.

S9UI0 s>
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The anti cow-killhig mOTement affects the Hindus in his regiment, hut

has not had any trouble with them as a result. 124i88.

TTfls not found any trace of efforts made either in cantonments or while

the men are on leave to arouse feeling of discontent in the native ranks, but

it is possible that tho regiment owes it immunity to the fact that it was out of

India from 1W05 to 1907. 12198.

The adjutant and himself every now and then see the postbag and note if

any pamphlets, etc., are being received, and what newspapem come to the regi-

ment. 12500.

The duty of every native officer in his regiment when anything occurs, or if

he hears of anything which has any bearing on the contentment of the men
or of attempts to make unrest, is to report it to the subadar-major or, if he has

any doubts of it coming to the Commanding Officer’s ears, to report direct to tho

Commanding Officer. 12600.

Only advisible in the case of senior officers of discretion,^ and then only

rarely, to speak on subjects which are open to suspicion of being seditious.
*

Any harping on the subject would do more harm than good. 12510.

If he suspected, say, a jemadar of not being loyil, should try to find out

the extent of his desloyalty without arousing suspicion, and if it was proved,

bring Mm up for trial, but if he had strong suspicion and no definite proof,

should recommend his discharge. 12514, 12516.

Kegimental schoolmasteis and salaried religious teachers do very little

to keep the native ranks in his regiment contented and loyal. 12518.

Government would be well advised to keep a good class of religious
teacher in the regimental lines, and for this it is necessary that he should he
paid a decent wase. Should also like to see a better educated man for school-
master—this would also involve a higher wage. 12518.

The Mmlvi in his regiment began to talk sedition and had to be turned
out, and they have not succeeded in getting another one yet. 12520.

In his regiment religions instructors are paid by the men themselves.
12618, 12526.

In the case of riots, would not hesitate, so far as his regiment is concerned,
to call upon his Indian soldiers to act against men of their own religion.
12534.

,

Has not observed any appreciable change in the demeanour of tire men
from w'hat it was in 1904 and 1907. 12538.

Thinks he can say with certainty that no feeling of unrest exists at present
in Ms regiment. 12542.

Colonal (?raAar«».“ODly grievances he can discover in the regiment are
nearly all concerned with pecuniary conditions. 12786.

Has not been within his experience that native offi-cers of their own accord
allude to such topics as the Muhammadan feeling in regard to tho Turco-Italian
War, to the Pan-Islamic movement, or to the Tat Khalsa and the Arva Samai.
1^860. •'

_
So far as he knows, what is going on in the Muhanunadan world outside

India does not interest the Muhammadans in his regiment a bit. 12862,
Not aware of efforts being made either in cantonments or when the men

are on leave to arouse feelings of discontent in the native ranks. 12874,
No sympathy between the agitators in Bengal and his regiment. 12878.
Has a really reliable and trustworthy subadar-major, and feels sure there

could be little tampering with the contentment and loyalty of his native ranks
without the subadar-major knowing it and bringing it to notice. 12880.

lu Madras regiments there is so little seditious feeling that he thinks it
does more harm than good to call attention to the matter. 12886.

Does not think schoolmasters or religious teachers are an infiuential factor
in Madras regiments as regards contentment and loyalty or the reverse Con-
tentment of men depends on how they are treated, and their loyalty on the
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influence of Britisli officers, and partly beeauso it is their natural disposition.
12888.

In case of riots would not hesitate for an instant to call on Indian soldiers
to act against men of their own religion. 12900.

Demeanour of men always appeared to be thoroughly loyal and amenable.
10902.

Does not believe that the so-called feeling of * unrest ’ existed in Carnatic
regiments, except possibly to au infinitesimal extent. 12904.

Colonel Cole.—In 1907, when he was with 26th Light Cavalry, had men
telling him spontaneously and heard that they told other officers, how men were
going from village to village preaching sedition and in his own regiment had
been told bow a man came and put an anti-cow-Mlling paper into the narrator’s
hands. 13187.

H!as not of late heard of efforts made either in cantonments or on leave to
arouse feelings of discontent in the native ranks. 13199, 13201, 13203.

In addition to information sent periodically by Army Headquarters relies

implicity on his native officers to keep him informed of efforts made to tamper
with the loyalty of the native troops or of movements which may tend to affect
their contentment and loyalty. 13207.

Great mistake continually to call attention to subjects open to suspicion of
being seditious,*’ but if they crop Up in ordinary conversation, well and good.
13211, 13213.

Regimental sohoolraastors and religious teaohera are always doubtful people*
Schoolmasters who arc discontented are liable to pass it on to those they come
in contact with. Salaried religious teachers can do a great deal to keep men
contented and loyal when supported by the native officers. 13216.

In ordinary circumstances one would not hesitate to use men in case of
riots to act against men of their own religion except in the immediate vicinity

of their own homos, when one would rather use someone else. 13221.

Does not think it would be right to take Afridis into Tirah, and should
leave them behind. 13223.

Has noticed no difference in the demeanour of the men in his regiment or

in the 2Gth Cavalry as compared with what it was in 1904 and 1907. 13226.

The events of 1907, the sedition-monger, the length of the war in South
Africa, the Japanese war, education and religious activity in India, have all

tended to awaken thoughts which did not exist before and which cannot he
suppressed or smothered. Thoughts that the native soldier is equal to or better

than the British soldier, that the educated native is equal to the white man are

spreading through the country. 18235.

General Headlam .—There is less chance of agitators getting at the soldier

while he is serving with his unit because the soldier is under discipline and is

protected from these outside influences to a great extent. 14115, 14117.

Written Evidence.

Lifutenant^ Colonel Sltratton .—It is believed that

the camp followers and some of the -native troops at

the Arya Samaj. 86.

a good number of

Nasirabad belong to
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ARMY IN INDIA.

Native Abmy

—

Miscellanbotts.

Sir M. Orover.—Por reasoas, generally political, decided not to interfere

•with the system of compensaion for dearness of food and forage. 733, 737.

Inexpedient to do anything in connexion with reducing the expenditure

on free rations in Baluchistan. 741.

3Ir. Fenion ,—In colonization schemes steps taken to set apart land for

native officers and soldiers. About 10 per cent, of the total area has been
allotted to military settlers. Ex-soldiers constitute an element of loyalty in

the colony, but adverse reports have been received regarding them as agricul-

turists. 1623.

No better way of disposing of land than by allotting it to old soldiers.

1628.

Military settlers now hold land in the colonies on exactly the same terms
as anybody else. 1648.

Ex-soldier settlers have an influence for good on the Oanal population ;

this influence disappears however in the next generation. 1652.

A foundation of the right type is laid for a district by the introduction of
military pensioners as colonists. 1660.

General The hutting of native troops is being improved. 1848.

Improved housing arrangements should promote contentment and good
feeling. 1864.

Sir E. Barrow.—

T

\iq cutting down of furlough in native regiments would
cause great dissatisfaction. 4618.

Sir J, W’illooo'ks.—'Leai7& rules of the rank and file are liberal, but not
too liberal 6697.

Would like a definite ruling in regard to the position of the Subadar as
regards the Tahsildar. 5850.

Mr. Brunyate.—Box native lines and hutting, five lakhs were given
in 1909-10, and I'd lakhs iu each succeeding year ; the latter is becoming
a stereotyped figure likely to be maintained. For political and other reasoas
this expenditure on hutting is considered necessary. 6385.

Considerable improvement in the system of fixing compensation for the
dearness of food and forage in the Indian army of late years. 6413.

Decided to take no immediate action in regard to the ourtailiag of the
supply of free rations, etc., to troops serving in Baluchistan and Burm v, but of
opinion that every opportunity of withdrawing or modifying such oonoessions
should be taken. 64211

General The fact of a regiment having a good name for 'grant-
ing leave liberally goes a very long way towards good men coming forward to
enlist in it. 7528.

Leave rules for native troops can hardly be too liberal and would feel
inclined to give ofifioera commanding regiments a free hand in this respect.
7628.

It is impossible to go back on the leave rules now, and any restrictions in
this way would cause great discontent. 7634.

The question of compensation for dearness of food has been exhaustively
examined for years past, and many Committees have been assembled -with a
view to arriving at a satisfactory solution, but none so far has been found.
The present arrangements are not entirely satisfactory and economical because
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the rates on which compensation is based, and which are quoted by the
civil authorities, are not always reliable, but the Assistant Director of
Supplies of each division checks all the prices of items of the standard ration
at all stations in his division, whilst the prices at all the principal stations are
closely watched at Army Headquarters and snsuicJous rates are at once queried,
further, Mr. Hrunyate expressed the belief tiiaf ;cccl supply charges (of which
compensation is an important item) have not risen to the extent which might
have been anticipated in view of the rise of prices since 1898. 15594.

General Aylmer —The horses of men returning from furlough are not as a
rule in bad condition. 8471.

A sepoy after 21 years’ service is unable to bear the strain of active service
in the great majority of oases. 8o0l.

Should he sorry to see the present attractions of the Indian army reduced
in any way. 8523.

When grants of land are being made, native officers do not sret preference
over native soldiers as each of these classes gets a different kind of grant.
8787.

When reservists or pensioners have been known to have been fighting
against us, the payment of their pay or pension had been suspended, and in
some cases withdrawn altogether. 8791.

The present is not an opportune moment for interfering with the special
concessions to troops in Baluchistan, etc, 8796.

No grant of land should be made without a stringent condition of military

service of a nature economical to the (iovernment. 8803.
f

General Sfuart.—Present policy of limiting the amount of ammunition
in possession of native units to 20 rounds per rifle, plus 50 boxes as a maximum
for practice ammunition, is sound and should be adhered to. 10091.

Colonel RogMon.—Of the native ranks in his regiment, 12 per cent, are
allowed to be absent on furlough and 10 per cent, on leave, but regulations

permit of a maximxim of 40 per cent, being absent. The minimum number to

he present in a regiment is 650 rifles, including non-commissioned officers.

10663, 10666, 10663, 10666.

If a sepoy enlists at 19, he is, as a rule, worn out after 18 years*

.service ; but many non-commissioned officers serve on for 25 or 26 years.

10737.

A man on the frontier gets on an average only three-and-a-half or four
n^hts in bed which wears him out. 10741.

A large proportion of the men with over 18 years* service, who would not
he much good in time of war, would be of use for internal defence. 10746.

Of the men enlisted, about 12 to 14 per cent, are rejected as unfit in the
first year or two of their service ; discharges chiefly due to men being stupid.

10789. 10791.

G-rants of land on a more liberal scale would assist to a very large extent
in keeping the Indian, ranks contented. 10S23. -

It would be an excellent thing if Oommanding Officers had more power in
.getting rid of undesirable sepoys. 10926.

The Fauji Akbar is much read in > his unit, all ranks unanimous in their

approval of its style and appropriateness. Considers it fulfils the purpose it is

intended for very well. 10964.

Great inducement in present circumstances to units to practise economy in
regard to stores and equipment issued departmentally.

The present system in regard to the supply of such stores, works well.

The only alternative system is one of a fixed annual allowance of stores aud
equipment, but such a system would not work so well in the interests of the
fitate as that n6w in vogue. 10982.

SSIAIO 21
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Periods of service before promotion in his regiment—to lanoe naik 9 years

;

naik 10 to 11 years, and havildar 12 to 14 years, 11014.

Major Hill .—An Indian regiment require more leading than a British
regiment. 11084, 11086.

In the Nowsliera Brigade, furlough and leave are open the whole year
round except for a period of six weeks, but each regiment has always to have
400 rifles present and ready to move out at a moment’s notice. Statement
showing number of men present, employed, and fit for duty in his regiment for
the last three years. 11169, 11163, lil69.

Beoommendations in regard to law suits against soldiers. The rules for
exempting soldiers from bega i are not fully carried out. TMs applies
especially in Native States. 11219.

Much unnecessary ir.tuhio is experienced by sepoys on railways which
could be prevented by the appointment of more retired Indian officers as
platform inspectors. It would be an advantage if the provision that a man
receiving land should take his pension at once could be abolished. An impres*
sion that the civil authorities did not give the native soldiers a fair share of
the land distributed some years ago. The status of the Indian soldier in his
village could he improved especially in the Native States. The izzat of
pensioned Indian officers might be increased. Considers the Indian soldier
contented ; his pay is sufficient. 11219.

Fauji Ahhar a most excellent paper, and if it continues to improve it will
provide a long felt want with the Indian army. 11364.

No doubt every unit is more prepared for war than it was 16 years ago.
11374.

As regards to stores and equipment issued departmentally, would suggest
introduction of a modified silladar system. 11378.

Gets hoots for his regiment from Cooper, Allen, hut though the sepoy is
satisfied, he is not, as for a little more could get a much better boot from
England. 11388,11890.

Periods of service before promotion in his regiment :

—

Lanoe-naik 10 years, naik 13^ years, havildar 16| years ; last jemadar
was promoted after 20 years* service. 11400.

Colonel DunsterviUe.-^^hQ sepoy is an old man at 36. 11666.

A sepoy will do more for an officer of average ability whom he knows, thftTi
for an officer of high ability whom he does not know. 11706.

Eeligious teachers are muoli appreciated as an outward and visible sign of
the Government’s tolerance in religious matters. 11768.

Fauji Akhar is much appredated, and to a certain extent fulfils the
purpose for which it was introduced. 11780.

Boots for regiment supplied by Pooock and Co. of Northampton. 11818.
No spemal inducement to units to practise economy in regard to stores andeqmpment, but Commanffing Officers are very conscientious in these matters,and they are well watched and controlled. 11800.

*

1,- «
equipment deteriorate with greater or less rapidity accordingchiefly to tim 2^1 iwth which training is carried out, and any premium oneconomy might lead to slackness in training. 11800.

^ ^ eimum on

Statistics would show that the Indian army is very oard^ul in its use ofstores and eqmpment. 11800.
^ in im use ot

Does not agree with soggesiaonthat sepoy diould getnp-keep of his rifle. 11802.
^ « u gc® ajLLuwance lor

Would be able to keep up supply of shoes in the field. 11826.
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If it were decided to fit tihe regiment with boots, thinks Pooock and
Oo. could supply them. 11828.

Pocock and Company gives a nicer looking boot and better quality for the
money than the other firms. 11828, 11830.

Anticipates no difficulty in obtaining fresh clothing supplies for his

battalion on service. 11840.

Colonel Creagh .—With regard to canal land allotments, the soldier might
be given a preference over the ordinary civilian. Concessions with regard to

revenue might be given to those who have land. 12049.

JPauji Akbar much read in his unit and thinks it fulfils its purpose.
12169.

The present system in regard to stores and equipment issued depart-

mentally, cannot be improved on. 12177.

Gets his regiment’s boots from Pocock and Oo. of London. 12187.

Pocock has promised that they will always have enough boots ready to

keep them with a constant supply. 12195.

Pocock’s boots better than boots out here. 12197-

Satisfied that he can meet requirements as regards clothing for his battalion

on mobilization. 12199.

Colonel Mead,—Maratha regiments complain that of late years they have

been given very few oi)portunities of active service. 12420.

A decidedly good thing to have a wholesome paper like the Fauji Akbar
in which the news is reliable. The native oflfioers reau it and discuss it and pass

it on to the non-commissioned officers. 32546.

Generally speaking, economy is duly practised as regards the quantity of

stores issued departmentally, and does not see what satisfactory system could
be devised other than the personal responsibility of the Commanding Officer

with regard to condemnation and r<*placement of stores. As regards fixed

allowances, though they might with advantage be revised in some oases,

the system seems the only practicable way to deal with these small items,

12687.

Gets the boots for bis regiment from Cooper, Allen and Co., who keep 700
pairs for him on mobilization—tried Pocock for a year or two but the fitting

was not good. 12591, 12593, 12697.

Trying the Army Clothing Factory for khaki with the object of getting
supplies from them for field service. 12609.

Colonel Oraham .—A sepoy’s physical condition appears to deteriorate

rapidly when he leaves the colours, through want or good feeding and active
exercise. 12748.

The period of leave might he cut down and given oftener. 12776.

Thinks the Favji Akbar fulfils its purpose to a gr^t extent but only half

the regiment can re^ it. 12910.

The departmental issues do not allow of anything but economy being
practised, and many things have to be supplied from regimeutal funds which
should be issued to regiments gratis. 12918.

Gets the boots for his regiment from Pocock of London. Cooper, AIIati

and Co., were discarded after a great deal of worrying in the matter. 12955,
12967.

Always has a number of boots on hand in the regiment. 12959.

Colonel Cole.—Forty per cent, of the men are absent on leave and furlough
between the 15th Mardh and 15th October. 13066.

It would not be good to curtail the leave of the men. 13074.
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.
.9^^/ authorities should treat ,old soldiers and native oflBcera better. In the

distribution of land the civilian comes off much better than the soldier. 13132.
Silladar soldier is .hon?^, If.^roji go^ofito villages you find

the most excellent houses and if you are going to enlist men from decent
them into hovels it'will very soon badnam the Government*

Hoes hot thihh'tbat at present i\xQ' Fauji Akhtitr much good, but'^wdtild'
be sorry to.see it stopped. - 13248;.. -.. .

•

•
' ^ordStw.—the Fauji Akbar is a distiilct ’suiffcdskt

'

cnoalati(m--*iasea'tohh0ut 8,000 ;>paj»er financed by (iovernmdnt ; avoids' gi^n^'-’
opinions in the paper in regard to'^litical qudStiahs.- • 14070, 14072, 14OT^'''^

justify the feave. ahd furlough' rules ofdifieihtxvearmyby^he he^ssitlfel -of redruMrig, Since it- is desirable to obtaiii'
''

the best of the agrumltural community it is essentiail ’ that they' i^oW'he'-
to get away for the harvesting^nd. sowing seasQus, Moreover

stafaons the ohmate renders much training impossible during the hot weathwr
^^^^7 in every case (except GurkhS aJEf.Bazaras) available for recall at short notice. 14109.
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ABMT IN INDIA.

Nativb Abmy—Native Ojpficeks.

Sir J. Wiileoehs.-^'Th.QrQ is discontent in tlie native army, the first step
to remove it is to improve the status and pension of Indian officers. 5844.

Colonel JBLoghton.—Owing to the number of British officers, it is difficult

for the native officers to retain and act up to the responsibilities of their posi-
tions in regard to the maintenance of discipline, training and administration,
more especially in the training season. 10500, 10504.

Since the increase of British officers, native officers are less anxious to
take responsibility and initiative, hut their efficiency would increase if they
were given more scope. 10612, 10516.

As there are always more candidates than there are vacancies, there will
always he a certain number men on hand for appointment as native officers.

10568.

A native officer promoted from the ranks, takes about six months to learn
the duties of his appointment. 10560.

A direct commission native officer would require at least twelve months
before he could take his place in the field. 10562.

In his regiment the native officers given direct commissions compare
favourably with those promoted from the ranks. 11020.

As a class, men with direct commissions are better than the other Indian
officers, but we also get excellent men from the ranks. 11030.

Would continue present, system of 26 per cent- direct commissions but must
have a large percentage promoted'from the ranks in order to ensure content-
ment. 11034.

In favour of having a school of training for native officers and a similar
school for havildars. 11036.

Major ATfK.-—The present establishment of Indian officers would be im-
proved by the addition of a jemadar adjutant. 11064.

At the commencement of a campaign a large number of British officers

is nwessaiy to furnish leaders even for minor enterprises but as the campaim
continued, the necessity for’a large number of British officers would probamy
grow less as the Indian ranks found their feet. Casualties among British
officers would be met to some extent by the Indian officers. 11066, 11074.

Cannot see anything in the present' esthblishnient of British officers and
Indian officers which would prevent the latter aotihg up to their responsibilities

in peace time, provided that a proper system prevails in the regmient. 11066,
11072.

Not in favour of any change in the present establishment of Indian offi-

cer* 11076.

Does not propose to take any direct commissioned native officers in his

regiment. . 13328.

The native officer promoted from the ranks is more of a soldier ; the direct

commissioned man is inclined to be a babu. 11330.

Colonel DuMtervitte.-^THfoe native adjutant ^otdd be additional to the

sixteen company officers. 11418, 11420.

The present number of British officers by no means necessitates undue in«

terferenoe with native officers in the thorough command of their units. 11422.

Never have and never would put native officers in temporary charge of

donble-companies. 11432.

The type of native officers he has got are rather uneducated. 11436,

11438.

SStAlO
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Natire officers can be trusted with most dutil^that iiei^idie ,J?ier,eTy intelli-

gence and n'btTcite^jcitjr, IIMO. "
In time ofwar would only put native bffifcer^ in charge of double-compa-

nies as a temporary niea'^wpending arrival Of Etii^peaii officeirs: 13f?li52.

Native officers after distinguished careers sink into' ihsignidcanoe^ in their
village lifp after retirement; they enjoy nothing like the izeaf of the junior
civil official. 11652. " _

The dir^t commission has not been a sucoess-in the infantry and- has been
a source of disappointment to promising ,non-commissioned officers. 11652,
'12660. -i

’
..

Colonel CreagTi .—Suggests addition of one jemadar to the'peaee^esta'blish-

lishment so'^ a^.;to provide for the jemadar adjutanfwithout- depriving h'^ompany
. of.one of jUiS -offioerSk - 11S53, 11857. • ^ ^

’

’-j

In favour of the old system of two grades of jemadar andHwo hf diibiidar

beingdntrodboed:- • 11858,'12l75.
‘

Not necessarily the case that owing to the number of British officers it is

difficult for native officers to retsHU' $nd act up to the responsibilities of their
position, thoagh:this tendency’has to be carefully guarded against. 11869; ‘

One allows the native officers to do as much as they arb- capable of doing.
11861. '

. , , .
•

‘''iJ '

.

Would like to have 14 British officers and 17 native officers of
peace and 18 British officers (excluding dep6t) and 17 native officers per
Regiment in time of war. - 11867, 11869.

‘

It is better.to have a native officer of good family and local inflnence iu' his
own county, • of

;
good, character, tactful, trustworthy and reliableand with

power of command, than a more brilliant man who is lacking in these qualities.

11867., ,,
.

„ , ,
.

Tlie native officer is seldom sufficiently well edwated .to
,
dq/,,.all? jthe

aocoirnts and,clerical work of his.company., 11867.
. , i

< /i

The native officer should know all the undercuireuts of thought aoiidilspieech

that may he going on in his company and bis double-ponipany
C9n:;^aiider and .Commanding Officer informed’.' 11867.

' The native officer is as a rule well up in his dp^ws pn ..t^q pgjaVl^ ,
jppimd

and capable of instructing his men i^. thepa, but. few. of ,.them could 60 trusted
to be TOrupflJou&ly faiy qn ,the.ri%.;i;piagedf,left,,fp .tbejO^^^^es and- if tliere . was

; ,jBiny1ih^ng;atstak^. ;.,.;L1£’67,.;j •
,

V
.

^
In '.tbe m^CBttvre attack native officers are not as a rule good at.exericisin<^

tbcir imagination as to what would b6.the,e£iect of hostile Ifire on their- mem
11867-, ....

' Iu the ey,entj9fareginientsustain.ing heavy, casnajties in-tbe .field pmeng
the British officers, the native officers- T!rpnld.,^haye

. tp <jj)j(nnMpi4.;idpnbie*
companies and would generally rise to the. occasion. 11878. '

,
‘

!,

In fav.our' of direct, oozhinissiohed nativb officers in tliebi^'Of'Pathans.
11877.

^

-i ... )

Too many direct commissions discourage the .riou-con^missidhed offi^rs and
- ineu iu the regiment who may have beSh^having -hope^ of .proihotidn.- ' 1188.1.

Native offices thoroughly fifidek'talTid that they must look odt for and ipep
thdr dohble-ettmpany commanders and Commanding Officer informed of ekyj
movements which may tend to affect the contentment or loyalty of the trdbps.

Colonel Ifca.d.-—The number of native officers is insufficient for both
and war-, and the appointments tdf both subadar-major and. native ' adjutant
shouM be held by two native officers additional to the’ sixteen ’required for
pany><mimauder8fand co}«pa«y;flffieer8i_ 12211. . . .... , . ;

When the CtomiMndr^- jreghiiciental system^ tho British
officers as a staff advising, asshting in, and supervising and onspectin^ the -train-
ing of.the companies and tlie -batta’lm^sthfre-ip^npt too much interferenpe with
the native offices, but .\^here,-^^^ ^stem regard|^«the. doubie-oopi.pauy' aa-^he
tactical and administrative unit, the is different. ’ 12213. . *
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‘

‘ '
' ’ . ,

- *'

- -Na^iVe officers Sre capable of administration and loolcing after tbe interior
economy of a double.company if carefully supervised/ 12216.

. /In fiisrMmentjtbe native officerswbo rise from the ranks are the least
.ihtelligent. 12219;

Would be prepared to take direct commisaon officers np to one fourth of
the total if he could get suitable men. 12229.

‘
> Makea’promotions from the ranks usually by selecition. 12233.

Would like to have a complement of 18 native officers in both peace and
war. 12237,

.

Native officers, subject to the supervison and inspection of British officers

and the infractions emanatiug as a result of such inspeotions would commaud
their compauies as a captain in the British .service commands his, .with the
One exception that they wouH be relieved of the duty of initiating schemes of
training. . 12237, 122l9.

Native officers could keep company accounts if properly supervised, they
can.be trusted for making recommendatioas for promotion and ^ for supervising

, musketry practices. 12275, 12277, 12279. . ^
-

A native officer could lead a double-company in time of war for a while.

.
- ‘

’*iSie system of promotion by classes to the rank of native officer causes some
heartburning, and if some sptem of ante-dating a commission obtained after

'
; long.'service so as to dateits recipient senior to the natiVe^cffioersof other classes

M-who bad the' luck to be promoted after comparatively short service could be
• arranged, it' would be agreeable to the native officer. 124i20.

Colonel Graham.—^Tn Madras regiments it is not the case that, owing tc
the number of ' British officers it is difficrdt for native officers to act up to tlm
responsibilities of their positions' in regard to discipline; administration and'
training. 12619.

' ilie duties of British and Indian officers may be broadly differentiated

by saying that British officers maintain the general efficiency 'of the corps as

a whole,Hind seek to increase and keep it abreast of the tiines by applying
liew ideas’ add ‘methods as they come out. Indian officers’’ duties'are more of

"ha executive hafure and comprise the carrying out and application of the higher
training supplied by British officers which they themselves from lack of superior

,i. military education could neither introduce nor properly appreciate nor apply
without the British officers* supervision. 12621;

Colonel Cole.—Present establishment of native office too small—would
' like to see an increase of two jemadars and use one as .si^^nalling officer

and the other as intelligence officer. 12975.

The mainteparice of discipline in the lines is entirely in the hands of native

officers.^'^ In training the native officer has his definite unit of a troop or half-

squadron to train. 13001.

/j'Certf^nly not the cMe tiat, owing to
,
the number of British officers it is

diffioiilt, ifor tbe native officers to retain and act up to tlie responsibilities of their

positions in regard .to the maintenanoe bf^ discipline, 'traming:..^nd administration.

• 13.001,
'

/
-

’
’ Would like to have 19 native officers in time of peace and 21 native officers

.,(incli^ding two for the dep6t) in time of war, 13012.

.
'• Native officers are wanting in initiative and administ^tiye powers and are

„^prpne to favouritism. . 13012,

Duties raoh as signalling, intelligenoe ftnd transport, could well be dene by

an eduoaied native officer and wouM be quite ready to see ah educated native

• .officer as quartermaster. 18012 .,

'IKrect commission native' officers diffier '^Tfery •much—those he has got now
are exceptionally- good, but very often a man is got who is no use at all.

13030. •:
.



rather take a man \vho has serred in the- regiment a certain.

they are all the better trained and come on bettex. 13032, 13034, J 3036.

Belies implicitly on his native officers to keep him informed of efforts to

tamper with the native troops or of movements which may tend to affect their

contentment and loyalty. 13207.
i*

General Birdwood.—It would be impossible for Indian officers to command
silladar camel corps. 15377.
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General Staf^ Appreciation. . Appendix I.—General rising of frontier tribes

wM6fiiififf tb®'¥ir|)ip6rt of Ifehe foitoiing part ‘bf . 3Pan-3aaa:Me ' raot-ement

might affect loyalty of Muhammadans recruited in the Nnrth-West iProntiei

Province. 47.

Hostility towards Government caused by belief of Muhammadan soldiers

that Great Britain, in common with other Christian Powers, aims at downfall

of Islam. 57.

Colonel Sympathy with Muhammadans in Turco*Italian War
spreading to Muhammadans in the Indian army. 843.

General Aylmer.—Pathans and Punjabi Muhammadans would remain
faithful to us in the event of war with Afghanistan or the tribes with a j'ihad

preached from Kabul, provided we keep them well contented and make our
service really popular. 2763.

Possibility of combination between Muhammadan and Hindu troops very

small at present. 2765.

Sir JBL. McMahon.—In a war with Afghanistan Pathan troops could gene-

rally be relied on to fight for us. 3547.

Sir E. Barrow.—^Would not trust Muhammadan regiments to fight against

their co-religionists, but would give them garrison duties. 4102.

In the event of a war brought about by a Pan-Islamic revival, or o. jihad
preached from Constantinople or Kabul, does not think we could rely on our
Pathans as a body, or on Punjabi Muhammadans. 4286.

Sir G. Soos-Keppel.^'We have too few Pathans in the Indian army.

6096, 6206.

Tbe attitude of the Pathan troops in the event of hostilities with their

fellow-tribesmen, with Afghanistan, or with Turkey, depends almost entirely

on the personal influence of their officers. 5193.

Hegiments in which Pathans are enlisted should contain not less than 2

double-companies of Pathans, and these should be homogeneous. 5206, 52'<t3.

Sir J. Willooohs.^'Pa.th&na are much better than other classes. 6416.

With a jihad preached from Kabul the Patlwns would be excited. Does

not believe Panjabi Muhammadans would go against us if we had sufficient

British and other troops ready and took action at once. 6643.

General Birdtoood.-—We might get some more Pathans in the native

army. 7690.

Colonel Moghton.^Tke Punjabi Muhammadan is the best all-round man.

10864.

Punjabi Muhammadans would fight readily against brother Muhamma-
dans in the tribal areas. 10866.

In his regiment, relations between the Muhammadans and non-Muham-

madan elements are quite friendly and a healthy sense of rivalry exists, no

very deep-seated sympathy is however to be found between them. 11012.

Major Sill .—Would mix Pathans and would have, say, one company
Afridia and one company Khattaks. 11163, 11167.

Colonel Dunatercille.—His Muhammadan native officers do not take much
interest in the Turco-Italian War, but they occasionally ask about it. Expect®

the Pan-Islamic feeling is strong, but they never refer to it. 11708.

Pathans quite unmoved by the Turco-Italian War, but when the tnullaa

on the frontier take it up, they may have something to say. 11712.

ssS9UIC
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Anticipates no difficulty with, the Pathans :^m Afghanistan in his regi*

meut in the event of war with Amir. 11722.

In the event of trouble with the tribe&i} would send Pathans to fight

against them with pleasure. 11728.

Sikhs and Muhammadans in his regiment do not quarrel among themsdves
and are very happy. 11770.

Glass of Pathans enlisted in the 20th Punjabis. 11814.

If called upon to act against their own particular tribe there might be
some trouble^ but Aftidis of one tribe would gladly serve against another AfriiU
tribe. Beserve men of the trans-frontier tribes immediately affected by the war
would place their highly trained services at the disposal of the enemy, but they
would be very half-hearted enemies. 11814.

Golonel Oreagh,—^Would not hesitate to take his Pathans against the
frontier tribes in case of war there. 12155.

Thinks the Yusufzais in his regiment would thm out against their own
tribe. 12157.

His Pathans would not mind a war with Afghanistan and they would have
no compunction in moving against the Amir. 12159, 12191. ‘

Colonel Graiham.—So far as he knows, Muhammadans in his regiment do
not interest themselves about what is going on in the Muslim world outside
India one bit. 12862.
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ARMY IN INDIA.

Na-th^b ABAir—

P

at and Pensions.

Sir M.- Grover.—^Present rate of reserve pay considered buffioientas regards
infantry. 590.

General Aylmer.—Pension rules of Indian army are "bad. 2595.

Indian army under the impression that it is not suSioiently well paid.
2595.

Pensioning reservists after 21 instead of 25 years would raise their cost by
' dSs. 10 per head. 8501.

To raise reserve to 100,000 pay of reservists mast be raised to at least

Rs. 3 and maintain pension in proportion it now stan^ to that of the men
serving with the colours. 8505.

Considers that pensions of native ranks should be raised. 8534, 8533.

Agrees that the pay of the sepoy is adequate. 8556.

Native soldier^s pay is quite sufficient provided he gets an increased
pension. 8557.

Sir E. "Barrow.—The present terms of service are good enough except
as regards the native officers whose pay and pension should be increased.

4722.

Sir O. Booa-Keppel,—Thinks present pensions given to Indian officers are

too small. 5206.

Sir J. JFilloocks.—^The pay of the native soldier is now sufficient but the
native officer is not well pensioned. 6629.

There is discontent in the native army; the first step to remove it is to

improve the status and pension of Indian officers. 5844.

The pension of the native officer is the first thing that should be righted.

5846.

Mr. Brmyate.—Prom a political more than frora^ a strictly economic point

of view, we might at any time be called upon to improve the native officers*

pay and prasion. 6399.

Mr. Kennedy.—Informed that the men are not altogether satisfied in

respect of their pensions. They compare the military pensions of the native

army with the pensions earned by men of similar standing in civil employ, to

the detriment of the former. 6956.

Colonel Hoghton.—Rs. 3 per mensem recommended for reservists. Would
suggest 21 years for pension—26 years is too long ; men are generally worn
out long before that. 10711.

Would suggest Rs. 3 per mensem pension after 21 years, and Rs. 2 invalid

pension after 18 years* service if declared physically unfit. 10711.

Could work up to a reserve of 600 with increased pay and pension. 10719.

The inadequacy of the present scale of pensions, especially of sepoys

apd jemadars, is being somewhat keenly felt and generally commented upon.

10823.

The inadequacy of the present scale of pensions, especially of sepoys and
jemadars, is being somewhat keenly felt and commented upon. 10823.

Would suggest the following pensions ;—Sepoy Rs. 6-0 -0 per mensem ;

jemadar Ra. 20, Rs. 30 ; Subadar Rs. 33, Rs. 45, Rs 65. 10823, 10S35.

No immediate necessity to increase the sepoy *s pension, but within ten

years it wUl become necessary. 10841.

A jemadar’s pension is too small, but it is not so ess^tial to raise the

pension of subadars. 10843.
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Major Hill.—^Would suggest tlie reserve being divided into two classes

“ A ” active, with Rs. 4 per mensem payi and “ B ” for dep6ts with
Rs. 2 per mensem pay.

“A” class up to 15 years* service and to train every year, "B** up
to 21 years’ service and to train biennially. Class **A” to be
trained one month the first year, and two months the second yetr
along with class “ B.

*’

Pensions of reservists to be as at present, but at the end of 21 years*
service. 11189, 11201.

The pensions of Indian officers are not sufficient to enable them to keep up
their position as commissioned officers. 11219.

Considers the Indian soldier contented—his pay is sufficient. 11219.

The Indian officers* and noncommissioned officers’ pay might be improved.
11224.

A jemadar should start with Rs. 20 more than he now gets ; that would
entail a rise for the subadar of Rs 20 also. 11226.

Por sepoy’s pension would say Rs. 5 after 18 years, and Rs. 6 after 21
years. 11228.

Would be a good suggestion to let the sepoy go after 18 years on Rs. 4,
but if he remained on as a reservist for 7 years, and would come up when called
upon, to give him Rs. 5 at the end of that time. Would put such men in class
‘ B'^ and call them up every year. 11282.

Colonel Hunsterville.—The 25 years* service required of reservists to
qualify for pension is too long and might with advantage be reduced to 21.
11677.

Thinks reservists are satisfied with their present pay and pension, but
some increase will be necessary later on, especially in pension. 11677.

The reserve is quite popular, but reserve pay of Rs. 2-0-0 a nxonth is not
enough.

To send the sepoy away on pension of Rs. 4 per mensem after 18 years*
service, and give him Rs. 6 pension after 7, years’ service in the reserve would
he a good plan, but such men would only be of use in depdts, and for internal
defence. 11583, 11691.

The free allowance of wood gives much trouble. It would be a great
advantage to substitute a fixed cash payment. 11652.

Minimum pensions should be after 16 years’ service ; this applies to sepoya
only ; not to non-commissioned officers. 11652.

The lowest rat© of peosioa, Rs. 4 per xxvepsem, is too low and should bo
iucreased. 11652, 11664.

The pensioa is always the most important thing ; the pay is quite secon-
dary. 11672.

Regimental schoolmasters at present discontented, and should he more
highly paid. 11758.

Colonel Cre€tgh,~~-ln the event of a foiling off in the popularity of the
reserve, the reserve pay of the active resmrve might he put at Rs. 3 with two
months training every year and that of the garrison reserve at Rs. 2 a month
with training every second year. 11975.

In the event of establishment of reservists being increased, in favour of an
active reserve up to 18 years total service with reserve pay Rs. 3 and a pension
of Rs. 3 on completion of 18 years’ service, garrison reserve from 18 to 25 years
with a pension of Rs. 4. 11975.

Would be glad of any advance of pay or peitsion to the sepoy, but has not
yet found reason for altering the pension. 12017^
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A system whereby sepoys going away ^ritb 18 years* service on Bs, 4 might
be given the alternative of doing seven more years on the reserve without regular
training, but be liable to be called up on emergency by which he would earn
Bs. 5 pension, might be tried. 12019.

It is essential that the schoolmaster, as well as being a good and capable
teacher, should be a loyal and contented man with pay and prospects whioh
make the post a really attractive one. 12145.

Colonel JKead.—Pay of reservists is insufficient. Rs. 4 per mensem
seems the smallest amount on which the men could be expected to keep them-
selves fed so as to preserve physical efficiency. 12394.

Poes not think any alteration is necessary in the case of pensions of reser-

vists. 12398.

There is a feeling that pensions should be increased for all ranks, any
native officer irrespective of length of service as an officer should receive not
less than Es. 15 per mensem. 12420.

Sepoys’ pensions should he increased to Rs. 5 per mensem at least. 12434.

The system of letting sepoys go to pension after 18 years’ service, but to
offer them Rs. 6 per mensem pension for seven years’ more service as reservists

would work very well, but would not give any man the option of getting it

unless ho was physically fit for the next seven years. 12438.

Government would be well advised to keep a good class of religious teacher

in the regimental lines, and for this it is recessary that he should be paid a
decent wage. Should also like to see a better educated man for schoolmaster—
this would also involve a higher wage. 12518.

In his regiment religions instructors are paid by the men themselves.

12518, 12626.

Colonel Q-mham. -Pay and pension of reservists might be increased.

1274S. '

There is a very general feeling that the pay is too small compared with

'

what men can earn in civil life with a much less strenuous existence. 12786.

Three different rates of rice compensation. Men enlisting after 1902 do
not get King’s Birthday ‘ hatta. ’ Staff allowances vary in different regiments,

e.y., pay havildars in some regiments receive Rs. 5 ; in Madras regiments they

receive nothing. 12786.

Indian officers consider that their highest pension should be given after 26

years’ service instead of 32 and the other pension correspondingly increased.

12786.

' All ranks consider that the present pensions including family pension are

totally inadequate, and tiiat no pensions should be taxable. 12786.

Mddras native soldiers have at least one legitimate grievance and that is

the pension. 12802.

Cblfmel Cbfe.—The rate^ of pension in the lower ranks urgently demand
attention ; those for sowars, duffadars and jemad.a]n3 are extremely low and quite

ihhdequal;e in, View 6f the M^h, rates bt living which now obtain. 13182.

The pay of the native eavaliy grass cutter is ridiculous and the sowars have

to augment it. 13182, 13138.
,

:

•

,
-The only modification of^the present r^erve regulations which he advocates

is that pensions should be grkited after 21 years. 13268.

SfllAlC ' 2*
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ARMY IN INDIA.

Native Ab-my—Rbceuiting and Class Composition.

General Appreciation. Appendix I.—Punjab furnishes large num-
ber of soldiers for the Indian army. 56.

Oudh, after the Punjab and Nepal, our best recruiting ground. 79.

Rajputana as a recruiting ground. 104.

Internal situation demands that the admixture and distribution of the

different classes composing the Indian army should be more carefully attended

to. 139.

Colonel Bingley.—At present the supply of Sikh recruits is not equal

to the demand, and later on the number of Sikh lads fit for enlistment will

be insufficient for our requirements. 366, 357.

In regard to reduction of the number of Sikhs in the army, would suggest
beginning with class regiments. 361.

The number of Rajputs in the army might be raised. Number of Brahmans
could also be increased, but they would do better in class regiments as they have
a baneful influence on other companies in class company regiments. 379.

Sir M. Grover.—Danger in policy of reducing the recruitment of the
army from inferior classes and adding to the strength of the martial races

418.

Moplahs would be no use for counterbalancing other classes, but the Rajput
m^ht be considered as counterbalancing the Sikh as a fighting man. 420.

There has always been a falling off in recruiting for the native army
during war. 616, 618.

Sir G. Cleveland.—Considers it questionable whether there axe not too
many Sikhs in the army, police, military police, etc. 1005, 1007.

Major Ottley .—A regiment of Moplahs with carefully selected officers

wonld he as good as any other regiment in India. Inadvisable to mix up
Moplahs with any Oamatios, hut they would not get on any worse with the other
races in India than the Sikhs or Muhammadans do. 1316, 1320.

Mr. Reason for suspecting that there are too many Sikhs in the
army. 1710.

Twenty per cent, should be a safe proportion of any particular class to
enlist in native army. 1714.

General Ayhner.^-BiSsk in the policy of recruiting the Indian army mainly
from a few sources. Class regiments are wrong in principle. 2731.

The estahli^ment of Sikhs in the Indian army is excessive, lost of classes
that could he more fully enlisted. 2751.

Wishes to improve quality and diminish quantity of Jat Sikhs. 2763.

Madrasi not as good a fighting man as men of northern races, but his
fighting characteristics have been unnecessarily run down. Not enthusiastic
about Moplahs, some companies of them might be tried again, but not whole
battalions. 2777.

In the event of war there would be a difficulty in getting recruits. 2808.

During war the recruiting falls ofi. 8276.

A scheme is now bmng considered wherein it is proposed that eaoh reserv-
ist iflionld bringin a recruit. 8411.

The policy dt posting regiments to provinces distant from their recruiting
areas has apparently had no prejudicial effect on recruiting and is on the whole
popular with the native soldier. Rrom the point of view of unrest the systoon
fa a sucoess, but in some cases has been somewhat overdone. 8697.
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Mr. Lovett .—More Rajputs could be enlisted in Oudb fcbere ivould
be no political objection. 3029, 3031.

Thinks it is better not to have too many Brahmans. 3o33,

All Brahmans in a regiment should not be from preoiselr the same part
of the country. 3035.

Should say it would be better to have class ompani.*-!! nhia class I’egi-

ments. 3035.

Sir E. BarvGW.—The greatest possible danger in l1i« policy adopted
of late years of recruiting the native army mainly from a few sources. 4274i.

Sikh recruitment has been overdone. Notices a great det.’rioration in the
Sikh regiments and Sikh companies. 4282.

We might have more trans-frontier Pathans and Oudh men. ^282.

The political aspect of recruiting should be oarfully considered. 4284.

In favour of class regiments, being a system which enables us to segregate
doubtful troops. 4286.

Madr.os sepoy has not been given a fair chance. 4328.

Moplahs were most unfairly and stupidly treated, so also wer*^ the Telugus
and Ooorgs. 4328.

Introduction of Moplahs would he a good thing, hut depdt must be in a
place where there would be no difficulty of recruiting them. 4338.

The question of the recruitment of Moplahs would have tu he taken up
very tactfully. 4344,

Army should he recruited more evenly from diverse areas. 4626.

Sir O. JBoos-iTejjpe/.—Considering their numbers and fighting qualities,

Pathans are very much under- enlisted. 6095, ^206.

Ois-Border Pathans such as Yusafzais, Ehattaks and Mohmands over-

recruited and gradually losing their fighting qualities. 6206,

Begimeuts in which Pathans are enlisted should contain not less tibian two
double-companies of Pathans, and these should be homogeneous. 5205, 5223.

The very large number of Sikhs iu the Indian army and their organization

in class regiments, a serious danger. 5216.

Regiments where Sikhs and Muhammadans are mixed are all right because
you know what is going on. 5216.

Is not in favour of class regiments. 5219.

With* a regiment half Sikh and half Pathan you will be perfectly safe

anywhere. 5221.

Sir J. Willeocka.—The trouble lies so far as the army is concerned, in

the class regiments. 5409, 6417.

Has not much confidence in the class regiments of Jats. Sikhs, and Oudh
Rajputs. 6415.

Pathans are much better than other classes. 5415.

Hoes not think the Moplahs would make good soldiers. 5437.

Hanger in having too many native soldiers of one caste. 5439.

Risk in recruiting mainly from a few classes, hut such risk would be
reduced to a minimum if class regiments were abolished and regiments were
recruited from several classes. 5628.

' Never found trouble in mixed corps, always in class units. 5523.

Regiments composed entirely of Sikhs, Jats, Rajputs, and even Punjabi
iJusalmans, will one day give trouble. 5523.

With mixed double-companies, any trouble that may be brewing, will be
given away to the British officers by one or the other class. 5523.

Hoes not think we have another lot of soldiers in our native army as loyal

as Gurkhas. 5526.

Gurkhas even when mixed with other races do welL 5526.
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Would prefer to see one rather than two double-compan.ie< of Pathans in a
regiment. 5527.

BelieTes there was a certain amount of disaffection in class regiments in
1907-08. 6531.

There are too many Sikhs in the army. 6533.

The following classes might be tried :—Jharwas, Nagas, Eastern Xepalese
who live towards Sikkim, various classes of Punjabi Muhammadans who have
recently begun to be enlisted ; inhabitants of Rajputana. 6633.

Prefers the Rajput of Rajnutana to the Rajput from Oudb. 5.536, 6537,
6639.

i.Rsu’ni’ig that we have too many Sikhs, would bring in men of other
classes, 564'_.

A good deal goes on which aims at causing disaffection in the native army,
hut it is the class regiments it chiefly affects. 5563.

Recruits will always be forthcoming for ordinary campaigns, and so long
as we are victorious, assuming there is no internal trouble. If serious reverses
come, recruits will not come forward. If internal trouble has to be grappled
with, recruits will fall off to a lesser or greater degree, aoccrdi-'g- to the quar-
ters from which trouble comes. 5627.

If we were at war with Afghanistan, thinks we would get recruits. 5635.

General Sirdwood.—Believes there are too many Sikhs in the Indian
army. 7684

Should not be sorry to see the Sikh class regiments changed, into class

company regiments. 7686.

Should like to see two double-companies only of Sikhs in. class company
regimenis. 7586.

If such a thing were done, would like to see it begin in the nvoro recently
raised Sikh regiments. 7586.

Becoming diflQl’oult to recruit Sikhs. 7688.

We might get some more Pathans id thb native army. 7690.

A number of Rajputs from Rajputana should still he available for recruit-
ment. 7592.

Colonel Soghfon .—Advantages and disadvantages of the class regiment.
10686.

The class company regiment is the best and safest organization. 10636.

In a class company regiment advancement must go in proportion to class

and the best man therefore sometimes gets left behind. 10635.

In a class company regiment there is not quito the same cohesion through-
out the unit as one should And in a class regiment. 10636.

Very few advantages in a ihixed regiment, except thWt the best, men perhaps
come more easily to the front, and trouble or crime is less eatil^ conceal^.
10686.

Doubtful one would get a good class of main to ehlist ih a iuixed regi-

ment. 10636. '
' v

Considers the composition 6f the 69th Punjabis an ideal composition.
10637.

iSrom the point of view of all-round efficiency, class 'oom^ny reginient^

are more ef^ient tban class regiments. 10641.

Taking the point of y^w of possible sedition, prefers also class company -

regiments. 10643.

d'anerally Speaking, sai^fied ^th the men the ireoiu^ing officer sends to

him. 10797. ’

Except in tbie oase of Jat Sikhs, knows of no difficulty in obtaining suitable

teumits. 10860.
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In the case of ordinary frontier expeditions, anticipates no difficulty in
oI)taining recruits. In the case of "war in Cliina or the li’ar ihlast, recruits would
be plentiful. Service in Afghanistan or Persia would not be so popular, but
should not anticipate difficulty in recruiting until the war had been prolonged,
say, six months. In the case of Egypt or Europe, if operations were much
prolonged, recruiting might suffer once the novelty had worn off. Should,
however, matters not go well with us from the start, recruiting would he a
great difficulty.

Following classes might he enlisted

Musalman Jats of the Punjab, Karrala of the Abbottabad district and
Sials (Punjabi Muhammadans from Jhang and the left bank of
the Ghenab).

Following classes might be enlisted more than they are at present

Saini and Maiton Sikba, Brahmans of the Rawalpindi and Jhelum
districts, and Gujars of the Punjab and North-West Frontier.
10860.

The Punjabi Muhammadan is the best all-round man. lOSGt.

Punjabi Brahmans are most adaptable people, hare no prejudices, and
make excellent soldiers. 10868.

Advantages of having a native unit stationed near its recruiting area

Men are near their homes and therefore more contented.

Aa impetus is given to recruiting by the presence of the regiment in the
midst of the people.

Men can take advantage of short leave to a far greater extent.

Disadvantages:—Relatives apt to sponge on men and efficiency suffers in
consequence. In ease of spread of sedition or disaffection men are much more
liable to evil influences. In case of riots or disorder, men’s loyalty would be
tried very highly if called on to act iu aid of civil power. 10874.

Saini Sikhs still have a large supply for recruitment and are most anxious
for military service. 11008.

In his regiment relations between the Muhammadan and non-Muham-
madan elements are quite friendly and a healthy sense of rivalry exists,

no very deep seated sympathy is however to be found between them. 11012.

JUajor SUL—Class regiments are a mistake and a danger to India.

11123.

Advantages of class regiments are

Greater esprit de corps ; Britwh officers soon get to know all the

idiosyncrasies of the men they serve with. Arrangements for food

and water easier ; enlistment easier and better class of men obtain-

able. 11123.

Disadvantages of class regiments are

Intrigue ; British officers apt to become narrow-minded and to think

the class they serve with are the only fighting men in India.

Absolute ignorance on the part of British officers of any other class

but their own. 11123.

Advantages of class company regiments :

—

Afford British officers a chance of gaining knowledge of at least four

of the fighting classes of India.

Stimulate competition between companies, and double-companies, loss

chance of regimental intrigue. 11123.

Disadvantages of class company regiments

liess esprit de corps.

Food and water arrangements more difficult.

Enlistment not so easy as in a class regiment.

Promotion apt to be slow in one class and more rapid in another. 11123.

2S
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Disaffection in the case of a class regiment would be far more dangerous.

11125.

The Sihh would prefer to go into a class regiment than to a class company-

regiment. 11127.

Sikhs are already over-enlisted. 11131, 11212, 11108.

Some of the class regiments of Sikhs might be converted into class com-
pany, etc. 11137.

Best combination would be two companies of Sikhs, two of Dogras, two of

Punjabi Muhammadans and two of Pathans. 11149.

Prefers 4 classes to 2 or 3, and would divide these up again hy taking them
from different districts. 11151, lilt 7.

Would mix Pathans, and would have, say, one company Afridis and one
company Khattaks. 11153, 1115-3.

To curtail leave would materially affect eulistmeut. 11163.

Of late years had great difficulty in getting a good stamp of Sikh recruits,

but they w'ould come forward in large numbers if they say a chance of service,

11234.

The Dogras could he called upon to a far greater extent than at present.

11234, 11246, 11248.

There is plague and also the great profit of agriculture in certain places
which militate against Sikh recruiting. 11238.

Does not agree that we enlLt more Sikhs than is politically safe. 11244,
11246.

When a regiment is stationed in its recruiting area, tliere are no recruiting
difficulties, but the sepoys’ relatives batten on them. 11262, 11264.

Would suggest doing away with one company of Sikhs from each of the
sis regiments which at present have three companies of Sikhs. - lllOB.

Would suggest doing away wuth half a squadron of Sikhs from the six
regiments of cavalry which have one-and-a-half squadrons of Sikhs. 11408.

Colonel JDunaterville.— A.dvantages of class regiments :

—

Easier to recruit
; men happier

; promotion simpler ; smarter appear-
ance ; facility of transferring large bodies of men to other districts
in case of disaffection. 11498.

1

Disadvantages of class regiments :

—

No check on intrigue ; British officers spend their lives in knowing only
one class of native ; enhancement of elass prejudice j lack of emu-
lation; men acquire a tendency to think too much of themselves
politically. 11498.

Class regiments a great source of political danger. X1498.

Advantages of class company regiments ;

—

Check on intrigues ; safety of treasure ; checkmate to active disloyally

;

keen rivaliy and emulation between companies while strictly I’etain-
ing all essentials of caste; knocking off unessential and troublesome

- comers; British officers acquire a sound and practical knowledge of
at least three races whereby their value is much enhanced. . 11498.

Disadvantages of class company regiments

Not so easy to recruit men ; not quite so contented
;
promotion rather

complicated ; not so smart in appearance. 11498.
The system of mixed regiments was tried in the old days, and if it had been

sound, would probably have suivlved. 11498.

Class r^raents and mixed regiments the two extremes, and tlie bnlance
of advantages undoubtedly lies in the mean, the class company regiment.
114:98*

^
Gla^ composition of 20th Punjabis would be hard to improve on ; 2 cem-

•panies Sikhs, 2 companies Dogras, 4 companies Parhans. 11498, 11516.
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Ideal composition would ba clan's company regimonts with the component
elements mixed up among double-companies. 11510.

Gurkhas are last people be would think of touching in rcgird to the class

composition of the regiments. 11512.

If the leave rules wore interfered with the recruiting would fall off 11512.

In war time, once the casualty lists beexme known, parents would prevent
their sons from enlisting, and the sources of recruitins; would dry up almost
entirely. When reservists were callei up, each min should be told to bring two
recruits with him, and be given a bonus of Us. 6 for each recruit and certain

boons as regards conditions of service. Knows of no fresh recruiting sources

that might be tapped. 11674;.

Two things affecting recruiting are the nature of the couutry where the

campaign is oairied on, and the number of casualties in that country. 11678.

It might be possible to get native gentry to raise a certain number of

troops, but the feudal system is getting rather weak now. 11682.

To supplement regular army, might be feasible to raise bodies of yeomanry
officered by local gentry. 116b4i.

Advantages of stationing a regiment near its recruiting area

Paeilitates recruiting. 11686.

In the case of a class company regiment, would cert linly not hesitate in

case of riots to call upon Indian-soldiers to act against men of their own religion.

I f in command of a class regiment would try it, but feels doubtful of the issue.

117C3, 11764.

Sikhs and Muhammadans in his regiment do not quarrel among them-
selves and are very happy. 11770.

Sikhs, Dogras and Pathans get on very well together in all matters con-
cerning the honour and welfare of the regiment ; being mixed in double-com-
panies, they vastly improve each other. But the camaraderie so engemlered
goes no further than the parade ground. lu all except purely routine matters
they remain as far apart as the poles, and each class loves to disparage the
other when at a private interview with the Uom nanding Officer. 11804

Colonel Creagh .—Class regiments should he easier to run as only one class

of man has to be studied. In class regiments promotions to native officer and
non-commissioned officer are simplified as the Commanding Officer has the
whole regiment to chose from. In a class regiment the provision of food, drink

and sanitary arrangements are simplified. In a class regiment mutiny or

sedition has more chance of being undetected, and there is a lack of healthy

class rivalry.

Advantages of class company regiments are:

—

Less chance of mutiny and Sidition as one class would probably give away
the other ; wholesome class rivalry between companies, aud a large field for

recruiting.

Disadvantages of class company regiments:—

More difficult to command as four or more classes have to he studied and
controlled ;

more difficulty in the appointment of double-company and acting

double-company commanders; promotions having to go by classes, a senior and
betb’r man may be passed over by a junior aud inferior man ; separate arrange-

ments for food, drink and oon'servanoy liave to be made, and a tendency on the

])art of one class (especially Pathans) to pretend not to understand what a non-

commissioned officer of another class may say to them, has to be guarded

against.

The advantages of a class company regiment outweigh the disadvantages

and are worth the extra trouble.

Mixed regiments w'ould p*obably make mutiny or sedition stBl more
difficult and selections for promotion more easy, but thinks that the men would

take less pride in themselves ; it would bo difficult to get a good class of recruit.

Glass Composition of 128th Pioneers. 11924
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"Would lilio to Imre four classes in all in a regiment. 11938, 119-10.

A reduction of leave would be liable to affect recruiting, and the heart

the sepoys put into their work when present. 11956.

No diflSculty at present in obtaining the requisite number of suitable

recruits. In time of serious war there might be difficulty in getting a sufficient

number of good recruits quickly, as there might be political influences at

work.

It should be possible to raise a regiment of Parwaris, but it would be better

not to mix them with others. 12057*

As regards recruiting during war time, does not think there would be any
reluctance, provided there was no political influence at work. 12069.

The further a regiment were from its recruiting area, the harder as a rule it

would be to draw recruits. 12085.

Deccaui Marathas are sufficiently enlisted already.

Would not advocate the enlistment of more Bajputana Muhammadans.
12185.

Colonel Mea l .—Objections to class company regiments :

—

Difficulty British officers would have in getting in touch with their men;
for war there would be less mutual help and backing up than in a

class regiment ; British officers would be liable to prefer one class

to another.

Only argument in favour of a class company regiment is that the mutual
Jealousy of the different classes would tend to prevent any unrest remaining

hidden. 12316.

Only disadvantage of class regiments is that the men are more likely to

work together and make it difficult for the officers to find out what is going on.

12328.

Class composition of 116thi Marathas. 12316, 12318, 12320, 12322, 12324,

12326, 12330.

Has no difficulty in getting Deccani Maratba andKonkani Maratha recruits

but is experiencing difficulty with Muhammadans. The town Muhammadan is

no good and the country Muhammadan is a little difficult to get. 12440.

Would suggest Parwaris as suitable men for Pioneers, preferably for a class

regiment of Parwaris commanded by Maratha native officers. 12440.

Would snggest the enlistment of more Deccani Marathas for Indian
cavalry. 12440.

The recruiting of Hetkani Bhandaris might again he tided ; they furnished
a good stamp of men who have always received considerably more promotion
than their relatively small numbers would warrant. 12440.

Satisfied with all his recruits except the Muhammadans. 12452.

Colonel Oraham .—Advantages of class regiments

Only one language s^ken, only one roll for promotion, avoidance of
the passing over of men by Juniors of another caste.

Disadvantages of class regiments

Discontent or disloyalty existing in the ranks more easily concealed
and a full understanding of grievances more difficult to arrive at.
In case of class or caste riots inadvisable to utilize the services of the
nearest regiment if composed wholly of that class ; race hatred more
easily fostered. 12667.

Advantages of class company regiments :

—

More difficult to keep any discontent or disloyalty concealed. Men
of another class available in case of riots ; a little rivalry amonf>'
companies of different classes very beneficial in matters of mnskeirc*
training, and games of all kinds.
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Disadvantages of class company regiments :

—

More than one language spoken, promotions more irregular, men being
superseded by juniors of another caste, but this "would be brought to

a minimum if there were exactly four companies of each class. 12667.

Advantages of mixed I’eginients :
—

More difficult to keep any disloyalty or discontent concealed. Mien
of another class available in ease of riots.

Disadvantages of mixed i*egiments :

—

More languages spoken, absence of inter-company competition by
castes, difficulties of messing, diffiioulties of maintaining impartiality

in the mixed interests, Indian officers and section commanders having
varions castes and languages to deal with. 12667.

Colonel Cole .—Must be extremely difficult to ascertain what is going on
in a class regiment, and if there is any inclination to disaffection it is more
likely to spread. Further, officers are inclined to think that the people they
serve with are the only class worth consideration. 18062.

In a class company regiment you have so many compartments, esprit de
corps is not affected, and at the same time there is not so much love between
the squadrons that iniquity is screened. 13062.

A good class of man would not enlist in a mixed regiment although he
would go to it if promoted into it. Also it must be very uncomfortable at

times and supply and administration must be difficult. 13062.

Class composition of 11th Dancers which he considers the ideal distribu-

tion. 13064.

Recruits are not obtainable in the abundance they were twenty years

ago, nor is the quality up to what it was. Sikhs are exceedingly well off and
are not inclined now to serve long in the ranks. Pathan recruits are more
plentiful whilst Dogras and Punjabi Muhammadans are plentiful always,

especially the former. 13167.

Does not anticipate any difficulty in obtaining recruits during war, in fact

thinks it would be an extra inducement to serve. 13167.

Whilst in southern India the Deccani Muhammadan struck him as being
an excellent man. 13157.

His recruits are all enlisted at regimental headquarters. 18173.

Advantage of being near recruiting area is that a larger pick of recruits

is obtained, but if kept too long in one area regiments get localized. All
regiments are improved by a change of locality, and especially by service on
the frontier. 13176.

Personally entirely against class regiments. 13262.

Weitxen Evidenob.

Zieutenant- Colon el Stratton.^The recruitment of the Jat of the Bikauw
State has reached its extreme limit. 66,

It is also hard to obtain sufficient Rajputs, both Hindu and Muhammadan^
in Rajpntana, of good stamp and physique, though undersized specimens
abound. 66.

The classes enlisted in Rajputana still maintain their former characteristics,

the material is excellent and cannot be beaten. 66.

Meos, Gnjars, Eastern Rajputana Jats and Minas, could easily furnish
more men. 66.

Rajputs cannot be increased sufficiently to fulfil the object of acting as a
counterpoise to the Sikh element. If the Meos, Qujars, Eastern Rajputana
Jats and Minas were drawn upon, an excellent counterpoise to the Sikh
element would exist. 66.

S91AI0
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ARMY IN INDIA.

Native Army—Reserves and Reservists’ Training and Mobilization.

General Aylmer.—Indian army reserves slionld be organized in tvro

categories, One category to be composed of men lately transferred from the
colours and the other of older men. 2769.

Would have 750 reservists for each infantry battalion to meet deficiencies

on mobilization and wastage for a year. 8203, 8356, 8371.

Would lefluce the term of service of the Indian reservist to 21 years ; 26
being considered excessive. 8228, 8497.

Does not think tliat a system allowing men to serve a certain number of
years with the colours and a certain number of years in the reserve would work
in the Indian at my. 8246, 8249.

Suggests three different methods for the training of reservists. 8292.

In fixing the period of the year when reservists are to come up for train-
ing, regard must be had to the men’s agricultural pursuits, 8301, 8305, 8341.

If you add the reservists to the present peace establishment, there are not
enough men to cover wastage in war. 8363.

The number of Gurkha reservists i.s totally inadequate. Possible that on
an emergency some 2,000 Gurkhas could be drafted from the Burma Military
Police to Gurkha battalions. 8385.

There will be no difficulty in obtaining the necessary number of Patban
reservists, but it is possible that these may refuse to join the depots on mobiliza'-
tion if the proposed campaign is unpopular with them. 8385.

The reserves of men for Indian cavalry regiments should be increased to
about 320. 8466.

The reserves for Indian artillery might be increased to 140. 8466.

The peace establishment of sappers in a sapper company might bo reduced
by 26 men provided a suitable reserve were maintained. 8460.

Reserves for expansion of railway companies. 8469.

Does not think that the majority of the reservists and men returning from
furlough can be considered unfit for immediate service, and considers 76 ner
cent, would he fit. 8471, 8473.

^

As a rule, officers commanding work up to their full powers in regard to
weeding out unfit reservists. 8489.

Pensioning reservists after 21 instead of 26 years* would raise their cost bv
Bs. 10 per head. 8501.

^

reason for the delay in bringing the number of reservists up to the
establishment of 60,000 contemplated by Lord Kitchener, has been to a great
extent financial. Under present conditions doubts whether we will be able to
work up to 60,000 reservists. To raise reserve to 100,000, pay of reservist must
he raised to at least Rs, 3 and maintain pension in proportion it now stands to
that of the nien serving with the colours. 8606.

An economical organization of the array can he ensured for a aimilfty war
strength by reduoing the peace establishment of native units and inoreasinff
the reserves. 8808. °

reserves without arms and without oohe-
fflon must Obviously he less of a danger than armed sepoys in regiments. 4380.

Uttmly opposed to reduoing the number of units. If we must have reduc-
tions m favour of lower peace establishments with increased reserves.
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Suggests battalions being linked as battalions of a regiment with follow-
ing strengths:

—

Trans-Indus, foreign service, Pioneers, and two-battalion units
such as Gurkhas ... ... ... ... 900

Battalions allotted to Field Army serving Ois*Iudus ... 800
Battalions allotted to internal defence ... ... 700

with 1000 or 1200 reservists. 4380.

Anticipates difficulties with Nepal Darbar in connexion with Gurkha
reserves. 4396.

Feasible but inadvisable to reduce the peace establishments of Indian
cavalry and Indian artillery units, but would like to see larger reserves. 4106.

The peace establishments of the 19 service companies of sappers and
miners could not be reduced without loss of ejffioiencyj but would increase their
reserves. 4410, 4412.

Minimum number of reservists 300 per battalion. 4716.

Sir G. Boofi- Kfipvel .—In war against the tribes Patban reservists would
probably join with their fellow tribesmen if at home at the time. -5209.

Sir 3, IVilloooka .—Against making up numbers on mobilization by having
larger reserves. 5581.

Reservists, do what you will, rapidly deteriorate, and with larger reserves
a number of men would enlist merely because they wished to go as soon as

possible to the reserve, 5581.

In the event of unrest, altogether doubtful whether the reservist will come
when you call him up. If you have him with his regiment he is on the spot.

6686, 5687.

Would not go over 60,009 reservists. 6689.

When reservists come up for training, they are not as a rule physically fit

for active service. 6593.

Disagrees with proposal to have a certain number of weak battalions to be
expanded by reserves-, 5603.

Gurkha reservists would take some time to join, but believes a certain

number of reservists would not turn up. 5611.

Very large reserves, especially of cav airy, are a danger. 5623,

Mr. Brunyute.—A lower strength of Indian units with larger reserves

would be an economic measure to look into. 6038.

General Birdtoood.—Peace strength of regiments on the 912 establishment
might be reduced to 832, provided reserve is proportionately increased. 7401,
7413.

It is, however, only possible to employ reservists properly to replace

wastage in the field, as not more than 50 per cent, would, when called up, be
physically fit to go immediately on service. 7401, 7403, 7409.

Colonel Roghton.—It might be feasible in the interests of economy to

reduce the peace establishment of native units with a corresponding strength-

ening of reserves, but this would be at the cost of efdoienoy. 10707.

In the event of establishment of reservists being increased, would suggest

it being divided into two classes :—^Ist class, 8 to 12 years, 2nd class, 12 to 21
years’ service. Ist class reservists to have 28 working days training per annum,
and 2nd class reservists 66 days biennially. 10711.

Would suggest Rs. 3 per mensem pension after 21 years’ service and Rs. 2

invalid pension after 18 years’ service if declared physically unfit. 1st class

reservists to he utilized to fill up ranks of units to war strength (if establish-

ments are reduced). 2nd class to follow suit when 1st class is exhausted, mean-
wl^ile to be formed irjto reserve b^t-ttaijons. 10711,

Could work up to a reserve of 500, with increased pay and pension. 10719

.
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There would cot be a large percentage of men of over 18 years’ service

worth putting into the reserve. 10735.

Does not think there would be any difficulty in the Punjab at any rate

in recalling reservists if required at short notice on emergency. There is uow
considerable difficulty in getting Dogras to join the reserve. Sikhs do not join

the reserve as readily as they used to. Punjabi Muhammadans join the reserve

readily still. 10748.

Peserrists go for training to the reserve centre nearest to their homes.

10756.

In time of war when reservists would be required to join colours, they

would go first to the reserve centres for equipment, and thence they would go
to the depots of their regiments. 10774.

Except in the ease of Pathans, from 15 to 20 per cent, when called up for

training would be physically unfit from underfeeding to take the field. In
other respects at least one month’s training would be necessary to render them
fit, supposing tiiey had gone through biennial training within the year, other-

‘

wise two months. 10799.

Does not think the sepoys would object to a reserve on the system of a
certain period with the colours, say, 10 years, and after that in the reserve to

qualify for pension, but there should be a certain amount of latitude allowed
for special oases. 11044, 11046.

Major mu .—Does not think it would be feasible to reduce the peace
establishment of Indian units and to make a corresponding increase in the
reserve. 11179.

It would add to the effieienoy of the reserves most enormously if they
were trained by their own regiments. 11189.

Would suggest the reserve being divided into two classes :

—

‘ A ’ active, with Es. 4 per mensem pay, and * B ’ for depdts with Rs. 2
per mensem pay. * A ’ class up to 16 years* service and to train

every year, ‘ B ’ up to 21 years’ service and to train biennially.

Class ‘A’ to be trained one month the first year, and two
months the second year along with class * B.

*

Pensions of reservists to be as at present, but at the end of 21 years* service.

11189, :1201.

A system under which meu served for a certain nuinber of years with the
colours, after which they would go to the reserve until they had put in 21
years would not’ break down, but we should not get so many men to enlist.

11203.

Does not anticipate any difficulty in British territory if reservists are
required to join at short notice on emergency, but the Native States might
present difficulty as the postal arrangements there are so bad. 11205.

No difficulty in getting Sikhs to join the reserve. 11191, 11205.

Sends one British officer, three Indian officers, and twenty non-com-
missioned officers to look after reservists when they are up for training. 11209.

When he last saw Sikh reservists about 70 per cent, were fit to take their
place in the field, and 10 per cent, more would have been fit in a fortnight.
11211, 11216.

®

Would be a good suggestion to let a sepoy go after 18 years on BiS. 4,
but if he remained on as a reservist for 18 years, and would come up when
^lled upon, to give him BiS. 6 at the end of that time. Would put such men
in class ‘ B ’ and cal\ them up every year. 13 232.

Colonel I>un»ten}ille.—^The 26 years* service required of reservists to qualify
for pension is too long and might with advantage be reduced to 21. 11577.

Reservists of between 21 and 26 years’ service would not be of much use in
the ranks. 11677.
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A 10 per cent, increase in the strength of reserves would not necessitate any
alteration in the present arrangements. 11577.

Thinks reservists are satisfied with their present pay and pension but some
increase will be necessary later on, especially in pension. 11677,

The reserve is quite popular, but reserve pay of Be. 2-0-0 a month is not
enough. 11683.

To send sepoys away on a pension of B-s. 4 per mensem after 18 years'
service, and then Bs. 6 pension, after 7 years’ service in the reserve would
be a good plan, but such men would only be of use in depdts and for internal
defence. 11589, 11691.

There would be considerable difficulty in calling up reservists at short
notice on emergency. 11593.

We are more sure of getting Patban reservists than others when wanted.
11697.

Would not be safe to calculate on more than 60 per cent, of the reservists

turning up punctually on emergency. 11593, 11606.

Beservists would require a month or more training before they would be
fit to take their place in the ranks. 11609, 11611.

If care is taken during the training period to weed out all shaky men, the
reservists would, with few exceptions, he physically fit to take the field the day
they were called up. 11609, 11613.

Trains reservists at centre in one big battalion and the division helps as

regards officers. 11623.

Training subject to disadvantage that it is conducted by officers unknown
to the reservists. 11627.

A good idea to dismiss reservists who are old men on pension, and to fill up
their ranks with young men. 11810, 11812.

Colonel Qreagh .—In the interests of economy, it might be feasible to make
a reduction in the peace establishment of units by a correspcndi’'g strengthen-

ing of the reserves, but suob would not be in the interests of eiloisnoy. 11950.

It might be feasible if the peace establishment were reduced, to expand
it every training season by calling up a certain number of reservists, but the
men would get less systematic training than under the present system. 11963,
11964, 11966.

Would suggest for present reserve, 21 years’ total service in active reserve

and 21 to 26 years* in garrison reserve. 11976.

In the event of a falling off in the popularity of the reserve, the pay of

the active reserve might bo put at Es. 3 with two months’ training every year,

and that of the garrison reserve at Es, 2 a month with training every second

year. 11976.

In event of establishment of reservists being increased, in favour of an
active reserve up to 18 years’ total service, with reserve pay Bs. 3 and a pension

of Bs. 3 on completion of 18 years’ service garrison reserve from 18 to 26 years’

with a pension of Bs. 4. 11976.

Proposes schexhe for amalgamating control of reservists and recruits for

keeping the various regiments in touch with their past, present and future

aepoys and their people. 11976.

Pension of reservists m%ht be Bs. 3 a month after 26 years’ service. 11976.

'Whether reservists would turn up or not at short notiqe in time of emer^
genoy would depend a good deal on the internal political atmosphere and
whether the postmasters did their work well or failed to deHrer the envelopes

. through slackness or disloyalty, 12001.

So far has found no difficulty in filling up his reserve. 12001^ 12007>

88XA10 97
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Could fill a larger reserve if it were required. 12009.

A system whereby sepoys going away with 18 years’ on Rs. might be
given the alternative of doing seven more years on the reserve without regular
training, but be liable to be called up on emergency by which he would earn
K>s. 6 pension might be tried. 1 2019.

"When called out for training reservists would not as a rule be physically
fit for active service. 12021.

After two months, about 80 per cent, of the reservists would be able physi-
cally and otherwise to take their places in the ranks. 12023.

Colonel Mead .—The reserves as they exist at present would not be fit to
take their places in the ranks. 12354!.

On the supposition that the reserves were sufficiently trained and paid
sufficient to secure physical fitness when called, the number of native ranfe in
one battalion out of the three battalions in the link might be reduced to 052
Indian ranks. 12354, 12356.

Konkani Marathas will not go willingly to the reserve—he does not think
^e pay good enough. Same difficulty not experienced in the case of the
Decoani Marathas or the Deccani Musalmans. 12366, 12370.

^ith a diminished peace strength, would require about 260 reservists.
12378*

Majority of the reservists of his regiment trained at Poona, and the regi-
ment sends the necessary officers and non-commissioned officers there to train
them. 12382.

Has more applicants than vacancies for Deccani Marathas and Muham-
t^-^ns, and would suggest that more elasticity he allowed in transferring men

Jill®®®
classes to the reserve in place of a portion of Konkani Marathas.

Pay of reservists insufficient—^native officers say Konkani IMtorathas would
^ll^etimes to the reserve if they got Rs. 4 per mensem. 12394, 12408,

The period of service of reservists is too long—18 years* service should be
limit. 12394, 12402.

teaming of at least a month to two months bienniaUy.

If a reservist is not fit he should he turned out. 12398.

c\
reservists would not, as a rule, be fit for active serviceOn the whole tti^ are only

3^t fit both physically and in other respects at theconclusion of their two months^ training. 12408.
^

IS years’ service, but tothem Rs. 6 per mensem pension for seven years* more service a^ I’eservistswould work very well, hut would not give any rntyn the option of ffettinw f+
tipless he was physically fit for the nelt seven years. 12438

^ ^

Colonel 0«faAaj».—The present reserve estabUshpient in Oarnatic regimentof 62 per regiment totally inadequate. 12784.
ffjgimemia

specif any particular period of service for reservists but during
»>*» Mt io an leapects fit

Training of Q»rnatio rpsprvi^ts. 12762, 12754, 12766.

If r^rvists are required at short notice on emergenov thethan oonld be ooUeoted ia a eomparthrelT »hort timB atLy *
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Difficulty in getting men to join the reserve though present establishment

of 62 can generally be maintained. With better pay and pension there would
he no difficulty. 12758, 12762.

Of the reservists when called up at least thirty per cent, would be found
altogether unfit for active service, of the remainder a large number would be in

poor physical condition and require about three months* feeding up and physical

training before being fit to take the field. In other respects they might be fit

to take their place in the ranks in a month or less. An annual training would
greatly improve matters. 12766.

Colonel Cole.—A native cavalry reservist would not take his place in the
ranks as easily as an infantry reservist would. 13108.

A native cavalry reservist practically never gets on a horse from the time
he leaves his regiment until he comes up for training. 13108.

It should he possible now on these canal colonies to work up a reserve of

men keeping up their horses, the man being given land on condition that either

he or his son serves so many years in a regiment atter which he is transferred

to the reserve and required to produce himself and his horse whenever required.

18112, 13118, 13122, 13278,

Not in favour of increasing the reserve. 13268.

Tlie only modification of the present reserve regulations which he advocates

is that pensions should be granted after 2 1
years. 13268.

Reservists when up for training are mounted on the horses of men on
furlough, but no arrangements are made for mounting them on mobilization.

13272.

General Readlam.’-^'th.Q Indian Army reserve intended for maintenance
not for mobilization. 14109, 14141.

It is a very general experience of training centres that the Indian reservist

on being called up is physically incapable of doing the strenuous work of a
soldier until he has been fed up into working condition again. 14109, 14129.

An increase in the number of reservists would constitute a political danger. ^

The Indian reservist as at present trained is not fit to take his place in the

ranks for war immediately on being called up, and moreover the Home reserve

consists of men below 30 years of age while the age of Indian reservists may be
up to 40. 14109,

r^ards the physioal condition of the reservists on bein^ called up, it

inakes a great difference where the men come from. The Punjab man^ is pro-

bably much better than the reservist who comes from the United Provinces or
Bengal, and there are a good many reservists in the United Provinces. 14127,
14129.

In the event of the reserve scheme being altered, with a larger reserve as

a result, there would he no necessity to work it up at once. 14139.

The objects of ihc revised system in regard to the training and calling

up of reservists are :

—

(»), To do away with the system of “ foreign ’* reservists being trained at
centres other than their own.

(ii) To avoid the move of depdts, with all the baggage of the battalion,

for wbieh aceommodabton has to be found.

Cf») To fimalgamate the reservists with the depbt, on which will devolve

the duly of furni^mg drafts, thus avoiding the necessity fog

, forming reserve 14212. '

Reservists are tnlned at the regimental centre of their eoi^ if their hiomm
ijie.siihated vfdthin the geographical limits pf the same Army Oommandin

snob r^imental centre is situated, otherwise, or in any case of doubt,
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at the centre nearest tbeir homes. The course lasts for two months* and each
reservist has to go through it biennially; it consists of infantry work and
musketry. A party for the purpose is sent from each battalion. 14241.

The reserve centres of Carnatic regiments were placed at Secunderabad
when these regiments were composed of Telugus, and this has not been altered

with the change of class composition of those regiments. 14241

.

Much the best thing of all would be that reservists should train with their

own battalions, but imagines the expense would be prohibitive, and does not
know whether it would be popular with the reservists. 14249.

Under the new system reservists will join and be armed and equipped at
their reserve centre to which they have been accustomed to come up for train-

ing. They will then as opportunity offers be moved to the depdt of their
battalion which remains at the last peace station. lELeservists are required to
maintain and not to mobilize their battalions and they must go somewhere to
be trained until required to be sent in drafts to their battalions in the held to
replace wastage. It seems better they should be moved to the depdts of their
battalions, than that the latter should be moved to the reserve centre. Reser-
Tists will be brought into much closer touch with their battalions under the
new system than was the case under the old system, when the reservists of
three battalions were lumped together to form one reserve battalion. 14255.

The experience is that there is much more interest taken in the training
of reservists when this is carried out in the dep6ts of their own battalions than
when they are trained in masses. 14266.

Con^ders the new system for the training and disposal of reservists on
mobilization simpler than, and superior to, the old one. 142Y5, 14281.

Colonel Mamilton .—System under which reservists of the Indian army are
trained in time of peace. 14516, 1461'7, 14519, 14623, 14689, 14691, 14693,
14699, 14625, 14627, 14631, 14633.

Last training four per cent, of the Gurkha reservists failed to turn up.
14523.

When oaJled up on mobilizatioa all reservists except those of cavalry and
artillery go to their training centres. 14661.

Medical inspection is carried out at every training. 14675.

A free issue of clothing is made to men on joining the reserve. Renewals
are granted free of cost when the clothing is condemned, but no free renewals
are granted within three years of the first issue. Luring the non-training
period the reservists* clothing is kept in charge of the officer commanding
reservists at the regimental centre. 14676.

®

Training is carried out for two calendar months biennially and is of a
pmetioal nature, inching a musketry course, judging distance practice and
attack practice. 14675.

The staffs for training are detailed from regiments to which the reservists
belong except in case of ‘foreign’ reservists wbo are trained by a staff detailed
from regiments to which they are attached for training. The strength of the
staff depen^ on the number to be trained. An Indian officer is detailed as

oy regiment which supplies the officer commanding reserv-

,
,.Onmobihzatioii,reserv^are called out by order of the Government of

India. They pe summoned as in peace except in the case of Gurkhas whose^ng up notices are ^nt to the Resident in Ifepal in bulk by regiments ^the i^e of trans-fwnfciCTreservi^theaidof the political agent^ beksked
to dehver the notices. * Foreign * reservists on being equipped at their
iacaining stations are sent to their regimental centres.” 1&86.

^ * peao®

It is propoa^ to abolish the term *rtoimental centre * and to aubsKtnf’A
•reserve centre.* On mobilization the resets wM aasembirb^^^
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equipped at their reserve centres and then proceed to the depOts of their
battalions which will remain at the last peace stations of the battalions instead of
moving to the reserve centres. 14685, 14706.

Not contemplated according to present orders that any reservists be absorb*
ed into the battalions on- mobilization. 14693.

The arms of reservists are stored in the arSehal on which the regimental
centre is dependent. Those of ‘ foreign ’ reservists in the arsenal nearest the centre
to which they are attached for training. Accoutrements are stored at the regi-

mental or training centr6, but if suitable accommodation does not exist they are
stored at the nearest arsehal: -The practice ammunition (60 rounds' per man) of

reservists is drawn from arsenals by the ofGLcer commanding reservists at the
commencement of training and kept in the magazine of the regiment at the
centre. On mobilization the officer commanding the reserve battalion would
draw on indent from the arsenal ‘the pouch ammunition (20 rounds per man)
of the reservists. Bidservists proceedingto the front Wbuld take this with them
and complete their service requirements at the base. 14839, 14846^ 14849;

Under the new scheme the reservists would draw no ammunition at the
reserve centre, but on their joining the depdt the officer commanding the dep6t
would draw ammunition for them on a scale which has not yet been fixed, and
the arms- and equipment will be kepi at the reserve centres. 14839, 14841,
14847.

There are thirty-four separate geographical centres for the training of

reservists. 14716.

In the revised scheme for the training of reservists which has been sanction-

ed by Government but has not yet been promulgated- the main principle is that

all the men belonging to any particular battalion shall train together. 14724;
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ARMY IN INDIA.

Native Abmt—Sikh SoiiDiESs.

General Staff Appreciation, Appendix I.— Sikhs have to some extent

succumbed to influence of political agitators and can no longer be implicitly-

relied on. 59.

Sikhs have taken up questions of education and social reform and joined

in general outcry for greater local autonomy. I'at^ Khalsaists aspire to a

revival of Sikhism as it existed in the days of Ranjit Singh. 60.

First move in revolt among Sikhs would probably be an attack on Eeroze-

pore arsenal. 61.

Sikhs can no longer be implicitly relied on. 69.

Colonel Bingley.—There are movements among the Sikhs which are

weakening their loyalty to the British Raj. Development of a national policy

which aims at ‘ The Punjab for the Sikhs ^ and restoration of Sikh nationality

as it was in the days of Ranjit Singh. From military point of view Sikhs are

suffering from * swelled head.’ 353.

Number of Sikhs enlisted could and should be restricted without offending

their susceptibilities. At present the supply of Sikh recruits is not equal to

the demand, and later on the number of Sikh lads fit for enlistment will be

insuffiLcient for our requirements. 366, 357.

In regard to reduction of the number of Sikhs in the army, would suggest

beginning with class regiments. 361.

Sir M. Grooer.—If Sikhs are left alone without work they are liable

to intrigue. 414.

The Sikhs are the class which would give the most dnxiety. 648.

Sikhs are over-recruited. 574.

Sir Charles Cleveland.—The Sikhs are, for many reasons, of special

interest to everybody engaged in maintaining British rule iu India. 1001.

Does not imagine the Sikhs could combine for long vrith either Arya Sama-
jists or Muhammadans. 1003.

Questions whether we have not got too many Sikhs in the army, police,
mili-tary police, etc. 1006, 1007.

Sikhs are suffering from * swollen head. ’ 1280.

Mr. Fenton.—̂ B>e3LSoxL for suspeetiog that there are too many Sikhs in the
army. 1710.

Very undesirable that Patiala should become the leader of the Sikhs
and our efforts should be directed against such an idea. 1760.

General Aylmer.—Establishment of Sikhs excessive on both political and
recruiting grounds. 2761,

Wishei to improve quality and diminish quantity of Jat Sikhs. 2753,

Not convinced of the supposed innate superiority of Sikhs. 4274.

Sir E. Barrow.—We may have trouble from Sikhs or Jats as it is
their areas in which the agitator has been most busy, and where the Arya
Samaj is most powerful. 4280.

Sikh recruitment has been overdons. Notices a great deterioration in the
Sikh regiments and Sikh companies of class company regiments. 4282.

Efforts are constantly being made to seduce the troops from their loyalty,
especially amongst the Sikhs and Jats. 4302.

In reduciDg strengths of regiments, preferable to reduce Sikh regiments.
4318.

Sir G. Soos-Keppel.—The very large number of Sikhs in the Ttidian array
and their organization in class moments a serious danger. 6216.
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The Sikh is an intriguing person, with, at the present moment, great
grievances in regard to Canada. 6217.

Sir J. Willeocks.—There are too many Sikhs in the army; they have lost
their heads and think they are the salt of the earth. 6633.

Assuming that we have too many Sikhs, would bring in men of other-
classes. 6541.

General Birdwood.—Believes we have too many Sikhs in the native army.
7584.

Should not be sorry to see Sikh class regiments changed into class oompanv
regiments. 7686.

Should like to see two double-companies only of Sikhs in class company
regiments. 7686.

If such a thing were done, would like to see it begin in the more recently
raised Sikh regiments. 7686.

Becoming difidcult to recruit Sikhs. 7688.

Colonel Soghton.— in the case of Jat Sikhs, knows of no difficulty

in obtaining suitable recruits. 10860.

Arya Samaj frequently alluded to by the Sikhs who are fully alive to its

advances, and are hostile to its members as a rule. 10890, 10894.

Would not hesitate to call upon Sikh soldiers to act against men of their

own religion. 10952.

The feeling of so-called unrest which existed more or less throughout the
native army in 1907-08 has entirely disappeared except amongst the Sikhs,

who have been spoilt to a large extent by over-recruitment, and have thus got
wind in their heads, especially Jat Sikhs. .Does not think Saini Sikhs are

affected. 10960.

Saini Sikhs have still a large field for recruitment and are most anxious
for military service. 11008.

Major The Sikh would prefer to go into a class regiment than into

a class company regiment. 11127.

Sikhs are already over-enlisted. 11131, 11242, 11408.

Some of the class regiments of Sikhs might be converted into class

company, etc. 11137.

Does not think the Sikh ryot has ever been affected or has taken the

slightest interest in political agitation. 11141.

No difficulty in getting Sikhs to go to the reserve. 11191.

Of late years had great diffionlty in getting a good stamp of Sikh recruits,

but they would come forward in large numbers if they saw a chance of service.

11234.

Does not agree that we enlist more Sikhs than is politically safe. 11244,

11246.

It would he better not to have a battalion of Sikhs at Amritsar. 11350.

One Sikh battalion and one of another class might be stationed at Peroze-

pore. 1136^

Sees no change in the demeanour of the Sikhs ; the Sikh is just as good a

soldier in the lines as ever he was. 11354.

Would suggest doing away with one company of Sikhs from each of the

six regiments which at present have three companies of Sikhs. 11408.

Would suggest doing away with half a squadron of Sikhs from the six

regiments of cavalry which have one-and-a-half squadrons of Sikhs. 11408,

Colonel JDumterville.—^\kh^ and Dogras are naturally secretive, and

seldom speak of the Tat Khalsa or Arya Samaj, hut they are willing enough to

talk if the subject is introduced. 11708.

Colonel Sikhs are over-enlisted and they are not up to the standard

they used to be. 13266.
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ARMY IN INDIA.

Native Aemt—Stbejjth and Organization or UNiTfii.

Sir M: Orcven'.j^Tjx favour of lower peace establishment with a larger
reserve. 642.

If the peace strength of infantry battalions is to be reduced, it will be
necessary to maintain a larger peace strength in G-urkha battalions tTiart in
others. 602.

Opposed to p^posal to reduce the peace strength of Indian cavalry regi-
ments and maintain a larger reserve. 608.

Against proposal to reduce peace strength of the 19 service companies of
Sappers and Miners. 612.

Not possible to reduce the peace strength of Indian artillery units. 614.
General Aylmer.—Comidexs the system of having a lower peace establish-ment and a larger reserve for the Indian army, one of the least objectionable

methods of.reducing expenditure. Would not be dangerous as an experiment
to reduce Indian mfantrj^ battalions to a, peace establishment of 832. 2802.

P^ojposed, abolition of the Deoli.and.Erinpura .squadrons,

as thl^ should be the sameM that of a, Brit^ battalion, m Injdia.
' An enormous advantage in efficiencv if

J?®
Indian infantry battalions were -raised to 832 ‘ includ-

<?ffie^.’,-It - would . be running a great risk- ^ to reduce -the peace^tablisl^ent ofibattalions below 832.! We could not^wo^k down to a 712 estab-lishment without the greatest risk. 8203, 8209.
y -u to a / esiao-

^'ll' battalions the same establishment' 'thouffh an

^ag^Sfs three different metiiods for the training of reservists. 8292.
' Iq the period of the,year when reservists are to come u'd for fraimnw

regard must be had to the menu’s agricultural pursuits. ,8301, ^305, 8341.

thenmaber

.
rather.reduce the number of regiments than have or^nizalinnit fnvregiments which would leave them inefficient for war. 8364.

o+ a
tronble, Indian battedions 'Could be sent on servii^

establishment—an extra 'b'attdlibn- c6nld besent if a fixed number of men were necessary. 8374.
^ ^

® wwklBg pritwipte to.t«dib.,a:j.gSrtds

i»
preset peace establishment of-inen inTudihn oavalrv re^mAnfa /.«« t.

te™,.s»pp8r and, niiii« owapaniw -.amljba-ra tbem a

aad this Si
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roTiglily in proportion to the numbers. Except in the case of the Deoli and
Etinpura squadrons, does not recommend any reduction in total number of
inen, hut suggests fewer units with higlier strengths. An economical organiza-
tion of the army can be ensured for a similar war strength by reducing the peace
establishment of native units and increasing the reserves. 8803.

Sir E. Barrow .—Approves of the proposed abolition of the Erinpura and
Eecli squadrons. 4116.

Would reduce native battalions to 900 and 800. 4316.

In reducing strengths of' regiments preferable to reduce Sikh regiments.
4318.

Utterly opposed to reducing the number of units. If we must have reduo-
tions, in favour of lower peace establislimeats with increased reserves.

Suggests battalions being linked as battalions of a regiment with following
strengths :

—

Trans-Indus and foreign service. Pioneers, and two-battalion

units such as Gurkhas ... ... ' ... 9C0

Battalions allotted to Eield Army serving Cis-Indus ... 800

Battalions allotted to internal defence ... ... 700
with 1000 or 1200 reservists. 4380.

Feasible but inadvisable to reduce the peace establishments of Indian
cavalry and Indian artillery units, but would like to see larger reserves. 4406.

The peace establishments of the 19 service companies of sappers and
miners could not be redueed without loss of efficiency, but would increase their

reserves. 4410, 4412.

Eight hundred is the minimum establishment at which a regiment can be
kept having regard to its training in peace and employment in war. 4712.

Content with present war strength of 750 for an Indian infantry battalion.
4720.

Sir J. Willcochi.—Against making up of numbers ou mobilization by
having larger reserves. 6581.

Keduction of the peace establishment of battalions is a mistake for you do
not then get proper war training. Reservists, do wliat you will, rapidly
deteriorate and with larger reserves a number of men would enlist merely
because they wished to go as soon as possible to the reserve. 5581.

Would reduce no battalion below w'hat it could train with for war. 5601.

Disagrees with proposal to have a certain number of weak battalions to be
expanded by reserves. 6603.

No regiment should be at too low a peace strength and if it comes to sending
a battalion suddenly, say, into the Khyber, whatever the system adopted, it

should go at full war strength. 6607.

Sees no advantage in the linked battalion system we have at present.

B621. ‘

.

Decidedly inadvisable to reduce peace establisfameat of native cavalry and
artillery. 6623.

The peace strength of the service companies of sappers and miners could

be reduced, but it will mean less efficient companies. 6625.

'Mr. Brunyate.—A lower strength of Indian units with larger reserves

would be an economic measure to look into. 6038.

- General Birdtooud.—Peace strength of regiments on the 912 establishment

might be reduced to 832,. provided reserve is proportionately increased. 7401,

7413.

891AIO S9
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It is, however, only possible to employ reservists properly to replace wast-

age in the field, as not more than SO per cent, would, vrhen called up, be
physically fit to go immediately on service. • 7401, 7403, 7409.

Would give another native officer to infantry regiments. 7429.

Silladar cavalry regiments are able to mobilize -viitU their own horses.

16281, 16283.

Captain Bitney—If we had more railway companies of sappers and miners,
they would perhaps save time, but docs not think that from a peace point of
view, any increase is justified. 9033, 9035.

Sir T. Wynne.—Does not think the railway companies of sappers and
miners are of much use, but if the railway are alloM'ed to keep them, they
might become very useful. 9029.

Colonel Soghton.—In favour of increasing the number of native officers
in regiments both in peace and in war. 10192, 10498.

Would like to have 26 native officers in each regiment in
. peace and in

war. 10520, 10526, 10530, 10532.

Would like to see establishment of Indian ranks for purposes of mobiliza-
tion increased so that each company could start out lOo strong. 10529.

For regiments not serving on the frontier, suggests a strength, of 11 British
officers and 738 Indian racks. 10671, 10707.

For regiments serving on the frontier considers that a strength of 912
Indian ranks is necessary. 10671, 10707.

With a peace establishment of 712, a regiment serving on the frontier
tts leave curtailed, but does not know if this would be advisable

It might be feasible in the interests of economy to reduce the peace
establishment of native units with a corresponding strengthening of reserves
but this would be at the cost of efficiency. 10707.

=> »

In the native army a man is just beginning to feel his feet after four years
and IS at ms best from six to seven years’ service. 10743.

Statement showing establishment and strength of his regiment and the
number on parade, otherwise employed, sick, on leav^ or absent for other
reasons during the last three- years- 10816.

It' would be advantageous; to make the system of linked battalions morer^ in so far as battalions which enlist the same classes are coneemed Where
difference exist in the matter of tribe or class, does not think free tranker fromone battalion to another in peace time would be popular, but during war thero
would be no difficulties. If this system

_
were introduced, the standardization

108^^
.equipment, at any rate of the Hnked l^ttalions, would be necessary.

,
Ihe^ changes - introduced by Lord . Kitchener in oonneixion with thetraining, ip,reparation and mobilization of units of the native a^y for fidi,service have generally proved satisfactory. 10972.

^ ^

Major Bill.—-The present establishment of .
TTulian

improved by the addition of a jemadar adjutant. 11064.
officers would be

present establishment of British officers andIndian o^rs.wbch wo^d preventthe latter acting up to their lesnonsibllitLm peace time, provided that a proper system prevail! in the regiSiS^Xi%

llO??""*
'''

fi8tahlishiu«fit df Indiaa officers.

Thepresem^en^h is correot with the exception that the system of non.comi^ioned officers m vogue in the British sernee should be adopted? 1 il75 ,

to aredaoe the peace estabUfihmpnf oJIndlhu units and to make a cmxespbiidihg increase m the re^xve. 11179,
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Statement showing estahlisliment and strength of his regiment for the last
three years; the numbers absent on duty, leave, furlough or from other
causes, and sick ; also the number present on parade. 11217. •

Would be a good suggestion to let a sepoy go after 18 years on Rs. 4 but
if he remained on as a reservist for 18 years, and would come up when called
upon, to give him Rs. 6 at the end of that time. Would put such men in class
' R ’ and call them up every year. 11232.

The existing linked battalion system is not satisfactory. If the system in
vogue in the British army and Gurkha regiments were adopted, the matter
of transfers from one battalion to another would be very easy. 1128*3,

The establishment of a linked system by which a battalion in time of war
might draw on its linked battalion could be easily attained, but the men would
go only in the full knowledge that they would return to their own unit. 11290.

Colonel Duni^erville.—Statement showing numbers avialable for duty in
his regiment during last three years. 11616, .11622, 11628.

Present establishment for peace is a sound one, and would not like to see it

redhced. 11630,11634.

Training would lose half its value if the strength of battalions were
seriously reduced. 11530, 11634, 11538.

Present leave privileges for sepoys absolutely essential ; the army could not
wdrk without them. The fundamental donsideration in the Indian army has
always been liberal leave and furlough, 11640, 11644, 11648.

Any reduction of the present strength would have a most prejudicial effect

on the winter training. 11 660.

If economy is essential and a reduction is determined on, it would most
cprtainly be better to reduce the strength of each unit’s establishment than to
reduce the number of units. 11660, 11666.

Maximum reduction might he taken at 10 per cent, of the sepoys, 11560.

Reduction of non-commissioned officers most inadvisable. 11660

If the peace strength were reduced, should be glad to have additional men
for winter training from the reserve or elsewhere. 11664,

Would prefer to have 3 strong double-companies to 4 weak ones. 11571.

To send sepoys away on a pension of Rs. 4 per mensem after 18 years’'

service and give than Rs. 6 pension, after 7 years* service in the reserve would
be a good plan, but such men would only be used in dep6ts and for iutornal

defence. 11689, 11591.

Statement showing establishment, strength, number absent on duty, leave

or from other eauses, numbers employed, sick, and number present on parade

pin his regiment for last three years. 11644.

Does not think it would be advantageous to make the linked battalion

system more real, 11698.

Does not think the native ranks would ever interest themselves in th©
three-battalion system, and does not see that much is to be gained by enforcing

it. 11698.

.As matters stand at present, quite easy to transfer a section, half company,
or company to a linked battalion. 11628.

Colonel ^r)eo,oi.~8ii9rgests addidon of one jemadar to the peace establish-

laieai so as to pro^e for tto jexnadar adjutant without depriving a company of

one of its officers. 11853, 11867.

Would like to have 14 British ojfificers and 17 native officers in time of

peace and 13 British officers (excLuding depdt) and 17 native officers pec

raiment in tinae of war. 11867, 11869, 11871.

Forty per cent, of the men are absent on leave or furlough from the 16th

March to l&th October, 11942.
' ‘ Statement ehowing actual numbers available for duty in January and July

for last three years. 11942.- • •
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Woold like to see establishment of rank and file raised to 896^ and to be

allowed 12 recruit boys on Es. 3-8 per mensem pay. 11948, 11950.

In the interests of economy it misrht be feasible to make a reduction in t^ie

peace establishment of units by a corresponding strengthening of the reserves,

but such would not be in the interests of efficiency. 11950.

A peace establishment of 770 rank and file (which makes no allowance for

furlough or leave) is actually necessary to carry on the work in a Pioneer

regiment. 11930.

Pioneer regiments require more training than others, have to take up
railway and other contracts (leaving depdts behind) they should therefore have

larger establishments than others. 11950.

After six or seven months’ absence from his regiment, a sepoy requires a

full month’s training to put him back in his place as ah efficient soldier. . 11950.

A reduction of leave would be likely to affect reoruitiug and the heart

the sepoys put into their work when present. 11956.

It might be feasible, if the peace establishment were reduced, to expand
it eveiy training season by calling up a certain number of reservists but the

men would get less systematic training than under the ,i>resent system. 11962,

,
11964, 11966. . r

.

‘ '
•

,
, .

, \
‘ '

Pour double-companies with the reservists put into them would be more
serviceable than 3 double-oomp.anles of men with the colours and one double-

company of reservists. .
11969.

Proposes scheme for amalgamating control of reservists and recruits for

keeping the various regiments in touch with their past, present and future sepoys
and their people. 11975.

‘ ‘

When called out for training, reservists would not as a rule be physically
fit for active service. 12021.

'

Statement showing estahliahment, strength, and numbers emiployed, absent
on leave or owing to other causes, mok, and the number Actually present on
parade for last three years,^ 12046.

The power of transfer from one battalion to another is as free now as is

desirable. 12091. •
‘ ’

In time of war there -would be ho diffibully in' making transfers from
-linked battalions to battalions- going into the field provided, the men came back.
12093. .

' -

It is better that native soldiers should keep their own British officers pro-
vided they like them. 12103.

Commanding Officers might be given more power in rsgard to getting rid
of undesirable sepoys. 12039, 12043.

Colonel MMd .—Considers that tlie old 'wing system is .better. than the
double-company system. 12239, 12257, 12261, 12294’, 12554. '' ' '

Statement dmwing strength and composition of hirf regiment and the actual
numbers available for duty in January aritt July dni*ing hadh of’the last .three
years and the proportion of men absent on leave or furlough. 12336.

The minimum. establishment at which a* regiment of. infantry should be
maiatained haying regard to training and duties in peace is 10 British offldmia
and 828 Indian ranks. 12352. . .

On the supposition that the reserves were suffici^tly trained and paid
sufficient to reoure physical fitness when called .out, the number of native ranks
in one battalion out of the thrqe .b&ttalions in the linlr might -be reduced to 652
Indian ranks, 12354i 12356. . - y • ’ •

Statement showing establishment and strength of his regiment, the number
employed or under special training, the . numbers absent ou furlouo-h nr leave
or from other causes, the numbers.’ sick and the number present 'on parade.
12414. ^ *
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• The syfstem of letting sepoys go to pension after 18 years service, but to
offer them Bs* 6 per mensem pension for seven years more service as reservists

’Would wOTk very well, but would not give any man the option of getting it

unless he was physically fit for the next seven years. 12438.

Bor ordinary purposes of exchanging individuals the present system seems
jiwtisfaotory but if one unit of the link were on a lower establishment than
Others, it would be desirable that each should take its turn at the higher estah*
lishment. 12472, 12554.

Amendments suggested to proposed organization. 12554.

Colcnf‘1 Q-raham—A minimum strength of 850 Indian ranks required to
carry out the training and duties of a regiment efficiently in time of peace.

12719, 32734, 12744.

Colonel Cate.—Statement showing actual numbers available for duty in his

regiment in January and July during the last three years, and the proportion
absent on leave or furlough during the hot weather. 13066.

Porty per cent, absent on leave and furlough between the 16th March and
the 16th' October. 13066.

. It would be fatal to attempt any reduction of the war strength, and if the
present war strength is maintained then it is impossible to reduce the peace
.establishment. 13086.

It might be feasible in-the interests of economy to reduce the peace estab-

lishment of native units with a corresponding strengthening of reserves, provided
the cadres are not reduced ; does not, however, advocate any reduction of

strength as a native cavalry reservist would not take his place in the ranks as

easily as an infantry reservist would. 13108.

, .
, . Statement sho^ng establishment and strength of his regiment, the num-

bers employed and under special training, the number sick, absent on leave or

furlough, or from other causes, and the number present on parade, 13126.

,

The oply amendment called for is the order regarding horses for machine
gun detachments. Horses cannot be found for machine guns as now directed.

13249.

In^an cavalry regiments for internal defence could train horses for regi-

^

ments at the front- provided there wasinternal peace. 13294.

General Seasons against reduotion of peace establishment of

Indian units

*

fi) A certain peace establishment is necessary for efficient training.

(ii) Battalions would not he able to mobilize without calling on the

reserve or on other units, and the latter method is universally

condemned as being wrong in principle.

' (iii) An increase in the number of reservists would constitute a political

danger. 14109.

Low peace establishments, dependirlg on a reserve for mobilization, are

unsuitable to the Indian army. 14109, 14111, 14121.

Bor effident battalion trainii^ we require 614 native ranks, to this should

be added men eniployed on various garrison duties ; recruits, recruit iuathictors,

and so forth, which average about 247, making a minimum peace establish-

. ment of 861. 14145, l4l51.

In comparing the establishments required for the training of native troops

with that required for British troops at Home, there is a great difference.

The non-commissioned officer at Home is an extraordinarily intelligent well-

read man who studies his profession and does not think that can fairly be said

, of the native non-commissioned officer. Similarly, at Home the officer is a

Sandhurst man while the Indian officers are risen from tbo ranks ; it is these

leaders who are so important. 14210.

sauio 80
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In detailing native units for the Field Army no provision is made for

leaving one battalion of a link 'behind, and the linked system is disregarded in

thw respect. 14233, 14239.

Colonel Eamilton ,—The linked battalion system was introduced to give a

stronger war organization and to enable the battalion or battalions of a group

wheiTspnt on service to be fed by the remaining battalion. The system still

fulfils this object provided one battalion of the link is not mobilized. 14816.

Each group of battalions of Indian infantry has a regimental centre.

14641, 14543.

The idea of raising strong battalions of infantry by transfers from links for

field service has been abandoned. 14653.

Statement shewing linked battalions and grouping, their present stations,

regimental centres, centres at which reservists are trained, and the centres

under the new system at which reservists of each class are armed and equipped
on mobilization before joining regimental dep6t. 14676, 14801.

Intend to keep up the system of linked battalions. 14710.

Instead of the old regimental centres which are being abolished a number
of reserve centres are being substituted. 14712.

ITnless a man belongs to a link it is illegal to transfer him to a battalion

in that link unless he volunteers. 14734,

WniTTUN Evidbkcb.

JLieutenant- Colonel Stratton .—From a purely military efficiency point

of view, there is little doubt that Government is not getting the best they
could for the amount they spend on the upkeep of the Deoli and Erinpura
squadrons. 98.

Inexpedient to disband these two squadrons unless it is decided to provide

a sufficient force of cavalry in the area under the control of the Eajputana
Agency, 98.
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ARMY m INDIA.

Peopoution of Beitish to Natiye Teoops.

; General Staff Appreciation. Appendix I.—Groiind for consideration
whether the question of the halanoe between races might not be mo^st sutisfao-

torilj dealt with by an increase in the number of British .soldiers. (139-d)

.

Colonel Binglf^.—The sepoy has a great' respect for the British soldier.

Sir M. Qrover.— Considers a British soldier may still be reckoned as equal
to 2^ native soldiers. 432.

Volunteers are counted as British troops on their paper value, 440,

General Aylmer.— ould prefer to see the present proportion of British
to Indian troops in the Pield Army higher. 2431, 2435.

In no oirciunstanoes should our armed Indian forces be increased. 2386.

Por purposes of internal security a British soldier is still equivalent to 2|-

Indian soldiers, provided units are up to strength, not otherwise, 2700.

Sir E. Barrow .—The theory that one British soldier is equal to 2| Indian
soldiers is still valid. 4239.

As regards the proportion of British to Indian troops, would have no
qualms about putting another Indian regiment at Peshawar, as a good many of

the men are in a foreign country there. 4269.

Sir G, Boss-Keppel .—Sees no great advantage in increasing the proportion
of British troops in the North-West Prontier Province 6163.

Sir J. WilloockB.-^'Eot pxuposes of internal security, believes one British

soldier is worth 2^ and more native soldiers. 6496.

Colonel Cole.—Thoughts that the native soldier is equal to or better than
the British soldier are spreading through the country. 13235, 13237, 13-39.

General JE[eadlam.'—-litx regard to training, does not think native troops

compare favourably with British troops now since there has been such a
great improvement in the training of the latter. 14201.

In making comparisons between British and native troops there is a great

difference. The British non-commissioned of&cer is an extraordinarily intelli-

gent well-read man who studies his profession and that cannot fairly be said

of the native non-commissioned officer. Similary, officers of British troops are

Sandhurst men while the Indian officers are risen from the ranks. It is just

these leaders who are so important. 14210.
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• Tbainino.

Colonel Bingley,—One advantage of liaTmg troops on the frontier is

that these troops are trained under local conditions, and get accustomed to the
climate and the' people. 186.

General AylMer,~-^Bj having troops for a war division and internal,

defence troops in one divisional area, advantages of decentralization, better

training, and more rapid concentration are secured. 2331.

Better to have units for war trained together. 2333.

A great advantage that troops in peace should he under the divisional

General who is going to comnoand them in war. 2311, 2343. .

-

Suggests three different methods for the training of reservists. 8292.

. In fixing the period of the year when reservists are to come up for training

regard must^ had to the men's agricultural pursuits. 8301, 8305, 8341.

Army Commanders are wanted for inspection and training. 8709. -

Sir K Barrow.—That troops should he commanded! . in peace by those
who will command them in- war is obviously the correct principle, but its

,

complete application is ^luite impossible in any but a localized army like that oiE
’

Germany. 3907.

Instep of spending money on hrioks and mortar, we should spend it on
the concentration of brigades at manoeuvres, on the augmentation of the traiis--

port and medical services, and* in improved communications. 8964.

Attaches gteaf importance to winter manoEsuvres, 3978.

No IntCT-divisional manoeuvres during the period he' was in command -of'

the.Southern Army. 39S2. ' . t

Eight hundred is the' minimuin -establishment at which a regiment can. be
kept having regard,to its training-in*peace and employment in war. 4712’. ’ "

;

Sir j. W‘tllecc}ts.--^VoT ytirpos^ oi war training nothing can be more’
important than that each divisional areh be sblf-contaitipd.

‘ ^237, 5266:- ' *

•The tfsfihffn'g'ofireOj^-ftW war by those'who -wiU lee^- them into ihe field

is essential and eventu-ally economical. 5303. -

'
•

- -

The fining" pf'‘hoTfidg6nfeduk infantry and cavalry brigades of more
importance for India than training in mixed brigades, especially as troops da

;

combined'trainmg under-prefeent conditions. 5321,6325.

Would prefer tlie pr^ent organization instead of letting each briglacfe
. Bare

‘

a certain proportion of each arm. 5331.

It is a very good thing to move troops by road occasionally, and. ttiu's show
them to the people. 6i25. .

Reduction of thft peace ^tabli^ment of battalions is a mistake for you do
not then get proper war training. 5581.

,
.

Would rediuep np battalion below what it could train with for war. 5601.

Attaches importance to.that part of training of British troops which, will
enable them to fight side by side with their comrades at Home 'vThen tiiey leave
India; 6886. . . j , . .

•

The Eield Army brigades trained under their own
Generals should go on, seijyice. 7164.

,
It is gpite esseplfial 4ind .pos^lO tolca»ry out^ in practice' the propt^i'tion

that troops ought to be traih^' and cb'm'mahdeU in peWce by those Vho will
lead them in uar. 7229.

'

. J!/f’<i».-^dtu|ditr^ii)^of,Yoliinfb^ is in hands of the brigade
commander. 9269. '

... ..r .
'

1 .
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Colonel Soghton.'^'Jih.& abolitiou of certain of the smaller stations with
garrisons of all three arms and concentration of single arms in other stations
has tended to prejudice combined training to a certain extent. 10972, 10974.

The changes intri^uced by Lord Kitchener in connexion with the training,
preparation and mobilization of units of the native army for held seridce have
generally proved satisfactory. 10972.

Training carried out in the stations before the days of homogeneous
brigades was more instructive. 10974.

Major Sill.—^Training has been overdone so far as brigade training and
divisional training are concerned ; double*company and battalion training have
suffered in consequence. 11374.

Colonel Dunaterville.—Ttaining -would lose half its value if the strength
were seriously reduced. 11530, 11534, 11538.

Any reduction of the present strength would have a most prejudicial effect
on the winter training. 11560.

If the peace strength were reduced, should be glad to have additional men
for winter training from the reserve or elsewhere. 11554.

- Approves of the changes introduced by Lord Kitchener in connexion with
the training, the preparation, and the mobilizition of units of the Indian army
foT field service, and would not suggest modifying or amending any of the
changes made. 11794.

Colonel Creapft.T-After six or seven months’ absence from his regiment,
a sepoy requires a full month's traiuing to put him back in his place as an
efficient soldier. 119i50.

Pioneer regiments require more triimug than others, have to take up rail-
way and other contracts (leaving dep61s behind) ; they should therefore have
larger establishments than others. 11950.

Colonel Mead.—-The various changes in connexion with the training, the
preparation and the mobilization of units of the native army for field service
have generally proved satisfactory, hut would suggest the re*introductioa of the
Kitchener test for inspection purposes. 12554, 12556.

Colonel Craham.—looi the Oaruatio battalions traiuing suffers from the very
small establishments. 12721.

Under Lord Kitchener’s orders, Madras regiments were reduced to a com-
plement of ,600 which has made it practically impossible to train and prepare
them for field service as they should be, otherwise the orders generally have
tended to bring about more thorough training and preparation for war ; has no
suggestions to offer. 12912.

Colonel C'oZe.—No hesitation in saying that an enormous increase in effi-

oieiiby for war has developed in the last ten years and we are much better
prepared for mobilization than we were. 13249.

General Seadlatn.—^In tnany stations the climate readers much training
impossible during the hot weather. 14109.

The training of a battalion as a unit is under the General Staff. 14158.

,
The training season ordinarily lasts for five months. 1418^.

With regard to training does not think native troops compare favourably
with British troops, since there has been such a great improvement in the train-
ing of the latter. 14201.

.Tlie training aQ.d interior economy of units of the Volunteer force are
matters for which divisional and brigade comuoanders are diriectly responsible.
14413.

The necessity for the training of cavalry in oavaliy division is universally
recognized, and forms an important function of the Inspector of Cavalry.
When therefore a cavalry division is formed for training, the Inspector of
Cavalry actually commands and trains it. 14415.

891AIC n
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The training of senior officers of cavalry "by means of stafiE tours, and by
employing them in various capacities is also undei*takeii by the Inspector. It

is by the help of this higher training that it is ‘ hoped to teach the cavalry
leaders of the future, and it is important that this training should, as far as
possible, be in the hands of the officer selected as Inspector of his arm. 14415.

High training could not be maintained without inspection.' The advantage
is that instead of having to condne himself to regiments, the Inspector is now
free to devote his time to seeing that brigades are all right. 14423.

As a rule, the Inspector of Cavalry inspects the brigades, only inspecting
single regiments when they are isolated. 14425.

There will be inter-divisional manoeuvres this winter but not mote than
two or three brigades of cavalry will take part. 14429^ .

Considers the British infantry are as well trained at Home ' as in India.
142 j6. . ,
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XJegbitt Bequieembnts.

Sir M. Grover.—Considers the following in their order of urgency the
more important needs of the army

(») Armament, equipment and other modem needs,

(ii) Improvements in distribution and organization.

(w) Improvements in communications.

(to) Training. 770.

General -The following are some of the most important needs of
the army

(i) Measures to ensure contentment of the native army.

(«i) Be-armament, rifles and guns.

(Hi) Mobilization efficiency of artillery.

(iv) Beserve of officers.

(©) Aviation corps.

(a») Staff for command of internal defence areas. 2329.

Most important future needs of the army in order of urgency

(1) Increased pensions for native army.

(2) Establishment of an organization which will remain for internal
defence when the Eield Army is withdrawn.

(3) Infantry rearmament.

(4) Artillery rearmament.

(6)

Provision of a proper reserve for the Indian army (including
British officers).

(6) Provision of an Army Bearer Corps.

(7) Increase in the establishment of artillery units.

(8) Aviation Corps.

(9) Completion of signalling companies.

(10) Improvement in communications.

(11) Provision of motor transport.

(12) Improvement in distribution.

(13) Increase of pay to captains and lieutmiants of the British army.
8S05.

Sir E. Barrow.—^Instead of spending money on bricks and mortar
we dionld spend it on the concentration of brigades at manoeuvres, in the

augmentation of the transport and medical services and improved communica-
tions. 3964.

Any hard and fast programme or classification in regard to the more im-
portant future needs of the army is inezpedient and imwise as sometimes
one and sometimes the other is the more pressing need. List of important

needs

(1) Increase of British mountain artillery hy four batteries.

(2) An additional brigade of howitzers.

(8) Improvement in the pay and pensions of native officers.

(4) Increase in the establishment of the Army Bearer Corps, and im-
provement in the conditions of service.

(5) Increase in transport and improvement in pay and status of trans-

port followers.

(6) The initiation of a donkey breeding scheme with a view to the
substitution of donkeys for mules for the transport of compact
loads such as ammunition.

(7) Completion of the Bacha Qarhi Base Scheme.
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(8) Oompletion of 2' 6" line froin TEal to Parachinaf.

(9) Addition of one squadron to the j&uides Cavalry.

(10) Increase in the establishment of Indian army reserves, and divisicm

of them into two classes.

(11) Improvement in the pay and status of sub-asMsistant stirgeonst.

(12) More signal companies.
. .

(13) Pield troops of sappers for use with cavalry brigades.

(14) Introduction of the Station Hospitel ^stem for native
_
troops ^nd

itbprovement in hospital 'equipment, etc. -
•

(15) Addition eight battalions to the Indiaif army, vist»

1 Brahman battalion. -

- • . - 1 Jat battalion. ,
. . >

1 Eajput batjtalion.
^

’ 1 Bengal Pioneer battalion.
.

'
..

' l-Balucbistan battalion. -
’ '

1 Carnatic battfklion. -
*

•
' '

,
1 Seomid battalion to Guides. ..

- • 1 Second battalion to Hazara Pioneer^V ^
r

if16) Farther extension of principle pf class regiments, i

(17) Delocalization of Burma regiments.
, ^ "J

u. -(I^' Provisidn «f- tr{(vcllin|g<'£eld*Mtchens.'of the Biussian;or other
improved pattern for British regiments^ and of - travelling boilers v, i'

’ -j >:i- r
,.-for.3^y^.?egipaenta..

j _

(19) Formation of a small Aviation Corps.
'

'
•

,(2Q) Provision pf mounted sections' (25 meu) for all British infantiry
oatfelidns delegated to internal defence^ r

(21) Imj^vement of lines of native troops.
. /

'
'

• %/' '

' (22j \^^ensi^ oiE IShyb^r ;!Baifway f^m' to'mBC’^^

(23) Improvement of pay and statds of ^Uadar sybes. ' 46*65. '
.* "

. Sin money were not the chief consideration, would cer»
taiuly carry out the Kitchener hcheme in full ; hut in ol4]^:C(^t Vind^t]^ .

,

many needs, of the'amiy, dpes nptf^thinkit poissibte4^ wqylCon* the schen^ in its
"

entirety. 62li7'. ' \
''

Contends- thi|t the first necessity -is , the Fwld Anjiy.opmplete’iinjd ready
and that nothing should be allowed to interfere with that. 54Si9.

'

- (1)' Betterrprospeots and pensions for native oflBcera.
. ,

*'
^

.
",

(2) Formation 'of Army Bearer Corps for service across, frontier.
,,

. (3) .Completing Peshawar Division.
.^..

v

> i

Of 'M^Ltfiokuvre Aot dU' thCi f aad.>
reservation of laud for training troops,.

“ ' “
•.!

(6) Im^vif^ aec(munodation,for Indian amay.
' (6)- Fdrmatioii of b^e-hiiMn^, d;d./'at^Kaclm Gaehi.,.;' .v -7.5

(7> Rearmament of artillery and* ooimpletion dE arming of all infantry;
- .'wfthrlatei^'model rifles.v .s-' “ ^ .

(8) ' ImprCvrng communications to Parachinar and..:^rough' ^hybci^ y

(9\.'Be(tte provMiott for syces of Sniadw Cavalry;'; . f - ir;

(10) Mal^g every division self-oont^ed; 5731.

among the very early'i^mmn^^ ^f the aridy in I^£a.^ '>?7-334; : .!: •
.

General Satailfon Gor<ft?».-*^ould'cbasider the exphii^on, qt* tlje
' .intellft

'

genoe Corps, as urgent ,aa. W .of the items sh^wq in Appendix’Xvfcfof tlid
General Staff Memorandum of Oulv l&'ll hb^ c^iii^ae^ aretall- "ocrdaily
urgent. 11082, 14084, 14086.

- 1 .r

A ..
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YoriJNTBiBS.

Sir M.j Grover.-^Yolrmteeva are counted as British troops on their paper
value. 440” '

•

JUr. WJieeler.^'Bih&t Light Horse would be useful in putting down
trouble. 2313, 2315.

’

Ge^at Aylmer.—^Value and efficiency of Volunteers. 2678.

Value of Volunteers in an emei^ency. 2684.

Mr. Lovett.—Over 5,000 Volunteers in the United Provinces. 2965.

One great defect in respect of the Voluntepr force in the United Provinces
is that many of them are very badly armed. 2961 (Annexure).

Eurasian members of the Volunteers would only be useful for holding
defensive positions. 2973.

Sir B. Barrow.—Does not consider Volunteers an efficient force, but
thinks a few months of danger and disturbance would rapidly make them so
for local defence. Dcaibts wh^her they have increased much in efficiency of
late years. 4203, 4676.

.;TVduld like to have two InspebtOrs of Volunteers, one for the Northern
and the-Southern:Army. - - ....

;

- - .

Would not trust defence of forts at Delhi and Agra to Volunteers ^without
a nucleus pf i^ulars. 4219,4221.- .

. 'T"!.
'

’’{S" ‘
^

‘
• ,

' Sir G. Boos^Beppeli—^ypl.ui}teers North-West Prbutier Prpyinoe “^are a
negligible quantity. 5111.

' "

" . .

Sir J. Volunteers have improved in their ordinary du^bs of
late years. They vary much in qnalityi but’some corps nuch as As^iirvalley
'•light Horse, would be invaluable in time of trouble. 6473:

'^Sp^king generally. Volunteers could not do much more than hold phu^es

in Which' th^liv^-; ;
•

'

'Would iibt be'inTaVotft" of U'lar^-rtecrmtment of natives'-for’ the rVqlun-'

teers,; does not .think they would he of any use. 6479. • - ’

'' As a rule'the' rifles trf Volhntefers' are;adeqt!tatel^ gtlfi^dedi-' -548?.- -•

Mr. Cartie,—The Volunteers in his division of the Bombay Presid^oy,

with the exceptipu' of bne ,6r two Pariu odmpaniea at Poona, ate small squads

of scattered Shrc^ans. - More maxim guns are wanted. 6654.

In Ms division efforts have been made to convOTt afl-the European civilians

into fhluiitg^ bht-lhe question of wbete to store their arms is a difficult one.

6699.

The state of efficiency of- Volunteers’ in the Bombay Presidency is not

very great outside Boiinbay City -'except in the railway corps., Thinks every

ciVi^ia3icSsSuHrbdoompbfi.edto be a Volirntger.- .6711.

It is djlffi^lt for ciyil officials to do mtich vdluhteeriaig because they

travel sd^iafidbj ifwould -be agocd-.%hing to give district coders a dormant
commission so that they could take military command of any available armed
bodies other than regular troops, in case of a -rebellion or other serious disturb-

ance. 6713.6716,67.17. .

'

'
.

In md Boin^aylhresidehcy ‘there are onq or two-Pa®^ officers, but there are

no other.-n^v^pf India as officer^ 6719.’^

The Volunteers 'e(yald;,not- jbe i.utflized. to jany greaft extent, in ..localities

distant from their homes, toough ^ven emergency conditiohs, they would pro-

bab]^y go.'wb^wv^-tii^ wei^ wanted. 6721* 6t^* - '

Btdlway WplcyteVoMd be fuljy emplpjed oh^^lheir o^.lines^ 6761,

8%S91AIC
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In the Bombay Presidency, besides the Parsisj there are one or tvro Musal-

mans and a few Jews, also some Armenians in the Yolunteers, but the latter

are reckoned as Europeans. 6733.

Parsis are absolutely loyal, but their enlistment in the Volunteer force is

objectionable from the point of view of privileges under the Arms Act and
so on. The introduction of Parsis has rather thrown out the European element.

They are good shots and we oould get as many as we wanted but should not be
in favour of allowing their enlistment if the question were to come up again.

6737.

The Volunteer artillery at Poona have 16-pounder gnns. 6743.

Mr, Kennedy.—In the Bombay Presidency the arms of district Volunteers
are stored in the police armouries, except where there are regular armouries.
6701. I . . . .

General Does not think Volunteers are wanted to defend
other than their own areas. 7213.

Sir P. Holiday.—Does not think Volunteers would be readily available
much beyond the vicinity of the places in which they live. 8139.

^ ‘ Sir T. Wynne.—It you want a Bailway Volunteer Corps td inarch laoross
country for days and days, it would not be of much use. For defending their
own lines, big workshops, eto., Volunteers would do uncommonly well. 9085.

The Eurasians in the Volunte^s work willingly and improve vary much
in condition at the end of a week’s camp of exercise. 9095, 9101.

General Conditions with which recruits and trained Volunteers
have to comply before being classed e£B.oient. 9181.

An active Volunteer or reservist who has been a non-efficient for two years
is struck off the roll. 9133, 9135.

The 37,600. efficient Volunteers include only the efficient trained, men.
9137,9139.

Within the.last two years, the musketry course has been made ranch more
pmctical, hut quite as many pass the new course as passed the old one. 9151.

.
As regards ihusketry, Yolunteem compare very favourably with . some of

Ihe l^tdar t»M^s. 9153.
' ' ’ * '

'
t

On the whole, the Calcutta Volunteer corps are as good as any in India
9155.

Calcutta light Horse is well trained and drilled, hut their horses axe not
properly trained for steady work. 9157.

Qualidcaiions for extra efficients. 9159.
, .

Of the 43,059 Volunteers, 6,874 are oad^, of whom 889 are under fohitwh.
years of age. About 20 per cent, of the cadets are of little present value.
9161, 917l«

Has always impressed on corps that they should not take cadets under
fourteen years of age. 9167.

Cadets are armed with carbines, but most of tbe carbines axe old and worn
out, 9169, 9352.

In tbe event of a big disturbance where Volunteers were employed, about
60 or 60 per cent, of the cadets could he cotmted on. 9173,

There are now 22,203 Europeans and 18,428 Eurasians in the Volunteer
torce. 9179. ....

Generally speaking, Eurasians are of satisfactory character and race com-
position, but in so^ parts of India, partfcniarly in the south, the dividine line
between the Eurasian and native is thin. 9179,9181.

®
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. An object!oQ to having too many native Ohnstikns 'in the Tolnnteers as
•lEtiTop^ns object very much- to standing in the ranks side by side with natives.
9183, 9201, 9209, 9213. - ...

,
‘

; Although the Boy Scout movement will at first diminish the number of
,
Qadets, it will not eventually have any dimiuishing effect. 9225.

There has been a great increase in general efficiency, musketry training
and discipline throughout the force in the last few years. 9227*

Extra efficients are worth more than efficients in an emergency because
they have done more drills and have had more, shooting practice. 9231.

The eificiency and work of adjutants have improved very much. 9241.

Would not put the fighting capacity of a Volunteer unit .as. quite equal to
that of a good regular Indiau unit. 9245.

yolunteers are encouraged as much as possible terrain with r^ular troops
and a great many corps do so. 9247.

If the Government training grant were increased to Bs. l,4O,Q0(J it would
enable nearly all corps to go to camp each year. 9231, 9233, 9364.

AfVe^ gqo^ idea to l^ve Volunteers accompanying expeditious.; it would
help to bring iunidre Volunteers., 9259,9261.

List of corps above and^eiow the average. 9263.

Light Horse are very good indeed. 9265.

Actual txaihing of Volunteers is in the hands of the Brigade Commander.
-92801 ' -

' . * I

' '

The majority pf the rfiles and carbines in possession of Volunteers are not
gdcyd- feondirion.- It ’ is = hoped' to give the Volunteers hett^rlfies by the end

of 1912. 9277,9279,9281,9283.

i :5c : ^me-of the larger corps have maxim 'guna and some of the railway corps
have guns for which they themselves have paid. 9291.

'L-ccrri^'.farVotir'of extending the Supply of maxims to Voluateers.‘ 9293.
f‘

, , f
t

j
^

.
'

‘

' Arrangements for storing the arms of Volunteers. 9300, 9302.
'

' Volunteer sergeant-instructors come from British regiments, get posted
to the Unattached list, and remain so Ipqg as thpy are. satisfactory ; favours
O^rinhanqe of this system. 9306, 9308. '

c- -
‘

Volunteer instructors go through a refresher course with regular regiments.
i8312.^ : "

:
,

The Volunteer officer, as a whole, considering the opportunities and time he
has

.
.for training, is quite efficient. In the training of Volunteers, barrack

,&q^i;^.{di:^l Is practically disregarded; they are taught such things as would be
time, of trouble. 9314.

In the Calcutta Light Horse, Volunteer officers are practically of the same
,sqci^ position as the ondiimry army officer, but in some corps, they are not
quite adhiha. 9322.

. .TyppLld like to see every Indian Civil Smryicie official hold a commission in
the Volunteers. 9326.

; . /(Indian Civil Service officers displ^ky aloofness e-nd reserve towards Anglo-
Tndian^ and Eurasian Volunteem, and the more this is got over, the better for

the Volunteer force. 9328, 9330. „

A certain proportion of Volunteer officers could be used as a reserve fox

the native army. 9332, 9634.

Many Volunteer units have a reserve company. 9342. ,

Volunteer reserve consists of men who are not fujly" efficient as Volnht9^e
and of retired Volunteers. 9356.
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Until disturbance is of so serioas a nature that, all railway traffic is stopped,

railway Volunteers will not be available for internal defence as they will

be required for their ordinary railway duties. 9358.

Mounted Volunteers in planting districts might be available for moveable
columns, but the average Volunteer is not likely to be available for such work
9362.

If the Government are anxious to attract a greater number of the right
stamp of men, more money should be expended on the Volunteer force so as
to make it more attractive and at Ihe same time lessen the expense of the
individual. The capitation grant and the outfit allowance for officers might
be inoreased with advantage. Would like As. 5 more per head for the capita-
tion grant. 9364, Vj374.

For artillery Volunteers employed in coast defences, the ammunition is
kept in the fort and the reserve in ordnance chaise. No ammunition for the
15-pounder moveable armament is kept by Volunteer corps themselves. 9376,
9360.

The shooting of the Volunteer Field Artillery, so far as he has seen, is ouite
good. 9382. ^

The Volunteer field guns have no horses for moving them, and in time of
emergency could not be used much outside their stations, except so far as thev
might be dragged by bullocks. 9384, 9387.

^

General Stmrt.—Gener&Dj speaking, the arms in the hands of the Volun-
teers are in a v€^ worn condition and are obsolete in the sense that they are
not suitable for *303 ammunition as now issued. 9718, 9724, 9720.

General Eeadlam .—^Undoubtedly there was a tendency in the past for the
duties of the Inspe^or of Volunteers to overlap those of divisional and brigade
commanders but this has been specially guarded against in the new regulaHons
which lay down that the Inspector of Volunteers will confine his inspections
to obtaining a general view of the Volunteer force as a whole and of its
conditions pd special requirements. He will watch the development of the
force, and in bis annual report suggest measures calculated to increase such
d^elopments, bringing to notice any points affecting the administration
efficiency and general welfare of the force. The training and interior economy
of units of the force are matters for which brigade and divisional commanders
are directly responsible. Of the greatest value to divisional and brigade com-^nders, who in many cases have had no opportunity of even seeing Volunteers
before th^ appointment, that they should be able to consult during his annualvisit^ officer who is an expert in the special requirements of the Volunteers
a^nd unding out from him the methods which have proved successful in other
commaud8;thelnspeotorof Volunteers can help the Volunteers in the same

^ » iMge civil force of the nature of the Volunteers may reason-

J.®
officer at Army Headquarters spectallv

qualified to represent their difficulties and needs. The appointment of aspe^l Director for the Territorial Force at Home is a case in point, and thevMiety of the conditions obtaining in different parts of India render it all the
more necessary here. 14443.

Th^ y^r the Commander-in-Chief has specially pointed out that he hopes
to provide the Volunteers with better weapons. 14461.

^

Wbittbn Evipbnob.

Sir B 5o5er/«»».—Nagpur Volunteer Kifles above the .average of Volun-
teer battahons in India m drill, fieldwork, musketry, and fire discipline. 28.

Str g. Has ^pression that the Volunteer corps in the MadrasPresidency are in a satisfactory state of efficiency.
^ -nauaras

Volmteers could be relied on to serve away from their homes if thev had
reasonable assurance of the safety of their families during their absence.

^ *
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•
' WoulS-' experience some difileulty in- spaii^ th,e services -of- Volunteers

Loldmg civil- posts^ of the’ higher tanks.

Madras Artillery Volunleers" are an' efficieiitr hbdy, but would‘~be more
uaefuLif -they were converted into field artillery. 164.

'
- Jjieuimoiit-Qovernor in Council^ Bihar and Omsa.'—Unless the emer- '

geney was so great as to render it necessary to sacrifice the civil administration

of a number of districts and to concentrate the EuTOpeans at a few main centres,

vefy few pf tfie Volunteers in Eihar and Orissa 'would he able to leave their

districts to serve elsewhere. 316,347.

SdiAto
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DEPARTMENTS.

Aemt Clothing Depaetment.

Sir M. Oraver.—A chR officer might be employed as Director of Army
Olotbing. 670.

Sir Barrm.—^No objection to the Army Clothing Department being
made largely civil in. character. 4594).

Sir J. Willcockg.—Army Clothing Department should be largely civil

in ebaraoter. 5677.

Mr. Brtiwjate.
—^The heavy overstocking some years ago was due to the

clothing allowance schemes, the decision to maintain reserves of clothing, and
in some cases to over-estimating requirements. 6112.

Does not know that there would be imich direct saving by appointing
civilians, but their employment might result in economy in the general manage-
ment of the Department. Yon would get men with a more intimate knowledge
of the technicalities of the work if yon employed civilians. 6280.

General Birdioood.—With a few exceptions the reserves of clothing
maintained by the Army Clothing Department are adequate to meet require-
ments. 7007.

Theoretically, supposes the Army Clothing Department might be run
by civilian agency, but does not see where any advantages would come in.

An advantage in appointing military officer is that if found unsuitable for
the particular work be can be reverted to regimental duty any time during
the first ten years of bis departmental duty, whereas civilians once appointed
by the Secretary of State can only be got rid of with difficulty and ouly for
hopeless inefficiency. 15045, 16033, 15069.

Civilian administration would presumably not be any more economical, as
a civilian director would demand more pay than the military officer, while
civilian subordinates would undoubtedly have to be paid greatly enhanced
salarit's in comparison with those received by military men. Badly paid civilian
subordinates would be an absolute danger and we should have no hold over
them.

Does not know that such civilian agency as has existed and does exist in
clothing matters is altogether a great success.

We deal with a civilian Director of Stores at the India Office and not
always successfully. 16045.

The surplus stock in the Army Clothing Eactory is being disposed of with
little or no loss. 15089.

Indian troops should be required to get their boots from the Army Clothing
Department, and we should maintain for mobilization purposes as large a stock
as we can turn over without loss iu peace. 15705.

The clothing allowance of the British soldier is less than it costs the soldier,
and less than it used to cost Government. 15584.

Colonel Williams.—It would be unfair to the British soldier to reduce
his clothing aRowance. His allowance is already less than his clothing costs
him, and less than it used to cost the Government. 16580, 16682.

#
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DEPARTMENTS.

AaaiT Remount DepaBiTment.

Sir M. Grover.—Satisfied that departmental horse-breeding and rearing is

economical. 717.

Mr. Srunyate.—The balance of advantage lies in employing army men
in the Army Remount Department. 6301.

It is more economical to make large purchases in one place where you can
have oflGicers staying for some considerable time than it is to go to one country
one year and another country another year, and this is the procedure followed
by the Army Remount Department. 6305, 6307.

Colonel Cole.—In time of war, except in minor operations, the Remount
Department would have to take over remounting entirely from Silladar cavalry
regiments. 13153, 13294.

General Birdwood.— Requirements in horses for all the artillery and
cavalry units of the Field Army, for the first year of a campaign calculated at
8,509. 15227 16231,16235,16259.

Towards these requirements could always rely on getting 2,400 fit horses,
and at a favourable time of the year some 3,600 horses from Remount
Depdts, and to supplement these the following action would be taken on mobi-
lization taking place or appearing to be imminent

(1) The Impressment Act will be put in force in any localities in which
it appears necessary, and under the powers conferred by this Act,
the civil authorities will be requisitioned to prodxice at local
centres all horses of specified kinds, belonging to private indivi-
duals (with certain exceptions) for purchase by the Government.
In this way it is estimated 1,600 British cavalry horses and 1,000
artillery horses will be obtained, whilst some 3*,230 horses can be
obtained without applying the provisions of this Act from Native
States and from brood mares in the canal colonies.

(2) The Director General, Army Remount Department will issue cables
to the Australian shippers who undertake in the terms of their
commissions to supply with the least possible delay the number
commissioned the previous year. This ensures a first supply of,

roughly, some 2,400 horses. Orders for further supplies will issue
as required. 16227.

If our reserves are sufficient, hoped not to have to draw on internal defence
units for horses. 16233.

In remount dep6ts artillery remounts are broken to ride and draught.
They are hard and muscled up on issue, and train almost immediately in a
battery. Cavalry remounts are broken to ride as far as ordinary double rides
and simple turns. They require from three to five months’ extra training in
units. All the above have been about a year in a depdt and are thoroughly
acclimatized. 15235.

To meet wastage during the second or subsequent year of a campaign
calculate on obtaining annually :

—

—— Artillery

horses*
Caralry
hoi's es.

From Australia • •• e • • •• • aa» 4,000 6,000
From Arabia and Persia ••• •• • ... 1,000
*From. North. America a 2,000
From Arg^entine • ae • •v • « 1 ««• 2,000
From Hungary ... • • aa« 600 1,600

Tofebl • a» 6,000 11,600

^Through ageuoj of the War Office if a Emopean war was not on at the same time.
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South Africa as a source of supply has not -yet been considered. 15235,

15239,15243.

Arab horses are used to a less extent than formerly because the toathet is

shewing signs of falling off. The silladar civalry are mounted on country-

breds and * bounders * the non-silladar on walers, the horses of hrtillery _

are entirely Australian, and of our nine British cavalry regiments 'the

two regiments stationed in southern India will he mounted on walers and ,the

whole of the balance it is hoped to mount on horses from our canal colonies.

15245,15247,15249,16251.
'

The Remount Department ' recTcons that an artillery renount, ea^,.b® •

trained in about two months, a cavalry remount in about five mouths, biit

acclimatization is a different matter and a horse cannot be called acclimatized

that has been less than ten months in the country.

Statement shewing the average nnnaber of cavalry and artillery borses in

remount depdts at the beginning of each quarter and the percentage fit fot

immediate issue.

The reserve of , artillery horses (600) as it at present stands is not safl^cient,

and on mobilization we should require 1,310 horses for the Field Army, and 164

for internahdefence or a total of 1,474 horses, and therefore r(?Q >^paend8 that

the artillery reserve of horses be fixed at from 1,500 to 1,700 provided that the

ammuniticai ei^ui£t'ns retdain as they "are at • pxesenti If they are alttelfed^he

question will require reconsideration. 10261. ^
•

' i

.

Reconamends that the reserve o| horses^ for cavalry a.ncl^ pf
.
ordnance

mules' for mduntacih artillery be increased ’aS'fbilowS —

British Cavalry .
*

,Nop.;siiladar Gava’ry

.

' Oifldasoe'Tniil^'

.16261,

,

Present. Proposed,

56b

’V <n diSsA
.r.,.

. -•.P-9i'.«'s ’tip's*?

aoo~ .’850"*' ' r
' '«

*l>o5

.
' V- ^

To meet waS^^e in Silladar cavalry rdgiments ' during ^atj; balOulateVdn''"

3,230hpr$ea,being^vailabl6i.in Indiai whereas a4rSDCphgr he^tjtbp.ye^r'js^field

wastage 'will b0.<aMiit,3i5.O(I To-'.raee4:tl@ <fadlaii)den(Bnd:iha^ further ’Wasthg^!';

remprmte wi^l be.prslered ^tp-» M fact.„the horses fpr silladar

cavalry' wili;,cQmh’;ph|^of 't^^ ‘^pdol’ jin time of mobilizatibh* ' .l'52&i.

- .The remount depots are able to grow their fodder- requirements
antmal saving to the Government of roughly- five*and-a-half lakhs.

'

'f

Barming'opefdtions in the Remount Department .M:e Pohducte'd'naiaihly
'

for-the prdd'udtion of-fodder, whiPh is harfitb proburp in Idtge quantities'tQi%iiyt'
part of India. Green grass has to be cultivated. - The old system of purchiisiri^’^'

green grass from contactors ot, cultivators proved a- moft. expensive 'mei^od
and laidus constantly open to the ravages of contagious diseases.- ...

In the young stock -'-rearing depdts it is essential that large quantities" '

of different fodder crops Should be available for the- growing young stoolt and
in these -districts such' fodders are mostly unobtainable. 15285;

'

.. ...gpeci-men-balance sheet ef a remount depdt farm. 15287, 16291.

.. '.The remount farms can very Seldom grow enough ' fodder for their own
requirements, but if they ever had a surplus they 'would at once inform the
Directqr.pfjBapma -who jwpuld utilize it foy the army generally, ,16301.

.JBlxtraetfBo^?5^;potaby^SfrDen*il,-IbbetsQrt:r-r
'

jiC ^ When' whs-'- -first’ ; constituted it wah oia

the express condition that we carried on the horse-breeding arr'ahgements''oii

footing,. rtrTMs .jp»dp5,,ti^,.^pciyj5isaonpfr!tbe.;pjdtajy

'.{Pb'p .
ppsition

s^siaoto^ a^sr.e'’w;ere.)^t^ more,.th9n.’TOfi phqTHief ..lby_ the policy.ij^.^the;/.
Military xJepaErtfiierLt was conveyed to tne officers oi the Civil Veterinary
Departm^t.”
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- Complaints were frequent as to the results of these horse-breeding opera-
tions.

The Horse and Mule Breeding Commission, 1900-01, recommended the
abolition of the dual control, and the unification of the Bemount Department
with horse-breeding under the control of the Bevenue and Agriculture
Department. At a conference which sat on the Committee’s recommendation,
with, among others, the Hon. Members for Eerenue and Agriculture and Mili-
tary Departments, it was decided that as the Commission had laid such stress om
the failure of horse-breeding under civil oflBcers, and the absolute necessity, if

success were to be ensured, of the employment of military officers, the chief
control 'must be with the Military Department.

Besults obtained since the control of borse-breeding in selected districts

was taken over by the Army Bemount Department

In 1899-190D the number of country-bred remounts issued to the service

was 29; in 1911-12, 428.

Foaling results compare as follows;—

In 1899>-1900 in all India ... ... ... ... 4,766

In 1911 >12 in selected districts controlled by the Army Remount
Department ... ... ... ... 9,861

Country-bred young stock considered fit for the British service purchased
each year ;

—

Rs.

in 1899-1900, 122 at an average price of ... ... 277 each.

In 1911-12, 594 at an average price of ... ••• ... 120 ,,

Besult of the Ahmadnagar stud has been to resuscitate two valuable breeds

ofKathiawari and Marwari and to render Us practically independent of the

Arab market as we turn out nearly enoi^h Arab stallions for our annual
requirements, and by this means have reduced number of stallions required for

annual replacements to be imported and purchased in India from 50 in 1906
(before the stud bad any output) to an average of 13 in the last 3 years, there-

by effecting a saving of one-and-a-half lakhs per annum. 15318.

The Unmool stud at Mona has not been a success and proposals for its

abandonment have been submitted to Govermnent. 15318, 15320.

The donkey stud at Mona has done good work, and with the output
of the stud pluta the number of colts bought as weanlings and reared in the

stud we can now supply our own requirements in donkey stallions, besides

supplying to Native States, on sale, who are taking up mule-breeding keenly.

"We have not imported a single donkey stallion since 1908, prior to which the

average number imported was 25, at a cost landed in India of Cyprian about
£46 and American £l08. 15318.

The present system of covering mares in the canal colonies by our stallions

and getting the pick of the results, which are bought young and sent to our own
depots to mature, is so much a success that we are asking Government to con-

tinue the system on the Lower Bari Doah Canal, and if the Punjab Government
support the scheme the result will be most satisfactory. 15322, 15324, 15328.

Practicable and .financially expedient to breed mules for military purposes

in India in place of importing them, and every effort is being made to further

muie-breeding in India, 15474.

ThA mules from China cost Bs. 325. La India we bay them at about

Bs. 85, but we have to keep the latter for some time, so that there is not much
difference eventually .between the price of the imported mules and those of this

oonntry. 15488.

- In regard to the suhstiinrion of donk^s for mnles in Kspeot to the con-

vejunce of such loads as ammunition, provided the donkeys are of a snit*>

able size they should do, but the sh^ donkey of th» county would he

SSIAIO 84
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nBsuitable. A considerable improreonenb hM,' however, taken place in the

donkey especially in ihe P-unjab in the ISiSt nine years, _ _.i6498^ 16602.

As regards the impressmenf of horses in the country, a Bill is already

drafted and approved and will be passed in Council on emergmcy requiring

it to be brought into operation. 16569.

Mules are obtained by the Army Eemount Department partly by purchase
in India and partly by importation. It was decided in 1907 that 1,000 mules
should be bought annually iu India and the balance imported (8 per cent, of
the total scale), the age at purchase being from four to seven years. The two
rearing depdts supply some 560 transport mules per annum from mules bought
young (8 to 14 months) and reared at those depdts. 16673, 16685. . .

.

China is our principal stand>by for imported mules, the best being got
there. Persia has good mules, but owing to the disturbed state of the country
we have only been able to get a very small number in the last three years.
Indian mules are obtained principally in the Punjab and at Kelimpong where
we get some 300 Tibetan mtil^ annually. Price af Indian mules is avmraged
at Es. 226 and of the imported at Es. '825 (including all deputation expenses).
16673.
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, DEPAETTONTS.- -
.

^ ,

Abmt- VeTB»I5EA.B»X.!DBPABTMENT.

2 -^<?'»^r<i;M}ir<2tO(7a^.-^Tlie-establkhment. of. Teterinaiy officers in India is

insufficient to meet 'srar requirements. The establishment in India is 64
(^exdluding.-lO lent to the Army Remount Department) whilst the requirements
nn> mobilization of 9 divisions and 8 oa:valry brigades is 128 ; a further 34
would he.required for internal deEenoe units making a total requirement of
(182, or a shortage of 108 officers. 15608, 16621.
"
' - We have, ’pmctically no resources in India in the way of trained veterinary
officers to medt this dedciency. In case of great emergency we could possibly
.^t:— r-'

'7'
.

' 10' officers 'etoiployed with the Indian Civil Veterinary Department,

e? '
•, <2 retired yeteriimry officers,

V.‘ ‘ T..
in Calcutta and Bombay, utilizing 1 at

-Oaloutta ahd liskt.Romhajy for. .duty at.theport pf disembarkation,

and we might obtain 120 veterinary assistants (saluiHs) from the Indian Civil

Veterinary Department and a few veterinary officers from Home, but in regard to

the latter it is doubful wli®ther, in the event of a general mobilization, this is a
source of supply we can rely on. 15608.

An additional 9 officers could he economically and usefully employed in

peace to look after the Qovemment animals at oertain stations in India.

16608.

Under the existing orders of the Secretary of State officers of the Army
Veterinary Corps can only he placed in charge of the animals of British mount*
ed troops and non-silladar cavalry. 16608.

We have no veterinary officers in charge of our silladar cavalry regiments,
mountain batteries, mule or camel corps, etc., or of the large number of animals
with Government dairies. It would be judicious and pay the Government to

have a certain number of officers in charge of these units. Treatment would
be more up to date, greater efficiency would result, contagious disease would
be reduced to a minimum, and a further reserve for war would actually exist

in India. Thirty-two officers could be economically employed with such units.

This with the addition recommended above would give us a total addition of 41
officers, thus reducing the dedoiency on mobilization to 67. 16608.

Statement shewing approximate number of animals of British and Indian
units, etc., located at stations unprovided with veterinary attendance locally.

16608.

Statement shewing the approximate number of animals in stations where
the duties of the present veterinary charge are too heavy for one veterinary

officer. 15608.

Statement shewing the detail of Government animals proposed to be placed

in the veterinary charge of Army Veterinary Corps officers if the proposed
increase to the cadre is sanctioned. 15608.

There is a proposal to raise a veterinary corjps of aalutria in the country
now before Government and if it is sanctioned it will go far to obviate the

necessity of drawing soldiers from non-mobilized cavalry units. The aalutria

would take the place of farriers. 15627, 15629, 15639.
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DEPARTMENTS.
*

Baeracic Department.

General DieUe .—Does not thint that pensioners would he suitable for

employment in the Barrack Department. Such an, arrangement would result

in a good deal of waste and extravagance. 1838) 184i0.

Sir E, Barrow.—^Pensioners could be substituted for effective soldiers
in the Barrack Department, but they would be more liable to come under
corrupt influences. 4602.

Sir J. WilloocTts.-^'Wo^^ give pensioners a trial in the Barrack
Department. 5683.
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I>EPARTHENTS.

CANIONilliin’ Magistbatbs* Ebpabtmbnt.

Sir M. Grouer.-^ The present system of placing cantonment magistrates

nnder the Army Department is an advantage as they assist generally in the

administration of cantonments^ 701»

BIAXO sg
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DEPARTMENTS.

Military Accounts Depaetment.

Mr. Brunyate.—The proposed reorganization of the Military Accounts
Department may lead to a large economy. 6038.

Statement of lines on which it is proposed to reorganize the Military
Accounts Department. 6068.

Proposed to audit Only about 60 per cent, of the pay bills of units. 6070,
6072.

The diTisional disbursing system is working very satisfactorily. 6090.

The reorganization of the Military Accounts Department now proposed
win fit in well with war requirements. 6096, 6100.

The accounts arrangements for the internal defence troops not yet fully
worked out and have to be taken up. 6102, 6101.

Would advocate the question of stock inspection on behalf of the Accounts
Department being taken up again. 6106.

Although it is desirable to diminish concentration in ordinary accounts
and audit work, it is also a good thing to centralize the technical accounts work
relatii^ to the Ordnance and other departments. 6122.

^
The military accounts officers have a narrower view of their duties than

civil accounts officers. 6124.

A reduction of clerks in the Military Accounts Department must be
preceded by an improvement in the personnel. 6124.

A great deal of unnecessary correspondence takes place owing to the idea
which some officers have that by arguing with the accounts officer they will
probably get him to withdraw his objection. 6138.

Eavourably impressed with the new civilian officers who are promising
men and have a variety of useful personal qualifications. 6142.

In the Military Accounts Department civil officers cost less than militarv
officers. 6148. '

ed
Department is overmanned and might be

General Simri.—The Military Accounts establishment employed in cheek-
ing requisitions passed by officers in charge of arsenals is a waste of money andmight be done away with. 10066.

^

T general impression throughout the army inInto IS that t^ gre^st waste of public money is caused ,by the lar^pay^d the^tabhshments which are maintained ip the Army Pay and MilitwvWorks Depa^ments. Such establishments are possibly necessary owing to the
intricacies of our Indian Army Regulations, which are framed to prevent
the possibility of a single anna being spent that is not covered by rule but

ISf* lea* to lengthy correspoidenoe and
the taking np of much valuable time irithoat corresponding advantages. 16641.
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DEPAETMENTS.

Miutabt Faems Department.

.
’ Sir M. -Satisfied that the present policy of supplying dairy

produce and fodder departmentally by dairy and grass farms is economic^

.

Mr. ISrunyate.—For consideration wbether an organization similar to

that of the dairy farms might be tried for the grass farms. 6038, 6299,

6101, 6405.

Satisfied that the present policy of supplying dairy produce and fodder
departmentally by dairy and grass farms is economical, but questions whether
a grass farm ofBlcer is required in every division. 6401.

General Birdwood .—Supply of fodder to the army is, and should be, a
military' concern. 16091, 16095, 15099, 15125.

The work of the dairy farms is of a highly technical character and can
best be supervised by trained officers in charge of a group of dairies working
directly under the Quartermaster*General in India as is now done.

Desirable-to bring out periodically from Home a certain number of civilian

dairymen who would enable us to keep abreast of the times and would have a
wider experience of the subject than the trained military men. 15091,

• Among' the military men there are a considerable number who have, under
the training of the dairy expert brought out from Home, acquired sufficient

knowledge to manage dairy farms successfully.

As these military men have the great advantage over the civilians in their

experience of Indian conditions and in knowing how to deal w'ith troops,

advisable that recruitment for dairies should still be made largely from the
army, and the men after proving themselves suitable for employment in dairies

allowed to resign their military rank. 16091.

The grass farming operations in the majority of stations are of a simple
character and do not require any knowledge of farming in the ordinary sense

of^the word, and the accounts are free from complication. An efficient know-
ledge of the grass farms work is well within the capacity of British officers and
men. By giving sufficient scales of pay, intelligent men of good character in

the army have come forward for employment and have proved themselves to be
thoroughly capable of undertaking the duties required of them, are doing good
work, and can be trusted. 16091, 16161.

The nature of the duties of grass farm employes requires them to be in

direct contact with the military authorities and, being soldiers themselves, this

conduces to harmonious working.

Grass farms in many instances form cantonment lands and innumerable
questioiis arise with the cantonment authorities, and as cantonments are con-

trolled by military authorities, desirable that grass farms should also be under
military control.

Military farms now arrange for all war fodder reserves, and in the event (

of general mobilizatiop a portion of personnel would be required to assist in

the supply of the Field Army. It is therefore desirable from every point of

view that there should be a military organization.

Not prepared to say that the work could not be carried out by a staff of

civilian subordinates working under military officers but can see no appreciable

advantage to be gained.

Extract from note by Agricultural Adviser to Government “ No reason to

believe the civilian of the stamp which would be required would require less

pay and pension than the military man. On the contrary* I rather think he

would reqnire more pay. At any rate it could not be less than is given by the
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Agricultural Service * * • **. I have little hesitation in advis-

ing both from the point of view of elEcienoy and economy that the military

grass farms should be run with a military personnel.” 15091.

An organization similar to that of the dairy farms could not he introduced

for the grass farms because the men have to come into contact with the

military element so frequently, and would give a direct negative to such a
suggestion. 15091, 15096, 15123.

Dairy farms are not strictly on the same commercial footing as the grass

farms. 15097.

Does not know why the civilian should be better than the non-commis-
sioned officer ; the non-commissioned officer has been brought up to it— daily
work with horses and the issue of fodder while with his unit. 15103.

Would not be conducive to efficiency to remove control of grass farms from
General Officers Commanding. 15125.

The local farms officer advises the General Officer Commanding on all
local work, and anything outside the power of the General Officer Command-
ing is put up to the Quartermaster-General by the divisional farms officer

through his divisional General. 16137.

A man can he remanded to his regiment at any time, hut if he is a good
man he stays for the rest of his active life in the Farms Department. 15152.

Junior men are put in charge of the smaller farms and the seniors into the
more responsible charges—transfers avoided as much as possible. 16169.

As regard dairies it is not a question of supplying an article more cheaply
"than in the open market but of providing a better one, and as such it must
necessarily cost more. 15165.

There would he no necessity for Government dairies if a reliable supply
from private sources were forthcoming, but the conditions in India are such
that there is no hope of this.

The supply for the Darhar was opened to private enterprise but no one
would come forward.

Whenever private enterprise is in a position to step in and take up the
supply of dairy produce of undoubtedly good quality it will he time to close

'

Government dairies.

Dairies at present ran by native management cannot be relied upon, and
no European managed concern can sell at Government prices, and fa uot likely
to be able to do so until legislation with its resultant expenses of inspectino
staff, etc., fa introduced in India. 16165.

°

Although the military dairies have not been able to pay their way in the
past this WM due to a variety of causes which were the results of inexperience
and defects in details of organization, but there fa every reason to believe that
now these defects have been removed the majority of the dairies will become
self-supporting And even if they do not do so entirely, the loss will be so small
as to be negligible particularly seeing that by the retention of these institutions
a supply of pure produce is made available for the army, which must be a direct
means of reducing mortality in the ranks, an asset which, though not capable of
being recorded in money, is after all the ideal to be aimed at.

At ttie Darbar alone a saving of nearly two lakhs of rupees was effected
over the lowest offer received from a contractor. 16166.

Apart from its unquestionable advantage in economy, the system of
departmental fodder supply admits of a far superior article being issued.
16166. “

Production of fodder by grass farms undoubtedly economical. Since the
question of the fodder supply has been seriously taken up, very large savings^ compared with the contract system previously in for<^
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Woiald say that Government dairies had something to do with the health
of the army being improved. 15171.

Proposed to increase the European subordinate establishment by 10 meui
and if dairy farm operations are tobe continued on the present scale &e increase
asked for is the least that will sufi&ce. The additional men are required to
control the rapidly increasing business, the receipts from which it is anticipated
will cover the cost involved. In 1901-02, 420 tons of milk and 64 tons of
butter were sold. In 1911-12, 3221 tons of milk and 638 tons of butter were
sold. 15196.

Proposed to increase the European subordinate establishment of the grass

farms by 14 men. If grass farm operations are to be continued on the
present scale, the increase asked for is the least that will sn6Sce. Still greater

economies could he effected if additional establishments were forthcoming to

enable the farming operations to be sufficiently extended to meet the whole
supply in India. This is not a proposal for increased expenditure as the cost

of the extra establishment will be far more than recouped by the saving in
the rates now paid.

In 1901*02, 54,000 tons of fodder were produced, in 1911-12 154,924 tons

were produced.

Enormous sums spent in buying grass fox the mountain battery mules, at

Eehra Dun, and if we could only put in a grass farm agency it could be done

,
at half the price.

Premantle-Henderson Committee perfectly convinced as to the economy
>of the work of grass and dairy farms. 15165, 15207.

Does not think we could consider any general rise in the price of daii^

produce sold to the soldier. 16221.

At the present moment we are spending large sums in making contracts

for fodder in places, where, if only a little extra establishment were allowed,

lands could be leased and fodder could be collected at a far smaller cost.

16641.

The building up of a reserve of fodder when there is a good harvest is in

every way economical, and if the Military Farms Department were provided

with funds to take advantage of such opportunities a great saving would result

to Government. It would be well if the Finance would trust the grass expert

authorities to some extent in such matters. 16641, 15649.
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DEPARTMENTS.

MlIilTART WOKKS SERVICES.

Sir M. Orover.—Undesirable to have civilian subordinates employed in

tbe Military Works Services. 739.

General 'Dickie .—Opposed to the substitution of native civilian for British

military subordinates in the Military Works Services. 1810, 1828.

Military subordinates are cheaper and better educated than civilians.

1842.
New lines for Indian troops are now built by the Military Works Services.

1848.

Such lines of Indian troops as are considered good enough to bring on the
books are now maintained by the Military Works Services. 1856.

There are occasional changes between officers of the Military Works
Services and sapper and miner units, which is advantageous, but frequent
interchange would militate against efficiency. 1922.

Sir B. Barrow.—Might be possible but not always advisable to substitute

civil for military subordinates. 4598.

Sir J. Possible in a large measure to substitute civil for

military subordinates, but if this is not to result in economy would leave things
as they are. 5679.

Mr. Brunyate.—Whenever it is possible to get quarters for officers built by
private enterprise would prefer that agency. 6046.

The tendency of the Military Works administration is in the direction of

economy and careful control.

Mditaiy Works constantly under strong pressure to improve existing types
of buildings.

In 1909 or 1910, Military Works Services were being loaded with an
excessive proportion of senior officers, the apparent cost of buildings being
thus inflate. 6369.

It should be one of the functions of the Director General, Military Works,
to criticize fully any proposals which may appear intrinsically extravagant

;

this is not so at present. 6371.

The work of the Military Works Branch is very sound indeed when they
have been taken thoroughly into confidence, and they are working cordially
with the Finance Department. 6376.

The powers of General Officers Oommanding in regard to military works
expenditure are very small hut it would not he desirable to decentralize in this
matter. 6377, 6379.

Never gone statistically into the question but is of opinion that the Mili>
tary Works are quite as economical as the Public Works Department. 6883.

Native troops* hutting now carried out by the Military Works Services.
6385.
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DEPARTMENTS.

Ordnance Department—General.

Sir J. Willcochs .—Thinks the Ordnance Department should be largely
civil in character 5677.

Mr. Brunyate,—Arsenal establishments should be military as they are in
direct contact with the troops. 6280.

In the case of the factories there does seem to be some case for employing
civilians. 6280.

The system of jdxing the cost of Ordnance products until recently in force
not considered even approximately correct. 6343.

A new system of accounts has been introduced under technical supervision
which it is believed will give far truer results. 6343.

Petty manufactures, such as pawlins, etc., might, with advantage, be
handed over to civil agency. Might be worth while to contract with units
for petty items like soap, grease, rifle flannelette, etc. 6357.

As regards other departments obtaining stores from the Ordnance, this

should be practically compulsory and would lead to some economy. 6359.

Considers the appointment of Director of Ordnance Eactories a necessary
post. 6363.

Does not consider the Ordnance Department is too expensively manned at

the top. 6367.

General Aylmer.—The quantity of ammunition maintained in reserve)

should be increased by about 60 per cent, all round. 8749.

General Stnart.—Gross and net expenditure on the Ordnance Department
in 1898-99, 1904-06 and 1911-12 respectively, with explanations of variations.

9391.

Current year’s estimate Rs. 169. 62,480. 9331.

Does not receive any information from Home regarding the expenditure

on Ordnance stores during any partictdar year. Annual expenditure on Ord-
nance stores imported from England during the last ten years. 9407.

Cannot form any conclusion as to how far the development of local

supplies has curtailed the importation of stores
,

from England as new equip •

ments are, generally speaking, much more expensive than those they replace.

9413, 9416.

Outturn from factories started Gun and shell factory, about 1901

;

cordite factory, 1906-06; gun carriage factory, 1906-07 ; rifle factory 1908-09,

Initial cost of starting cordite factory was Rs. 49,63,461. 9417.

Difference between present actual value of factories and the amoimt spent

on them from the time they were first started to date not available, but a
record for recent years of amounts spent is being kept. 9485

Method of valuation of stores in stock in Ordnance factories at end of a
financial year. 9439.

Very difficult to compare prices of articles produced in India with the

prices quoted for similar articles in England because so many stores in India

are of special pattern. 9446.

In rating articles only shewn in Vocabulary, 17^ per cent, is added to the

Vocabulary rates. 9461.

War Office obtains one-third of stores from Government factory and two-

thirds from the trade and the Vocabulary rate is the mean of the two. 9451,

9560.
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The Home Government Ordnance factories in calculating cost of stores do
not charge interest on capital but they do charge on machinery at a rate which
no private firm does. 9463.

In India in regard to anything that is sold at a loss, the difference between
the price realized and the cost is debited against outturn. 9455.

The factory statement does not allow for such deterioration as may have
occurred. 9457.

The forty lakhs shewn as representing the total cost of establishments
employed in factories during 1910-11, do not include the salaries of the
Director of Ordnance Eactories and his office or that of the Central Accounts
Office, which for the year in question amounted to 2‘39 lakhs. The correspond-
ing cost in 1900-01 was about twenty*three lakhs.

The salaries of the Director of Ordnance Factories and his office and the
Central Accounts Office for current year amount to 2*54 lakhs and the remain-
ing expenditure to 38*9 lakhs.

The pension charge on pensionable salaries for 1910-11 was Es 2,13,893.
It is not known in the Controller’s office on what basis pension charges are

fixed. 9459.

The increase in the cost of establishments since 1901 is due to the fact that
there are factories now which did not exist in 1901, 9465.

The increased expenditure on estabKsbments at Cossipore, Dum Dum and
Hirkee is due to reorganization entailing, inter alia, manufacture of more
expensive equipment which takes far more labour than the other articles. 9467,
9471.

Satisfied that this large increase in expenditure on establishments repre-
sents value for money. 9473, 9475.

The_ average value of the yearly outturn of the various factories calculated
at 118‘75 lakhs represents the average outturn for the last 3 years 1907-8
1909-10 as furnished by Military Accounts Department. The value of each
article appraised by calculating cost of material expended plm the amount
on account of general oharges, which are arrived at by calculating the percent-
ages which tbe total value of the direct labour expended in the factory bears
to the total general charges of the factory. 9477.

General oharges are far more than 3| per cent, on capital would be. 9479.
Suffered in India for last ten years owing to lack of inspection stalff, wo

have now got it, and things should be better. 9487.

If on inspection it is found that a factory is turning out bad stuff, the
value of that stuff is spread over the serviceable outturn of the factory. 9489.

If stuff is turned out, the Superintendent of the factory will be held
responsible. 9491.

The factories in India, though they could give all that was required in
time as regards a gun rearmament but not as regards rifies, could not do so in
a penod which would be acceptable. 9496.

It is not possible both for supply reasons, utilizing the combined powers
of production of England and India, and on financial grounds, that a
complete rearmament, whether as regards guns or rides, could be effected in less
than 3 years. 9496.

Desirable that India should bo able to produce a certain amount of her war
stores. 9499.

'a
cost of the rifle manufactured in India with that of the

nfle obtained from Home the items taken into consideration are: material
employed, cost of labour employed, and percentages due to general charces onlabour ; interest on capital will also be shewn. 9613, 9629

^ ®

Does not think the annual accounts of Ordnance factories were worth the
paper they were wntten on. 9586.
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Basis oa whieli tlie prices of articles supplied to other departments are
made out. 9562.

Our rate for cordite is more expensive than at Home owing to our limited
output. 9579.

Our small ai’m ammunition is more expensive at pfeseut owing to the price
of cordite and heavy indirect charges. 9579.

The policy of local production by the Ordnance factories has, from the
financial point of view, been on the whole advantageous, while in the case of
local manufacture of stores which are at present more expensive than if

imported there is good reason to expect similar results in the future 9579.
9611.

In each arsenal there is a workshop for the repair of arms. 9644.

The rearmament of the troops in India has been carried out without any
definite policy, the matter has been allowed to spread itself over years and we
have consequently about 7 different patterns of arms now, 9666.

The rifle question in India has been starved. 9668, 9670.

All rifles in the hands of troops are examined by an expert annually.
Premature to say whether these arraugements are adequate ; they certainly

were not so before and do not now err in the direction of leading to needless
condemnation . 9704.

When a new rifle is introduced and its manufacture is started in India, we
shall be handicapped to a certain extent, but it is not quite the same thing as

starting a rifle factory for the first time. 9752, 9754.

Strikes and disturbances are practically unknown in the Ordnance factories

and there is no reason at present to suppose they are likely to arise. 9762.

In order to have a hold over its more efficient workmen, would suggest the
introduction of a system of pensions or bonuses. 9762, 9776.

India can only draw a portion of her requirements for rearmament from
the Indian factories. 9793.

ITo political danger in training a large number of natives of India in the
production of war material on the lines at present followed. 9816.

If rifle factory were abolished, heavy repairs would then, as formerly, have
to he done in arsenals, a most undesirable and inefficient procedure. 9827, 9835.

Does not think that the .situation in the country is such that it is advisable

to send rifles out of the country for repairs. 9839.

Considers that the Ordnance factories are adequately guarded. 9853.

Precautions taken against theft or mishap in transporting rifles and ammu*
nition to and from factories, arsenals and troops. 9855.

Question of transport of arms and ammunition about to form the subject of

an enquiry by a committee. 9866.

The actual losses of arms and ammunition on the railway are very small.

9867.

Does not consider, that consignments of arms and ammunition should he

accompanied by a military guard. 9867.

Agrees that it is essential to develop private enterprise as much as possible.

9897.

At present providing the. British troops with web equipment, but it will

take about 6 years to complete. 9899.

In regard to the Supply and Transport Corps discontinuing getting trans-

port vehicles, harness, etc., from the Ordnance in 1906, this was due to the

Supply and Transport Corps’ having overstocked themselves with transport gear

about that period. 9909.
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Other departments could be supplied with steel bar and rod and steel and
iron castings from Cossipore, and any articles made of leather of similar type

to those manufactured for Government at Cawnpore. D909.

Jubbulpore could also supply a proportion of the reqmrements of the Mili-

tary Works Services as regards doors and windows and their frames, and barrack

an^ hospital furjjiture generally. 9909.

All Government departments should obtain from the Ordnance Department
such stores as the latter are in a position to supply, 9909.

The establishment buildings and plant of a factory being fixed for the

onttnm of warlike stores, the work of that factory should be augmented for

orders for other articles although the full production cost thereof be greater

than the purchase price elsewhere. Otherwise the establishment is not employed
to the full extent and machines are standing idle. 9909.

The Ordnance Department supply the Burma Military Police with their

rifles and ammunition. 9918.

Ordnance Department could supply all leather articles to the Supply and
Transport Corps at a smaller price than they now pay to contractors. 9933.

Arsenal workshops should be repair shops for the carrying out of repairs

of equipment which do not require the facilities of a factory. At present they
manufacture numerous stores, a small percentage of which should he made in

the factories and a larger percentage of which should be obtained, if possible*

from the trade. 9924.

Does not think that economy or administrative convenience would result

by the adoption of a contract procedure with xxnits for any articles of Ordnance
supply. 9924.

Existing regulations in regard to supplies to units are sufficient to prevent
undue waste and no economy would result from the proposed contract system
which in practice would be impossible to work. 9928.

Quite sure the State gets no benefit from the contract system now in
existence. 9934.

Considers the present accounting and audit arrangements in respect of
Ordnance factories as efficient and as furnishing an adequate cheek on undue
expenditure. 9838.

Even in peace time the discharge of the duties of the Department are seri-
ously hampered by the dispersion ol the Directors and views with apprehension
what the results would be in war. 9940.

Very advantageous to have the Directors of Ordnance Eactories and
Ordnance Inspection and the Accounts Controller together at Calcutta. 9940,
9950.

It would be advantageous if the office of the Director of Ordnance Stores
were removed to Simla. 8940, 9946.

To localize the Audit Department completely would be fatal, and it would
also "be a most expensive system. 9978.

The cost including clerical establishment
Bs. 4,39,77". 9984.

of the three Directors is

Supervising staff of Department inadequate. 9984.

To contol the t'stablisbments in Ordnance factories it is much better to
employ military agency in every factory, and would not be prepared to recom-
mend civilians.

Eor superintendence work in the gun and shell factory, the gun carriage
factory, and the cordite factory, military officers essential.

Eor ammunition factories the military officer has decided advantages,
9990 .

Eor the rifle factory a civilian might be found, but this was tried at Home
and it proved a failure.
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For the harness and saddlery factory a qualified civilian might answer,
hut does not recommend it.

Proposes eventually to replace warrant officers in the Department by men
v?ho have originally been sorjeants in British regiments and have become civili-

ans, this will result in economy. 9990.

Does not consider the proportion of honorary commissioned and warrant
oGBcers in the Department excessive. At present proposed to find the entire

-European personnel of the Indian arsenals from the Army Ordnance Depart-
ment. 10002, 10010.

Considers the system of getting Ordnance men from Home is the cheaper
system. 10020.

Quite impossible to place the Budget for Ordnance stores on a contract
basis. 10048.

We want more check of stores than we have at present. 10060.

The *46 maxim guns in India might be converted to *303 calibre and
there would then be no wastage on account of ammunition lor these guns
which at present is about Rs 00,000 annually. 10066.

The Ordnance Department should have a financial adviser. 10075.

The provision of an expert financial branch in the office of the Director
General of Ordnance would effect an immense diminution in the correspondence
and delay which at present occur in arriving at decisions at a cost that would
be more than compensated for by the advantages to be obtained. 10076.

It is essential to efficiency and economy that, once commenced, a rearma-
ment should be carried through and completed within 3 years. 10095.

The reserve of ammunition that would remain in the country for internal

defence troops is reasonably adequate if it can be maintained. 10091.

In the event of a prolonged campaign we should rely on our manufac-
turing capacity to keep up reserves. 10097.

Oalculate on being able to turn out in a year of emergency and working
under pressure about 76,000,000 rounds. 10103.

War stores sent to South Africa during the South African war. 10125,

10127.

Present outturn of small arms ammunition quite sufficient for Indian
peace requirements. 10141.

War reserve of small arms ammunition is complete. 10143.

Apart from the supply of acetone which, is imported, the Ordnance Depart-

ment turn out all cordite they require. 10153.

Agrees with the views of General Hahon in regard to the manufacture of

warlike stores in India. 10163.

The manufacturing capacity of the factories in ludia enables a large num-
ber of items of warlike stores to be brought up to latest pattern at a far smaller

cost than that of replacing them with new stores. War Office designs not only

of gun carriages, but also of many other artillery vehicles have not been
found strong enough for Indian conditions of service. War Office designs

of wheels for mobile artillery are found to be too weak for India and Indian

pattern designs of these articles are now only used. 10163.

If it could be arranged, it would be desirable for equipment to be tried in

India before introduction by the War Office. 10163, 10165.

Colonel Mead .—^The arrangements for the supply of stores and ammunition
by the Orinance Department are dilatory and great injury results to trainingin

consequence. The system is cumbrous and includes a mass of clerical labour

which might with advantage be reduced. 12687.
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DEPARTMENTS.

Oednance Departhent—Gcn and Shell PACTOBTr Cossipqsnv

General Dickie.—Military Works Services obtain sections of. iroii and
steel from Cossipore, as they find it cheaper to obtain these from Oos^porp as

far north as Lahore than to import them from Home. 1902, 1910, 1912.^

General Stuart .—The initial cost of establishing the gun and .sheU

factory at Cossipore is not available. 9417.

The increased expenditure on establishments at Cossipore is' due to

reorganization entailing, inter alia, manufacture of more' expensive eqoijiment

which takes far more labour than the other articles. 9467, 9471.

Could produce steel bar cheaper than private manufacturers if we could
work to full extent. 9567, 9569.

As regards guns and gun components our rates compare favourably ' with
the Home costs. 9579.

Our rates for projectiles are much the same as at Home. 9579.

In all cases we obtain the benefit of capabilities for repairs, alterations and
conversions, by possessing the plant and training the labour for manufac-
ture. 9579.

The manufacture at Cossipore has been a complete success both in respect
to the gun itself and also from the point of view of economy. 9786.

For superintendence work on the gun and shell factory military officers
essential. 9990.
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Ordnance Department—Gun Carriage Eactort, Jdbbulporb.

Sir M, Grover.—Gun. carriage factory at Jubbulpore has been a success.

716 .

General Stuart.—Initial cost of starting the gun carriage factory "was

Rs. 41,41,206 ; outturn from factory started in 1906-07. 9417.

Work of the gun carriage factory diflSoalt to compare. 9579.

In all cases we obtain the benefit of capabilities for repairs, alterations, and
conversions, by possessing the plant and training the labour for manufacture.
9579.

Financially the gun carriage factory at Jubbulpore has been a success ;

the maintenance of a properly equipped factory in India for heavy repairs is

absolutely necessary. 9869.

For superintendence work in the gun carriage factory, military officers

essential. 9990.

War Office designs of wheels for mobile artillery are found to be too weak
for India and Indian pattern designs of these articles are now only used. 10163,

War Office designs not only of gun carriages but also of many other

artillery vehicles have not been found strong enough for Indian conditions of

service. 10163.

S91AIC
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DEPARTMENTS.

Ordsakce DEPi.BTMENa:~Ha:Eirass--AND Sakdiert- Eaotoet, CUw.n:?orb.

Sir M. Oroner,—Does not think the saddlery factory at Oawnpore qould.
he handed over to civilian agency. 715.

'

Mr. Thinks the leather work for the army could eventually
be plac'ed to a large extent in private hands. 6038, 6351.

As regards the harness and saddlery factory at Oawnpore the proper
course would be to increase leather orders to civilian agencies but not to close
the factory until leather manufacture is more developed in India. 6361. »

General Stuart.— hand the harness and saddlery factory at Oawnpore to
a private firm, whatever Government supervision of books and tannlno-
operations was instituted, the effect would be a general rise in the cost of
equipment. 0885.

The Oawnpore harness and saddlery factory is the one from whiqh the
largest savings to the Government accrue from the point of view of the relative
cost of imported stores. 9885. <

' . .
-

In the absence of competition in this country, does not think it is feasible
to give tJie whole work to private firms. 9897.

Ordnance Department could supply all leather articles to the Supply and
Transport Corps at a less price than they now pay to contractors. 99’22.'

Eo'r the harness and saddlery factory a qualified civilian might answer'but does not recommend it. 9990.
«« migui; amw w,
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DEPARTMENTS.

Oednanob Dbpaetmbnt—^Riblb Eaotoey, Ishapoee.

Sir Grover.—Isliapdre rifle factory expected to turn out about 25,000
annually, and amply suffices for suppljing peace replacements.

Mr. Brunyate.—A strong prinm faeie case might be made out for the
discontinuance of the rifle factory. 6038, 6309.

The rifle factory at Ishapore has not justified its existence financially.

6309.

It is not the present policy to maintain the factory on such a scale as to
make India self-supporting in the matter of rifles. 6309.

If you postulate sufficient time for the local manufacture of a new type of
rifle to be got into full swing, the cost of turning out rifles in India is likely in
time to be favourable compared with the Home price. 6315, 6317, 6319, 6321.

You must compare the cost of the rifle produced in India, less interest on
capital to date, with the amount you pay for the Home article. 6323.

As the rifle factory can never turn out anything like the number of rifleS'

we want and as it cannot turn them out more cheaply it is best to look to

England for the supply, 6327.

If the> maintenance of the rifle factory were discontinued, -supposes the
arsenals would carry out such petty repairs as were within their ordinary
capacity. 6329.

We should also have to maintain a proper reserve of rifles to replace such
as could not be repaired in India. 6329.

General Stuart.—Initial cost of starting rifle factory was Rs. 46,95,581.
Outturn from factory started in 1908-09. 9417.

Our rifles and their components are a good deal more expensive owing to-

tbeir being new work. 9579.

In all cases we obtain the benefit of capabilities for repairs, alterations and
conversions, by possessing the plant and training the labour for manufacture.
9579.

The original estimate of yearly production at the rifle factory was 25,000
rifles. 9607.

Statement shewing the number of rifles turned out from the factory

annually and the number obtained from Home. 9607.

Statement shewing the number of long rifles converted into charger-

loading rifles at the factory. 9607.

Number of rifles repaired at the factory not available. 9807.

Manufacture of modern rifles in this country is a most difficult process.

9621.

The estimates of output put forward when the Ishapore rifle factory was
sanctioned have been absolutely falsified.

.
9630. .

Minor repairs done at arsenals, important things like the sighting of rifles

have to be done at the rifle factoiy. 9838.

In each arsenal there is a workshop for the repair of arms. 9644.

The non-fulfilment of expectations on the part of the rifle factory has
been due in a measure to labour difficulties and to the set-back the production

received owing to the complaints of troops in regard to the rifle. 9650.

The latter was due to the delay in sanctioning the inspection staff. 9650.
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The complaints of troops ia regard to the Ishapore rifle were after fall

investigation found to be exaggerated, but there were undoubtedly grounds for

oritioism. 9350.

The rifle question in India has been starved, 9668, 9670.

The cost of converting a long rifle to charger-loading has been greater

than it would have been had the rifles been repaired at Home. 9686, 9688.

Hear of no complaints now from troops in regard to rifles manufactured at
the Isbapore rifle factory. 9716,

The cost of Ishapore rifles in 19i0-ll is probably inflated by charges
which should more properly have gone to conversions and to inspection. 9726.

The manufacturing and other difficulties inseparable from starting a rifle

factory in India with inexperienced labour have to a great extent been
surmounted and considerable reductions in the future cost of production are
assured. 9726.

Latest estimate for convertuig a long rifle into a charger-loading rifle at
Ishapore is Bs. 15. 9726.

Within four years Ishapore will manufacture rifles approximately at the
Home cost. 9736, 9738.

When a new rifle is introduced and its manufacture is started in India,
we shall he handicapped to a certain extent, but it is not quite the same thin»
as starting a rifle factory for the fl-rst time. 9762, 9754i.

“

If a war lasted a long time, machinery to increase the turn out of rifles
could he got together by degrees, but it would be slow work. 9760.

Hnder the present condition of manufacture and inspection, the Ishapore
rifle is in all respects equal to Home production. 9780.

^

It was never contemplated or previously suggested that the minimum
output of the Ishapore rifle factory would, except to a minor extent, permit of
the rearmament of the army in India with a new pattern rifle being effected
through its agency. 9786.

Believes that the rifle factory at Ishapore lias now most of its difficulties
behind it. 9786.

The rifle factory ought to have begun in a small way. 9807, 9809.

^ ^
Does not agree with statement that when an entirely new pattern of rifle

IS introduced local manufacture of rifles had better cease. 9811, 9813.
Once an enormous supply of machinery has been obtained it o^ot begot rid of without incurring heavy loss. 9813,

In the ev^t of its being decided to discontinue the local manufacture of
rifles, the small ^m ammunition factory might be moved from Hum Bum tothe rifle factory site or the Oossipore works moved to this site, but the expense
of abating would be enormoiw and the loss in getting rid of the rifle machinerywould be TO great as to place the realization of this proposal out of the questioSI urther, h^vy repairs would then, as formerly, have to be done in arsenals,a most undesirable and inefficient procedure. 9827,

*

Does not think that the situation in India is such that it is advisable
to send nfles out of the country for repairs. 9839.

^ isaoiO

9861
^ ^ maduaery to one o£ the

«.d ™ Home

General SamtUoa Gordo«.—The circumstances which caused the larffo
to the factory nor even mainly

It is ^tter to get the rifles from Home than to count on local supplies tlmt
would prder that the rill« XuOd ta
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BEPARTMOSNTS;

StJPPIiT AND Teanspobx Ookps—PbebonnbIi.

-v.,. Sin M. Qvotter.—Considers suggestion to employ officers taken from the
rmiks 'as-ooramaadants of transport units feasible. 729.

, • . .Sir 'B^ Scrroto.—-Opposed to proposal to make the Supply and Transport
Corps largely civilian in chaxaoter as we do not usually make war in civilized

.qpi;intries. 4594.

Sir eJ. WillGoGks.—Should only be civil in a very ‘ limited degree. o&JT,

. ' - Mk - Brmyaie.—Cannot see that a special officer is required for contracts
in each division. 6038. •

Transport registration staff could be largely reduced. 6038.

, . The ap
5

pointment of the Director of Supply -and Transport might be
converted into an inspecting appointment. 6060.

Considers there is no question of oivilmnizing the transport portion of the
Supply and Transport Corps. 6280.

- As regards supply, does not think the superior establishments could be
' made civil. 6280.

Subordinate establishments of the Supply and Transport Corps are already
largely civil. 6280.

Does.uot see much scope for introducing more of the civilian element into
the Corps. 6280.

In the Quartermaster-General’s Branch if you have a Director of Supplies
apd. Transport with two- senior officers as Deputies, cannot see the necessity for

two. Assistant Deputies. 6464. .

• .

: - General Aylmer .—^The majoocity of the supply and transport requirements

in officers will probably have to be obtained from internal defence units. 8621.

General Birdwood.—Badly off for personnel in the Supply and Transport

Corps. 7089.

- , . Itecpmmends an inorease of pffipera.to, the padre ojf the Corps. 7093.

Inparagraph 11;- Appendix ‘X, of the Geheial Staff Memorandtim of

191;^. the estimate of officers required for the' Supply and TMhspdrt Corps
‘ is too low, and the methods by which it is proposed to acoiumulate the 'reserve

^
pre of doubtful practical . value. The reserve required should he at least 400,
'p:^c]|uding wastage, and pot 150. . ; . :a\ '> -

'
, gate: suggestion that officers of Supply and Transport Ootps be allowed ifco

- go.fii0''-the' reserve on the same conditions as officers of the Indian^army goipg

to' the general reserve doOs not contain any pronme of utility. Offiicers of the

! Eapply and Transport Corps who are fit and efficient do not want to go between
eighteen and twenty-two years’ service', as they are then just arriving ' oh the

, of. the. .better paid appointments of the Corps, and this is probably
" ihe jpenod of an officer’s serdoPin which it is most important for him- ’ stay

^ , the .
pay . he can. Officj^ere with private means do -not enter the

"Sup^l^hd Transport Corps. Any officer, therefore, retiring at snob an early

agq._would most probably be physically or professionally, unfit, and -therefore

-for the reserve.
,

• . .
-

'

'As nagards utilizing.warrant

.

9ffi;Oers |(»'a reserve ol officers, it would' best
^ pay; those who are-fit for Commissioned: rank to< -stay on in the service for the
' shke' of the extra pay and the ihmreased pension.* Those who are fit for oomm&-
flipnedx^k would gej; thq rank by staying up, thos^ who ace-het fit and-.would

' xi<A be piromqti^lih;thebji^bWy eqtin^ wotfidL also be unfit for the rank in the

xese^e. A'prbposhl to substitute promoted warrant-officers for Upntenants Of

the Ttidiftn army in supervising posts is pot one wluoh can be recommended.

S8UIC s»
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It is possible that a certain number of recruits for a reserve for the Supply

and Transport Corps might be obtained from business firms, but it is not easy

to see how this reserve of officers is to be trained in supply and^ transport

matters. It is to be presumed that the firms which employ them will require

their whole time. 14866.

The increase of officers proposed for the Supply and Transport Corps

would go some way to provide us in war not only with officers but well trained

officers whose employment makes all the difference between efficiency and

chaos. The more supervision we can get, the more economically we can * run

the show. ’ 14855, 14857, 14869, 14871, 14873, 14875.

Candidates for the Supply and Transport Corps are sufficient in number
and their suitability is tested at the Supply and Transport School, and subse-

quently during their three years probationary period with the Corps. No
difficulty is now experienced in getting good men and the Corps has some of

the best officers in the Indian army amongst its numbers. 14877.

The Supply and Transport Corps is about the best paid branch of the

Indian army, but considers that it is accepted that they must he better paid.

14879, 14881, 14883, 14885.

The proposal to employ officers promoted from the non-commissioned ranks

of British units as Commandants of transport units is a revolutionary one,

and such a proposition could not be considered seriously even for a moment.
14889, 14901.

The officering of transport units with officers of the Indian army, drawn
mainly from cavalry units, has been tried, and was superseded by the present
system. If the regimental cavalry officer was not found to make such an
efficient transport officer as the trained officer of the Supply and Transport Corps,

it is not to he expected that an untrained regimental non-commissioned officer

would be an efficient substitute.

The responsibility which falls upon the commandant of a transport unit is

heavy, and his duties are such as can only be satisfactorily performed by a
highly trained officer of energy and good education. Apart from the discipline

of the unit and the well-being of the men and animals in his charge, the
commandant is responsible for the interior economy of his command. 14889;
14929, 14895, 14897.

Comparison of the number of officers in a transport unit with those in a
non-silladar cavalry regiment, an Indian mountain battery, and in Army
Service Corps units. 14889.

Not essential that the commandant of a transport unit should have an
assistant in the shape of an officer in time of peace, but it would increase
efficiency and there would be full emplovment for him. 14913, 14915, 14925,
14927.

When a commandant of a transport unit goes on leave, if there is more than
one unit in the station the officer of the other unit would command, but if the unit
is itself^ would take a native cavalry officer,if the leave was for a short period,
but in cases of long leave, would apply for the services of one of the leave
reserve officers. 14917, 14919, 14923.

If there were an assistant commandant in each transport unit we could
always rely on having a man in war. 14937.

Transport officers are trained in supply duties and go backwards and for-
wards from one duty to the other. Undesirable to divorce transport from
supply—the transport is servant of the supply and both are servants of the
army. 14943, 14946.

Although the expenditure on personnel since 1898 has increased by nearly
twenly-e^ht lakhs, the coat of supplies to the army has decreased by nearly
thirty lakhs in spite of the fact that the cost of living and articles of food
has increased enormously. 14947, 16023, 16026, 15029.

The iuOTease in officers since 1898, although it has increased the cost of
administration, has resulted in efficiency and in the r^uction in peoulatioir
in the Supply and Transport Gorpsi 14^47.
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To make the Supply and Transport Corps more civilian in character would
he a retrograde movement—a return to the system in force in the Peninsula
and the Crimea. The system has been tried (with notoriously calamitous
results in the Crimean War), and deliberately abandoned in favour of permanent
organizations manned by officers and men drawn from the army. ISOitd.

The commissariat in India has always been starved and kept at the lowest
possible strength to carry out with difficulty its ordinary peace duties of
supplying the British troops only. On field service it supplies also all Indian
troops, and on general mobilization it bas to be expanded to a strength many
times its peace establishment ; to do this it has to depend on entirely untrained
material, and it is doubtful whether even this can be obtained to anything
like the required extent.

Any reduction of strength of the personnel of the Supply and Transport
Corps is to he deprecated, and in fact the sound policy is to increase the
personnel up to such a strength as can be fully and economically employed in
peace time, which even then would he considerably less in proportion to what
is now maintained by the Army Service Corps.

The allotment of a special contract officer to each division was a measure
of decentralization following upon the abolition of the Commands. Previouely

all the more important contracts were referred by divisions to Command
Headquarters and were sanctioned there. Effect of this arrangement was to

lessen responsibility and consequently the acquired knowledge of the subject by
the officers on the spot who were frequently little more than uninterested

receivers of tenders which they submitted to superior authority for orders.

This procedure did not encourage that local knowledge of resources and prices

which is the foundation of economical administration in a vast country like

India.

The reform has produced very satisfactory results, and the appointment of

a special contract officer in each division bas bad the effect of concentrating the

work within a convenient area and of promoting specialization. Concentration

means economy in establishments, and specialization economy in arrangements

for supplies. In the latter respect it is considered that the contract officer has

justified himself. 16046.

Divisional contract officer is sufficiently occupied and if he does his work
he must save the Government money. 15226.

Short of warrant and non-oommissloned officers in the Supply and Trans-

port Corps. 15067.

The proposed reorganization of transport units will result in a reduction of

13 officers, thus placing the Supply and Transport Corps in a still more
unfevourable position as regards officers required on mobilization for all supply

and transport purposes. 15380.

It would he impossible for Indian officers to command silladar camel corps.

These corps are largely used for moves to the hills, etc., in peace time. 16377.

In the event of general mobilization there would be no transport officers

for internal defence troops as all the transport officers would go to the front.

16669, 15671.

Statement lowing in detail the number of supply and transport officers

required for a field army of 7 divisions and 6 cavalry brigades and for the

trrops left in India for internal defence, viz., 473 (including one year’s wastage)

for the former, and 120 for the latter. 15760.

Lord Kitchener in arriving at his estimate of 300 supply and transport

officers for the field army counted on having the railways to Dakka and^

Fai»chinar. 15770.

A complement of 212 officers, is essential for the present hut a greater

nuipher could with advantage b.e employed. 16800, 16802, 16806'.

Colonel WijLUvme.—^The four Grantee mmel corps , have one British

offiper for the whole four corps, and one native officer for each corps:. On
mohilizalaon officers for these corps would have to be found from the general

* pool ’ of officers ; they could not be found by the Supply and Transport Corps.

15416, 16417.
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DEPARTMENTS.

STJPPIiT AND TBiANSPOBT OoBPS—

S

lJPPMBS.

Mr, Brunyate.^The question of the Supply and Transport Corps arrauge-

m^ts with regard to contracts and food supplies wants looking into. 6088.

General Birdwood.—^The mobilization reserves of imported^ articles of

food supplies are considered sufficient for the first requirements of nine divisions

and eight cavalry brigades.

As regards locally procurable articles of food supplies and grain for

animals, small quantities are maintained to meet the concentration period

requirements of five divisions and four cavalry brigades.

Sufficient fodder to meet the concentration requirements for (eleven days on
the northern and central lines and eight days on the southern) of nine divisions

and eight cavalry brigades. 7007-

Satisded with the existing reserves of food supplies maintained for the
Eield Army. 7128.

Although the expenditure on personnel since 1898 has increased by nearly
twenty-eight lakhs, the cost of supplies to the army has decreased by nearly
thirty lakhs in spite of the fact that the cost of living and articles of food
has increased enormously. 14947, 15023, 15025, 15029.

The system of concentration of contracts in divisional offices enables Army
Headquarters to allocate to the most convenient and suitable division such
contracts for the requirements of two or more divisions as can be most
economically supplied from any one source selected. This system both lessens
labour and promotes economy. A few contracts only are arranged at Army
Headquarters such as those for tinned meat and British soldiers’ boots. 15046,
16076, 16081.

Note on the contract systems of the Supply and Transport Corps. 15046.

The Divisional contract officer arranges bread and meat contracts, which are
two of the biggest items, also gram, vegetables, groceries, hospital supplies, etc.
16223.

It would be possible, if the prices for grain, etc., for native troops were
rising high, and thus increasing the compensation charges, for the Supply and
Transport Corps to intervene and supply the rice, etc., at a certain price, but
it is a difficult question. It is almost on the same lines as the question of
providing free rations for native troops, and if we begin tampering wi^ the
sepoy’s feeding, tliere will he diffioulti^, but we have the power to intervene and
would do so if necessary. As it is, we keep our eye on local nerriek rates all
over the country, and at once make enquiries if rates mre unduly liigh. 16303,
16305, 15307.

In regMd to stores and equipment issued by the Supply and Transport
Corps to units free, there is at present no inducement for units to pra&oe
economy in regard to the use of such articles as the policy of the Government
in the matter is usually to secure for itself the entire benefit of anv economv'
which units may effect.

^ ^

It would he possible to substitute a money allowance for some items of
issue ; units would draw their actual requireipents of articles as required from
the departments of supply, any money Iwtoce credit at the end of the
year being shared between the Government and the unit. This system could
be applied to most consumable items of issue for which fixed scales are laidwwn, r.p., rations, oil, petty barrack supplies, compensation in lieu of iffiort
(totals being given on a lower scale , than their cost to the Government.
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Under present arrangements firewood issues to Indian, troops must be made
in Mnd, notwithstanding the fact that in many cases men would welcome a
money allowance of less amount than the cost of the firewood ration which they
do not always want in full. 15573, 16578.

Would propose giving units a lump allowance for some items of issue, the
actual requirements being drawn from the department of supply, and in the
case of a saving the money to be divided between the State and units. Under
existing arrangements, in the case of miscellaneous ai’ticles a unit would, rather
than let the money lapse to the Government, draw articles to the full value
whether they are required or not. 15586.

The question of compensation for dearness of food to native soldiers has
been exhaustively examined for years past, and many committees have been
assembled with a view to arriving at a satisfactory solution but none so far has
been found. 16594.

The present arrangements are not entirely satisfactory and economical,
because the rates on which compensation are based, which are quoted by the
civil authorities, are not very reliable, but the Assistant Director of Supplies of
each division checks all the prices of items of the standard rations at all stations

in his division whilst the prices at all the principal stations in India are closely
watched at Army Headquarters and suspicious rates are at once queried.

States that Mr. Brunyate expressed his belief that food supply charges (of

which compensation is an important item) have not risen to the extent which
might have been anticipated in view of the rise in prices since 1898. 15594.

The Secretary of State has definitely refused to consider the system of
supplying articles of food to native soldiers in India. 16600.

At present the British soldier gets fed (including the cost of fuel) at some-
thing under fourpenoe per diem. 15641.

The supply of fuel at many stations in India is becoming one of increasing
difficulty. 15641.

Strongly recommends that a cash allowance be given to native units in
lieu of w ood and thinks it would lead to economy in the long run and the
immediate elimination of the middleman who now makes out of Government.
Would even give the men the option of taking 31bs. in kind or the price of 2^
lbs. 15641.

Surgeon-General Shggetf .—Local purchase instead of keeping up a
reserve of alcohol would result in economy, 10466.

There might he economy in bedding and clothing. The waste at present

is enormous, due to bad laundry arrangements, cheap and shoddy material, and
slip shod tailoring. 10466.

S91AIC 43
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DEPARTMENTS.

Supply and Transport Corps—Transport and Registration,

Colonel Bingley .—Time taken to mobilize a force depands on tbe time

required to proTide the force -with second-line transport. Registered camel

corps expedite collection of animals for transport. 167.

Sir M. Qrover.—If transport registration scheme does not work out to full

numbers it will at any rate work up to something better than we have ever

had before. 460.

General Aylmer.—The oollectioa of camels could be accomplished now
with greater rapidity than was the case formerly. 2393, 2395.

Camel corps are on a fairly sound basis now. 2397.

Various possibilities that the 18 Ghilzai camel corps in the transport

scheme would not come up on mobilization. 2415.

In order to feed large masses of troops at the front, motor transport

must be introduced. On line of communication camels will occupy too much
ro.id space and will be impossible to feed. 2137, 2439.

"Would be most difiBcult with present transport to feed the 4 divisions of

the Field Army proposed for Kabul. 2549.

Sir S. McMahon .—On the whole thinks we could always rely upon
Ghilzai camels for our use. 3421, 3645.

Sir B. Barrow .—A large force could be collected at places of concentra-

tion much quicker than the transport could be supplied. 3798.

Transport is a thing you can expand. If we cannot maintain enough
transport in peace, would like to have cadres for expansion on mobilization lor

whatever force India relies on. 8804.

Even if fully concentrated as under the Kitchener scheme, troops would
not be able to move without their second-line transport, and it would be months
before even seven divisions could be provided with the same. 3869.

Some of the divisions have not even * first line * transport. It would be
months before even seven divisions could be provided with second-line trans-
port. 3869.

Understands the 1st and 4th Divisions have a sufidcient number of mules
and camels. 3883.

In the event of a war with Afghanistan it would not be safe to rely on the
Ghilzai Camel Corps. 3899, 3901.

The mobilization scheme absorbs all the available transport for the Field
Army. 3903.

Uot neo^sary to have highly organized pack transport for internal
defence. 3905.

Doubts if without railway we can feed the four divisions necessary for
Kabul in a war with Afghanistan. 4008.

Sir O. Booa-Keppel .—Does not think we could use light lorries for transport

in Afghanistan as they would cut the roads to pieces in a very short time.

4746.

In a war with Afghanistan would not be safe to count on the Ghilzais,

but if war breaks out in winter these camels will be down in districts of the
Derajat and we could seize them and utilize them. Would not use the Ghilzai
camel drivers in Afghanistan. 5026, 5028, 5040.

Sir J. WillooolBa.'—'Do&a not think the transport would be immediately
available for a large portion of the Eidd Army. 5283, 5285.



Tlie Ghilzfus would turn up in orJinarv’ tinips but in the case of a war
witli Afghanistan it would be doubtful if they would put ia an appeir
ance< b2S7*

Transport is available in the country for internal defence troops and we
should, of course, not ask for it but take it. 5295.

The roads from Dakka to Kabul and from Kabul in various directions
are good surface roads but would never stand heavy wheeled traffic. 5343.

You could collect your transport in less than a month now for opera-
tions. 6747.

We now have the Grantee camel corps and other improvements which
facilitate the transport question- 5749.

Each of the frontier brigades has mobile transport for a moveable
column. 6757.

Mr. Brmyate .—Transport registration staff could he largely reduced
6038, 6291.

Civilians could be employed for the registration of animals. 6291.

General Birdwood ,—All transport is sent to the base. 6972.

Transport and ammunition provided at the base with the exception of

pouch ammunition which every unit maintains in peace. 69i)t?.

We have got sufficient transport for equipment purposes, but not enough
for the lines of communication. 6978.

It is all divisional transport except in. the case of the frontier brigades.

6980.

The transport is so organized as to allow of its being split up. 6982.

The advantage of the divisional transport is that it is under the divisional

General who uses it in the best way possible. 6984.

Immediate requirements in transport mules can he met, and approximately

half a year’s wastage is available.

As regards camel transport, it is estimated that requirements and wastage

can be met.

As regards bullock transport, it is estimated that the number of bullocks

required can be obtained in the country, but that considerable difficulty will be

experienced in getting the personnel. 7007.

We calculate on obtaining the mules required to expand cadres withiu

21 days. 7019.

In addition to the 31,000 mules always maintained, 27,000 would be
required to cover requirements on mobilization and a year’s wastage. 7023.

The scheme for transport for the Pield Army does not rely on bullocks

from Madras. 7086.

Not safe to count absolutely on the Ghilzai camel corps. 7037.

We could use the Ghilzai drivers, and we would probably get the camels if

mobilization took place in the winter when they were grazing within our

borders. 7039.

By tbe time the troops could be got clear out of Jamrud and Quetta we-

could make up any deficiency in mules by importation. 7043.

The employment of mechanical transport would improve the situation to

an enormous extent. 7106.

The maintenance in time of peace of motor lorries for transport for the

Field Army is being considered- 7113.

The introduction of motor transport would result in a great saving in men
and money on mobilization. 7112.
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Under the proposed reorganization of transport units, in lien of the

present 21 corps and 18 cadres, the whole of the mnle transport (except

that at Malakand and Chitral) is divided into 142 companies. Each company

will consist of 168 mules with 42 carts, will be commanded by a British

warrant or non‘Commissioned officer and will be a self*contained unit. Eor

administrative purposes companies will be grouped into corps of four or six

companies under a British officer, the larger units (s.a., those of six companies)

being given a departmental officer with honorary rank as assistant commandant

and quartermaster. In all there will be thirty corps. The companies will be

conveniently placed botb for work in peace and for mobilization, and it will

be possible to detach individual companies under the warrant or non-commis-

sioned officer in charge, for service or other duties, more easily than can be done

at present. 15330, i5343.

The saying consequent on the reorganization is almost entirely due to the

reduction of thirteen officers, and this places the Supply and Transport Corps

in a still more unfavourable position as regards officers required on mobilization

^or all supply and transport purposes. 35330.

At prtsent a mule corps costs roughly Es. 1,82,000 per annum and a mule
cadre Es. 83,000 per annum. 15339.

The proposal to have only five main transport units, the reduction of the

officers to six, and the reductiou of the drivers by 1,000 is not practicable.

15375.

It would be impossible for Indian officers to command silladar camel corps.

15377.

The proposed reorganization of ammunition columns, requiring an addi-

tional 6,753 mules for the ammunition columns of 9 divisions, 8 cavaliy brigades,

and army troops, if given effect to, will put us in a worse position in obtaining

our uuinbei’s on mobilization, and would swell the large deficiency we have to

face to replace w'astago in the field. It is possible, however, that we could meet
requirements if we could get our organized cadres expanded, but as things are

at present some of the leading divisions of the Eield Army would ijrobably

bave to go short of a certain amount of organized transport. 15419, 16437,
16462.

Statement shewing transport ordinarily available at Peshawar and at the

headquarters of the frontier brigades for use on emergency. 15504.

Transport is allotted to a regiment on concentration as a general arrange-
ment ; each regiment has its transport given it at the front. The frontier

brigades keep their transport in peace time which is then to a certain extent
regimental. In Kohat, Bannu and the Derajat there is a certain amount of
local transport given to regiments to keep as was done under the old Punjab
Prontier Porce system. 16608.

Tbe present system of registration is fairly satisfactory—as satisfactory as
can be hoped for in this country without the expenditure of a large sum of money
to which we are adverse, more especially as we cannot absolutely rely ou obtain-
ing all the animals we register on mobilization. 16516, 15528.

Decided to abolish actual registration of all animals in tbe Punjab and
North-West Erontier Province. It has l)een found that the registration of
nomadic animals is of little practical benefit since they are constantly moving
from area to area in search of employment, but we can gauge with fair accuracy
the numbers available from any given district and there is no practical benefit
to be gained by registering them.

The system now recommended is analogous to that in the United Provinces
and Bombay. As regards bullocks, each district should have a fixed number of
animals allotted to it—the quota which it may be called on to produce for war
purposes. As regards mules and camels, the most that can he done is to haye
a traiMport officer constantly touring in his area whose business it will be to
keep in touch with owners and who should be able to say what numbers of
camels or mules cau be found in his particular area at any given time.
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OoQGrs,! iiuprGssTQGnt of tlioso diTniiiGils ^nottiS/dic) wliorovGr tlioy mny liapp0Q
to be will have to be resorted to on mobilization.

As regards the advantages of employiag military ofBoers for registration
work, the first point to he remembered is that the civil authorities accept no
responsibility for tl>ese matters. Their duties lie in the collection of the animals
which have been located and selected during peace by military ofiBeers. The
civil department lends its assistance during peace but is n^t responsible for
numbers or quality.

.

Statement of duties of enumeration or transport registration officers.

As regards the possibility of registration being carried out by the civil
authorities, not only is a whole-time officer necessary, but he must also possess
certain qualifications in the matter, knowledge of animals, etc. The transport
officer, on the result of his investigations, famishes the Collector of the district
with the numbers of animals available, and on this as a basis the quota is fixed.
The zaitdar maintains a register of the selected animals. On mobilization
these quotas have to be collected by civil agency, after which the responsibility
of the civil administration ends. 15516.

Trom motives of economy, proposed to reduce the number of resristration
officers. They seem hardly worth the expense involved. 15518, 15524.

For actual first mobilization, hopes to be able to get the whole of the 37,981
mules required to equip the Meld Army by the time the mobilization of the
whole 9 divisions and 8 cavalry brigades is completed. Tlie shortage of 8,617
shewn in the statement previously supplied to the Committee is arrived at by
deducting the total number available from requirements, including one year’s
wastage. 15542.

Ghilzai camels are made available for use in war under provisional con-
tracts which are effective only when mobilization takes place. The camels are
usually in India from October to March only. The above contracts have held
good since 1903 and are applicable to twenty-nine corps or 32,451 camels.
There is in peace time no liability on either side, but it is possible that, in the
absence of some form of recognition from the Government, the tribal sardars and
syndicates who guarantee the raising of these units may' not continue to ratify

their agreements year after year, and it is thought that if seats in the Provincial
Darbar were granted to certain selected sardars it would be a suitable form of

reward. 15544.

We spend no money on the Ghilzai camel corps, we register them
only, but as there is always the uncertainty as to whether we will obtain these

people in the event of hostilities, it points to the neoessity of retaming our

silladar camel corps. 16546.

The census figures in the Punjab shew an increase from 2,02,646 camels in

1894 to 2,70,622 in 1909. The price of camels however has gone up from
Ps. 80 when the present silladar camel corps were raised, to Ps. 130 and over at

the present time, without any appreciable increase in quality. 16048.

The scheme for general mobilization, so far as the Quartermaster-GeneraVs

Branch is concerned, is worked out at present on the assumption that no form

of mechanical traction or light railway will he used. 16662.

It is proposed to use mechanical traction as much as possible to relieve

the strain on the animal transport, more especiaUy on the northern line.

Enquiries are being made from all divisions which should shew to what extent

this form of traction now exists in India, and it may be possible in time to

introduce some form of subvention of lorries similar to that adopted in England.

These enquiries should also shew the possibility of using this form of traction,

in.time of peace, with the various Government departments, railways,^ and so

on, and it is hoped it may he found feasible to keep up a small nucleus in India

which can he used economically and at the same time serve as a means of

training in this country. It is calculated that some 60,(W0 bullocks with their

personnel could be replaced with advantage in this way in the event of opera-

tions in Afghanistan. 15552.
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Could not replace camels by mechanical transport. 16664, 1666*7.

As regards the impressment of transport animals, a Bill is already drafted

p-nd approved and will be passed in Oouaoil on emergency requiring it to be

brought into operation. 16661.

The carriage required for internal defence troops on the departure of the

Held Army would be hired in the ordinary way locally, but would if

necessary be impressed. The requirements of each division in transport together

with the resources available are shewn in the area defence schemes. The

resources are arrived at hy the General OfiBcer Commanding in oommunioation

with the civil authorities and are over and above the demand from the area on

mobilization. 16666.

Organized mule transport in India is maintained in the form of * corps
*

and ‘cadres.* Corps consist of fully organized and complete units for work
with divisions an d cavalry brigades. Cadres are units in skeleton form in

peace and are expanded into full corps on mobilization by

:

{a) mules registered during peace ;

(6) silladar cavalry mules utilized on mobilization ;

(c) certain mules which have not so far been formed into corps or

cadres.

We have in all, 17 pack mule corps, 16 pack mule cadres, 4 cavalry

brigade corps and 3 cavalry brigade cadres.

Statement shewing the details of the allotment of transport to the held

army. 16657.

If the proposal for the reorganization of the ammunition columns is

accepted would require about 7 additional mule corps. 16661.

Under the reorganization if we get all our registered animals we shall

have suflBleient mules to complete the enhanced number required for the
proposed ammunition columns but this would reduce the large number required
almost from the start to replace wastage.

Eor the new ammunition columns will require 1,921 carts more than are at
present arranged for, which will be met from the existing surplus of 10,469
carts left over after supplying the 9 divisions and 8 cavalry brigades, the
deficiency for supply purposes on the lines of communication being met by
a oorresponding increase in the number purchased in the country.

Statement shewing the total number of mules and carts required under
the existing and the proposed ammunition columns for 9 divisions and 8
cavalry brigades. 16663.

Pony cart trains have been abolished. They are considered inferior to
mule transport. 16671.

Annual requirements to replace wastage have, so far, been oalculated as
follows ;

—

(») On the actual castings which have taken place in
, the fi,rst six

months of the official year.

, (6) On the average peireentage of eastings during the previous three years
for the second six months of the year.

This system has not been a success for the reason that once Budget pro-
vision has been made the number of mules cast in divisions has to be regulated
by the number that can be bought for the money provided.

Transport mules are brought up for casting by the officer commanding
the mule unit. The animals are then inspected and approved by the Assistant
Director of Transport of the division and final sanction to their disposal is
given by the General OffioM Commanding.

.
shewing variations in the complement of army transport mules

since 1895.93, giving cau'cs of increase, 15673.
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Por tTie next few years we ought to replace mules at the rate of 12 per
cent, of the total number

; that would p'ut the situation right in regard to the
excessive number of old mules now in units. 15603.

Mules on purchase by the Army Hemount Department in India are taken
over by the Supply and Transport Corps and sent to a central point, such as
Eawalpindi or Lahore in tlie Punjab, from which they are distributed to divi-
sions. Imported mules are taken over at the port of disembarkation and dealt
with in the same way. 15673.

At times, have to take on rolls numbers of mules far beyond tbe age of
remounts, e.g.^ in 1908, 1,300 mules were transferred from battery baggage class
to transport, many of which were old animals. The result of this has been that
at present we have on the rolls mules from IS to 20 years of age of which 1,103
are classiOecl as fit and 717 unfit, and mules over 20 years of age of which 1,004
are classified as fit and 618 unfit. Essential to get rid of the 1,235 unfit mules
at once and liave accordingly asked for an additional allotment to enable us to
buy 1100 more mules during the current year It is however equally necessary
to eliminate gradually the 2,104 animals shewn as fit at present. 16673,
16696.

Colonel Williams.—In favour of the proposed scheme for the reorganiza-
tion of transport units. 15337.

The proposal to have only five main transport units, initiated by the
Military Einance Branch, is unworkable. 16374.

In the silladar camel corps, those in receipt of full pay are fully

employed in peace time ; cannot say they earn their full pay, but they earn a
considerable portion of their upkeep. They are paid E-s. 3 per mensem as
a retaining fee when unemployed, and Es. 9 when employed. 16379, 16399.

The present establishment of the silladar camel corps (9,000 camels) is

necessary. They are used as second-line transport for the infantry. In
addition to the present 9,000, many thousands of camels would have to be
employed on the lines of communication. 15401.

As regards Grantee camel corps in the canal colonies, the men are given
grants of land on the understanding they produce so many oameLs and come
out for 16 days’ training every year at 15 days’ notice, and provide the animals
with serviceable gear and a driver for every three camels. The men are not
allowed to change the animals under three years. We could obtain 4,000 camels
from this source. The civil authorities say they cannot continue the system
because the sj)rc‘ad of the canals has interfered with the grazing and the land
is waterlogged. . Considering silladar camel corps in their place. 16405,

16407, 16413.

General Hamilton Gordon .—Until meohanioal transport becomes com-
monly used in India it is unlikely the Qovenment will maintain a sufficient

amount of it to meet our requirements in the event of a war with Afghmistan.

13887.

In the opinion of competent authorities who have been consulted, it is

probable that even in tbe case of war with Afghanistan the Ghilzai camel

corps or a large portion of them would be available. They cannot be reckoned

upon with absolute certainty, but this appears to be no reason why their

registration for what it is worth should not be carried on. It should be remem-

bered that the Ghilzais are hostile to the present Barakzai dynasty.
_
In our

most recent schemes there are alternative plans, those in which the Ghilzais are

to be depended on, and others from which they have been eliminated. 13899.

Major Annesley .—Transport animals are registered only in the Punjab

and the North-W^est Frontier Province. In the United Provinces, Bengal, and

Bombay, they are merely enumerated. 16863.

Eegistration consists iu the name and description of the owner and a full

description of the animal being recorded in a register.
^

This is intended to be

carried out by tbe registration assistant. A copy of this assistant’s^ roister is

maintained by the tahsildar concerned and by tbe transport registration oflficer
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and the latter’s duty is to inspect periodically the animals borne on the register.

The Collector fixes the number and class of animals to be rcgif-teied. Animal
are produced at given times lor inspection. 15885) 15848, 15909, 15911.

As regards enumeration, the local Government sanctions a certain

quota of animals to be provided from each district in case of mobilization i

No registers are maintained. The district officer, in consultation with the

transport registration officer, sub-divides his allotment into tahsU allotments

and fixes the collecting centres for each tahsil. The trans^port registration

officer periodically visits each district, inspects the animals of each tahsil, and
advises redistribution of allotments as may be found necessary. 15886, 15843.

The Simla Committee of 1910 condemned individual registration as carried

out in the Punjab, and recommended the universal adoption of the United
Provinces system of enumeration for non-nomadic animals. The zaildar to
maintain a list showing the allotment of each village in his zail. As regards

nomads, the Committee were of opinion that all that could be done was for the
transport registration officer to ascertain by constant tonring the normal
numbers that would be present in each district at any given time of the year
and the directions in which the animals generally traded. 15885, 16020.

Considers that the system of registration or enu meration will be of material
assistance in the acquisition of animals when required for war, and considers

'

that the system recommended by the Simla Committee will prove as satisfactory
as can be hoped for without undertaking heavy expenditure on registration
or retaining fees. 15836.

Considers that on mobilization we would be as likely to obtaiu animals
under the enumeration system as under the registration system. Only fit

animals are taken account of under both systems. 16839, 16841, 16843, 16846.

The collecting power lies with the civil authorities
; considers that the

mildars should have enough power to see that the right animals are collected.
,

16849. •

,

Porthe Ohitral expedition, the civil authorities collected bullocks and
ponies. Only about 10 per cent, of those of the former were fit, hut the ponies
were better. Mules were brought in by mule dealers just as they would be in .

ordinary times, and only about the average prices were charged. 16867, 16869,
16861,16863.

t. , » .

The confusion in the transport arrangements of the Chitral expedition was.
due to lack of organization. Men were seized from the bazars, put in charge of
bullocks and so on ; they were put into the train with a British officer straight
from a British regiment and off they went to the front—a mob. 16867.

The same confusion should not take place now, because we know the
number of units we want to raise in case of a big mobilization. Commandants
are already told off ; we have a certain amount of supervising pexsonuel in the
way of native officers, Imvildars, naiks, etc., who come from regiments (*.e.,
regiments not on the mobilization roster). These go through transport coursesm tame of peace, and officers who have been through transport courses are
generally chosen for comm^d. There will be trouble as regards transport
drivers, except bullock drivers ; in the case of camel drivers, the difficultv will

Ss! ieo?r”
Personnel for hired camel

the corps. 15893.
corps would have to be obtained from outside

of hulloc^ are kept up, but a very small proportion—
practically nothing to what we should want. 16896.

^
.

From Y^at he has read understands the transport arrangements for the
expedition were veiy unsatisfactory. The animals were miserable and

the drivers were an undisciphned mob. 15899, 16901.

Proi^^s^^ 16*928
neoessary for enumeration in the United
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TJoder the enumeration system, does not trouble about ownership, 16940.
allotted to him for enumeration about once every two

The number of animals collected at tbe ofUcer’a iospeotion which are classed
as unfit depends a good deal on the halqadar (or kanungo in the United Pr^
Vinces), but there IS an Urdu pamphlet given to these native subordinates,
which states exactly the stamp of animal required. 15944, 16946.

Enumeration is really a rough census of the number of fit available animals
in the province. 16948.

The system of enumeration has not been extended to Madras. 16950.

Information is available as to the number of transport animals in Native
States in the Punjab. 15956.

As regards bullock drivers, the Oudh Talukdars have promised to supply
us with various numbers Irom their estates in case of mobilization. In the Pro-
vince of Agra the Collectors have given us the names of big landowners who
have agreed to supply a certain number. 16962.

Have roughly about five thousand bullock drivers in the United Provinces
16968, 16129.

In peace time each transport pack mule corps has carts lent to it. It
would go on service without these carts and they would he used as hallook
carts ; by those means we should supply a good many. 15972.

Hoes not know why the ordinary country carts would tumble to pieces in
the dry climate of Afghanistan any more than in the Punjab. They would be
used on the lines of communication. 15976.

In big towns we register ponies which take the place of mule cart trains.

In time of war would have to organize them in regular new corps. 16980,
15984.

The enumeration officer has to make enquiries about, and inspect the per-
sonnel landowners have promised and the native officers of the reserve, and has
also to find twenty-eight artificers for each corps to be raised in his area.

16986, 16988.

Each transport corps formed on mobilization would have two native officers

from the Indian army and two from the reserve. 16990.

Gould not rely on the efforts of the civil people for the enumeration of

animals ; in the first place does not consider they would have time to go into

the question properly ; an expert must decide as to the class of animal that is

to he enumerated. 15992.

Tours in his area for about seven months in the year. 16008.

It is the custom among native owners to hide their best animals as soon

as they suspect that the Government intend to collect them for field service,

but under the and village system sufficient control should he capable of

being exercised over owners to repress this custom. 16016, 16018.

Most and mules are of the nomadic class, especially camels.

16026.

Acts similar to the Punjab Transport Animals Impressment Act do not

exist in other provinces in India, except in the North- West Prontier Province,

In time of war a system of general or partial impressment would have to be

adopted according to the size of the war. 16030, 16032.

Under the Punjab Military Transport Animals Act, registers are to be

revised annually under arrangements to bo made hy the Collector and the

transport registration officer in consultation. In the United ^Provinces where

enumeration is carried out each district has so far been inspected by the

transport registration officer once every three years. The Simla Committee

propose that a general muster should take place through each district annually.

16034, 16042.

S91iLlC 48
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Taking into account that many of the mules reqtdred for the expansion

of cadres will at the time of mobilization be working across the border, of

opinion that ail the male cadres could not be expanded to full war strength

even at their equipping stations, and much less at the bases of operations, in

twenty-one days. From experience acquired from working in the Rawalpindi

transport oflSce, considers it would take from thirty to sixty days. Some cadres,

however, are expanded with silladar grass mules and their expansion would
fairly rapid. 1604i6.

The collection of camels would be still slower as they work further afield.

16048. . .

In his own area ooold get the bullocks within twenty-one days. 16050.

Has registered over 10,000 bullocks in his area. 16052.

Transport drivers, when called up on mobilization, should he given free

rations from the day of enlistment and the advance of pay should be Hs. 20.

At present transport drirers feed themselves until they get beyond the base.

16064, 16068.

Impressment will have to be resorted to for transport drivers. 16054,
16060, 16066.

Considers the silladar camel corps to be most efficient. The advantages
ihat corps organized on the silladar system have over hired camel corps are (a)

preparedness for war, (5; disciplined units, (c) effident drivers, (d) first class

animals. 16070, 16Q72.

It would be dangerous to reduce thenumber of camels on full pay. We
l^ave only eight corps as it is, and the animals might be wanted suddenly^
16076.

The camels of thegilladaar camel corps are well fitted for service across the
frontier. 16086.

Anticipates that from twenty to twenty- five per cent, of the enumerated
bullocks and ponies would be rejected on account unfitness on mobilization.

X6099, 16106, 16107, 16109.

In 1904 a buUook train was raised in the Benares dmsion of' the tJnited
Provinces

;
they had great difficulty in raising drivers, but when it got to the

it was all right 16111^611^,. 1611&

A Supply and Transport Corps Officer is kept oq trauspesrt xegrstmtiou
duty fes; from two- to three years, and.gds the same staff pay as. he would on
other work., 16149*16163.

Wbittbn Evidence.

Oolonel •So feir, the supply of mules from Ohina has not been
stopped but wo are faced with the fact Idiat the Chinese may at any time' stop
ipjles oomhig to, Bnarnaa: %%%». . ,

I
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FIELD ARMY.

Equipment and Supplies.

Colonel Seven divisions now fully equipped for the Field Army.
I7di«

Sir M. Orover.—Had the money spent on redistribution been utilizedm improving the armament of units of the Field Army, we would still
be in much the same position as we are now, as armaments are always
changing, and units are at times in the Field Army and at times detailed for
internal defence. 472, 476, 478.

Sir E. Barrow.—Sceptical as regards the possibility of feedinff four divi-
sions at EabuL 4008.'

Doubts if without railway we can feed the four divisions necessary for
Eabul in a war with Afghanistan. 4008.

,
SirJ. ^*7ZcocA:s.-~The army is absolutely without ambulance transport,

would rather do without a brigade than without ambulance transport. 6289.

You could not feed four divisions and two cavalry brigades in Kabul from
local supplies for long, but sees no difiSoulty in doing so once Our lines of com-
munication are open and we have light railways to assist us in our task. 5363.

Oenet'al Birdwood,—'Units of the,Field Army are provided in peace Mth
the greater part of the equipment they require, the balance on mobilisation
provided for by a system of checked indents on the base or equipping station.

6966.

Transport and altamuttition provided at the base with the exception of
pouch ammunition which every unit maintains in peace. 6966.

The mobilization reserves of imported articles of food supplies are consider*

ed suflBcient for the first requifements of nine divisions and eight cavalry
brigades.

As reg^ds locally procurable articles of food supplies and grain for animals
small quantities are maintained to meet the concentration period requirements

of five divisions and four cavalry brigades.

SuflBlcient fodder to meet the concentration requirements (for eleven days on
northern and central Unes and eight days on the southern) of nine divisions

and eight cavalry brigades'.

"With a few etoeptaons, the reserves of clothmg maintaihej lay the Army
Clothing Department are adequate to meet Requirements.

/. . The imported articles of mobilisation’ equipment maintained by the Siqjply

and Transport Corps are suflficient to meet the first requirements of nine divisions

and eight cavalry brigades.- 7007.

Satisfied with the existing reserves of food supplies maintaihed for the

FMd Army.- 7128.

Except fuel and foragh could fdur divisions’ in*Ka’Bul by utilizing

the northern and central lines. 7306, 7316.

In the case of British troops a s^ok of hoote and shoes aggregating

182,600 pairs is to he maintained at the Army Boot Dep6t, Cawnpore.

Thih stockist turned* over in the process of meeting peace requirements. In

regiments keep* in regimental ohai^ a stock equivalent to three

months* average requirements or abdut 16,000 pairs, ^d thus 132,500 pairs

q£ hoots may be considered as available for supply in the event, of war. _A

separate stock of 1670 pairs of boots for British troops mamtamed in

mobilization reserve by the Supply and Traiuport Corps for issue to d^art-

mental milltsi^ sUbordmates. 16W8| 15717.
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A first supply of boots to British troops on mobilization is not needed as

tbe two pairs in possession of eaob soldier would be taken to the field and any

unserviceable pairs would be replaced from the regimental stock which is equal

to three months’ requirements. In the event of a campaign which employed

the whole British force in India the available stock of boots would sufiSLce for

from six to eight months, and in the event of a prolonged campaign we should

probably, in the present state of the trade in India, have to seek supplementary

sources of supply outside India. We could, therefore, safely increase our

stock to 210,000 pairs. No loss from deterioration need be anticipated if we
keep up a stock which cau be turned over in four years. 16703.

No reserve stock of boots for Indian troops is maintained by tbe Govern-

ment in peace. Some reserve is maintained by Cooper, Allen & Oo. for tbe

regiments with which they individually .deal, but this is, as a rule, merely a stock

sufiSdent to enable the firm to meet peace demands with promptitude.

A small stock of 2500 pairs of boots is maintained by the Supply and
Transport Corps for issue on mobilization to native superior class subordioates.

The Indian soldier maintains two pairs of boots in peace and takes them
with him on service. He does not therefore require any immediate issue at the

banning of a campaign but merely renewals during the course of operations,

and to meet the latter it is probable thatwe should have to resort to rapplement-
ary sources of supply outside India.

Indian troops should be required to get their boots from the Army Clothing
Department and we should maintaiu, for mobilization purposes, as large a stock
as we can turn over without loss in time of peace.

A reserve stock of 65,000 shoes is maintained by the Supply and Transport
Corps for native followers. Many small dealers throughout India manufacture
shoes such as followers are accustomed to wear, and we have in this case a much
larger market to draw upon than in the .case of the better made boots supplied
to British and Indian troops. 15705.

No reserve of clothing ismaintaiued for native units. 16730.

Mobilization reserves of grain amounting to 144,000 maundst are distribut-
ed as follows

Peshawar 23,000 ; Rawalpindi 37,000 ; Sialkot 20,000 ; Lahore 23,000 ;

and Quetta 38,000 maunds. There is no reserve maintained in:
forts.

At. present this reserve has to be turned over annually and tbe turnover
entails some loss.

^
It has in the past been stored in bags, improvised pits,

towers. The question of adopting a better method of storing has been engaging
attention for so.me years ; experiments for storing it in gholas charged with
carbonic acid gas and in silo^ are being carried out and it is hoped that a
8atis&.ctoiy method of storing this article without recurriog loss will soon be
introduced. 16808.

Mobilization reserves of fodder amounting to 653,652 mounds axe distribu-
ted as follows

Peshawar 251,214 ; Rawalpindi 138,879 ; Bannu 6,200 ; Robat 70,800

;

and Quetta 187,659 mounds. Half of this reserve is turned
over every year.

Mobilization resOTves of fuel, amounting to 72,789 mounds are distributed
as follows :

—

PesbawOT Division 16,000; Rawalpindi Division 6,789; and Quetta
Dmsion 5,000 mounds. In addition a reserve for 13,020 mounds
IS mamtaindd in forts. 16808.

^
These arrangements for reserves of fodder grain and fuel are as

as IS possible under the circumstances. 15824.
economical

Colonel no reserve of wheat, but have a reserve
for the men. 16812, 16816.

of food
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Qcnerdl ^yltnef. An d.dditioii o£ 32 pa.ct boFses for c&rriage of m&xims
and reserve ammunition should be made to Indian cavalry regiments. 8466.

General units, whether allotted to the Field Army or to
^ternal defence, should always be in actual possession of 800 rounds per rifle.

Absolutely necessary that the British troops that go to the hills should take
ammunition with them. 10093.

Colonel JSoghton .—Has a standing order in his regiment with Cooper,
Allen and Co. for 300 pairs of boots, and this firm has told they can meet
his requirements on mobilization. 10984, 10994, 10998.

Thinks Cooper, Allen and Co. should have enough boots for the whole
army. 10996.

Doubts if in the event of war he could get a mobilization supply of cloth-
ing and a service supply afterwards for his regiment. 11052.

An inquiry into the whole question of clothing for the native army would
he an excellent thing. 11054.

Major jELill.—Decentralization in the custody of mobilization stores would
facilitate mobilization. 11374.

Colonel Dunsterville^—Would be able to keep up supply of shoes in the
field: 11826.

Anticipates no dijOSieulty in obtaining fresh clothing supplies for his

battalion on service. 11840.

Colonel Creaz/A.-^SatisSed that he can meet requirements as regards

clothing for his battalion on mobilization. 12199.

'polonel Mead.—Gets the boots for his regiment from Cooper, Allen and Co.,

who keep 700 pairs for him on mobilization-—tried Focock for a year or two
but the fitting was not good. 12691, 12693, 12597.

Trying the Army Clothing Factory for khaki with the object of getting

supplies from them for field service. 12609.

General Mamilton Gordon.'^lt is not the function of the General Staff to

see that the Field Army is properly equipped but it is their duty to keep them-
selves informed on the subjeot. 13382.

General Staff drew attention of the Commander-in-Ohief to the state of

affairs regarding rifles as soon as ever they learned firom the. Ordnance Branch
that the estimates upon which manufacture and the orders for the supply of the

new rifles had been oased had been found to have been seriously nusc^culatei,

13693.

SSIAIO
a
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PIELD ABMY.

Mobilization and Oonointb-ation.

Colonel Biwoley.—Had Lord Kitohener’a Bcheme been carried to com-

pletion it wotild have conferred considerable advantages for mobilization

purposes. 161.

enormously to smoothness of mobilization if complete organization

is thought out beforehand. 163.

Time taken to mobilize a force depends on time required to provide the

force 'with second-line transport. 167.

Troops can as a rule be collected long before the transport can. 169.

Sir M. Grover.—It often happens that Army Headquarters must neces-

sarily intervene in mobilization arrangementsj even in minor expeditions.

898.

Army Headquarters prepare tables of railway movements on concentration.

408.

If the full number of transport animals registered is provided, 5 divisions

could be equipped in two months, 2 more divisions in another month, the

remaining division not being required till after the 3rd month. 448.

Possible, but undesirable, to move up troops to the front before the second-

line transport required is collected or available. 464.

General Aj'ZjMen—Arrangements prior to the Redistribution Scheme were

chaotic from a mobilization and concentration point of view. 2359, 2361,

2363.

No time after mobilization to train units required for the Pield Army
to act together. It is therefore preferable to have ready for the Field Army
units of the strength of a brigade or division, and to scramble for the troops

required for the larger internal defence columns, than vice vered. 2622.

"Would have 760 reservists for each infantry battalion to meet deficiencies

on mobilization and wastage for a year. 8203, 8366, 8372.

Sir jB, Barrow.—A large force could be collected at places of concentra-
tion much quicker than the transport could be supplied. 3798.

Before we talk about mobilizing nine divisions we ought to complete the
requirements of the troops we have actually available. 3802.

Even if fully concentrated, as under the Kitchener scheme, troops would
not be able to move without their second-line transport, and it would be months
before even seven divisions could be provided with the same. 3869.

For concentration of troops General Staff prepare a scheme which is issued
to divisions, and from it divisions know which regiments have to move. 3889.

The mobilization scheme absorbs all the available transport for the Field
Army. 3903.

Hoes not oononr in the opinion that the mobilization arrangements in
Lord Heberts’ time were chaotic. 3909.

Hesitates to accept the view that we can advance to Kabul and Kandahar
with the rapidity that is assumed. 8990.

In a war with Hussia, we would have six months to get to Kabul and
Kandabar instead of the few weeks that Army Headquarters contemplate or
assume. 3992.

Sir J. fFilleooke.—Had the Loi-Shilman and Parachinar railways been
completed, the saving of expense and time on mobilization would have been
groat and the saving in transport animals still greater. 6283.
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Does not think the transport would he immediately available for a large
portion of the Field Army. 6283, 6285.

Against making up of numbers on mobilization by having larger reserves.

6681.

You could collect your transport in less than a month now for operations.

6747.

The mobilization of troops is entirely done by divisional commanders.
6761.

The nearest division should furnish the troops for a minor expedition.

6767.

General Birdwood.—Peace strength of units in India being in excess of

war strength, it is only necessary to select the men to be left behind. 6966.

Army Headquarters issues orders to mobilize and concentrate and arrange

for the supply of deficiencies in British officers. 6966.

Concentration is carried out in accordance with * Plans of Movement ’ pre-

pared at Army Headquarters unless only one division is involved, in which case

the divisional commander arranges for the concentration. 6966.

When a division has to draw units from another divisional area the move-

ment is carried out in direct communication between the G-eneral Officers Com-

manding concerned, but Army Headquarters issues the orders first. 6966,

6968, 7184.

The General Staff Branch obtains the orders of Government to mobilize

and concentrate, the Adjutant-General then issues^ orders to mobilize and the

Quartermaster-General to concentrate, all transport is sent to the base. 6972.

Subsidiary plans for mobilizing the nine divisions have been completed, but

have not been issued. 6990.

The Eailway Board now accepts entire responsibility for carrying out the

prepared plana, and Army Headquarters merely indicate the troops, etc., to be

moved, the distribution of these in the various blocks and the order in which

ttey should arrive at the base. 6992.

The railway portion of the concentration scheme is made out entirely by

one railw'ay official, and then criticized by a second, the latter being the officer

who would be in charge of the concentration in war. 6992,

Although the railway authorities want 31 days' notice for concentration, it

is believed that in practice this period would be shortened. 7001, 70u3, 7006.

To horse the artilleiy of the Field Army on mobilization it would be neces-

saiy even after utilizing the reserve to withdraw 803 horses from internal

defence units. 7007

.

British cavalry and Indian silladar cavalry can mobilize out of their peace

establishnent. 7007.

We calculate on obtaining the mules required to expand cadres within

21 days. 7019.

In addition to the 31,000 mules always maintained, 27,000 would be

required to cover requirements on mobilization and a year's wastage. 7023.

The scheme for transport for the Field Army does not rely on bullocks

from Madras. 7036.

Bv the time the troops could be got clear out of Jamrud and Quetta, we

could make up any deficiency in mules by importation. 7043.

The introduction of motor transport would result in a great saving in men

and money on mobilization. 7112.

During the 21 days’ grace allowed to the railway all the technical troops

allotted to each line of advance would be moved up. 7134.

‘ Plans of Movement,’ are at present under revision, and under the proposed

revised system the flow of units to the base can be regulated according to the

situ^tton^at the front without in any way dislocatmg the general plan of con-

centration. 7138.
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The Eield Army brigades trained under their oTvn Generals should go on
service. 7164. • ;

The advantages of the decentralized system introduced by Lord Kitchener
are most striking. 7184.

_ ,

Would lay down as a guide that troops should be taken from the nearest

division both for frontier and overseas expeditions. 7184.

The interruption of Lord Kitchener’s scheme will materially handicap.the
mobilization and concentration arrangements. 7203.

The completion of the Loi-Shilman and Parachinar railways would tend
to remove the handicap on mobilization. 7207, 7281.

In the time of the last Afghan war concentration would probably have
taken three times as long as it would now. 7322.

Artillery units cannot mobilize with their own horsesj and 1,310 additional

horses would .be required on mobilization to enable batteries to go into the field

fully horsed. 15261.

Silladar cavalry regiments are able to mobilize with their own horses.'

16281.

Sir T. Wynne.-—The 21 days’ notice required by the railway before it coul4
start running the full concentration complement of trains could be diminished*
8813, 8815.

A large increase of rolling stock on the North-Western Bailway is being
made, and in a year or so the period of notice required as regards the northern,
and central lines inay be reduced .to ten days. 8816.

In the event of a general mobilization, the drivers along the railways in:

the vicimty of the frontier would be entirely Europeans or Eurasians. 8860.

Captain Watson.—^The 21 days’ notice required by the North-Western
B,ailway before starting the full concentration complement of trains is neededi
to distribute the engines and stock, and to obtain engines and staff from foreign
lines. 8814. ‘

. , ,

In a year or two, however, the North-Western Bailway will be able to do
without any help from foreign railways as regards the northerji and central
lines of advance. 8814.

As regards the southern line, it takes a considemble time to; get engines up
that side in any ease. 8814.

In the revised scheme it is provided that the technical troops would be'
brought up to their bases early. 8819.

The conveyance of transport animals and vehicles is the trouble, as they
take up more room. 8825, 8827.

Th^ 1st Wvision could be moved m four* days on the noift|iern line, the first
troops on the central and southern lines in about eight days, and the head ofi
the 9th Division could be got to the

.
base on about the lOth, and the

remainder on about the 18th day. 8833,8835.
The concentration scheme on hand is for seven divisions and five cavalrv

brigades. 8840. .

^ing mto Peshawar, we shall eventually have twelve trains a day.nmmqg. 8845. •
^

^

The three lines of advance are quite separate and a derailment on onewould not affect the others. 8847.

Colonel B:oghton.--yfo^ like to see the establishment of Indian ranks!
P'Imposes of mobiJi^tion increased, so that each company could start out

Iv/v SvXozi^* XOomO* * * ^
*1

by Lord’Kitohener in connexion with the training,'
of units of ih.0 uativo firmy for fiold scGCYice liavo

10972.

The^ changes introduced
preparation and mobilization,
generally proved safisfaotoxy.
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Major Sill.—Does not anticipate any diflBculty in British territory if

reservists are required to join at short notice on emergency, but the Native States

might present difficulty as the postal arrangements there are so bad. H205.

Mobilization has greatly benefited from Lord Kitchener’s scheme, but
not to the extent it might have done. 11374.

Colonel Sunsterville.—Approves of the changes introduced by Lord
Kitchener in connexion with the training, the preparation, and the mobilization
of units of the Indian army for field service, and would not suggest modifying
or amending any of the changes made. 11794.

General Hamilton Gordon .—Some of the functions of the Mobilization
Committee have been passed on to the General Staff. 13362.

Mobilization is solely the work of the Adjutant- General now. 13369,
13639.

The concentration of five divisions and four cavalry brigades was worked
out in accordance with an approved scheme of deployment and the reason why
further concentration arrangements were not formally laid down was that
subsequent action would depend mainly upon events which might have happened
and upon information which might have been received in the meantime.
Alternative plans of concentration for two more divisions were, to a considerable
extent, worked out in the Quartermaster-General’s Branch, hut it was not
considered desirable to issue them outside Army Headquarters. 13487, 13503
13605.

At the present moment arrangements are being worked out for the
concentration of seven divisions and four cavalry brigades uith a view to a
possible campaign against Afghanistan, and the position of the remainder of the
Pield Army will be settled in accordance with what circumstances outside India
or the demands of internal security may require. 13487.

It - would take months to get the whole of the Tield Army into position.

13646.

Although no steps have recently been taken to complete a plan of opera-
tions against Bussia, the strategical study is kept up to date and carefully

revised and on it a complete plan of o[jerations could be very quickly prepared,
more especially as the concentration tables for tbe preliminary moves would be
much the same as those for a w'ar with Afghanistan. 13572.

The only preparations for operations against Russia and Afghanistan prior

to 1906 that can be traced appear to have taken the form of mobilization orders

and time*tables for the concentration of troops on general mobilization. 131^33.

General Eeadlam.—Low peace establishments, depending on a reserve for

mobilization, arc unsuitable for the Indian army. 1410 ), 14141.

Under the revised system for the training and calling up of reservists it is

proposed to avoid the move of depdts, with all the baggage of the battalion, for

which accommodation has to bo found, and to amalgamate the reservists with

tbe dejAt on which will devolve the duty of furnishing drafts, thus avoiding the

necessity for forming reserve battalions. 14212.

Dield Service IManual, 1907, makes no mention of taking men from linked

battalions of native imits to complete battalions of the Pield Army. Mobiliza-

tion Begulations dreot that deficiencies will be met by the divisional com-

mander from units in the divisional area detailed for internal defence. There is

no reference to linked battalions except in paragraph 32 which legislates for

drawing from linked battalions when they are not detailed for the Dield Array;

and it is further legislated for that battalions may have to fake the field thort

of full field service stiength. 14216.

tn detailing native units for the Field Army, no provision is made for

leaving one battalion of a link behind. 14233, 14239.

Colonel Eam€lton.—Not contemplated according to present orders that any

reservists be absorbed into -the battalions on mobilization. 14693.

saiAic
it
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A battalion which cannot work up to its field service strength of 762 will

he filled up with its own reservists, hut if they are not called up, then from one

of the links. 14730.

On mobilization, reservists are called up by order of the Government of

India. They are summoned as in peace, except in the case of Gurkhas whose

calling up notices are sent to the Siesident in Nepal in bulk by regiments^. In
the case of trans-frontier reservists the aid of the political agent will be

asked to deliver calling out notices. Reservists are inspected, armed and

equipped at the regimental centres as during peace. *!Poreign ’ r^ervists after

being equipped at their peace training stations are sent to their regiment^

centres. It is proposed to abolish the term * regimental centre ’ and to substi-

tute * reserve centre. * On mobilization the reservists will assemble, be armed-

and equipped at their reserve centres and then proceed to join the depdts of

their battalion which will remain at the last peace station of the battalion

instead of moving to the reserve centre as hitherto. 14686.

Cavalry reservists always join their own regiments. 14687.
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FIELD ARMY.

Organization.

Colonel SingUy .—Lord Kitchener’s scheme was based on the assumption
that in the event of a serious war, India might have to hold her own for one
year. In the event of our having to cross the frontier now we should probably
have to reconsider how many divisions we should send forward. 321.

Sir M, Grover.—Brigadiers of Field Army brigades would not be taken
away from their brigades for internal defence. The 4th and 5th Cavalry
Brigades and the 3rd, 15th and 26th Infantry Brigades have no commanders in,

time of peace. The limited tenure of commands and the reliefs of units neces-
sitate troops being at times led into the field by Qenerals who have commanded
them for only a short period. 462.

General Aylmer.—Would prefer to see the present propottion of British
to Indian troops in the Field Army higher. 2431, 2435.

Seems essential that the Kohat Brigade should cease to exist as an indepen-
dent unit when the advance by the central line is made. 2605.

Amount of artillery in Field Army at present very small and cannot
recommend any reduction. 2783, 2785.

Sir E. Barrow .—Necessary to have organized bearer corps for the Field
Army. 3818, 3822.

Understands the 1st and 4th Divisions have a sufficient number of mules
and camels. 3883.

The mobilization scheme absorbs all the available transport for the Field
Army. 3903.

Present system of organization produces advantages which compensate
any disadvantage that disappeared on the abolition of the old system. 3919.

Elandahar line is the only one which would allow of any extensive use
being made of cavalry across the frontier. 4046.

The existing arrangements may be capable of improvement, but without an
increase in the number of units it is impossible to provide for both the Field

Army and internal defence from divisional areas. 4162.

The addition of seven horses to the strength of each field artillery brigade

desirable. The best way to get out of the present difficulty in regard to horse

grid field artillery drivers on mobilization, the establishment of drivers in each

higher establishment battery should be increased by four. 4360.

Does not think the number of artillery units assigned to the Field Army
is excessive, but is sufficient for Asiatic warfare. 4362.

More mountain batteries would be of more use than heavy batteries across

the frontier. 4368.

A great mistake having British cavalry in the 1st and 4th Cavalry

Brigades. Would prefer to see three regiments of native cavalry unhampered
by horse artillery, because they will be with the leading 6obelon8, and you want
units who can live on the country. 4726.

Sir O. Booa-Keppel .—Considers that our line of communication to Kabul
should be very strong as it would bear the brunt of the fighting, while a much
smaller force than that suggested could deal with Kabul 6012.

The general advantages of utilizing in an Afghan war the organized

brigades now garrisoned on the frontier should outweigh looal and selfish

considerations. 6235, 5213, 5245.

Sw J, Willcoohs.—Would prefer to keep the Field Army as it stands and

Jet internal defence take the risks. 5281, 5429.
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The army is absolutely without ambulance transport, would rather do
Without a brigade than without ambulance transport. 6289.

Would prefer the present organization instead of letting each brio-ade
hare a certain proportion of each arm. 6331.

Our Field Army is already very low in artillery power, and it should not
be depleted for any cause. 5566, 5667, 6569, 6571.

If reductions are going to be made the number of heavy batteries
, with

the Field Army might be reduced. 6673.

We might want a few heavy guns if we were going to besiege a big nlaca
but very few would be enough. 6575. .

& P

General Birdtoood.—To horse the artillery of the Field Army on mobili-
zation it would be necessary, even after utilizing the reserve, to withdraw 803
horses from internal defence units. 7007.

A reserve of at least 1,800 artillery horses should be maintained. 7068'. •

Owing to the difficulty of finding horses on mobilization advisable to have
only two of the three non-silladar cavalry regiments allotted to the Field
Army. 7070.

The maintenance in time of peace of motor lorries for transport for the1 lelu Array is being considered. 7112.

, The Field.Army brigades trained under their own Generals should go on
service. 7164. ®

^lO^Personally would prefer to command a raised to a homogeneous brigade.

Sl)ggeU.—\i the emergency occurs wo cannot nearly
I'leld Army with medical personnel. There is a total deficiency of

1

oifieew, lo8 assistant surgeons, 22 sub-assistant surgeons, 467 wardoraerlies, 632 ward servants and 18,750 bearers. 10175.
® ^

Have sufficient medical personnel for four divisions together with internaldefence requirements, except as regards Army Bearer Corps men of whom only

The de&cwncy in medical officers will have to be met from Eno-land - and if

“““ znate up «.o

previously in force. 13367, 13669, 13661.
S’lpeiior to the organization

item tattaif Th““
t*

or two exceptions, but the rule ahnui^**
peace. There will, of course, be one

sake of the whole of mv « +i the
greatest possible effect on the^w^W
13673. .

m ral ot the officers and men. 13669, 13671,
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riELD AEMY.

Steength.

' General Aylmer.—Would be most diflSoult with present transport to feed

the four divisions of the Eield Army proposed for Kabul. 2549.

In a war between ourselves and the Afghans, the frontier tribes are bound
to go against us. Assuming the strict neutrality of tribes, six divisions would
Jbe suflBeient for a war with Afghanistan. In event of war with Afghanistan
and the frontier tribes combined, we shall want every man we have in India in

an efficient state of organization. 2549.

Estimate of six^and-a-third divbions pluB several separate units of infantry,

pavalry, and pioneers, not excessive for war with the tribes. We must always
teke into account unofficial Afghan assistance to the tribes. 2563.

The policy of withdrawal from tribal territory has always proved a failure

and will do so in the future. In case of a war with, or in, Afghanistan we
might easily have to keep three divisions watching the tribes. 2575.

Cannot discriminate in India between Eield Army troops and troops for

internal defence— all should be thoroughly efficient for active duties. The force

in India at the present time, even if made thoroughly efficient is not a man
‘too many. Considering local and Imperial responsibilities, army in India weak,
even leaving Eussia out of account, 2585, 2587.

Sir S. McMdkott.—We could not occupy Femia with our present army.
3226.

A larger force than has been used before would now be necessary, in the

event of war with Afghanistan, though does not think it would amount to six

divisions. 34il9.

Sir E. Barrow .—Eight divisions is the minimum req[uired to meet a very
possible Pan-Islamic conflagration. 3763.

We could not make up nine divisions by scraping up troops from various

places without danger. 3781.

Irrespective of transport we have not the troops to mobilize more than
twenfy-thred infantry brigades and seven cavalry brigades. 3802.

The same Field Army could have been provided without the complete

!tecasting of previous arrangements. 3838.
i

1,
«

In war with Afghanistan strategically unsound to advance by three lines,

^ it involves three lines of communication

—

(a) If we occupy the Kandahar Province including Seistan and act

defensively elsewhere, we want six divisions and four cavalry

brigades.

(J) If we occupy the Kandahar and Jalalabad Districts and act defen-

sively elsewhere we want six divisions and five cavalry brigades.

(<j) If we advance on Kabul and occupy Kandahar as well, we want

,
seven divisions and six cavalry brigades.

• Wohld adopt Course (ct) under present conditions.

Doubts whether without railways can feed the four divisions necessary

for Kabul in a war with Afghanistan. 4008:

a war with the tribes, if we act offensively in one quarter at a time and

we might' manage with five divisions plm the three Inde-

would be absurd to take the offensive simultaneously

vere compelled to do so. Does not consider that concerted

16 tribes is possible. 4026, 4034.

defensively elsewhere,

pendent Brigades. It

against all unless we
action on the part of tl

S91AI3
46
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Seven divisions would be suffioient for a war with Afghanistan plus the

tribes. 4040.

Assuming that friendly relations with Russia continue, a Field Army of

nine divisions is by no means excessive, but eight might suffice if our resources

do not admit of more. 4068.

We must either reduce the Field Army or increase the army as a whole.

4162

The existing arrangements may be capable of improvement, but without an

increase in the number of units it is impossible to provide for both the Field

Army and internal defence from divisional areas. 4162.

Agrees that the strength of the army in India is not in excess of existing

requirements. 4671.

Sir G. Boos-Keppel.—The General Staff’s estimate of six-and-a-thh-d

divisions with other details is ample if not excessive for a general war with

the tribes. 4928.

Sir J. Willcochs.—Could not feed four divisions and two cavalry

brigades in Kabul from local supplies for long, but sees no difficulty in doing

so "once onr lines of communication are open and we have light railways to

assist us in our task.

Provided that we are prepared to accept the fact that Russia must have

her share, does not consider 8^ divisions necessary. 5363.

If Government takes prompt measures at the outset of a war with the

tribes on our North-West Frontier, can see no possibility of so large a force as

six-and*a-third divisions being necessary. Delay and diplomatic dealing may
cause a general rising, but the suspension of political rule and a free band to the

commander of the troops will be the best and the only way to prevent a
prolonged campaign and to nip a general rising in the bud. The immediate
advance of, say, one division will do more than the oonoentration of a large

force at a later period. 6373.

Does not consider that an army of 120,000 would be required to fight

Afghanistan and the tribes combined. 5375.

Does not consider it possible that our relations with Russia can continue
on so friendly a footing as to make it safe for us to base the strength of the
Field Army in India on this fact alone. 6403.

To reduce the army with the certainty that sooner or later we must he
prepared to resist a Russian oooupatioa of Afghanistan, not to say later on an
advance towards India, would be the worst possible policy. 540S.

If the Field Army were reduced to 7 or 8 divisions, it would be necessary
to redistribute the divisional areas so as to render it easier to have each divisional
area self-contained. 6451.

If reductions are going to he made the number of heavy batteries with
the Field Army might be reduced. 6673.

General Better to increase the Field Army
; internal safety

depends on success across the frontier. 7102.

Even if the Field Army is reduced to 7 or 8 divisions, it would not be in
any way advisable to reduce the number of existing divisional areas. 7361.

General Samillon Gordon.-—On the assumption that the Field Army
could not be put into the field fully equipped iu all respects and on the further
assumption that the Army Budget must remain on its present footing, it might
be arguable that a fully efficient small army is preferable to an inefficient lame
one. 13711.

Method by which the estimate of '8i' divisions for a war with Afghanistan is
arrived at. 13747.

The aggregate of all the schemes worked out for a war with A fgha.TiiHfn'nand the tribes comes to a much l^ger figure than is available and therefore
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we hare had to contemplate a scheme in which we have considered which of
the tribes we could in the earlier stages afford to deal with defensively only, so

as to economize troops for the more important ones. 13841.

With the improvement of the roads in Afghanistan, the maintenance of the
force proposed for Kabul was thought possible, more particularly as in all

probability motor transport could be made available to a considerable extent.

13863.

The Commander-in-Chief expressed the opinion that seven divisions and four
cavalry brigades would be sufficient for operations against Afghanistan and the
tribes under the specified condition that the Government of India desired the
possibility of a war with Russia to be entirely omitted from the calculations and
that the financial conditions of the moment precluded the completion of the
whole nine divisions. Seven divisions were to cross the frontier in the event of

war with Afghanistan alone and one division was to be maintained as a reserve.

13867.

The estimate of siX“and-a-third divisions with some additional units re-

(piired for dealing with the tribes is based upon a careful study of the expe-
lience and reports of previous campaigns against some of the tribes in question.
13809.
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IMPERIAL LIABILITIES.
r

General Staf Appreeiaftxin. Appendix I.—Imperial liability of army in

India undefined. Benjands on the military forces of India, are likely to be
larger in the future than they haye been in the past. 8, 37. '

,

External conditions less onerous now than was the case a few years ago.
But the external dangers that still threaten are relatively consideiable with a
distinct tendencgr to further growth. Advance of civilization and its require-

ments cause the natural barriers between States to'be broken down. 139. „

Sir S. MoMahon.—The' Russians appear to be taking measures which,
if continued, will look as if .they desire tso' force upon us the partition of Persia
although the Russian Government maintain that this is not the case. 3219;

We could not occupy Persia with our present ai?my. 3226.

.
. Places on the Gulf.do not lend themselyes to defence- from- the land side,

and the fleet might not always be available, 3227. -
. • •

h

Understands that the-Potsdam Agreement favours Germany’s commercial
interests in the neutral zone in Persia. 3267.

Under her present military system, it would be most difficult for Germany
to maintain garrisons of German troops in Persia. 3275.

Permanent military occupation of Persia by Germany is a matter that
need not he very much apprehended. 3277.

Our obligations in respect of Afghanistan should be carried out to the
letter, 3393.

Assuming eventual partition of Afghanistan and Persia, describes most
desirable line of division. 3415,

Very serious objections to allowing Russia to obtain a port on the
Persian Gulf. 3447.

We are making every effort to keep the Gulf to ourselves. 3449.

We are getting so many treaties with people along the Gulf littoral that
we are closing it to other people. 3461.

Would fight to keep other European Powers out of the Gulf. 3453.

Occupation of Chinese Turkistan by Russian troops removes another buffer
-ana gives Kashmir a Russian frontier. 3764, 3756.
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INTERXAL SECURITY.

Aben.

Ge neral StaffsAppr eciation. Appendix I.—Population, 40,000, entirely
Muliammadan.

Defence of Aden. 128.

Aden commands entrance to the Red Sea and is coaling station on one of
the great trade routes to the East. 128.

Aden Protectorate could muster about 60.000 fighting men of whom
probal)ly half would be armed with modern weapons. 129.

Aden Muhammadans would only be dangerous in the case of a general
Muhammadan moyement throughout the East,

Aden Protectorate Arabs would probably join Yemen Arabs if quarrel
with British was inspired by religious fanaticism. 129.

Sir E. Earrmo.—Aden requires another battalion of Indian infantry.

4708.

Not necessary to have the British battalion at Aden completed to full

strength. 4710.

SBtAtO
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INTERNAL SEOUEITT.

BiHA-E A2fD OkISSA AND BENGAL.

General Staff Appreciation. Appendix I.—Population—60 million,

Hindus, and 26 million Muhamadans. 89.

Bihar tainted with the spirit of disafEeotion, but it is chiefly confined to

educated classes and not therefore so dangerous. 90.

Bitterness of religious animosities between Hindus and Muhammadans

reduces likelihood of a general anti-British combination in Bengal. 91.

Seditious propaganda in Bengal developed to an extent that was neyer

foreseen. National movement in Bengal— * India for the Indians.’ Sedition

in Bengal now less aggressive than it was. -92, 93.

Unlikely that a revolt could he organized in Bengal. 93.

Defence of Calcutta. 94,138.

Strategical importance of Calcutta owing to its dockyard, railway termini,

etc. 94, 138.

Asansol an important place owing to its ra.ilway works and its proximity to

the Bengal coalflelds. 96.

Garrison to he provided for Patna for the defence of Bihar. 97

.

Military police ordinarily sufficient to maintain order in Assam. 99.

Eehellion, as the fruit of seditious agitation, appears most probable in

northern India, less likely in the Deccan and least likely in Bengal. 134.

Major Jackion .—In the annulment of the partition of Bengal Muham-
madans imagined that their interests had been sacrificed to appease Hindu
agitation. 350.

Sir C‘. -There is less obvious sedition now
^

in Bengal, but
the Press in Parts of the Province is very unpleasantly anti-British. 1161,
1163.

Biharis are very busy quarrelling among themselves. 1173.

Mr. Wheeler.—^There has always been a somewhat turbulent element in

Patna,, and it hrs always been considered tliat the city requires watching. 2307.

Bihar Light Horse would be useful in putting down trouble. 2313, 2316.

General Birdioood.—Troops certainly seem to be needed to suppress a rising

in Bibar', but there is a moveable column at Allahabad and there is the Bibar
Light Horse. 7209.

Mr. HugheS'-Balter. amount of support which the civil police in
Bengal coxlld give to the minimum garrisons would be very small indeed, and
may he treated as a negligible quantity. 773J.

As regards military police, would be better to have the men concentrated
at Dacca with a flying column. 7763.

List of the most dangerous extremist politicians.
.
Influence of tl^eise

over the younger generation. 7829.

Tilak has still immense influence in Bengal. 7832.

AH young Bengal would follow Arabindo Ghose tomorrow. 7836.

Mr. Gokhale does not exercise much influence in Bengal. 7838.

There is co-operation between the extremist political leaders in Bengal and
those in Poona, the Punjab, and elsewhere. 7882. ,

The circulation of seditious literature has decreased very much recently
but it has not stopped. 7898-A,
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Statement of boycott movement in Bengal. 7903.

The * nationalist volunteer’ movement has died down since strong measures
were taken, such as the Press Act, etc. 7905.

Ohandernogore and Pondicherry give rise to danger and inconvenience in
matters of agitation and sedition. 7,917, 7919.

The Morley Beform Scheme exercised an enormous influence in organizing
Muhammadans, but tlie Bengalis are not contented with it now. 7927.

As compared with 1904, the same causes of unrest are still operating, but
compared with 1907-08 when the agitation reached its zenith the surface
situation has improved. His Majesty’s visit and the recent alteration of. the
partition have had a tranquilizing afEeot on the disaffected part of the popula-
tion, but it will wear off. 7927.

The arrest and deportation of people in 1908 had excellent effect.

7932, 7934.

Muhammadans consider the Government has yielded to persistent Hindu
agitation at the sacrifice of Muhammadan interests and are aggrieved at the

.
apparent victory of hnarchism over loyalty. Muhammadan question getting
more acute as Hindus are doing all in their power to fan their discontent and

. are trying to instil in them the spirit of disloyalty. If the claims of the
' Muhammadan community are overlooked by the Government, there can he
no doubt that the Young Muhammadans will pin the Congress and preach the
prinoiide V no agitation, no concession.*’ 7930,

, -The re partition has dissatisfied the majority of the -people of Eastern
Bengal.. 7980.

1 <1.
'

*
*

. .Most, Muhammadans are keenly - interested in the Turoo-Iialian War,
especially, in Calcyittg, and these resent

,
the passive attitude of England.

. .Mofoocfin affairs do .not interest the Muhammadans of Bengal but they take a
great deal of interest in Persia. 7997.

Every Hindu considers the revised partition a triumph. 7992* 7994.

i The Native -Press in Bengal at present is gagged. 8006.

As regards the Press Act, the great difficulty is that we have not sufficient

power, when we know of a seditious distribution, to intercept the offending

,
puhlicatipn. 8019.. -

• In 1907‘03, sedition was preaohed in Bengal in the guise of extremely

inflamatpry plays. 8037, 8041. ...
. . ,

• The effect iu Bengal of the various trials for sedition which have taken

. piabe-of reoent.years, have .had on- the whole an. excellent preventative effect.

8044.

•The exact object of the present political agitatipn in Bengal is to get

I 'cohtrol of the civil administration, and to oust the European element, but

’Bengdlis fully' understand that ‘the military protection of the English is essen-

tial. 8051.
' " The poifcentialitie® of thft'Simaitas fdr misehiel is very great, 8058.

Outwardly the Bengalis have no widespread organizaMwa, but there fe in-
' '“feiinatidii'thait certain membteis of the Samitis that have been suppressed are

still active. 8068.

1 he aim of the dacoities was to impress upon the people the unfitness of

the fetish to goy^Sinj, India,,on tlite gg<mhdl tbat the people cinild »bt be protect-

ed by the Government.. 8058.

Ero«n standpoint the Arms Act aansta very a^ltrtiattjr 'kkaeduring

^ df ^ eeiteus arms was taJden' in both Bengal and

Eastern Bengal. 8058.
'

‘''The worMi^ of •^'Arms Act ‘is not' entiidy sa|^%afewy..a*ihe. -nystem

of exemptions has lead to leakage. 8058.
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Agitatioa will iacrease in violence as occasion offers.

Should the British arms at any time suffer a reverse, or should the army
in India be mobilized, the opportunity will be taken by the ill-disposed to .stir ;

up the people against the British. 80S7.

Should imagine internal defence arrangements proposed for the Province •

allovr of a bare margin of safety in ordinary oiroumstanoes. 8109.

There would be considerable diflS.culty in Oaloutta in maintaining order

with the small force allotted. 8123.

Outside Oaloutta and tbe railways, it is doubtful if muob assistance will be
obtained from the Volunteers. 8138.

It would not be surprising if the industrial population in Calcutta got out
of hand in times of political unrest, as there are both a Hindu and a Muham-
madan element in the mills. 8167.

Sir iP. HaWiday.—‘In the event of general religious or racial riots ia
Calcutta likely to last for some days and spread throughout the city, the police
would not be sufficient and military assistance, especially European, would have
to be called for. 7737.

List of most dangerous extremist politicians. Influence of these over the
younger generation. 7830.

lx)cal autonomy as advocated by the Congressa most serious and dangerous
aspiration. 7830.

^
TJndoubtedly effective eo-ooeration and concerted action between extremist

political leaders throughout India. 7883.

The existence of foreign territory at Ohandemagore has been a source o-f
danger and iuconveuieoce in dealing with agitatioa and sedition. 7920.

The present state of Bengal is better than in 1904 or 1907, except that
the pwple have become used to violent political agitation, are better able to
m^ganize such agitation effectively, and recognize more fully the power of
sustained agitation. 7928. -

The Morley Reform Scheme exercised the very greatest influence. 7928.

tiranquiliziag effect for the time beina-
7928, 7940, 7944.

.

The attitude of the Muhammadan community in Calcutta is quiescent and
they have practically no leaders of any weight. The revLsed partition has been
accepted with equanimity by the Muhammadans in Calcutta. 7996

Does hot think there is any possibility of a combination for political pur-p^s between the Toung Muhammadan party and the Hindu agitators :

‘

they would' never agree for long. 7997. . .

_
stete of the native Press so far as Calcutta is oonoerned is ou the whole '

quieter and better m tone than it has been for many years past. 80.09.

««
y^dOT Calcutta Police Act has power to seize at once anything which isooneideied likely to cause a disturbance. 8022.

^ wmou is ,

men?
^ rospeot it would be au improve-*

nizatious from forming. 8045.
organwations and to prevent many orga-

’

^ poUtoli
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The working of the Arms Act is satisfactory in Calcutta, hut suggests
certain improvements. A census of arms was taken in Calcutta in 1911*12
8069.

Any industrial unrest will always be utilized by political agitators as a
n^eaus of shaking confidence in the administration. 8163.

Against the proposal that nobody should possess firearms without license.
8068.

Agitation in Bengal is quiescent at present but it is probable that the
professional agitators will find some way of raising contentious issues. 8088.

Does not think the garrison proposed for Calcutta would be sufficient were
the disturbances of a general and serious nature and were they to continue' for
any length of time. 8124i, 8128.

Thinks another British infantry battalion and the remainder of a field
battery would be required to meet all contingencies. 8132, 8136,

In Calcutta we could count on material assistance from the Volunteers,
but with the exception of the B/ailway Volunteers, they would not be readily
available much beyond the vicinity of the places in which they live. 8139.

Classes constituting disorderly element in Calcutta. 8149.

List of strikes on railways and at Calcutta. 8161.

Governor in Council Bengal.—Government of Bengal consider that two
squadrons of Indian cavalry should be stationed at Calcutta in time of peace.
812db. (Annexur© VIII, paragraph 6 ; and Annexures IX and X.)'

General Samilton Gordon.—Provided the battalion of native infantry
aHptted to the .internal defence of Bihar is carefully selected as regards its

composition, *et:c,.i .there is no reason we - know of, pending the receipt of the^

views of the Bihar Government, to suppose that the provision made will be
inadequate. 14065, 14069.

pnder consideration whether a battalion of British infantry might be
allotted to the Bengal and Bihar areas—half a battalion to each, and the
present proposed garrkon reduced by two Indian infantry battalions. 14055.

.Patna should have an. obligatory garrison. 14060, l4066, 14068.

Wbitten Evxdenob.
I

/ - ¥ •

,
. . Jjieutenant’ Governor in Counoih Bihar and Origea.—The polioe force in

Patna is decidedly insufficient to deal with widespread disturbances in the city,-,

and in such an emergency it would he necessary to seek military asdstance from
the outset, 319. ,

The present state of feeling in Bihar now is not better than it was in 1904
or 1907. It is stated that Government has lost prestige with the Biharis in

consequence of the lengths to which the Bengalis have been allowed to go in
their political'agitation. 335.

Urges that the proposals for the internal security of Bihar and Orissa may
be modified to the extent of leaving at Dinapore at least two qompauies of

British infantry in addition to the battalion of Indian infantry of which half

il4ght he stationed at Dinapore and half in the Jheria coalfield. If it is intended

to keep two squadrons of Indian cavalry at Asansol, it might be possible to do

without the half battalion of Indian infantry which would otherwise he needed

iu.the coalfields. - 345.

Without the British troops, a regiment of Indian infantry would he'

liahle.tQ revolt, and its presence in the Province would be a source of danger

and .anxiety rath^.than of strength.
,
846.

.r Unless the emergency was so great as to render it necessary to sacrifice the

civil administration of a number of districts and to concentrate the Europeaiw

sHJ'a few,main centreSi very few of the Volunteers would be able to leave their

districts for service elsewhere. 846, 347.
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At present there,are probably no speoiai danger centres, but in case of
internal disturbance, Patna city and the Shahabad district would haye to be
yery carefully watched. It is extremely probable .that if trouble yrere impend-
ing it wcrdld begin bj^ anti-planter riots in the Pirliut diyision.

It may safely be said that in the event of general unrest or distiubance,
atfemjits wbtild bb made td ezbite fufthdr tronhle at Jamalpur with a view .to

embarrass railway communications and the movements of troops. The popula-'
.tion of the

, coal mining districts could only be influenced through local
grievances which they could understand or through thfe greed of phindef. 3S1.,
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INTERNAL SECTTRITT.

Bo:^at Presidbnot.

/ . G'eneral Staff"Appreciation. Appendice I—Population of tlie Poona area
16 million, mostly Hindus, Marathas being the dominating class. Population
©f Sind, 3 million, chiefly Muhammadans. 112.

Anti-British propaganda of Chitpayan Brahmans meets with cQnsideraible
sympathy in the Deccan. 109, 113.

The people of Sind loyal and well-behayed. 114.

Defence of Karachi. 118, 138.

Defence of Bombay. 115, 138.

Arsenal and ammunition factory at Kirkee. Deolali, Ahmadnagar, Satara
hnd Belgaum to be held. 116, 117.

Rebellion, as the result of seditious agitation, appears less likely in
Deccan than in northern India. 134.

Governor in Connolly Bombay ,—Absolute necessity for strengthening the
lorces rn Gujarat by stationing a body of British troops at Ahihadabad. 6652
(Annexure II, paragraph 16).

Although it might he arguable that the troops detailed for the internal
security of the Bombay Presidency would suffice for the ultimate suppression of
popular risings,- cahnot but apprehend that the fbroeS provided are inadequate
for the prevention of possible temporary chaos in large tracts of the country,
the political effects of trhich in other parts of India Would be lamentable, and
would react in largely enhanced difficulties in connexion with the maintenance
of order in oflbier provinces. 6650 (Annexure II, paragraph 14).

The garrison allotted for the internal defence of Bombay city is the bare
ynjnimum of force required. 6652 (Annexure II, paragraph 15).

Compelled to advert to what be regards as the grave inadequacy of the

forces available for the defence of Bombay and Poona areas. 6652 (Annexure
II, paragraph 16).

Two companies of British infantry based on Belgaum and available as pro-

posed independently of the moveable column might be most valuable in the

Southern Maratha country. 6683 (Annexure II, paragraph 17).

Mr. C«r<i8.--Would invite attention to the necessity for allowing more
troops to Ahmadabad and the country round. 6662.

Could hold on to the Kirkee post with the minimum number of troops

allowed, but more maxim guns are wanted badly. 6664.

On the whole, satisfied that the internal defence arrangements are adequate

with the exception of those for safeguarding certain important railways. 6676.

Considers the fort at Satara should be held-by a military force. 6678.

As a general rule, arrangements to meet emergencies analogous to those

made by the military authorities are
^
not made by the civil administration,

but as regards Poona the civil population know they have to go to the Kirkee

post. 6699.

Does not think there are reserves of arms for arming Europeans in case of

emergency apartfrom those provided for the "V"olunteers. 6702»

The prindpal danger in Bombay is from the homogeneous mill population

who are ^arly all Marathas, but there is also danger at Poona, Nasik, and
Satara. The populations of industrial centres are a cause of anxiety to the

authorities. 6704, 6706.

The Press Act has had an exc^ent effect in the Bombay Presidency,

6863,
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The present state of feeling in the Bombay Presidency is quieter than it

•sras in 190i or 1907. 6873, 6875.

The Muhammadan community are absolutely loyal right through and
there is nothing to fear from them. There is no likelihood of their combining
with the Hindu agitators. 6904, 6906, 6912, 6930,

The country both north and south of the State of Baroda is at this moment
administered by natives of India, and if there was a mutiny throughout India
to-morrow this area as at present administered would be the scene of the first

trouble. 6954.

Mr, Kennedy .—In time of trouble should probably have to strengthen our
guards over treasuries, etc. 6556.

The number of police outposts have been decreased and the number of
jstations increased. 6603.

On the whole, satisfied that the internal defence arrangements with the
exception of those for safeguarding certain important Tailways are adequate.

The up-country infantry garrisoning the fort at Satara should be for pre-
ference composed of Muhammadans. 6681.

The B-amosis have quieted down considerably now, and the Bhils, etc. are
less martial than they used to be. 6690.

The rebellion in Goa has raised no echoes in the Bombay Presidency and
even if the Goa Government had to make terms with the rebels does not con-
sider that it would react unfavourably on European prestige in Bombay,
6694, 6697.

The breach between the young Muhammadans and the Hindu agitators
is getting wider. 6913.
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INTERNAL SEOtTRITT.

Bi7R1£A..

General Sfnff Appreciation. Appendix I.—Population—about 10 mil-
lions, majority of whom are Buddhists. People, generally speaking, law-
abiding and easily controlled. 125.

Defence of Rangoon and Mandalay. 126.

Mandalay at junction of railways from Rangoon, Lashio and Myitkyina
and is near bridges over Irrawaddy. 12.

Preservation of internal security facilitated by the presence of a large and
eflBcient force of military police. Mutiny in the force is an unlikely contingency^
as it is quartered in the midst of an alien population. 127.

Sir Barrow.—Disagrees with the proposed reduction of the Burma
garrison. 4104, ^142, 4669.

General Ramilton Gordon .—May safely reduce the Burma peace ganisou
by one battalion of British infantry, three battalions of Indian infantry and one
mounjain battery. 14011.

Written Evidencb.

Jkr. B, S. Carey .—The military and civil police can be eounttd on to

ensure internal order under normal cii-cumstances. Serious disorders taking the
formi of dacoity and guerilla warfare will only reappear in the -event of open
disturbances breaking out and continuing in India. If disorders break out in
Burma the military police could not restore order without considerable assistance

from tW Indian army. '226.

In the event of dacoity reviving, no appreciable bodies of military police

could be formed into columns to proceed to any particular sphere of operations.

Every district would be more or less involved and would require its full force to

protect police posts, public property, and peaceful people and to send out small

parties after local dacoits. 226

Absolutely necessary to keep British garrisons at Rangoon, Mandalay and
Shwebo. 225.

Impossible to use Burmese police in ooueentrated bodies. Ten or fifteen

per cent (largely composed of non-commissioned officers) could be employed
under the leadership of British officers or with a preponderating proportion of

Indian troops or police. 226.

If British troops are withdrawn from Mandalay and Shwebo, the whole
population of Upper Burma will believe that we are unable to hold the country

and the administration will be reduced to something bordering on lawlessness

if not actual anarchy. 266, 291.

There has been no unrest calculated to give anxiety to Government since

Upper Burma was pacified, but unrest will most certainly increase in the event

of a war whether on the Chinese border or elsewhere. 274.

As regards pretenders, the danger points are first Shwebo, and after that

Mandalay, but as regards lawlessness there is not a district in the Province

which could not get into this state. 201.

Mr. LeveBon ,—The present military police force with the existing military

garrison can ensure internal order in the country during the next few years.

226.

In the event of internal disorder should not count on any assistance from
concentrated bodies of civil police. Such as could be spared locally could best

be employed in small parties for intelligence and patrol work. 226.

There is little or no need for co-operation between the civil and military

autho'ities in regard to collecting and excbaning information on the subject of

sedition and unrest in the Province, but no reason fo suppose there would be any
lack of it should occasion require. 261.

4»seuio
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Should not apprehend any immediate danger if an additional battalion of

Indian infantry were withdrawn temporarily from Burma, but should consider

a permanent reduction of the peace garrison of the Province as a dangerous

step. 266.

Kno-wa of no symptoms of recent years of general unrest calculated to

cause serious anxiety to the Government of Burma. The danger of such unrest

occurring in future cannot be gauged hub would presumably increase in the

event of war on the Chinese border or elsewhere. 275.

Not aware of any communications of an anti-British character between
persons in Burma and in other parts of India. 282.

Considers liangoon, Sagaing, Shwebo, and possibly Pyapon, the portions of

Burma in which internal trouble might most easily arise. 292.

Internal trouble less likely to arise in the Shan States, but if it did occur
it would be more difficult to control owing to the distances involved and com-
parative lack of communications. 292.

Colonel Parkin.—In times of internal disturbance, military police would
do much to maintain internal order, but troops would be required at Bhamo,
Meiktila, Shwebo, Mandalay and Rangoon. A network of military police
posts throughout districts would become necessary and another 6,000 military
police would probably be required. 227.

Correspondence regarding the collection and exchange of information and
intelligence on the subjeot of sedition and unrest in the Province is carried on
between the military authorities and the looal Government, 262.

It would not be safe to denude the present peace garrison of Burma as
regards regular troops by more than one mountain battery and one Indian
infantry battalion. 267.

1 he people are easily led by anyone who sets to work to get up a local
rising and in the event of a war on the Chinese frontier or elsewhere, unrest
would be likely to show itself in Burma. 276.

Not aware of auy communioations of an anti-British character between
persons in Burma and in other parts of India. 823.

Internal trouble might most easily arise in Upper Burma and particularly
in the Shwebo, Sagaing, Pakoikku, Mandalay, Myingyan, Meiktila and
Yametbin districts. 293.

Mr, Law .—Does not think the military police could ensure internal
order in the country to any extent except in the immediate vicinity of any large
body of that force and, except in exceptional cases, no assistance could be
counted on from concentrated bodies of civil police. 228,

Due co-operation between the civil and military authorities in the matter
of collecting and exchanging information and intelligence on the subject of
sedition and unrest in the Province* 260.

There has been very little neoe.s8ity for co-o;^ration between civil and mill-
tery authorities in the matter of collecting and exchanging information and
intelligence on the subject of sedition and unrest in the Province. 263,

It would not be safe, to denude the present peace garrisons of Burma as
regards regular troops by more than one mountain battery and one Indian
infantry battalion, 268.

Unrest in Burma would to a certainty increase and would be general
throughout the Province in the event of war either on the Ohinese border or
elsewhere. 277.

The Chinese population in Burma has increased to 122. 83A
® secret Ohinese societies hut does not think they

would be likely to give any trouble unless we were at war with China or Japan,m which case they probably would, 279.
^
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Not aware of any comHottnicationa of aa aati-5iritisli character between
persona in Burma and in other parts of India. 284.

Internal trouble might most easily arise round Mandalay, but internal

trouble might daily arise anywhere or at any time in Burma. 294.

ZoQal Qo'oernvnfiiii : JBurma.,—The Provisions of the Indian Press Act, 1910
have, not been enforced at all in Burma. No necessity to enforce them has
yet. arisen. The only exception is that certain objeetiohable documents, known
to be circulating in India, baye from time to time been notified in Burma as a
precautionary measure und^^ Section 12 of the. Act to be forfeited to Bis
Majeaty., 301.

f

.
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internal SECURITY-

Genebal.

General Staff AppMoiaiion. Appendix I.—Eirst requirement is to provide

for maintenance of the authority of the Government and the enforcement of

its commands. Arsenals and seaports upon vrhioh the troops depend for muni-

tions of war, other supplies, and reinforcements, should be properly defen-

ded. B,ail\rays and other communications should he safeguarded from inter-

ruption. Importance of information regarding the elements which make for

sedition, rebellion, or unrest. 38.

Necessity of controlling dangerous internal movements in their early stages

88, 139.

Protection from external aggression and internal security interdependent

problems. 41.

Lord Kitchener’s Reorganization and Redistribution Schemes attempted to

provide for both external aggression and internal security. 42.

Assistance might be derived from possibility of employing Muhammadans
to suppress revolt among Sikhs or Hindus and versa. 6iJ.

A revolt of the martial population of northern India, which might easily

spread to the troops, would tax the military resources of the Government to the

uttermost, 131.

Military arrangements would in themselves be inadequate and incomplete

without the co-operation of the civil departments of the Government of India.

139.

Colonel Bingley.—^ome divisions have to obtain certain of their internal

defence troops from other divisional areas. 169.

Circumstances have changed so much during the last few years that

lord Kitchener’s scheme for internal defence requires revising in some details.

317.

Lord Kitchener’s idea was that an organization which would be suitable

for an advance across the frontier would be equally useful for internal defence.
319.

In the event of our having to cross the frontier now it is possible that we
might have to keep more troops back for the internal security of India than
was comtemplated under Lord Kitchener’s scheme. 321.

Sir M. Grover.—Internal situation very much the same as it was stated
to be by Lord Kitchener in 1908. 406, 408.

Reverberations from the Muhammadan world outside are probably more
serious now than they were in 1897. 412.

Danger in policy of reducing the recruitment of the army from inferior
classes and adding to the strength of the martial races. 418.

If it became necessary to withdraw troops from internal defence garrisons
to meet external aggression, the Rritish portion withdrawn should be replaced
by troops from Home. 640.

Internal defence arrangements of 1903 were weaker than was desirable.
646.

Not much change in the situation since 1907. 548.

Does not see any danger in having a large number of unarmed reservists
in the general peace population. 684.

Sir O. Cleveland—Civil authorities are in close touch with the military
authorities 1226.

'Would not deplete. India of troops to the extent Lord Kitchener proposed
1237, 1249.

^
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.

Does not consider, if Government keeps its head, that it is possible that a
rising simil^ to that of 1857-68 will take place in India, within the next 10
years. 1276.

Evil effects are likely to result from stationing a native regiment within
its recruiting area. 1292.

Of opinion that the schemes for internal defence seem to inculcate too
great a tendency to act on the detensive and not enough on the offensive.
1302.

Would keep the military hand on matters of internal defence and would
not attach too much importance to opinions of local Governments, as they do
not go into these questions fully. 1304, 1306.

General Aylmer .—Circumstances have developed since the Redistribution
Scheme was brought forward ; it does not now sufficiently provide for internal
security and defence. 2359.

Better generally to stiffen internal defence rather than the Field Army
with British troops. 2435.

Cannot discriminate in India between a Field Army and troops for internal
defence—all should be thoroughly efficient for active duties. Considering local

and Imperial responsibilities, army in India weak, even leaving Russia out of
account. 2585, 2587.

The internal situation in India worse now than it was in 1904 and no
improvement on what it was in 1907. 2603.

Concurs generally in the proposals for increasing the internal defence
forces as suggested by the Government of India to local Governments in

February—March 1912. 2605.

Commanders of internal defence troops might be given a freer hand than

the General Staff scheme contemplates. 2606, 2607.

Advisable to imbue officers of internal defence units with the necessity of

mobility and offensive action. 2613.

Corps of Indian yeomanry could he formed from loyal Indian gentry, who
would provide their own men to assist in maintaining internal order. 2674.

After general mobilization British guards
^
over arsenals etc. may be very

weak, but more cannot be allotted without taking a dangerous number of men
from moveable columns. 2716.

Risk in policy of recruiting the Indian army mainly from a few sources.

2731.

Would make schemes for internal defence more elastic. 8703.

Would he far better and more economical to have fewer and intact units

for internal defence. 8803.

The victory of Japan over Russia has had a great effect in India generally,

and the idea has arisen that the Asiatic can beat the European if affairs are

properly managed. 2773,

Mr. Lovett.—Does not think that United Provinces Muhammadans
as a community could be drawn towards the North-West Frontier tribes whom
they regard as uncivilized, nor is it likely that they should ever desire Afghan

domination. 2983.

' Muhammadans would be more seriously excited - if we were at war with

Turkey than they would be if we were at war with Afghanistan. 2986.

Communications from the Military to the Civil in.regard to unrest, etc.,

are not always adequate, t 046 (annexuce) •

^ir E. Barrow.—Lord Kitchener’s scheme did not adequately provide

for internal security and defence, hutmodified and improv^ to date is adequate

for all but exceptional oircumstancesj such as revolt of native army. 8838.
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When the 19 British battalions were considered necessary for internal

defence reinforcements from Home were contemplated, and it was not thought

that active unrest would manifest itself in India. 3848.

The situation in India has changed for the worse. 3865,

Our calculations do not allow for commanders for internal defence troops

in time of war. 3923.

Does not approve of proposal to have a General attached to a division for
administrative purposes in time of peace who would command internal defence
troops on mohilization. 89i5.

A certain proportion of Generals now in India should be retained for
internal defence and administrative purposes, and deficiency now existing in
the Bield Army made up by selected colonels and lieatenant*ooloneIs. 8929.

In a war with Russia the Indian population would be in a state of alarm
and expectation, but the ferment would not be against us. 4000, 4093.

The iuternal situation is better now than it was in 1907, but decidedly
worse than in 1904. 4080.

The events of the Russo Japanese War inspired the idea that it was quite
feasible for an oriental race to stand up to Europeans. 4080.

In the event of a Pan-Islamie war, the Hindu agitators miglit possibly
seize the opportunity of co-operating with the Muhammadan agitators. 4100.

It is essential to h^ive troops ready at hand to quench local conflagrations.
We cannot depend on railways 4104.

Arrangements might be^ made a little more elastic, but it is essential to
have schemes prepared as guides to the officers concerned. 4106.

We want guns more than any other arm for dealing with internal
disturbance. 4162.

The existing arrangements may be capable of improvement, but without an
increase in the number of units it is impossible to provide for both the Eield
Army and internal defence from divisional areas. 4162.

.
precautions are taken to guard arsenals and military factories with

British troops, but increased vigilance may be necessary in times of distur-
bance or unrest. 4268.

Scattered reserves without arms and without cohesiou must obviously be
less of a danger than armed sepoys in regiments. 4380.

. .
I>oes not think the raising of yeomanry by native gentlemen to quell

internal disturbance would work. 4422.
^

Internal defence can best bo provided for by

(i) the reg^ration of all able-bodied Europeans and Eurasians in a
temtonal reserve.

(it) An enactment enabling the Government to enforce service if
necessary.

(m) The allotment in advance of such territorials to specific duties.
(in) By the mmntenance of reserves of arms and ammunition at suitable

iiritish centres for such organizations. 4671.

Would: prefer to see British cavalry employed in internal defence. 4726.

M Boos.iTtfppeZ.-^-There is no combination of Hindus andMuhammadans that could not be broken with the greatest ease*. 6203.

^ tmring of several yeomanrv corps by native gentrv,thinks it would be a mistake in the .North-West Erontier Province to form

62°3r
* section ofThe ho^erS
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Sir J. Willcoohs.—Lord Kitchener*? Scheme provided for the necessities
of internal defence as they existed at the time. Things have changed a good
deal since then. Sufficient obligatory garrisons were not detailed in^the
Kitchener scheme. 6277.

"Whatever may he laid down in peace in India, internal defence will have
to be met according to circumstances, but so long as the Field Army is efficient
and victorious, so long will internal defence be comparative! v easy ; if the
Field Army fails in its task then internal defence comes to the fom’ 6277.
6279, 6427, 6429.

Does not believe risks in India itself could he so great as to demolish us
before reinforcements arrived. 6281.

The internal situation in India today is, from a military point of view,
better than it was in 1904 and 1907 because we all realize that seditiou and
unrest exist and will remain, and knowledge is power. 6409.

Agrees with the arrangements for increasing the internal defence garrison.
6427.

Contends that the requirements of internal defence should take a hack
seat in comparison with those of the Field Army. 6429.

Present arrangements to guard arsenals and military factories are sufficient
as a rule but the obligatory garrisons are inadequate and would have to be
increased as soon as trouble began. 5613.

We could do with a much smaller proportion of artillery in putting down
rebellion than we could in the field. 6565.

Improvised batteries with 2 guns would be strong enough as units in
proportion to the enemy we should meet in internal defence. 6669.

Very large reserves, especially of cavalry, are a danger. 5623.

In times of internal trouble, possibility of getting corps of yeomanry raised

by loyal gentlemen. 6637.

Does not concur in the proposal to give each divisional commander a
Brigadier-General for administrative work, who would command the internal

defence troops on mobilization of Field Army. 6868.

Mr. Kennedy .—Copies of information of a political nature forwarded to

the Chief of the General Staff, Simla, by the Bombay Government, and copies

of the Weekly Secret Abstract which contains confidential information of a
political nature are sent to the General Officer Commandifig, Southern Army,
General Officer ( omraanding. Foona Division, General Officer Commanding,
Belgaum Brigade, Besident, Aden, and to the General Staff at Army Head-
.quarters. The Bombay Government, however, do not often get any informa-

tion of this, nature from the military. 6630, 6632, 6634, 6636.

General Birdwood.—The internal defence scheme drawn np by Lord
Kitchener was right for the time, hut times have changed. Political unrest

has, since 1904, made the necessity for providing for internal safety more
urgent. 7209.

The troops laid down by Lord Kitchener in his scheme were accepted by
local Governments. 7211.

As regards commanders for internal defence troops, the only way to get

over the difficulty is by incurring extra expense on new appointments. Lord

Kitchener did not think them necessary. 7277.

” External security means internal peace was Lord Kitchener’s motto.

7279.

Believes it is the intention of the General Staff to allow an entirely free

hand to the internal defence troops commanders. 7347.

Mr. Should the British arms at any tiine suffer a reverse,

or should the army in India be mobilized, the opportunity will be taken by the

ill-disposed to stir up the people against the British, 8087*
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Sir T. Generally satisfied witli the arrangomoats for tho dofenco
of railways. 9006.

0eneral Lran .—Until distarbance is of so serious a nature tliut all railway
trafiBLo is stopped, railway Volunteers will not be available as they will bo
required for their ordinary railway duties. 9358.

General Stuart—The reserve of ammunition that would remain in the
country for internal defence troops is reasonably adequate if it can bo niaim
tained. 10091.

Surgeon-Oeneral Sloggett.—Medical personnel for internal defence units
reduced to a minimum on the supposition that it would eventually bo supple-
mented by non-official practitioners. 10181.

General Mai/Mton Gordon .—Under existing arrangements, the senior officer
in the area concerned would command tho internal defence troops allotted to tho
area in the event of a general mobilization of tho field A,rmy. 13077, 13097,
13699.

An officer is actually detailed to coramaud in case of serious disturbance,
and informed accordingly ; he has access to all the schemes for internal
defence. 13689, 13691, 136

All diTisional commanders are consulted as regai’ds internal defence
schemes, in fact they prepare these schemes themselyes. 13761.

Divisional Generals were not consulted in regard to tho proposed mobile
brigades and the proposed additions to internal defence troops, because the
new proposals were modifications of the old proposals based on conditions which
applied to the whole of India and it would have been impossible to ask each
divisional General to consider conditions which applied to other areas 13777
13796,14029.

.

Statement of method by which the conditions governing internal security

14013^14029^^^^*^^
arrangements are studied by the General Stafi: Branch.

The only detailed arrangements made at Headquarters are tho assignment
of obligatory garrisons to certain places regarded as of great importance. In
all otueF r6spects the arraugemonts referred to are those of tlio Goxioral iucommand of the area concerned. 14087.

, „ ??
thought desirable to have on record in each defended place or area a

detoite scheme for its defence, to which a new arrival can refer for advice and^dance untfi he has had time to make himself acquainted with tho governing

1 1 • j . j . .

and we do not want definitelv to
internal defence commander must

adhere, men the occasion arises, perfectly certain that the Oommander-in-
1 inAQ

internal defence commander should have a free hand.

No doubt much to be said for concentration, and the General Staff hareooMistently urged this view on the local authorities, but there is this to be said

to

Staff have consistently impressed on officers commanding thedesirability of their being prepared to take the offensive whenever possible! andnever, ’when it is avoidable, to stand on the defensive. 14047.

.
increase in the number of reservists would constitute

wx?h. TilfeTiu, ^ to deal

inter2ja''SfeiTO teoow on tCmlbilTzltion o^
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Weitten Etidbnob.

Sir B. EoSer/sow.—Informaiaon on the subject of sedition is oommunioated

to the military authorities whenever it appears that the information is likely to

he of iise to them. 16.

Sir S. Orders were issued by Madras Government 1907, directing

district officers to communicate to local brigade and station commanders any

information about seditious agitation which appears to be likely to affect the

troops. 129.

JSO

Sfiiaic
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INTERNAL SEOITRITT.

Masbas axtd East Coast.

General Staff Appreciation. Appendix I.—Population—2 million Ohris-

4 milHoTi Muhammadans, and 57 million Hindus or Animists. The only

troublesome people are the Moplahs of Malabar. Muhammadanism and
Ohristlauity in southern India act as checks on Hindu national aspirations,

121.

Toltmteers numerous and able to give considGrable assistance in the Madras
area. 122.

Defence of Madras. 122, 188.

Madras has a fort, and is a seaport and railway centre. 122, 138.

Defence of Bangalore. A railway centre, dominates Mysore, and is to be
the Indian station in the (diain of ramo*telegraphic co mmunication linking up
the whole Empire, 123.

Defence of Coonoor. 123, 133.

No troops between Triohinopoly and Cape Comorin. 124

Wellington, Ootaoamxmd, Oannanore, Calicut, Cochin, Trichinopoly, Bex*
wada, Waltair, Yercaud and ^mulgherry also require to be held. 123, 124.

Sir M Agiam entrenchment scheme for defence of Bangalore
both absurd and unnecessary, 4118.

The Europeans and Eurasians of Bangalore quite capable of defending
themselTes. 4124.

So long as there are troops available at Bangalore and Madras for reinforoe-
ments, one battalion at Trichinopoly is sufficient for the needs of southern
India. Observes that Governor thinks that in war time we should have a
battalion in Malabar and another half battalion on east coast at, say, Yizianao*-
ram, but he himself does not agree with these views. 4130.

°

In times of disturbance or unrest it might be necessary to quarter the
obligatory garrison of two companies of British infantry in the cordite faotorv
instead of at Wellington. 4268.

Wmttin Evedencb.

Sir M. Does not consider that the arrangements maiqA for the
defence of the Madras area on general mobilization are satisfactory.

Does not believe there is any necessity to have the bulk of the Madras
area troops at Bangalore' to dominate Madras and Ooorg, and recommends
that the headquarters of the troops left in the Madras area on mobilization be
Port St. Qeo^e. 135.

Would remove the whole of the regular troops proposed to be retained at
Bangalore to Madras, -with the exception of one of the Tn/Har. infantrv
battwons which he would send to Triohinopoly.

^

Madura and Tinnevelly will be the places where we are most likelv to have
.a disturbance.

^

Would like to see a detachment of British infantry at Mafapnuram even
after mobilization.

If troops are disposed as suggested, not necessary to make special arranse'
ments m advance for an organized column. ®

If no troops at Trichinopoly and Malappuram, should have
column so organized that it could start at an hour’s notice, 135.

a moveable

187.
Would like to see some troops stationed in the Godavari or Kistna distiick
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Eajahmundry would be a more useful military station than Bellary. 137,

Not necessary to retain the detachments of British infantry at Calicut and
Cannanore. 137.

There is no danger of the cordite factory at Arnyaukadu being rushed by
armed rioters. 139.

The ciyil administration hare selected rallying posts in every district, and
some rather hazy plans for their defence have been proposed. 139, 166.

The principal danger points in the Madras Presidency are :—The MalaTifly

Tinnevelly, Madura, Kistna, Gtodavari and Guntur Districts, and in the hill

tracts above the Eastern Ghats. 160.

There is direct communication between anti>British leaders in the
Presidency proper, and those in other parts of India. 186.

In time of trouble we should hare attempts made in numerous places to
excite feeling against British rule. 186.

A good deal of seditious literature is smuggled into Madras from Pondi-
cherry, but there is no evidence of much coming direct from Europe or other
parts of British India. 189.

Mr, Fran^.—There are no extremist politicians of note in his district

but there are plenty of smaller fry. 181.

The Pondicherry extremists keep in touch with those in the north and in
Bengal. 187.

A great deal of seditious literature finds its way out of Pondicherry, both

of local manufacture and transmitted from abroad. 190.

The present state of feeling in the Madras Presidency is much better than
it was in either 1904 or 1907. 196.

The Muhammadan community counts for very little in the Madras Presi-

dency. Not noticed any inclination on the part of the Young Muhammadans
to combine with the Hindus in agitation. 206.

In the Tinnevelly District the Muhammadan community does not count for

anything either way. There have been no symptoms of combination between

Musalman and Hindu politicians in tbe Tinnevelly District. 208.

The Press Act has had an excellent effect on the tone of the yemacular

Press in Madras.

The Arms Act works satisfactorily in Madras. 210.

Mr. The tone of the yemacular. Press has improved and the

improvement is partly due to the Press Act. 193.

The state of feeling in the Madras Presidency very greatly improved

since 1904 and 1907. 197.

The Muhammadan community does not count for much in Madras. Has
not noticed any inclination on the part of the young Muhammadans to combine

with the Hindus in agitation. 207.
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INTERNAL SEOTJRITT.

Moveable Columns.
,

, « I

G-enefal Staff.Appredaiion, L—-Moveable. ooliuBBS necessary

at Peshawar, Mar^n and the Malahand. 60. i

Moveable column, based on Hangu, required for the deface of .the

Eohat area. 51.

Moveable column based on Bannu required as a support to the posts in

Northern 'Waziristan. 62.

Moveable column based on Lera Ismail Elbaiii necessary to act as a support

to the posts in Southern Waziristan and the Gumal. 68.

Moveable columns, based on -Rawalpindi, Abbottabad, Jhelum, and

Sialkot, required for maintenance of order in Rawalpindi area. 68.

Movable columns, based on Lahore and Multan, necessary for the .main*

tenanoe of order in Lahore area. 67.

Moveable columns, based on Delhi, Agra, Meerut, and Bareilly, required
'

for the maintenance of order in the Meerut area. 77.

Moveable Column, based on Luokhow, required for the internal defence of

Oudh. 83, . ,

'

-Moveable Columns, based on Allahabad and Oawnpore, required for' the

intemal defence of the Allahabad area. 87.

- Stnall moveable columns of Volunteers and military police necessary to

ensure the maintenance of order in Assam. 1Q2,'
.

‘
.

Small moveable column necessairy for the maintenance of order in Nasira-

bad area. 105.

. Moveable columns, based on Mhow, Jhansi, and Baroda, required' for

security of Central India. 108, . / .ik i

Jhan^ moveable column, in conjunction with the one at Agra, to' ^toh '

Sindhians forces at Gwalior. 108. ••
«

Mhow column to overawe B[olkei*s troops at Indore and, if necessary, those

of the Gaikwar at Baroda. 108.

Moveable columns, based on Nagpur and Jubbulpore, required for internal

defence of Jubbulpoie area. 110.

Moveable columns, based on Poona, Santa Cruz, and Belgaum, necessary

for internal defence of Poona area. 117.

Maintenance of order in Sind by a small moveable column based on
RaiachL 119.

Moveable column, based on Bangalore, required fox the maintenance of

order in southern India. 128,

Moveable column for the maintenance of order in the Hyderabad area.

12A
Hyderabad area moveable column could be utilized for suppressing dis*

iurbauoes in the Matatba country or in the Central Provinces in conjunction
with the forces of the Poona and dubbulpore areas. 124.

Intemal defence moveable columns should be very mobile and ^ould not
be stinted either in oa airy or transport. 139,

^
Sir B, Barrow.

—^Numerous and relatively weak moveable columns not
durable but unavoidable. 4104.

Mistake to break up British units too much, would like to see moveable
columns composed more largely of British troops. 4114.
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JfcftteV fo have two small moveahle columns based on Madras stud

^Bangalore respectively. dl26.

At present we depend upon Bangalore, but Madras is also a place where
a moveable column is wanted. 4128.

Sir J, Willooohs.—The strength of some of the columns is very small
indeed, the strength may be laid down as a guide, but local conditions will
snrely render them all liable to change on. ther mobilization of the Field Army.
6427 .

Each of the frontier brigades has mobile transport for a moveable
column. 67§7.

]Ur. Ourti8.~—A. moveable column with two companies of British infantry;-

based on Belgaum, would be extremely useful. 6683.

Mr, Kennedy*—A moveable eolumu would be very necessary at Belgaum
6684.

General jBirdtoood.-^'Wovld prefer to see larger columns concentrated
without any hard and fast rules being laid down. Preferable to have fewer
columns of a stronger eharacter. 7209, 7347.

Mr. Sughes-Buller.'—As regards the military police, would be better tO'

have the men concentrated at Dacca with a flying column. 7763.

General AyUner.’—A^ regards the North-West Frontier, in no case should
the number <Sf men required for the minimum strength of the moveable
eolumns be allowed to be reduced by men going on furlough or leave. 8573.

General -Z/^aw.—Moimted Volunteers in planting districts might be avail-

able for moveable oolumUs, but the average Volunteer is not likely to b®
available for such work. 9862.

WEITTBSr Evidencb.

Sir S Sfuard.—li troops are disposed as suggested, not necessary
to make special arrangements in advance for an organized column. If we
have no troops at Ptichinopoly and Mallapuram, we should certainly have at

moveable column so organized that it could- start at an honr’a notice. 135v

81
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INTEBNAL SECURITY.

Native States.

General Siaf Appreciation. Appendix I.—Patiala, Nablia and Jind

States liave become tainted 'with the prevailing spirit of unrest. 61.

Patiala, Nabha and Jind States, astride main lines of communication

between Calcutta and Peshawar, and dominate Lahore, Amritsar, and Eeroze-

pore. 61.

The loyalty of the chiefs of the Rajput States can, with considerable cer.

taintr, be relied on, 105.

Reliance oannot be placed on the loyalty of the Maratha States or on the

fidelity of the State troops to their Rulers. 106.

Strategical importance of Gwalior State owing to railway from Bombay
to Delhi passing through it. 107, 137.

Gwalior, Indore and Baroda in Central India, command the principal

lines of communication between Bombay and Delhi. 132.

Sir M. Grover.—Local troops of Native States more formidable now than

they were in' 1904. 422.

It would he impossible to reverse the policy of allowing Native States tq

maintain Imperial Service Troops now. 426.

- Would not recommend encouragement being given to Native States to arm
their local troops with modern weapons. 442.

Sir 0. Cleveland .—The present ruler of Nabha has a distinctly seditious

record, hut he has not shewn his hand very clearly since his accession. lOiS.

Sindhia.is influenced by the Maratha Brahmans, 1067.

The Gaikwar has always favohred the Maratha Brahman extremists. 1069,

Tue Maratha States will go with the strongest, 1141,
. - . , .

Lord Minto’s policy of relaxing the control over Native States has brought

them increased power. 1143.

The States have nobody they would follow as a leader j they are grouped.
1-147.

Major Molyneux .—Does not know of any local troops which would be- c»f

much use except fox police purposes. 1339 (Annexure),

Speaking generally, does not consider that the local forces of Native States

would be any danger, 1500.

Mr. Fenton—Yety undesirable that Patiala should become the leader of
the Sikhs, and our efforts should be directed against such an idea. 1750,.

If Patiala were to start a claim to the leadership of the Ppnjah, sentiment
would be largely in his favour. 1764.

No indication to shew that Patiala, Jind, Rapurthala, and Ihei, Farid]tot
States are otherwise than well disposed towards the Government. I'7S6.'

'

Mr. Boaanquet .
—^Military forces of Baroda. 19864

The Gaikwar takes no interest whatever in his army. 1994.

Contributions of Baroda towards Imperial defence. 2016.

Does not consider the Gaikwar disaffected

danger. 2038,
nor his State a.j^sdtlrce of

No Arms Act in Baroda State. 2046.

Believes Gaikwar to he loyal. 2062.
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Siodhia disclaims any friendship with the Gaikwar. 2066.

Indore local forces. 2068.

In all cases the Government of India has the power to prevent Native
States from increasing their troops without sanction. 2070.

In Baroda there are 2549 police who are armed with muskets. 2085.

Holkar of Indore and his ministers loyal. 2093, 2096.

The Gaikwar has Europeans in charge of practically every department in
the State. 2105.

General Aylm'ir.—State troops should he regarded as a positive nuisance
and should be discouraged in every way. 2638.

Local troops o£ Native States would give us a great deal of trouble in the
event of sedition in India coming to anything. 2^2.

Jfn Lovett.—If there were a war with Afghanistan or the tribes and a
•simultaneous war between Great Britain and one of the great Powers the
sdititude of Gwalior might be doubtful. 2824.

The Talukdars of Oudh are perfectly loyal to the Government. 2336(
2842.

Talukdars have been taught that their own interests lie in supporting' Gov-
ernment. 2848.

hiaharaja of Benares very strongly disposed towards the Government.
2858.

The Talukdars will always be loyal so long as they feel that the Govern-
.ment is strong and gives them a clear lead. 2860.

, In time pf trouble the Nawab of Eampur would have some difficulty in
maintaining order should the Imperial Service Troops be withdrawn. 2894. -

Mr. Waterfield.—In all States the feeling is absolutely favourable towards

the Government. 3081.

Indore the most dangerous State in the eveut of trouble. 3105,

• In Gwalior, ludora, and Bhopal the Chiefs and Barbara are both loyal.

3123.

^ 'Bewia does not like Us, but • he is much too shrewd to take any action

against the ruling Power. 3123, 3133 (Agent to the . Governor-General consi-

'(dera Kewa Iqyal.' (Annexure).
,

Kewa has introduced a form of bonscription. 3125.

> In Bewa and Gwalior officers in civil appointments have to serve as officers

in the army. 3131.

’’li-'i ,‘iGwalior State makes its own cartridges. 3151.

Indore Barhar have shut up their arseual. 8151.

' Transport servibps of Indore and Gwalior both serviceable. 3153.

Some horse or field artillery guns are wanted at Mhow to keep Indore

“’iiity'Siuieit.' 8i69.

We should want a whole company of British infantry at Indore alone.

•3169.

Sir S. McMahon.—Local forces of Native States fallen off by about

150,000 men during last 20 years. 8631, -36^6,

1’i . iMajority of-local forces of Niative States badly paid, badly clothed, badly

et^uipped, badly trained and nadly led rabbles. 3631.
,

Irregular forces armed with antiqu'ated.weapons.. .

,

Our policy is to allow the irregular forces to dwindle away. ,8681, BQQG*



Better weapctos for Sindhians irregular troops constantly refused.

Bewa has compulsory seryice, but his men are rotten material* and their

hearts are not in the work. 3670.

Baro&’s army good at ceremonial drill', but useless in the field. 3676,

A small paa?ty in Phuikian States who need careful watching. 3-700.

Would call Patialfib- whole-heartedly loyal. 3702.

Though Nabba is a misguided egotist, would not call him' disloyah 3702^
3704i.

With doubtful exception of B'aroda, all Maratba Ghiefs thoroughly
loyal and would stand by us to- the very last moment as they cannot stand
without usi 3706, 370y.

Impossible to acquit Gaikwar of charge- of disloyaltyi but it would be
unfair to callhim actively seditious. 3706.

Maratba- States- permeated with the influence' of the- pestilential Beccani*
Brahman. 8706.

Qwalior has influence- among many States- as he‘ is looked upon as a very
elever and shrewd administrator. 3712.

Attitude of Gaikwar put down to-* swollen head.’ 3714.

Would not be in favour of removing the regiment from Barod'a. 3722ii

Sir B..BarroiB.—I-u Bajputana we must depend on the loyalty of the*
Chiefs. 4104.

Does not see why -we should have- any troops at Indore. 4112,

Xiocal armies of Hyderabad, Mysore, Baroda, Indore and Gwalior, all'
mcking in the essentialsof good troops, namely, ofBeers, tr-ainingi and equipment.-
4{185«

The artillery of these States is' not any good. 41-91.

Very little sympathy between the Maratha Ghiefs of Gwalior, Indore, aud^
Baroda and? their troops. 4193i

Ifcatha Chiefs would be loyal if only from motives of self-interest. 4193*

armies of all Native States are very inferior.

—The ruling Chiefs m the Southern Maratha* country are to*
this day all Ohitpavaus, except Holbapur and Jath. 6800.

The most influential Maratha leader is Kolhapur. He is absolutely lovaH
^^CQ^tl^asa'&watdealof trouble with the Brahmans in Kolha-

pur. 68o7*

.
Mtgkes^SuUer.—B'arbhanga: and Burd-wan might support us, Mvmen--

urfavouraU., but tl« Sawab.

Wbittbn Evtobnob.

EajpufeuamaybertUed:

ff « are at variance?with- their Barbar

imdS. 64..^ SO against them*

foroes-of the States in Eajputana, taken as s whole are of no>
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Though Tonic and Dholpur and tl>e 'minor Sisodia States of Banswara,
, J*artabgarh, and Dungarpur, are loyal themselvres, it is equally certain that the
OHiefs are not always able, unassisted, to oontrol their own subjects. 70.

,
In Rajpntana, the Native States are generally less powerful, compared

with the Paramount Power, than they used to be.

Boes not thinic there is any marked tendency for States to come together,
though Chiefs do so more than before.

There is no group of States or Chiefs who have come together in a political

sense. 92.

The gUM in possession of the Bajput States are mostly obsolete and are
' only used’ for firing salutes—the gunners do not carry out any range practice

and their fighting qualities are poor.

>' Not aware of any Stock of ammunition being maintained for these guns
beyond saluting powder. 96.

Three cases have occurred during the last 10 or 12 years in which it was
found necessary by the Native States to obtain outside aid. ItO.

BBIAIC 52
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INTERNAL SECURITY.

Noeth*West Eeontibe Peovinob and Baltjohistan.

OcncTctl Staff ^ppvBoiation, jippsndix /.““InhabitaEts of ^tlio Nortli“

"West Frontier ProTinoa susceptible to the same influences as the independent

frontier tribes, especially in rwigious matters. 47.

Population of Baluchistan more easy to control than that of the North-

West Frontier Province. 48, 64,

forces under civil authorities, stationed in small fortified posts,

are maintained for normal defence on main lines of communication on North-

West Frontier. These forces vrould prove inadequate should extensive and

organized tribal revolt supervene. 49.

Defence of Peshawar. 60.

Peshawar, base of northern line of advance into Afghanistan. 60.

Defence of Kohat. 61.

Kohat railhead of broad gauge railway, and base of central line of advance

into Afghanistan. 51.

Defence of Bannu. 62.

Bannu covers entrance to Tochi valley. 62.

Defence of Dera Ismail Khan. 63.

Defence of Quetta. 54, 138.

Quetta, base of southern line of advance into Afghanistan. 54.

General AyZmer.—Present system for defence of frontier complicated,
inefiddeut, and totally opposed to the first principles of defence. 2650.

Sir JET. McMahon .—The present system of maintaining order on the
North-West Frontier compares very favourably with the previous one. 3469.

Dangers in Baluchistan very much less than those in other portions of the
frontier. 3742.

Zhob Levy post on Afghan frontier should not be withdrawn. 3760.

Sir JS. Sorrow.—^North-West Frontier absolutely dissimilar to frontier

between France and Germany. 3783.

Absolutely opposed to proposed reduction of Kohat garrison. 4104.

Sir G. Boos- Present system of maintaining order along the
frontier compares favourably with that in force in 1895. 4756.

Internal situation in North-West Frontier Province materially better and
morally worse than it was ten years ago. 5113.

During the last two years the Arms Act has been more strictly enforced
in the Frontier-Province. 6125.

On the whole, the prestige of the Government on the frontier has increased
in the last 2u years. 5131.

The improvement of railway communication is more important for the
defence of the North-West Frontier Province than any increase of garrisons.
6163.

^
In regard to the lamng of several yeomanry corps hy native gentry, thinhs

it would be a mistake with the North-West Frontier Province to form them
into corps and would prefer to give each Khan a section of the border to guard.
6226.

Sir J. Muhammadans and Hindus on the North-West Frontier
generally hate one another. Even if they hate us in places, their hatred of
one another is greater. A combination of Hindu and Muhammadan is but a
temporary make-shift which we can nip in the bud by judicious handling.
6653.
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INTERNAL SECURITY.
Punjab.

General Staff Jppredation. Appendix J.—Populatioa—12 million Muham-
madans, 10 million Hindus, and 2 million Sikhs, People hardy and warlike. 66.

Muliamxnadans of Rawalpindi area the most turbulent people in the
Punjab. 57.

Defence of Rawalpindi. 58, 138.

Rawalpindi of strategical importance on account of its fortified position
and arsenal. 58, 138.

Pirst move in revolt among Sikhs would probably be an attack on Eeroze-
poie arseuah 61.

Tat Ehalsa and Arya Samaj potential sources of mischief when appreciat-
ing the factors affecting the internal security of the Punjab. 66.

Rawalpindi, Murree, OampbeUpore, Attoofc, Abbottahad, Jhelum, and
Sialkot have to be held. 68.

The Punjab must be regarded as an area in which special precautions are
necessary for the maintenance of internal security. Our first strategic objective
in the defence of the Province is to secure our positions at Rawalpindi, Lahore,
Amritsar, and Perozepore, and to keep open the lines to Bombay and
Karachi. 67, 69, 138.

Delhi of paramount political and strategical importance. 73, 131, 138.

To hold Delhi is to dominate northern India, and to dominate northern
India is to ensure the submission and tranquility of the less warlike portions
of the country.

The security of Delhi, and of the railways which link it to Calcutta and
Bombay, may be regarded as the basis of India’s peace strategy. 131.

Rebellion, as the fruit of seditious agitation, appears most probable in
northern India, less likely in the Deccan and least likely in Bengal. 134.

Sir 0. Cleveland.—Does not consider that the number of troops allotted

to the internal defence of the Punjab is adequate. 1294.

Mr. Fenton.—The rural classes throughout the Punjab are well-disposed

towards the Government, except where they have been got at by agitators. 1712.

Punjab Muhammadans would be more concerned if we went to war with
Turkey than if we were at war with the Amir. 1780.

Proposed arrangements for internal defence of the Punjab accepted as

satisfactory, and an improvement on previous arrangements. 1802.

In the event of disaffection in the native army it m^ht be unsafe to

have no British troops at Jhelum. 1808.

Mr. Wheeler.—^Peeling between Muhammadans and Hindus in the

Punjab is very bitter. 2206.

General Aylmer.—Not safe to have a Sikh battalion at Amritsar and does

not think the Sikh troops like it. 2818.

Sir E. Earroto.—A weak detachment of British troops at Jhelum would
be a mistake in the presence of a very strong brigade of Indian troops and does

not think it would be advisable to have one there even on account of the

bridge. 4267.

Sir J. jriZicoeifes.—Does not think the full mobile brigade is as necessary

at Delhi as at the front. 5443.

A place like Jhelum should never be without, a British regiment. 5511.

The two companies of British infantry detailed as the obligatory garrison

of Perozepore are totally inadequate. 5518.

'MTnhfl.mma.flftTia and Hindus in the Punjab generally ' hate one another.

Even if they hate up in places, their hatred ofone anothmr is greater. A com*
hiTiRtinn of Bjndu and Muhammadan is but a- temporary make-shift whioh we
can nip in the bud by judicious handling. 6658.
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INTERNAL SECURITY.

RAILTrAYS AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS.

General Staff Appreciation. Appendix I.—The following are the more
important lines of railway which will require special measures for their
protection on mobilization or during a time of internal disturbance :

—

Attock—Jamrud. 60. Thall—Khusalgarh. 61. Sukkur—Quetta—
Bostan—Ohaman. 64,137. Wazirabad—Jhelum—Attock and
Khusalgarh bridges. 68. Lahore—Peshawar and Kohat. 68,
68. Delhi—Ambala—Lahore ; Raewind—Delhi ; Lahore
Samasata—Karachi; Samasata—Kundian, Samasata—Jhand,
Beas, Sutlej, Bavi and Ohenab bridges. 68, 76, 119, 137
Calcutta—Delhi; Bombay—Delhi. 73. Lucknow—Saharanpur!
76, 87,98, ll7, 131, 137. Itarsi—Allahabad ; Bhusawal—Nagpur.
110. Kotri and Sukkur bridges. 119. Madras—Bombay and
branches to Bangalore and Ooonoor. 123, 124 and 137. Wadi—
Secunderabad. 124.

Bannu shortly to be connected with the North-Western Railway by a narrow
gauge line crossing the Indus at Kalabagb. 62.

is a safe and indestructable line of communication in Assam.

ChiMttuotion of Trans-Persian Railway will increase responsibilities of Sind
as regards railway protection. 119.

prikes among telegraph and railway subordinates are likely to be broufbt
about with political objects. 136.

u

Bormr^^lle^
^ communication from Rangoon to the north of

The power of the Chitpavan Brahmans to impede or stop the workine ofthe railways constitutes a danger. 1126.
^ ^ r i g or

OUtpaTans employed on railwaye.

Sir a. Bcoe-Keppel.^li might he desirable to make roads through someparts of independent territory and to keen them nmm bv n/>e4»
some

fog ot taking over the administration of §io o^t^ ^^'498?**“"’* ““**•

d.«or%°97*^
oommnnioation is the bert mean. forkeepUg , tribe in

destrfSl™;
>»Wgo at Jhelnm should be ireouwd against

India Railway between Bombay and f^t. the
and Ceni^

l^s^^UhU. rolnntee,
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Tlie reliable forces, other tban regular troops, available for the protection
of the Indian railway systems are so exiguous that the utmost they could be-

relied upon to accomplish would be the defence of certain sections which it

would be vital to hold. 6652 (Annexure II, paragraph 18).

Nearly all the clerical employes of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway,
and practically all the telegraph operatives within the central area of the Bom-
bay Presidency are Brahmans, and this is certainly a factor which discounts the
improvement in the security of the country as a consequence of the increased

facilities of communication. 6780 (Annexure II, paragraph 19).

Mr Curtis.—Considers the arrangements for guarding the railways in the

Surat-Belgaum area inadequate. 6650, 6662.

Considers the civil authorities could help to a certain extent in guarding

the railways. 6656.

An undue proportion of Chitpavans employed in the trafSc departments of

the railways. 6780.

Mr, Kennedy,—In guarding the railways, the armed and the unarmed
police, the latter armed with swords, could give effective assistance, but would
not put much trust in village chaukidars, 6657, 6662, 6668.

Mr. S.vghes-JBuller.—The whole of the communications in Bengal are very-

much in the hands of the Chitpavan Brahmans, and though this is undoubtedly

a danger it is difficult to find a remedy. 8194.

Sir T. Wynne.^—Por the defence of railways, the military authorities

enquire, or the railway authorities report, what important tunnels, etc. the rail-

way consider should be guarded, and the military then make provision to guard

tshe most essential points. 8993, 8997.

R ailway junctions and, workshops are to be largely handed over to the

Volunteers to look after.

There are certain points which the railway Volunteers undertake to protect

and others where the local police and the military must come in. 8999.

Generally satisfied with the arrangements for the defence of railways.^

9006.

Does not think there is any political danger in the number of Cbitpavan

Brahmans employed on railways. Every railway has been doing its bt st to mix

up the various castes on its staff. 9049.

Whitten Evidence.

Sir S' Kolertson ^—The civil authorities in the Central Provinces

could take ^ective measures to assist the military in guarding the railway lines;

running through the Provinces. 22.

Sir m Stuart.— the Madras Presidency the civil authorities co^d

give very little assistance to the military in guarding the railway lines m time

of disturbance. 152.

Mr J2or»e.--Owing to the extreme smillness of the force at their

dianosal the civil authorities could only give very little assistance to the mill-

to^^^rding the raUway Imee in the Madrae Piesidency m times of dK-

turbance. 153.

Mr PWoeia.—In time of distimbance. there wo^ be few police-

nvail^li to guard the railways in the Madrae Presideney m the way th^

*“N“!fSitr!ike«hJ^ of serions difaculties with the Chinese on the

YuuMn border, but if at any future . time the Chinese became a poweriul

nation they may then give trouble in that region. 270w

Zoeef Goreramenf. JB«r«.e.-Burma Government has ropeatedlv

the project of a railway from Bhamo to'Tengyneh and Pahfu, and the opposi-

tion of the Chinese Government has been the only obstacle. 303.

E&
891AIO
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INTERNAL SECURITY.

Rajputana, Centbal India and the Central Provinces.

General Staff Appreciation. Appendix I.—Population, 2 million Mu*
hammadans and 18 million Hindus. 104,

Ajmere requires to be beld as it bas a railway junction with workshops of

imporiance. 105.

Mhow, Jliansi, and Baroda have to be held. 103.

Anti-British propaganda of Ohitpavan Brahmans meets with considerable

empathy at Nagpur. 109, 113.

Nagpur and Jubbulpore require to be held. 110.

Mr. Waterfield.—Muhammadans and Hindus intermingle a good deal in
the Native States of Central India. 3117.

Some horse or field artillery guns are wanted at Mhow to heep Indore city
quiet. We should want a whole company of British infantry at Indore alone.
8169.

Bhils and Bhilalas, are communities who might give trouble. 3191.

Sir B. JBarroto.—In Rajputana we must depend on the loyalty of the
Chiefs. 4104.

Does not see why we should have any troops at Indore. 4112.

Written Evidence.

Sir B. Bohertson.—The internal defence arrangements proposed for the
Central Provinces are considered generally satisfactory. 20.

There are local as well as military arrangements for internal defence. 24,

Though local outbreaks might undoubtedly be looked for in the south and
west, the rest of the Provinces would remain fairly secure for some time, and
by then, an improvement in the general situation might reasonably be looked
for. 2d

There is no doubt that the political agitators of the Central Provinces were
In oommunicatioa with the Bengal agitators, and with those of Poona and
Nasik. 34.

The prosecution and conviction of Tilak had a somewhat exasperating
effect on local extremists. 36.

°

Under the administration of Sir Reginald Craddock, seditionists were
promptly dealt with in the Central Provinces, and tiie effect of the strong
action displayed is still felt. 40.

All administrative officers in the Central Provinces are directed to secure
a due admixture of races and castes as fat as possible in their offices. 42.

Believes the state of public feeling is now very good, 60.

As a community, the Muhammadans in the Central Provinces are loyal
and for the present, hold quite aloof from the Hindus politically, but a possible
fusion of Muhammadans and Hindus is obviously a consideration that will
always have to be reckoned with. 64, 60.

The Muslim League branches are the only signs of stirring among the
Muhammadan community of the Central Provinces, but their influence has as
yet been slight. The Muhammadans in the Central Provinces may be regarded
as a fairly homogeneous body.

It would largely depend on the attitude of Muslim League whether the
local community showed much interest in matters such as a war with Afghan-
istan, etc. 66, 68,
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There can be no two opinions as to the beneficial effect of the Press
Act, but there is not now much necessity for applying the Act in the Central
Provinces.

The Turoo-Italian war and the events in Morocco and Persia have been
noticed in the Central Provinces. 66.

The worMng of the Arms Act is satisfactory from a political point of view
so far as the Central Provinces are concerned. 62.

All administrative officers in the Central Provinces are directed to secure

a due admixture of races and castes as far as possible in their offices. 42.

Believes the state of public feeling is now very good. 60.

Lieutemnt-Colonel Stratton.—Not aware of any party in Rajputana which

desires to shahe off British rule. 76.

All large towns in Bajputana would hefoei for trouble iu the event of

acute political unrest. 78.

The statement that the Muhammadans of India have no real com-

munity of interest is borne out to some extent so far as Rajputana is concern-

ed. In Bajputana, Muhammadans are everywhere greatly ont-numhered by

tbft B[indu element, and are generally in a state of semi-dependcnoe on the

Hindu rulers. 80.

Would-be wise to add at least two companies of British infantry to the

garrison proposed for the Nasirabad area. b2.
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INTERNAL SEOURITT.

United Peovinoes.

Gen&f’al Staff Appreciatiom. Appendix I.—^Population—41 million Hindus^

,

7 million Muhammadans. 71.

Security of Delhi must be made absolutely certain. 73.

Defence of Agra important as it has a fort, is the centre of telegraph

system, and baa a railway junction commanding two bridges over the Jumna.
74,138.

Defence of Lucknow important being place of first strategic importance

in Oudh. 78, 138.

Defence of Allahabad important as it has a fortress containing an arsenal

and has a radio-telegraph installation. 84.

'Allahabad covers three railway bridges across the Ganges and Jumna, j

Would be the base of any force operating in Oudh from the east. 84. ' ,r,
i

Defence of Cawnpore important on account of its mills and factories.-

85.

Luoknow, Gorakhpore, Allahabad, Oawnpore, and Benares have to be held.

83,87.

Muhammadan population in certain towns in the United Provinces turbu-
lent and fanatical and liable to be infiaenoed by a jihad on the frontier. 83.

Anti-cow-killing movement might ho made the pretext for a dangerous
political agitation in the United Provinces. 81.

Sir 0. Cdeveland.-^Ondh has come out of the sedition movement extreme-
ly well. 1176.

J0r. Wheeler.—Peeling between Muhammadans and Hindus in United
Provinces is very bitter. 2205.

Mr, If there were a war with Afghanistan or the tribes, and
a simultaneous war between Great Britain and one of the great Powers, the
British strength and especially the mounted strength of obligatory garrisons for
the Meerut and Lucknow divisional areas should he increased. 2824, 2826,
2828, 2832.

The United Provinces were the cock-pit of the Mutiny and are ** the heart
of India.” 2824

,
2860.

Allahabad is one of the places where he would like more British troops,
2832.

The Talukdars of Oudh are perfectly loyal to the Government. 2836.
2860.

Orthodox Brahman feeling in the United Provinces is distinctly on our
side. 2862 (Annexure), 2864.

During the past year the anti-cow-killing agitation has enjoyed some sort
of organization and coherence, but the feeling aroused by the movement is

chiefly superficial. 2864 (Annexure).

Possibility of a temporary repproacbement betweenHindus aud Muhamma-
dans, but does not believe in a permanent alliance between them. 2866
(Annexure).

Although the Shiahs and Sunnis in Lucknow quarrel a great deal they csn
combine on occasion, and on the whole the Muhammadans of the United Pro-
vinces are a homogeneous body. 2880, 2882, 2983, 3007, 3009,

An idea for both a Muhammadan and a Hindu University at Benares.
Both institutions should be kept strictly under Government control or they
will give a great deal of trouble. 2892.
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The general feeling in the United Provinces is favourable to the Govern-
ment. In the Meerut, Agra, and Bohilkhand Divisions there is a lawless
turbulent element which requires vigilant and firm handling. It can hardly be
expected that serious depletion of the garrison to which Provinces have so long
been accustomed, would be unattendedby loss of prestige to the Government.
2929.

The aspirations of the Hindus are Hindu predominance in an India pro-
tected by Great Britain. 2935.

In the event of political unrest, trouble might be anticipated at the follow-

ing main centres :—Benares, Allahabad, Ducknow, Agra, Bareilly, Oawnpore,
Aligarh, Jhansi, Muttra, and Hardwar. 2959.

Volunteers could not possibly hold Agra fort in the event of trouble.

2961.

Muhammadan politicians in the United Provinces have been considerably
interested in the Turco-Italian war and the course of events in Persia. They
are attracted by the Pan-Islamic movement and many of them are striving

bard to imbue their co-religionists generally with their own sentiments. 2977,

8007.

S9UI0
54



JAPAN.

General Staff Appreciation. Appendix I.—British Governmeiit’s riglit

to call for the assistance of Japan, which would probably be confined to military
action in Manchuria. 1^. t

In assisting Japan in a war with Bussia the attitude of Afghanistan would
largely infiuence the action to be taken by India. 15.

Sir S. JUeMahon.—-In the event of our being at war with Bussia in
Afghanistan, we could count, under the treaty with Japah, on Japanese assist-

ance. 3291.

It might he preferable for Japan to operate against Bussia in the northern
part of Manchuria or at other places. 3293.

Wbittbn Evedenob.
Mr. There are a good many secret Chinese societies in Burma,

but does not think they would be likely to give any trouble unless we were at
war with China or Japan, in which case they probably would. ^79.



KASHMIR AND THE GILGIT AGENCY,

GeiiPral Staff AppreoiaHon. Appendix I.—Chinese Tnrkistan separated
from Kashmir by enormous mountain ranges. Eew tracks across these
mountains are passable by even smallest bodies of troops, and no Chinese
troops of any Yalue maintained in Chinese Tnrkistan, no danger need be appre-
hended from China in this quarter. Possibility of an attack from Russia across
Pamirs. Owing to difficulty of communications Kashmir Imperial Service
•Troops could probably dispose of Russians in this quarter. 27.

Sit* McMahon;—Oochpation of Chinese Tnrkistan by Russian troops

remoyes another buffer and gives Kashmir a Russian frontier. 3751, 3756.

Sh* G. JS.oo8<-Keppvl .—Ohitralis are hostile to Pathan tribes surrounding
them, and would be unlikely to join them. 1776.

Thinks if 'we are going to keep ah isolated garrison in Chitral it must be
increased to two battalions. 5143.

The tribal militia system for the garrisoning Of Chitral would not be a
very satisfactory arrangement. 5149,

Sir «7. WUlcocJeB.—Sees no danger in holding Chitral as at present.

Okibal levies would not be suitable for garrisoning Chitral. 5826^ 5880.

Does not consider 2 battalions necessary for Chitral. 5826.

General Aylmer.—Present garrison for Chitral is sufficient, and another

battalion would certainly be excessive. 8687.
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KOBTH-EAST EBONTIEB AND NEPAL.

General Staff Appreciation, Appendias I.—^Nepal factor of first import*

anoe in this part of India. Has a fairly efficient army of 36,000 men.

Nepal does not acknowledge suzerainty of either Great Britain or_ Ohuia

hut Nepalese are more disposed now than formerly to listen to onr advice, hnd

are likely to prove important allies in any contingency that may arise. 28.

Tibetans not warlike and never been aggressive neighbours.

Tibet does not call for any serious military preparations on our part for

some years to come.

In case of trouble with Tibet, Ohumbi valley is a weak point which invites

our attack. v

Military operations in Tibet inordinately expensive and difficult and should

be avoided. 29.

Population of Bhutan neither warlike nor well armed.

Would not be easy to protect Bhutan from China acting through Tibet.

Northern frontier of Bhutan remains undefined and this may become a

source of trouble.

Considerable forces could not with advantage be employed in Bhutan. 30.

China not hitherto a strong military Power. 32. ,

Movement of large bodies of troops along any route in the mountains

between China and Burma-Assam border not possible. In the absence of

railways across the frontier wo hare little to fear from China but should

railway from Bhamo northwards be extended through Tunnan, it may demand
additional forces on Burma frontier though it may, at the same time, have
pacific effect on frontier. Pressure will always be more effectively brought

on China by oversea operations. 32.

Potential military strength of China has to be borne in mind. 33.

Independent tribes along North*East Erontier numerous but unimportant.

Tlvey must however be brought under our infiuence and afforded protection

against external aggression. Si.

Sir S. McMahon.—Nepal has never openly acknowledged the suzerainty

of Great Britain, and no such suzerainty is indicated in any treaty or
by the recognition of our right to control her foreign relations. Present
position in regard to Nepal is one of de /acto though not de jure suzerainty
tacitly- acknowledged by Nepal but denied by China. 8679.

Undesirable to press the Nepal Darbar in r^ard to allowing us to have"
more Gurkha reservists. 8586, 3689, 3593.

Strength of Nepal army 33,333 men and 267 guns. 3597.

Nepal troops well-organized, well-trained, smart looking men. 8601.

Prime Minister of Nepal assured His Majesty the King-Emperor that the
whole of the army of Nepal would be at his disposal whenever required. 3606.

Of all the people with whom we have to deal there are none more consis-
tently loyal and ohligii^ than the Nepalese Darbar. 3609.

In a war with Russia Nepalese would stick to us until we were absolutely
cleared oat. 8615.

If China re-establishes herself in Tibet, trouble will sooner or later arise
between her aud the Government of India over her claim to the States of Neual
and Bhutan. 3621.

^

China claims Tibet and Mongolia as regular provinces of China. 3627.
Sir B. Chinese troops need not at present be considered as

formidable from a military point of view, but led by Europeans or Japanese,
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Chinese troops might become so as the Chinaman is no coTrard and shows an
extraordinary aptitude for drill. 466/;

Sir J. WUlcocks.—Nepal may one day go against us, but in India we
mjist take such risks. 6625.

General Samilton Gordon.—There is no probability in the near future
that the situation at present existing on the Korth>East Frontier is likely to

require the presence of additional troops near that frontier in time of peace,

but it is impossible to say what direction tlie present unrest in tl»e frontier

provinces of China may take, and additional troops on our Assamese and
Burmese frontiers may possibly prove necessary. The future policy of China
may also atfect the question. 14006.

Of opinion that we shall have trouble on the North-East Frontier later on.

14082.

y General Birdwood.—On the North East Frontier, s > far as can he seen at

present, auy railway extension would be on the metre gauge. 16652.

Wbitten Evidence.

Mr. Law.—There are a good many secret Chinese societies in Burma, hut

does not think they would be likely to give any trouble unless we were at

war with China or Japan, in which case they probably would. 279.

Burma Government has repeatedly pressed the project of a railway from

Bhamo to Tengyueh and Talifu, and the opposition of the Chinese Government

has been the only obstacle. 303.

Local Government, Burma.—No immediate likelihood of serious difidculties

with the Chinese on the Yunnan border, but if at any future tinae the Chinese

became a powerful nation they may then give trouble in tl at region. 270.

,,1^10 .
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NOETH-WEST EEONTIEE TRIBES.

General Staff Appreciation. Appendix I.—Amir is encouraging the

armament of tlie frontier tribes, who are now much better armed and their

fighting strength gi’eater than in 1897-98.

In the event of collision with these tribes we must be prepared to attack

them in their mountain fastnesses. They are becoming a great and increasing

danger of which it is necessary to take cognizance. 26.

Holes on the Military resources of Afghanistan. Appendix II.

Nasrulla Khan constantly makes presents of arms and ammunition to

prominent men among the frontier tribes. 22.

The tribesmen of the North-West Frontier and Afghanistan buy rifles in

the open market at Kabul, Kandahar and Herat, from Ghilzai and other arms
dealers. 22.

Colonel Bingley.—Amir believed to have been selling some obsolete rifles

such as Sniders to the frontier tribes. Caravans laden with rifles go up from
the Mekran coast to Kabul and Amir must be aware that these arms are there

sold to the tribesmen. 129, 131.

In event of advancebeyond Jalalabad, tribes would be placed in an awkward
position, as in an advance to Kabul we would secure advantage of controlling
tribes by getting in behind them. 235.

In a war with Afghanistan, in the event of the Amir preaching a jihads
the tribes would probably follow him as their spiritual leader. 237.

Sir M, Grover.—The armament of the frontier tribes has improved. 491,
493.

Does not think frontier tribes would ever combine. 601.

The fighting strength of tribes estimated at 300,000 fighting men, with over
62,000 breech and 40,000 muzzle-loading rifles, is considered probably correct.
605.

General Aylmer.^lo. a war between ourselves and the Afghans, the
frontier tribes are bound to go against us. Assuming the strict neutrality of
tribes, six divisions would be sufficient for a war with Afghanistan. In event
of war with Afghanistan and the frontier tribes combined, we shall want every
man we have in India in an efficient state of organization. 2649.

Does not think General Duff’s estimate of 120,000 men required to fi"ht
Afghanistan and the tribes far wrong. 2559.

Estimate of six-and-a-third divisions several separate units of infantry*
cavalry and Pioneers not excessive for war with tribes. We must always
take into account unofficial Afghan assistance to the tribes. 2503.

Does not think the Sultan’s influence on the tribesmen is greater than that
of the Amir. 2566,

Tribes have no leader, but one might arise. 2667.

Eor some of the more modem weapons tribes would have very little

ammunition. 2573.

The policy of withdrawal from tribal territory has always proved a failure
and will do so in the future. In case of a war with, or in, Afghanistan we
might eaaly have to keep three divisions watching the tribes. Permanent
garrisons and strict disarmament once we occupied frontier tribal country
would be far more economical than policy of withdrawal. 2575.

The annexation of a single tribal area might bring us trouble, but it would
be better to have it out. 2677.

The Afridis are one of the most formidable tribes and they would take
advantage of any favourable opportunity. 2579, 2681.

The ktahsuds are the most likely tribe to give us trouble in the early future,
but we may have trouble with any of the tribes. Other tribes have not much
sympathy with the Mahsuds. 2679, 2683.
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Sir JEC. McMahon .—Amir has indirectly encouraged the armament of
the North-West Frontier tribes. 3377.

laoreased intercourse and recent peaceful relations with tribes has tended
to mitigate anti-foreign feeling, and make it less than it was 30 years ago.
3125.

The time has long since passed when any sndden or general attempt at
** peaceful penetration ” on Sandemen lines would have any prospect of success.
Our relations with the tribes ou the North-West Frontier are as a whole more
satisfactory than they have been in the past. There would appear to be a
general desire on the part of the tribes to maintain peaceful relations with us.

Each tribe views its neighbour with jealousy and mistrust. 3467.

The blockade in the Gulf has already begun to affect the supply of arms to

frontier tribes. 3501.

The quantity and quality of rifles made in the Kohat Pass is steadily
increasing, but want of ammunition will minimize the evil of this, and the
courage of tribes will diminish with their ammunitioa. 3511.

The possibility of a large and general combination of frontier tribes against
us is a contingency that must always be recognized. At the same time, any
large combination of tribes involving combined action outside the territorial

limits of each is out of the question owing to the impossibility of their feeding
themselves. A jihad fostered by the Amir would stir up not only the border
tribes but disturb the Muhammadans of the whole of India. 3616.

Amir’s brother is working to make the tribes a more eflGlcient buffer

between us and Afghanistan. 3617.

The Mahsuds are the tribe with which we are likely to have hostilities

first. 3525.

Afridis becoming subject to peaceful influences, does not think they want
any trouble with us. 3627.

Of opinion that an expedition against any tribe should be followed by the
occupation of the tribal area with a simple system of administration by means
of irregular local forces and a small backing of local troops. 3636.

First example made with this new policy would be thoroughly appreciated

by rest of frontier, and would minimize trouble with tribes in the future. 3539.

The frontier tribes will be the first to come under the influence of the

fanatical feeling which a war with Afghanistan will arouse. 3616.

Sir JS. Barroio .—In a war with the tribes, if we act offensively in
one quarter at a time and defensively elsewhere, we might manage with 6
divisions plm the 3 independent brigades. It would be absurd to take the
offensive simultaneously against all, unless we were compelled to do so. Does
not consider that concerted action ou the part of the tribes is possible. 4026.

4034.

Considers 7 divisions sufiELoient for dealing with Afghanistan and tribes.

4040.

Does not consider the estimate of men and arms of tribes reliable,

but somewhat exaggerated. Ammunition of tribes would run out in a very
short time. 4062, 4064.

After isolated campaigns against tribes withdrawal is advisable, but in

event of general war, is for going right up to Durand line, making roads and
freely enlisting tribesmen. 4066.

The tribesmen if enlisted by ua would make good soldiers. 4068.

The Afridis are. the most likely to be dangerous to us in the future. 4064.

A war with the Mahsuds is likely. 4066.

In the event of a Muhammadan ridug in India the tribesmeh would join in
ftTid the Afghans also. 4300.

Sir O. MooB^Keppel.—Shinwaris could he made use of in time of war
to guaxd the Khyber road within their limits. They feel that their interests

are ours and they could be entirely depended upon.
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Afridis the most important and best armed tribe upon the frontier and no

rising could be general without them. They are singularly free from fanaticism

and look solely to their own interests. ITothing short of a real grieTance

would induce them to rise independently of others.

Orakzai and Zaimusht would follow the Afridis, hut they are not such

good fighters nor so well armed as the latter.

In a frontier rising the Turis of the Kurram could be entirely depended

upon.

Wazirs and Mahsuds are hostile to us, well-armed and steadily increasing

their armament and they are much under influence of Kabul.

Our relations with all except the most remote tribes have steadily improv-

ed since 1895.

The people of the Black Mountain and Buner are poorly armed and it is

doubtful whether they ever would give serious trouble unless their independence

was threatened.

Swatis are intensely fanatical and priest-ridden, not to be trusted and might
rise at any time without cause and without warning.

The people of Dir and Bajaur are less fanatical than the Sw^is but would
probably join the latter in any big rising.

Ohitralis are hostile to Pathan tribes surrounding them, and would be
unlikely to join them.

The Mohmands have fanatical tendencies and would probably give trouble,
but they are not a serious menace.

Mullagoris are very friendly to us, ou had terms with Mohraands and
Afridis, and can be depended upon to assist us to guard Mullagori country,

Bhittanis, Miauis, Shiranis are negligible.

The relations of tribes with each other have been drawn closer, and a war
against one tribe "Wocdd" arouse the sympathy- of the others. 4770, 4802,

In 1897 there was no lateral communication between the tribes now
there is a. chain linking them up. 4778,4918. •

'

The Amir keeps up regular pro-Afghan agencies amongst the tribes and
subsidizes them. An^ybody who is notoriously anti-British receives an allow-
ance from Kabul. One allowances to the tribes are allotted by tribes and each
section receives its share. 4782, 4790.

Does not think we could possibly do without this system of subsidies,
4794.

All the tribes on the frontier are more or less hostile at heart. 4800.
There is no instance of fighting tribes having settled in India. 4306.
Does not think tribes want to change masters in the least. 4812.
An enormous trade among, tribes has grown up. 4816.
With increased prosperity, will be less value as fighting men and will

bee0mei,ltt8s.molmed! to- fight because they will have more to lose/ 4818.
In a war with Btissia, with Afghans as our allies, if the tribes thought w‘e

were going to win they would fight for us, but some would nevertheless raM
ouic convoys. 4824.

Statistics showing armament of the tribes can be relied upon as a mihi-
xnum. 4832.

Betarni of arms in possession of tribes shows only arms of European
manufacture. Every tribesman has a weapon of some sort. 4834.

. t
the fighting strength of the tribes, every able-bodied man is

mcmaea. 4838. • -

*fl

as an average, tribes possess 20 to 40* rounds of ammunition per
-ir*' *

aways. obtained ammunition from.Kabul and they also buy
it from Afghan, troops on the frontiejs of tribal areas. 4848, 4864.

^ ^
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No rifle has very great value on. the frontier which does not take Govern-
ment ammunition. .AJ.1 rifles made in tribal areas are made to take Government
ammunition. 48G2, 4864.

^

Rifles made in tribal country shoot well up to 8DD yards or so. 4868.

If we stopped the manufacture of rifles in the Kohat Pass it would only
drive the trade further inland. 4874.

^

The effect of our operations in the Persian Gulf has been to reduce largely
the supply of arms and ammunition. 4878.

Tribesmen visit Kabul and Jalalabad iu considerable numbers each year,
and bring back a few rifles and large quantities of ammunition. 4884.

No present likelihood of any large or general tribal combination against us,
and cannot conceive of same unless we were at war with Afghanistan. No
jihad preached from Kabul would induce the tribes to rise unless the Afghans
showed the way. Should tribes have serious grievances, and their discontent
tempt them to rise their inclinations would doubtless be intensified by preach-
ings and promises of support from Kabul. 4908, 4926.

The stoppage of the arms trafiflc would not in the least have the effect of
bringing some of the tribes on us. 4912.

No comparison is possible between the frontier tribes and the tribes in
Baluchistan. 4916.

Nasrulla Khan begs tribes always to keep in communication with each
other. 4918.

Afridis consider themselves the premier tribe and have a certain amount
of dislike and contempt for the others, but common interest and a common
fi.ghting religion count for something. 4924.

The national feeling is too strong to permit us to entertaiu the idea of
getting any of the clans on our side if we tried to take a portion of tribal
country. 4926.

Tiie General Staff estimate of six-and-a-third divisions with other details is
ample if not excessive for a general war with the tribes. 4928.

The three important tribes to be considered are the Swatis, Afridis, and the
Wazirs (including the Mahsuds) as the smaller tribes would follow their
example. Mahsuds are the most obviously hostile tribe at present. Looks
upon the Swatis as the gravest danger. 4928, 4930.

The armament of the tribes is very much better than it was in 1897. 4032.

We are now in a better position to hit at the tribes than we were. 4938.
4938.

Mahsuds could be ruioed by entering their country in the spring and
destroying their harvest then and in the following autumn. A war with
Afghanistan would unsettle the tribes, but it would not necessarily make them
rise in sympathy. In such a war the Afridis are the most important tribo as
they command Khyber throughout its length and road from Landi Kotal to
Jalalabad. An early and decisive victory at Jalalabad or Gandamak would
probably bring Afridis to our side. The other tribes from their situation could
take little part in the war, but were it prolonged, they would probably become
much excited and go in for extensive raiding. In a tribal war the Afghan
Government would disclaim any sympathy with the rebels, but would give
covert assistance in the shape of food and ammunition and would wink at large
numbers of Afghan subjects joining the tribesmen. 4942, 4944.

If we had a revolt on the part of Sikhs and Hindus, and we wanted the
froutier tribes, they would come in thousands, bring their own arms, and pay
their own expenses. 4960.

The tribes regard the Sultan as the head of Islam ; they do not regard the
Amir as a great religious leader, but a jihad declared by him is lawful. 4964.

ssiuq Kft
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AnTtbing in the nature of annexing the territory up to the Durand line

would be a mistake, but we should take advantage of future expeditions for

necessary rectifications of our frontier with the tribes. 4966.

It might be desirable to make roads through some parts of independent

territory, and to keep them open by posts without annexing or taking over the

administration of the country. 4966, 4980.

The opening up of communications is the best means for keeping a tribe

in check. 4974.

Afridis get on better with us thau any other of the tribes—they have a

great natural taste for soldiering. 4984.

In his opinion, peaceful penetration on the ** Sandeman system” is

not possible in frontier tribal territory. 4996.

Not safe to base calculations regarding number of troops required for au
Afghan war upon assumption that frontier tribes would give little trouble.

6042.

Sir J. Willcooks.—Considers that in a war with Afghanistan we must reckon
on the frontier tribesmen rising. 6363.

If Government takes prompt measures at the outset of a war with the

tribes on onr North-West Frontier, can see no possibility of so large a force as six-

and-a-third divisions being necessary. Delay and diplomatic dealing may cause

a general rising, but the suspension of political rule and a free hand to the com-
mander of the troops will be the best and the only way to prevent a prolonged
campaign and to nip a geueral rising in the hud. The immediate advance of,

say, one division will do more than the concentration of a large force at a later

period. 6373.

Does not consider that an army of 120,000 would be required to fight

Afghanistan and the tribes combined. 6376.

Considers that the numbers in the General Staff Memorandum showing the
fighting strength of the frontier tribes, and the breech-loading rifles or carbines
in their possession are exaggerated. 6387.

The more the tribes pursue our system the less formidable they wiE become.
6391.

Withdrawal after puutive expeditions cannot be laid down as a general

principle. 6393.

Considers that taking advantage of future expeditions for rectifications of

our frontier with the tribes and the TnflViTig of roads etc., is a very sound plan

,

6395.

The Mahsud Wazirs are the only tribe with which we are likely to have
trouble in the immediate future and they must get a beating. 5101.

Believes Afridis would not move in the event of a fanatical outbreak unless
there were other circumstances as weU. 6661’.

General Birdvaood.—Can hardly imagine a war with Afghanistan without
the frontier tribes giving us a great deal of trouble. 7306.

The Afridi is not fanatical and has a dislike to imperilling a well
paid job near his home. He has no great love for the Afghans. 7379.

General SamUion Gordon .—There can be no question that the Amir’s
policy of arming his people and the tribesmen and maintaining a large reserve
of arms and ammunition has made both of them fdr more formidable fttiflinifta

than they were before. 18887.

Not aware that it ha& 6ver been regarded hs impossible or even very
improbable that praotically simultaneous action against all the tribes on the
frontier may have to be reckoned with. Admitted that it is unlikely that the
tribes would on their own initiative be capable of arranging for such a
combination as would make simultaneous action possible. The Foreign Office
concurs on these points. 13909,
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It is not quite certain tliat a more or less consecutive series of outljreaks

such as occurred in 1897 may not result in more serious incoavenieuce than a
simultaneous rising of the tribes. 13909.

In a war with the tribes, should act on the defensive against the Mahsnds
because they could not do us much harm, but the action taken must necessarily
depend on the circumstances of the moment. 13917, 13919.

The arming of the tribes since 1897 has increased their fighting power very
largely, both in respect of the great increase in the number of rifles possessed

by them and in their nature. At the present time the number of magazine
and breech-loading rifles has largely increased. 13921.

Eoreign Office on being consulted stated that the estimates of the number
of fighting men and the weapons amongst the tribes might be relied upon as

being correct to within ten per cent. 13921.

The tribes about whose armament we know least are those most remote
from our frontier and therefore of less immediate importance. 13921.

The increased armament of the tribes has undoubtedly been materially

affected by our operations in the Persian Gulf ; the check on importation is

most satisfactory. 13929.
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PEESIA.

Gen’eral Staff Appreciation, Appendix I.—Anarchy in Persia, which
might bring about its partition, might cause difficulties with Eiussia. 9.

Internal condition so unsatisfactory that it may become impossible to adhere
to the Anglo-Russian Convention as regards Persia. 17.

India interested in Seistan owing to its proximity to Afghan and Indian
frontiers and its grain*prodacing possiblities. It is desirable to maintain statue
quo in Seistan. 18.

Possibility of hostile naval base being established at head of Ghilf owing to
advent of Baghdad Bailway to shores of Gulf. 19.

Trans-Persian Eailway must modify strategical position of India to our dis-

advantage. It should be so located as to be controlled by our sea power through
a large portion of its length. 20.

Britain to resist the establishment of a rival naval base or fortified coaling
station in the Gulf. 21.

Sir M. McMahon.—The Bussians appear to be taking measures which, if

continued, will look as if they desired to force upon us the partition of Persia,
although the Bussian Government maintain that this is not the case. 3219.

We could not occupy Persia with our present army. 8225.

Places on the Gulf do not lend themselves to defence from the laud side,

and the fleet might not always be available. 3227.

The situation in Persia does not look promising. 3253.

The whole question regarding Persia will be focused and decided by the
Trans-Persian Bailway. 3257.

There seems every likelihood of the continuance of anarchy until the
Trans-Persian Railway materializes. 3261.

Understands that the Potsdam Agreement favours Germany’s commercial
interests in the neutral zone in Persia. 3267.

Our trade interests with Persia are small in value, hut preponderating
as compared with that of other countries. 3273.

Under her present military system, it would be most difficult for Germany
to maintain garrison troops in Persia. 3275.

Permanent military occupation of Persia by Germany is a matter that
need not be very much apprehended. 3277.

Assuming eventual partition of Afghanistan and Persia, states the most
desirable line of division. 3416.

With improved administration, the potential grain-producing possibilities
of Seistan are enormous. 3427.

Would 6ght to keep the Bussians out of Seistan. 3433,

Gulf^^3i47'^^’*®
objections to allowing Bussia to obtain a port on the Persian

We are noaking every effort to keep tbe Gulf to ourselves. 3449.

Littoral thatwe are closing to it other people. 3461.

Would fight to keep other European Powers out of the Persian G ulf. SMB.
Sir H. JBarrow.’^xn. me e'^

Persia in if it could be avoided,

•in me event ot a war with Afghanistan
4 avnirlAjl- 4014.

Sir G. Operations against the
should be continued until the trade is exterminated.

arms traffic in the Gulf
4890.
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General Hamilton Gortfow.—The construction of the Trans-Persian h'nft

will have a permanent effect on India lasting at any rate far beyond the time
covered by existing alliances and conventions. The state of affairs would be
similar to what would exist if we had a conterminous frontier with Eussia.
The construction of this railway, even if not completed, will add a third line of
approach, and one which, from its outflanking character, would be a greater source
of anxiety than the other two. 13798.

It is a good thing for the Kne to strike the Persian Gulf at a point at which
we should have complete naval command and as far away from India as
possible. 13816, 13818. ' '

The Trans-Persian Railway will be.very disadvantageous to us in case of
war. 13833,13836.

89U10 S7
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POLICE.

General Staff Appreciation. Appendix I.—In event of widespread unrest

culminating in serious outbreak, reliability of bulk of police doubtful unless

strongly supported by regular troops. Policy of the Government is therefore

to restrict any increase or improvement in the armament of the police. 45.

Colonel Singley .—During last three or four years police have been put to

extreme tests and have emerged from ordeal very creditably. 278.

The only dangerous element in the police would be those who happened to

be armed at the time of the outbreak. 280.

Sir Louis Dane, Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab, suggested that to

place reliance on the police for maintaining internal security would be to place

reliance on a broken reed. 282.

Sir M. Grover.—^As a rule objection is made to giving the police better

arms than they have got. 436.

Sir 0. Cleveland .—The police have had the fighting of sedition and they
have done it con amore. The anti-British party have all along adopted an
extremely bitter tone against them. 1231.

In favour of arming the better portion of the police for internal defence.

1235.

Kot likely that the whole of the Field Army will be out of India at once,
therefore the police will never be exposed to quite the strain Lord Kitchener
contemplated. 1237.

During the last few years the numbers and organization of the police have
been considerably improved and increased. 1216.

The native police are becoming a little softer ; they are getting more
educated men and the prestige of the force is not quite what it was. 1247.

Policemen are less ready than formerly to take the legal risks of strong
action. 1249.

The seditionists have gone too far to win over the police to their side now.
1266.

Mr. Police just as loyal as the native army, possibly a shade
more so, because there is less chance of the seditionists iafl.uencing them. Distinct
hostility between the advanced party of the seditionists and the police. Large
number of Muhammadans in the Punjab Police, and Muhammadans are
supposed to be in no way affected by sedition. 1680.

If there was deep-seated disaffection in the native army no doubt the police
would feel the influence of it. 1688,

.

In times of disaffection, provided the army remained loyal, the police could
generally be trusted to do so also. 1690.

Mr. /FAceier.-— Police of Bengal and Assam have stood trial very well.
2123.

Spontaneous or organized movement against the Government by the poHce
in the first instance most unlikely. 2139.

Ordinarily, political agitators leave the police alone, in fact, regard them as
their enemies. 2141.

Estimated that about 28,764 armed police would bo available in an
emergency. 2143.

hTo material change in the quality of the help that could be expected from
the police now and in Lord Kitchener’s time. 2l69.

Position of the police would be difficult if the military force were reduced
to a minimum. 2161.

A great deal to be said in favour of giving better weapons to a certain
proportion of the police. 2177.
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General Aylmer.—No reason to suspect tbe loyalty of the police more- than
that of the native troops. Ihe present armament of the police is suitable. la
time of trouble the classes who were above suspicion might he given a better
rifle. 2800.

Mr. Lovett.—Strength- of armed police in United Provinces 6784. In the
United Provinces the armed police are trained to arms regularly whilst the
civil police are given some comparatively simple instruction for a year after
joining the force and a short annual training. 2898, 2904 (annexure)..

A strong feeling among the police against agitators. 2910.

It would be asking too much to expect the poHoe to remain loyal if there
were deep-rooted disloyalty in the native army. 2914 (and annexure).

Unlikely that the police would be less trustworthy than the army, and if
the army remained loyal, police could generally be depended on. 2921,

Sir LI. Barrow.—Does not think we can rely entirely on the loyalty and
steadfastness of the police in the maintenance of order. Would not supply
police with better weapons. 4374.

Sir G. Boos-Kejppel.—Police would not be ofany great' material assistance

in maintaining order, but they would be of use in collecting information,
and in repressing minor disorders.

If provided with Martini-Henri rifles and trained to use them-, police would
be of great value if concentrated at important points in time of serious disturb-
ance. 5103.

Would train the police to use rifles, but would not issue the rifles till

required. 5109.

Sir J. Willoooks.-^Kvm&X police generally fitted for police duty ; but
against giving them any better weapons if those they have' at present are fit for-

use at short ranges. 6577.-

Oovernor in Council, Bombay.—Of the utmost importance that there
should never be any weakening of the British element in the command of the-

police of each district. 6954 (Annexure 11 paragraph 9).

Mr. Cnrtie .—In Poona the police are Marathas and lower class Muhara-
ma'lans. 6520.

The withdrawal of the police from outlying thams, with a view to con-

centrating them in large bodies to assist in the maintenance of internal order

on tbe departure of the Pield Army would result in a conflagration at once.

Does not think the Bombay police could do anything at all to assist the mili-

tary. 6634.

In the event of disaffection in the native army, the police of the Bombay
Presidency could he depended upon and does not think that trouble in the army
would re-act on the police. 6681, 6691.

His belief in the continued eflSioienoy and loyalty of the police is contin-

gent on the higher posts remadning in the hands of Europeans as they are at

present. If the higher posts in tbe force are to be given to natives of India,

the concession will diminish so materially the value of the force that the whole
question of the extent of assistance which it would be relied on to give in time

of trouble would have to he reconsidered. 6964.

Mr. Kennedy .—The entire strength of police in the Bombay Presidency,,

including Sind but excluding Kathiawar, is 27,628. 6491, 6490.

The agency police are maintained for service in the territories of the non-

jurisdictional Talukdars. There are something like 800 mounted and 600 foot

police. 6493.

Proposals for increasing the police of the Bombay Presidency proper have
been approved by the Qovernment of India and are now under submission to

the Secretary of State. 6496» 6500, 6502,.
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The armed police in the Presidency proper number 6789 ; the unarmed

poKce are trained to hit a target six times or more out of ten, but they have

no regular practice and do not drill with arms. 6507, 6511, 6613.

In the Bombay Presidency there are 6789 arms for the police with a

reserve of 1686 ;
of these, 536 are Martini-Henri rifles and the rest bored-out

Martinis. 6609, 6606.

Muhammadans, Marathas, Brahmans, Bajputs, Kollis, Bhils, a few Sikhs,

some Parsis, Jews, and Native Christians and several other minor castes are

enlisted in the Bombay Presidency police : they all serve in the districts in

which they are enlisted. 6516, 6517, 6526.

Have to take a few Brahmans in the police for investigation and soriptory

purposes. 652^.

In regard to the concentration of police on the departure of the Pield

Army to assist in maintaining internal order, -considers that the withdrawal of

the police from outlying thanas would be considered as a sign of weakness by
the people of the districts, and no arrangements have been made to carry out

this scheme as it is considered a dangerous policy. 6528, 6580.

In Bombay Presidency, have no actual reserve for our present strength of

police, but have a small force, 636 in number, armed with rifles. These rifle'

squads are distributed in the districts and comprise constables and head-con-

stables. There are no reserves at all at headquarters, simply the men required

for ordinary guard duties. 'When an emergency arises, guards are left standing

aijj^any men that,can be .spared sent to where they are required. 6539, 6541.

Although the number of armed police in the Bombay Presidency is large

it 'is not more than is required to guard treasuries, lock-ups, etc. In the
proposed reorganization, it is proposed to provide for a reserve of sick and leave

vacancies as ihere is no such reserve at present. 6549.

. In Lord Kitchener’s scheme the assistance which it was contemplated the
police could render to the troops in the maintenance of internal order was over-

e^imated. 6558.

The only addition to the police of the Bombay Presidency proper since

1903 was about 1000 men, mostly unarmed. 6560, 6562, 6564, 6566.

The police in the Bombay Presidency have dealt very successfully with
all disturbances. Has no specific instances of sedition-mongers trying to
seduce the force from its loyalty, hut the Press has brought pressure to bear on
it and twitted it with remaining true to its salt. 6568, 6576.

The seditionists try to discredit the police with the Government. 6570.

In the event of disaffection in the native army the police in the Bombay
Presidency could be depended upon, even if there were a mutiny among
the troops, and does not consider that trouble in the army would react on the
police. 6580, 6684, 6686, 6590.

HiflBlottIty experiaaced in the Bombay Presidency in getting educated men
of suitable physique for the police, hut the difficulty is due to industrial expan-
sion and the shortage of the labour market in Bombay due to plague. There
is no discontent in the force. Bombay Government are hot adhering strictly
to the letter of the recommendations of the Police Commission. 6598, 6695
6697,6699.

6608.
Does not wish to give the police force better arms than they now possess.

In arriving at the general attitude of the people towards the police in the
Bombay Presidency, it is necessary to take the ignorant and the educated
Claeses separately and again to sub-divide the educated into the loyal and the
disloyal. Those who are disaffected are certainly, very hostile to the police and
are always trying to discredit them in every way possible. The whole of the
population is apathetic when it comes to the question of. working with the
police, but in other respects as far as, . the; law-abiding educated loyal olasseg i

are concerned, they are friendly to the police. 6614, 6616.
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lit the Jjombay Presidency the people are not likely to combine with the
police. The people thick the police are loyal to Government and they are
suspicious and distrustful of them when it co.nes to the question of working for.

Government. 6618.

Of the utmost importance that there should never be any weakening of
the British clement in the police. 695".

Mr. Hughes-BuUer .—Police force (outside Calcutta) of Bengal 18,610, of
which 2,941 are armed. 7695.

All the police are trained to the use of firearm^!, but the musketry course
is a very indifferent one- 7602.

Becruiting areas and class composition of the Bengal police. 7612.

"We prefer the Muhammadan to the Hindu, but we cannot get him. 7623.

Not satisfied with the class of men got for the police. 7627.

Does not think that on the whole the curtailment of the avenues of pro-
motion open to constables has affected the contentment of the force. Difficulty

is experienced iu getting the right class of men, but this is chiefly due to

inadequate pay and to the Bengali’s dislike to discipline. 7629.

Instances where attempts have been made to seduce the police from their

'loyalty. On the whole, throughout the last 7 years the police have remained
unexpectedly staunch. 7648.

- The police are intensely disliked hy the extremists, but it would be a wide
statement to say that the breach could not be healed. 7667.

No indications that there is any likelihood of an organized rising on tho
part of the police of Bengal in response to the call of seditionists. 7661.

Civil police would be tainted long before the army. In the event of

disaffection amongst the native troops, the civil , hut not the military police

in Bengal, would most certainly join them. 7076, 7679.

In the event of racial or religious riots, reliance on the police in such
emergonoles is.sometimes doubtful. 7689.

About 1,600 civil police and 600 military police could be made available

for police battalions in case of emergency, 7710, 7719.

Strength of reserve maintained at district headquarters is 21,46. 7710.

The amount of support which the civil police in Bengal could give to the
minimum garrisons would he very small indeed, and may be treated as a
negligible quantity.

'J'hree hundred and eighty smooth-bore breeoh-loading muskets sanctioned

for police in neighbourhood of Oaloutta*

European sergeants and inspectors are in charge of the police force in
neighbourhood of Calcutta.

Arrangements for dealing with strikes among the mill hands in Calcutta.

In the Bengal Presidency, opinions differ as to whether the armed police

should be armed with a more effective weapon. 7736.

There is a complete lack of sympathy between the people and the police.

7765.

Sir JSTaWsday.—Calcutta police number 4293, of whom 213 are afmed.

7686, 7737.

Only the men actually armed are trained to shoot in the Calcutta police.

7603.

Becruiting Ureas and class composition of the Calcutta police. 7613.

The curtailment of the avenues of promotion has caused discontent among
the literate head-constables of the Calcutta police. I’here is no difficulty in a
normal year in obtaining the usual type Of recruit so far jui physical qUaUflcal-

ti09» are coneemod, 7^0.
Does not know of any organized attempt to seduce the Calcutta police

from their allegienoe, though isolated instances have occurred in which agita*

tors advocated iu speeches a boycott of the police service. 7649.

68SDIAIC
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There is no likelihood of an organized rising on the part of the police in

.alcatta in the immediate future. The more the police are educated, the. more

dangerous they become to us. 7662, 7664.

Provided the army remained loyal, the police could be trusted to do so

also, at any rate in the immediate future. If the causes of disaffection in the

native army affected the interests of the police the latter would easily become
disaffected. 7677.

In the event of religious or racial riots, the civil police cannot be fully

trusted. Provided the European element is present, police could be trusted to

some extent to sink racial feelings and stand by their officers. 7690.

The actual reserve at Calcutta is 148 men. 7711.

There are 166 Europeans in the Calcutta police.

Arms in possession of Calcutta police are 133 muskets and 76 revolvers.

In the event of general religious or racial riots in Calcutta, likely to last

for some days and spread throughout the city, the police would not be sufficient

and military assistance, especially European, would have to be called for.

Desirable to arm such bodies of the civil police as are permanently armed w:ith

more effective weapons than they now possess. 7737.

In Calcutta there is a very general and strong aversion to the lower ranks
of the police. 7766.

W'eittbn Evidence.

Sir JS. Hoberison,—The civil police of the Central Provinces number
11 800, and all are trained in the use of firearms. The arms available for

police in the Central Provinces are 270 rifles, 97 carbines, and 3,565 smooth-
bore muskets. 2.

The speeiai armed reserve consists of 400 men and 32 head-constables
thoroughly drilled and trained in musketry and available for use in case of

disturbance, i.

No reason to suppose that estimate of 2,000 police in Central Providoes
capable of being oouceutrated and made available for the purpose of maintain-
ing internal ordw is an over-estimate except in the event of widespread distur-
bance. 6.

There is no evidence to show that there has been any attempt to seduce the
police of the Central Provinces from their loyalty. 8.

So far as the Central Provinces are concerned, it is probable that even if

the Indian army seceded, the larger portion of the police would still remain
loyal, id, 14.

‘

It would be a goodthing if the pay of head -constables were raised to Rs. 30
per mensem. 12.

The special armed reserve require an increase in the number of their
rifles. The Martini-Henry is a sufficiently good weapon. 14.

On the whole, the attitude of the people in the Central Provisoes towards
the police, thqugh occasionally critical, may he said to be frienffiy^ 18.

Lieutenant-Golonel Stratton.—TlhexQ are 286 armed civil and 713 military
police in Rajpntana.

'

Ihe civil police in Rajputana are maintained for 6xed guards,, esofirts’ of
prisoner's'abd treasure, and for semi-military duties on emergency.

About half the number of the civil police' are located in formed bb^es,
remainder are scattered between Ajmer-Merwara.

M, SiuofrL—^Ihere are 1782 officers and 29,388 police in the Madras
Presidency, all'.trajned to the use of.arms. ‘

•
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The following arms are in possession of the police in the Madras
Presidency:—rifles, 996, smooth-bores, 8628, revolvers, 631, swords, 6898,
bayonets, 9524'. 104.

All classes are enlisted in the Madras Presidency police.

In most districts between 80 and 90 per cent, of the men are natives of the
district. 104.

In the Madras Presidency, there is at the headquarters of each district an
* emergency force ’ always present and ready at short notice to proceed to

any place in the district or outside it. Emergency force consists of 123 head-
constables and 1476 constables. 106.

Statement showing distribution of armed reserves throughout the Madras
Presidency. 106.

Does not think it would be a wise plan to concentrate the armed police

and use them in comparatively large bodies at a time of general mobilization.

If there was anything of the nature of general uprising, the police could not bo
trusted, and would be of little, if any, value for purposes of suppression. The
police would be of great use in dealing with local outbreaks. 108.

The Madras armed police have behaved satisfactorily in dealing with
disturbances in recent years, but there liave been instances of the rural police
showing the white feather in the presence of heavy odds against them. Never
heard of any real attempts being made to seduce the police from their allegi-

ance. 110.

If disaffection were of a military character, it would not be likely to spread
to the police. If the military disaffoetion were merely symptomatic of the
general disaffection, then would certainly expect to find it among the police

also. No love lost between police and sepoys. 114.

Quite possible that the police in the Presidency might become disaffected

while the army remained loyal, and that they might be less trustworthy than
the army, 118.

No discontent in the police owing to the alleged restriction of promotion
from the ranks. 122.

Undesirable to give the civil police more effective firearms than they now
possess. There would be appreciable danger in supplying the police with rifles

to any greater extent than is now done. 126.

There has been a distinct improvement in the attitude of the people
towards the police. 132,

Mr, -The Madras police in dealing with disturbances of late

years have hebaved better than many people expected. Knows of no oases

in which sedition-mongers have attempted to seduce the police from their

loyalty. 111.

Concurs in the opinion that in the event of serious disaffection in the
native army, the police generally could not be relied on for use in quelling

disturbance. 115.

Provided the army remained loyal, the police could generally be trusted

to do so also. It is not likely that the police would be less trustworthy than
the army.

,

119.

Poes not think it would be desirable to give the police more effective fire-

arms than they now possess, 126.

Mr„ Knows of no cases in which sedition-mongers have tried

to seduce the police from their loyalty. 112.

If there was disaffection in the native
.
army, the police could not be reliet^

on to quell serious disturbances. 116.

Provided the army remained loyal, the poHoe could generally be trusted to
dosoa^. 120.

' There is no discontent in the political sense of the word among the lower
ranks of the police, now that promotion is barred to them. 123.
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Undesirable to gire the police more effective firearms than they now
possess. 127.

The attitude of the people towards the police depends npon the police, and
where everything is straight forward the relations are friendly enongh. 133.

Mr. Carey.—Impossible to use Burmese civil police in concentrated

bodies. Some 10 or 15 per cent, (largely composed of non-commissioned
ofScers) could be employed under the leadership of British officers or with
a preponderating proportion of Indian troops or police. 226.

As a body, the civil police iu Burma must be considered to be inferior in

physique to the ordinary cultivator. 226.

Believes sedition-mongers have made no systematic attempt to seduce the

Burma police from their loyalty, and unless the regulars iu India could be won
over it would be futile to try and seduce the regulars and police in Burma.
230.

If the Indian police in Burma mutinied there ought to be no serious

trouble in exterminating the mutineers in the hills and forests on their way
bach to India. Provided the army remains loyal, the police in Burma can also

be trusted to do so. 230, 236.

The civil police should most certainly not be armed with a better weapon.
250.

Mr. JLt><oe»on.—In the event of internal disorder in Burma, should not count
on any assistance from concentrated bodies of civil police. Such as could he
spared locally could best be employed in small parties for intelligence and patrol

work, 226.

No evidence that sedition-mongers have tried to seduce police from their

loyalty. 231.

. The Indian portion of the civil police in Burma, provided the army remained
loyal, could generally be trusted to do so also, but the loyalty and trustworthi-

ness of the Burmese civil police would depeud on the nature of the disaffection.

236.

Only difficulty in recruiting for the Burmese civil police is the question
.of pay. 241,

Would not he desirable to give the civil police more effective firearms than
they now possess. 261.

Generally speakiug, the people in Burma look upon the police as an un«
avoidable evil. 256.

Colonel Farkin.—198 inspectors, 1123 sub-inspectors, 18 European set*-

jeants,.1735 bead-constables and 12,449 constables in the Burma civil police.
213.

.

Inspectors, snh'inspeotors and European serJeants armed with revolvers,
Head-coustables and constables are trained to arms and the number of
firearms provided for them is 3604, of which nearly all are smooth-bore Martini-
B^enri carbines. Ebroe consists mainly of Burmans but it includes men of other
indigenous races and lodians. The Barmans and other indigenous men are
usually recruited locally in the districts in which they are serving. Eangoon
town police is a separate force coasisting|i‘ of 1063 men, o£ whom the greater
part are Indians ; this force has 87 smooth-bore oarlnneck. 21B.

Armed police co ulbe most usefully employed at posts with the military
police, hut It would probably be undesirable to employ civil police in ewn-
eentrated bodies by themselves. 227.^ '

No evidence that seditiou-mongers have tried to seduce the military txe

civil police from their loyalty. 232.

The police could geueraBy he trusted if the army remained loyal. 237.
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llecruits are generally obtainable, but tbe quality is not so good as could
be desired. As regards Sikh recruits, quality and quantity are in defect.
24.2.

The bored-out Martini-Henry carbine is sufficient for the civil police.

262.

The general attitude of the people in Burma towards the police is satis-

factory. 267.

JsT;*. Jjdw.—J.n. Burma, no assistance except in exceptional circumstances
could be counted on from concentrated bodies of civil police. 228.

No reliable evidence to show that sedition-mongers have tried to seduce
the police in Bui^ma from their loyalty. 233.

Does not think the police would prove themselves less trustworthy than
the army. 238.

No very great difficulty in recruiting for the Burma portion of the Indian
civil police. 243.

Averse to giving the civil police more effective firearms than they now
possess. 263.

The attitude of the people towards the police is one of passive resistance.
268.

Lieutenant- Governor in Counoil, JBihar and Orissa.—Civil police in
Bihar and Orissa consist of 165 inspectors, 972 sub-inspectors, 1399 head-,
constables, 10011 constables, 203 town chaukidars, 5 mounted constables, 10.
European serjcants and are in possession of 9326 Martini-Henri smooth-bore
carbines. 3U6.

Of the civil police, 21 inspectors, 8 sergeants, 60 head-constables, and 760
constables constitute the armed reserve. 805.

Proposals for reorganization of armed resources of tbe police under con-
sideration. 305.

Places from which the Bihar and Orissa police are recruited. 307.

The proportion of Muhammadans to Hindus in the police of Bihar and
Orissa generally, and especially in the armed reserve, exceeds that in the

general population. 307.

No evidence of any attempts having been made to seduce the police of

Bibar and Orissa from their loyalty, but attempts have been made in Eastern

Bengal during the past five or six years and they were to a considerable extent

successful in the case of police units recruited partially if not entirely from
Bihar and Orissa. 309.

A very general consensus of opiniou that, provided the army remains loyal,

the police in Bihar and Orissa can be trusted to do so also, but if disaffection

fomented by political agitators were to spread amongst the rank and file of

the native troops, the police could not be rehed upon to remain loyal. 311.

In the event of religious or racial riots, the police in Bihar and Orissa

in existing circumstances can be trusted to act against their co-religionists or

kinsfolk,.but it is doubtful whether it would be safe to rely upon their loyalty

in the event of general religious excitement especially should such excitement

be preceded by an organized attempt to tamper with the police. 318.

Statement of reserves of police in Bihar and Orissa that would he available

at distiiot headquarters for quelling local disturbances. 816.

The armed reserve of police in Bihar and Orissa is maintained in a high

s'^ate of efficiency, but the other units would be useless for armed work
without at least a month’s steady training. 315.

A scheme for mobilization of police in each district in Bihar and Orissa.

816.

.
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statement pf police ftvailaWe at eaeli divisional centre. 815,

The assistance TPhich the police could render the troops in the main*
tenance of internal order was certainly over-estimated in Lord Kitchener’s

schej^e if reliance was^placed on police battalions. 317. ^

The assistance which the police could render the troops in the main-r

tenance of internal order would depend more on the extent to which tsigns of
disturbance could be quelled by prompt handling on their first appearance
than upon the numbers uf the police force subsequently available. 317.

Pive inspectors, 20 snb*inspeotors, 1 European seijeant, 58 head«constabIe8
and 550 constables in Patna. This force is decidedly insufficient to deal with
widespread disturbances in the pity, and in such an emergency it would be
necessary to seek military assistance from the outset. 319,

The supply to the police of a more effective weapon would be inexpedient.
319,

On the whole there has been an improvement in the general attitude of
the people towards the police. 321.
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POLITICAL AND EELIGIOUS OEGANIZATIOKS.

OeiievaX Staff Appreciation. Appendix I.

—

Auta SamAj.—

S

ikhs infla-
enced by anti- British propaganda and liberal ideas of—. 69.

Sikhs hostile to modem Hinduism as represented by—. 69.

Favours national independence. 60.
Striving to unite Hindus of every sect in a common religion and nationality.

60.

Anti-Islamic, anti-Sikh, anti-Christian and strongly antiiEuropean. Ain^a

at creating a national spii-it by inculcating a hatred of alien rule.

Its object is ultimate overthrow of British rule. 62.

Educated Hindus in Punjab nearly all supporters of the Samaj which is

adthirably directed and organized. 68.

Tried to seduce soldiers from their allegiance.

Has taken a strong hold among Jats and is gaining ground among Dogras
and Eajputs.

Attracts many Hindus by its religious tenets rather than by its political

doctrines.

Some members of it have led the seditious agitation Of the last few years.
66 .

Tat Khalsa.—Designed to unite all Sikhs in resisting the attempts of
the Aiya Samaj to proselytize them.

Aspires to a revival of Sikhism as it existed in the days of Eanjlt Singh.
60.

Tat Khalsa and Arya Samaj potential sources of mischief when appreciat-
ing Idle factors affecting internal security. 65.

Ohitpavan Brahmans.-—National aspirations and anti-British pre^ganda
fostered by the Ghitpavan Brahmans. Eemarkable for their implacable
hostility to the Government and their open advocacy of ;|^olitical assassination-

Their power increased by fact that through their ability and administrative

capacity they pervade every branch of the local administration. 109, 113.

National Movbment in Bengal.—Seditious propaganda of*—.

All-India Moslem League.—Headquarters at Lucknow. Object of—is

to safeguard Mohammadan interests. 82.

Ct^onel JBinfftey.—^Akta Samaj For last two years lectures have been
delivered to officers in every division on aims and objects of the Arya Samaj
and other organizations, and Commanding Officers have bemi warned as to what
they should w eareful about. 28A

If branch is opened at any place Commanding Officers of units quartered

in that locality ate iiifotmeKi,and are thus enabled to anticipate mischief. 290.

Nature of its activities exemplified by its propaganda among the Jats,

to whom it appeals as agrioultarkts and aslffi them to join the anli-cow-killing

movement.

Is not so sucoessM in 3>e«ean.

Absolutely oonvinaed that it is a seditious society. .868.

Foona Bbabmans.-—Would jom iasne with Aiya Samaj. on the point

,
of nationalism or anti-cow-kfiling. 868.

Mc^or ANn-KiMB-Kii^ pn^aganda has a poHticftl object.

m.
Abundant evidenee to shew that the Abta Samaj, Tat Ksalsa, tee Chit.

PAVAN Brahmans and other agencies have* made attempts to tamper with the

loyalty of the troops. 866.
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Sir M. Grover.

—

Seditious agencies such as Ohitpavaits, Arta Samaji^ts,

Tat Khalsaists, etc., largely hostile to each other. 410.

Sir C. Cleveland.—

A

s-YA. Samaj In 1907, the influence of the Arya

Samaj on the political unrest prevailing at the time was very clearly traced

in the Punjab. 806.

The political aims of some prominent members of the Arya Samaj were

clearly disclosed in 1908-09. Since then Arya Samajists have found it

necessary to heep the political side of their teachings rather more in the bach'*

ground. 812.
' Arya Samaj was originally antagonistic to the OhristEin and all other

religions. 816.

The weakness of the Arya Samaj is that its members are constantly

embroiled with other people. 818.

Influential members of the Arya Samaj have been amongst the lading
seditious agitators while others have associated themselves with anarchists in

Europe and America. 820.

A great many people join the Arya Samaj from religious motives and
are not initiated in the true inwardness of the association until afterwards.

826, 827.

The distribution *of Arya Samaj branches follows the distribution of the

army in a curious way. 839!

The North-West Erontier Province is affiliated to the Punjab in the Arya
Samaj organization. 846.

All provincial bodies of the Arya Samaj concern themselves with politics.

868, 860.

The gurukul at Kangri has inculcated a good deal of anti-British feeling.

874.
The deportation of Lajpat B.ai, etc., in 1907 stimulated Arya Samajists in

one way and frightened them in another. 894,

Iiajpat Kai’s correspondence with Bhai Parmanand spoke of desirability of

supplying revolutionary books to students. 896.

Members of Arya Samaj stirred up unrest in the 10th Jats. 898, 909.

Arya Samaj have always preached against Government service. 902.

Members of the Arya Samaj have made persistent efforts to seduce soldiers

from their allegiance. 904.

All-India Moslem Leaq-ub.—"W&a in favour of British rule in India
up to 1911 ; since then their affairs have been through a somewhat critical
stage. 925.

Young Muhammadans state solid acquiescence in hu&tm of the Govern*
ment is not the way to get reforms, and that Muhammadans must follow the

' Bindus a little more, and perhaps co-operate with them. 927.

Young Muhammadans go on the principle that agitation leads to conoes*
sions. 929.

Tax Khalsa.—Has for its ostensible object the promotion of Sikh ortho*
doxy, and there is some likelihood of a combination being brought about
between the Tat Khalsa and the Arya Samaj because a new spirit is permeatinir
the former. 973. ^

Has developed a political * kink * since it originated. '976,

Not so much a religion as a movement within a xeligiom 987. '

Political tendency is nationalization of the Sikhs, while soime would co
so far as to claim the- Punjab for the Sikhs. 991,996. . .

*

Sems to contain the germs of strong development on the political sidaand to deserve very careful study and observation. 1001.
•

'

'
'

^^^®^*^SHANi Sabha.—

A

ttacks cattle-killing generally ft’od everv now
and then takes on a political taint. 1019.

» / *7 now

li.

Krishna Mission.—Connected with Tedantism in Ameiica and baa
attracted Americans a good deal. 1019,1021.
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BrAhmo Samaj.—

T

ery little 'notice taken of the Brahmo Samai as a
political body. 1025.

CniTPAYAN Brahmans.—The Ganpati movement among the Chitpavans
has an anti-Govemment tendency. 1025.

The. combination between the Bengalis and Marathas is nothing like what
it was in 1006. 1029..

Chitpavans preaching sedition in the guise of plays in the Maratha
country. 1049, 1051, 1053.

More avowedly anti-British than other disloyal sections. Ninety per cent,
of the Chitpavans are sentimentally disloyal. They are more avowedly anti-
British than other disloyal sections. Tilak’s papers have heen very outspoken
all along, and have made no pretence at loyalty. 104il, 1075»

Chitpavans employed hy railways, telegraphs, etc., to a dangerous extent*
• 1100 .

The big strike of signallers on the railway in 1899 was engineered by the
Maratha Brahmans. 1119.

Tlio power of the Ohitp.^Van Brahmans to impede or stop the working of
the railways constitutes a danger. 1125.

The power of the Chitpavans extends to engendering excitement and dis-

satisfaction. 1129.

POLtTto.A.i< SooiBXiius IN BENOAii.—^Thinks Bengal has a very elaborate

prganiKatiou. but that it can apparently disintegrate at will. 1157.

Sbuvanxs ox India Sooibtt.—Was founded by Mr. Goklialo. It has
changed its original prospectus and now expresses very moderate views which
represent the change in Gokhale’s ideas and plans. A very violent article

about the native army, published in a Bombay newspaper, is on record against

the Servants of India Society, 1207.

Beal interest of the Servants of India Society is that it reflects the

attitude of Gokhalo. It is an' organization which will materially assist him in

his plans whatever they may be. 1217.

National OoNaRBSS.—Composed of moderates and extremists. Its sting

has however been taken out of it now. The Congress had a great many con-

stitutional agitators but there was a very dangerous proportiou working for

revolution, 1219, 1221.

Mr. “Fenton.—^A»ta Samaj :—Arya Samaj contains a .large portion of

political agitators who desire to create what they call an * Indian Nationality.’

1782.

Where there is a disloyalist there is an Arya Samajist. 1784.

Th(»re could be no oombination between the Arya Samaj and the Tat

Khalsa. 1788.

Tax Khalsa,—^The individual leaders of tho Tat Khalsa need to be

watohod by the Government. 1730.

Tendencies of Tat Khalsaists and neo-Sikhs are political and not religious.

1744.

National Conobbss.—

P

ortion of educated Muhsunmadsms prepared to

join hands with the.Congress. 17604

Pan-Islamio Movbmnnx.—Only the educated portion and those whom
the eduontod portion are able to influence' have been affected by the Pan-Islamio

Movoznont. 1774.

Mr. Wheeler.—Ohitpavahs :Chitpavan8 constitute a very large element

in Government service. 2249.

National Congrbss.—-Influence of National Congress has oonsiderahly

waned owing to 8x>lit between moderates and extremists. 2261.

B91A10
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The Congress should be watched carefully as it represents the opinion of

an induential section* 22G7.

Such assassinations as have tahen place have been the outcome of the

teachings of the Congress. 2275.

Mr. Lovett.— Anti-Oow-Kilij:n& MovBMENT.—During the past year the

anti-oow-killing agitation has enjoyed some sort of organization and coherence

in the United Provinces but the feeling aroused by the movement is chiefly

superficial. 2864 (annexure).

ASiYA Samaj.—

T

here are a few preachers in the United Provinces who are

believed to hold fanatical and revolutionary views. 2935.

The numerous Arya Samaj societies in the United Provinces have had
practically no outward political effect on the people of the Provinces. 2947.

There is a genuine risk that the Arya Samaj in the United Provinces will

become more political. 2947 (annexure), 2949.

Political character and aims of the Arya Samaj are anti-Muhammadan,
anti-Christian and anti-foreign. 2989.

Arya Samajism in Benares encounters strong opposition. 2989.

The operations of the Arya Samaj should be carefully watched. 2989.

Begular system of correspondence between Arya Samajists of the United
Provinces and tho^e from other places. 2995.

It would be just as well if there were not so many Arya Samaji^ in Gov-
ernment offices. 2999.

KATiONaii CoNOBESS afraid to say as much as they used to. 2941, 2943.

Mr. Waterfield.—Ohitvavans.—^Indore cut number of CMtpavans'
employed by the State down to 30 per cent. 3095.

Number of Ohitpavans intimately acquainted with seditionists. 3103.

Ueccani Brahmans correspond with agitators in Bombay and BehgaL
3109.

ANTi-Ociv?‘EjiaiT!iirG.'T^The movement is the peg on wMph the Hindus of
Central India hang everything. 8111.

Every time there has been sedition the cow*killing question has come up.
3113.

,

Sir S. MoMahon.—Pak-Islamio movement.—This is welding Muhamma-
dans of India

^
into a body more capable of combination and co-operation in

theic mutual interests than ever was the ease before. 3688.

Sir B. Borrow.—Aeya Samaj.—We may ibave trouble from Sikbs or
Jats, as it is their areas in which the agitator has been most busy and where
heis mostpowerfuL' 4280. - -

Ghittavanh,—

U

angM in number of—employed on railways, telegraphs,
etc. 4808. '

SirJ. PFiUeoeM.—Axt^. Samaj.—

S

aw seditious effects of Arya Samaj
once or twice when divisional Commander. 6563.

Mr. Seevants oe India Society.—The most important Socifeiy
in the Bombay. Presidency is, the Servants of India Sooidtyand it is the one
which requires the closest watching. The Society is chiefly composed of
Ohitpavans. 07.51, ^766, 6767, 6761

^ ^

Anti-Oow-Killing Movbmeniv
ly dead in the Bombay.Presidency.

Arya. Samaj.—

T

he Arya Smnaj is not active in the Bombay Presidency.

TOoi^"
^
67^^ 67

^^^*^^^^* sndis mostly composed of law-abiding members of

he anti-cow-killing society is practical-
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Tliere was no co-operation between the Arya Samajisfcs in tlie Punjab and
societies in Poona; they are too distrustful of each other. The only co-operation
is b(‘tweeu the Brahmans of the Bombay Presidency and those of Berar 6853,
6855.

Gakpati Movement.-—The Gan]pati movement has a certain amount of
influence in the Bombay Presidency, but the Government has been employ-
ing restrictions Avhloh have tended to weaken it, and not much trouble with it is
anticipated in the future. This remark does not apply to the Sivaji cult
which is an ofr*shoot of the Ganpati movement. 6776, 6777.

Chiti?AVANS.—A large number of Ohitpavans in Government service
and they are most certainly 1 anti-British. IJndosirable proportion of them,
in telegraph offices and an undue proportion of them in the postal service and
in the traffic dcpiaitments of the railways. 6780, 6782, 678-1, 0790, 6793, 6796,
C800.

Not quUo sure that steps have been taken to reduce the number of
Ohitpavans in the traffic departments of the railways, as they give little pay
and have to take what they can get. 6786, 079-1.

In the Bombay Presidency, as the Ohitpavans predominate in every branch
of the administration their opposition paralyzes our action and there is great
risk of tlioir combining in the Presidency. 680-1, 6806.

The bulk of the Ohitpavans mny ho classed as extremists. 6830.

NationaIi Congebss.—The importance of the National Congress has
declined considerably since the reorganization of the Councils. Ever since
the ]}r<>miiIgatioii of tho Morley Scheme the Congress has suffered from lack of
interest. There is a large proportion of the I)esh-Brahmaus and some Obit-
pavans now on tho moderate side. 0826, 6828.

Complete local autonomy as advocated by the Congress is a serious aspira-

tion. It is being preached very largely by Gokhale. 6832.

There arc a number of aadhuu in the Bombay Presidency, but they are not
influ(n»tial, arid does not consider they arc connected with any political pro-
pjiganda. 6898.

Mr. Kennedy.

—

Aeta S.vmaj.—Tho Arya Samaj has a strong hold in
Gujarat and Sind, but the membership is extremely small, and there is nothing
to fear from it at all in Bombay as this Presidency is very casto-ridden. 0707.

Ganpati Movement.—Poona is the centre of the Ganpati movement but
Government lias imposed very strict prohibitions there which may eventually
kill it. 0778.

Mr. Snghee-BuUer.

—

G.anpati movement.—^List of political and quasi-

politioal societies at work in Bengal. 7777.

AnxtsxIiAN Sauiti.—Societies like this one at Dacca undertake propa-

gandism, organize political dacoities and go in for physical training. 7780.

AETk Samaj.—This is as a body shewing no activity at present in

Bengal. 7812.

NationaXi Oonobbss-—The Congress has dwindled in importance since

the creation of the enlarged Legislative Gonndls and the split at the Surat

Congress. 7821.

The breach between moderates and extrenusts of the Congress bas not been
so definite in Bengal as elsewhere. 7824i.

Local anutonomy advocated by^ Congress is certainly a serious and dan-

gerous aspiration. 7829.

SxvAJi OriT.—This has at present no influence in Bengal. 7922.

PAN-IsnAMio Movement.—This has had no material effect in Bengal.

7997.
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Samitis.—

O

utTvardly tte Bengalis have no widespread secret organiza-

tion, but there is inforoaation that certain members of the Samitis that have
been suppressed are still aotive. 8058.

The potentialities of these for mischief are very great. 8058.

Sir F. JSalliday.—List of political and quasi*political societies at work in
Calcutta. 7778.

At present no society in Galcntta which might be regarded as actively
dangerous—they are aH however a possible source of danger. 7810.

Arta Samaj.—This has a good deal of iufluence in Calcutta. 7813.

The Bengalis as a class, do not willingly accept the teachings of the Samai.
7813.

Among the Marwari community the Arya Samaj has great influence, and
command considerable financial support. 7813.

The disaffection in the 10th Jats was entirely due to local prompting, the
sepoys being first approched through Arya Samaj ideas. 8093.

The Arya Samaj acted as an innocent cat’s paw in the 10th Jats incident.

(His Excellency the Grovernor in Council disagrees with tliis view, and consi-

ders that there is suSicient evidenoe against the Arya Samajists to show that they
attempted to seduce the men from their allegiance.) 8099 (and annexure Ylll,
paragraph 4).

Nationai Congress.—The political influence of the Congress has fallen

off in the past five years but is likely to increase in the near future. 7822.

Local autonomy as advocated by the Congress a most serious and dangerous
aspiration. 7830.

SrvAJi OuiiT.—At present there are no signs of activity in Calcutta and
the cult has obtained no lasting hold there. 7928.

Pan-IsIiAMIO Movement,—

T

his has taken very little hold in Calcutta.
8000.

So far as is known, the Bengalis have at present no organization for
political purposes in Calcutta. 8059.

Samitis,—^Those are potentially dangerous organizations for the dissemin-
ation of seditious literature, thoughts and aspirations. 8059.

Colonel Arta Sama j —This is frequently alluded to by tho
Sikhs who are fully alive to its advanoes, and are hostile to its members as a
rule. 10890, 10894.

Major HiZi.—Tat Khaisa and Area Samaj.—Some of the hotter
ednoated Indian offi^rs interest themselves and talk about them but has never
heard any of his Sikh officers refer to anything regarding Muhammadans.

It may he said that the Tat Hbalsaist is a seditious man. 11298.

Colonel OreaflrA.—Arya Samaj.—Lohana Sikhs and Marathas look on
the Arya Samaj people as people of quite a different religion. Muhammadan

® officers, especially those from Rajputana, look on the Arya Samaj as a^ly ^ad society that ought to be suppressed. Would like to be allowed
oennitet^ to prohibit the Arya Samaj and to inflict exemplary puoaishment
on anyone who might be caught attending meetings. 12186.

CoZoweZ CoZe.-TAT Kha^^ upon the Tat Khalsa as absolutely
legitimate, at any rate the original moTemeni was so. 18189, 13191*

Written Evidence.

1..
Samaj -Too Arya Samaj laa tenclics in

taflu^^'so
** “ does not fossaw muofa
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III t^o Central Provinces, the Arya Samaj movement is chiefly confined to
the religious side.

’’

-A-UL India. Muslim Lba.gue.—The Muslim League is purely political.
Muhammadans arc not very numerous in the Central Provinces, but there
are branches of the league in the Provinces though it is not strong nor does it
possess much uiiluencG.

GA.URApiiANiSABUAS—These are in every part of the Central Pro-
vinces, but it 18 behoved they are not connected with any central body but
are purely local institutions. 30.

CiiiTeAVANS.—All dangerous agitators in the Central Provinces are
Maratlia Brahmans. 32.

Anti-Cow-Killing Movement.—The anti-cow-killing movement has not
had much influence in the Central Provinces.

(tanpati jVTovkmknt.

—

The Ganpati celebrations are still alive and are kept
up wholly for political reasons.

SiVAji Cult.—

S

ivaji celebrations are also political only. 38.

National Conqumss.

—

Not disposed to attach much weight to the
influonoo of the National Congress in the Central Provinces. Since the succession
of the oxlreniist party in the Congress, there has been a general disposition
oven amongst men of the moderate school to give politics a hit of a rest. 44.

In the Congress the cleavage between the moderates and extremists is
complete in the Central Provinces. 4C.

Pan-T.sl.vmio Movement —The Pan-Tslamio movement has not had any
Toguo worth mentioning among the Muhammadans of the Central Provinces.
60.

Lieutetimit- Colonel Stratton,—Akta Samaj.—

T

he activity of the Arya
Samaj in llajputana for the post 4 or 6 years has much abated, and the Sanaton
Bhartn has superseded it and commands more favour and allegiance. 84, 86.

It is heliovcd that a good number of the camp followers and some of the
native troops at Nasirahrul belong to the Arya Samaj. 86.

Sanatan BnAUM.—The Sanatan Dharm is, if anything, more bitter and
adverse to British rule than the Arya Samaj. 84.

CniTBAVANS.—At the time of Lajpat Bui’s deportation and Tilak’s
imprisonment, there was great discontent and unrest among Aryas of Baj-
putunu. 88.

No Ohitpavan Brahmans employed by the Telegraph Department in Raj-
putana, hut there are a considerable number employed on the Bajputana-Malwa
Railway.

Brahmans are not now employed without a reference to the police as to

their character and antecedents. 102.

Ganpati Movement.—The Ganpati movement is not in evidence in Baj-
putana.

Anti-Cow-Killing Movement.—^There is a very strong feeling against

kine-killing.

Mr. Home,—Cjiitpavans.—Does not think that the predominance
of Birahmans in Government appointments affords grounds for apprehension* In
any case predominance of Brahmans unavoidable. 17S.

National Oongeess.—At present the attitude of the Nationid Congress may
be regarded as ** correct,” 176.

JKr. 5V'a«oi«.—Ceitpavans.—There is danger to be apprehended from
the predominance of Brahmans in Government appointments.

National Oongeess.—The attitude and impportanoe of the Congress

have never really changed, hut it sees that the present is not a favourable momrat
for demonstrations. 178*

SI80UIC
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SsavANTS 01' India Sooiett.—No political results to ho apprehended

from the actions of the Servants of India Society and other Hindu agencies in

connexion with “ depressed classes.” 184.

Sir S. Stuart—Servants op India Society.—The Servants of India

Society is the only political association of continuous activity in the Madras
Presidency. 166.

No political results to be apprehended from the actions of the Servants of

India Society, and other Hindu agencies in connexion with the ‘ depressed

classes.* 183.

Anti-Oow-Killins MovBMBNT.—The anti-cow-killing movement has
hither to made no impression in the Madras Presidency and we need not
apprehend any serious trouble from it. 169.

Chitpavans.—The predominance of Brahmans in Government service

does not afford grounds for apprehension as it is considered we may rely on
their enlightened self-interest. 172.

National Congress.—^The political importance of the National Congress

is not so great now as it was 10 or 16 years ago, and at present its attitude,

taiken as a whole, is one of loyalty to the British connexion. 176.

Mr. Carey.—National Congress.—The National Congress does not
exercise any influence in Upper Burma. Knows of no dangerous society in

Burma. 286.

The Eon. Jfr. -National Congress.—So far as his personal
knowledge goes, National Congress exercises no serious influence in Burma.
Knows of no other political society in Burma whose doings Government may
have to take into consideration but there are several small local social societies

the development of which may be expected gradually to acquire a political

colour. 287.

Colonel Earkin.—^National Congress.—Does not think the National
Congress exercises any serious influence in Burma. Knows of no society in

Burma whose doings Government might have to take into consideration. 288.

Mr, Law,—National Congress.—The National Congress exercises no
influence in Burma. Thinks, however, that particular members of the native
community would have to be considered rather than any particular society, as
also possibly one or two Europeans who openly express sympathy with tho
down-trodden and oppressed Asiatics and do incalculable mischief by inciting
them to stand up for their rights. 289.

Lieutenant Oovernor in Council, Eihar and Omso.•—National Con-
gress.—The National Congress has hitherto had very little influence in Bihar
and Orissa, but there may be a change after the next session. 323, 327.

Evidence that the Bihar Students* Association has been captured by
politicians and that its branches are being influenced to support tho Conirress
movement. 823.

®

The importance of the complete local autonomy advocated by the Congress
lies in the fact that the idea has taken hold of the educated and will
gather weight as these increase in number. 329.

.

Am*India*Muslim League —The Muslim League is loyal in Bihar and
Orissa but is of very little political importance. 323.

.

Arta Samaj—Arya Samaj not of much importance in Bihar and
Onssa. 325.

No evidence of co-operation between the leaders in Bihar and those in
other provinoes. 333.
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BU8SIA.

General StatT Appreciation. Appendix J.-Eelations with Russia hare a
very important bearing on military strength of India.

The anarcliy in Persia, which might bring
dUohar,e of oar 'obUgatiom

So
^

long as Anglo-Russian Convention is observed, chance of war with
Russia IS not great. 10.

Addition of 171 battalions and 61 batteries to the Russian armv and the
improvement and expansion of Russian railways in Central Asia. 11.

Colonel -Russians have increased the number of their army
corps to six. Those additional corps are so located that they can be moved to
any quarter, but these olianges need not be considered as being sneoiallv
directed against India. 375.

S P 7

Sir U. .Wo3faAo».—If we removed Afghanistan as a buffer State the
Russians would not hear of any other arrangement except partition. 8201.

The Russians appear to be taking measures which, if continued, will look
as if they desire to force upon us the partition of Persia although the Russian
Goveriiinont maintain that this is not the case. 3219.

In a war with Russia in Afghanistan we could count under the treaty with
Japan on Japanese assistance. 3291.

But it might bo preferable for Japan to operate against Russia in the
northern parts of Manchuria or in other places. 3293.

People of Afghan-Turkistan are very friendly towards the Russians largely

owing to their trade dealings with them. 3303.

We could not keep the Russians out of Afghan-Turkistan if they wanted
to take it. 3305.

If the Russians occupied Afghan-Turkistan they would oome in for the

richest portion of Afghanistan and be so much nearer the portions which are

considered of vital iini)Ortanoo to ourselves. 3307.

Russians would think very deeply before they attempted to dismember
Afghanistan. 3309.

Would fight to keep the Russians out of Seistan. 3133.

In a war with Russia, Nepalese would stick to us until we were absolutely

cleared out. 8015.

Occupation of Chinese Turkistan by Russian troops removes another

buffer and gives Kashmir a Russian frontier. 3764, 3766.

Sir TS. Barrow.—In a war with Russia, Russians would content them-

selves in the first iasfamoe with the occupation of Badakshan, Turkistan, and
the Herat Province unless they were invited to Kabul as allies by the Afghans.

3984.

In a war with Russia, we would have six months to get to Kabul and

Kandahar instead of the few weeks that Army Headquarters contemplate or

assume. 3992.

We can count on the support of the people of India in the event of a

war with Russia, as they would suffer more than anybody else. 8996, 4002.

In a war with Russia would confine advance to Kandahar-Jalalabad plan

but if the people in Afghanistan were friendly and were afraid of Russia, it

would be safe for ns to go to Kabul, but not otherwise. 4004.

Natives of India fear the Russians much jhore than a few of them dislike

us. 3996, 4002.
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In a war with B.ussia would risk alliance with Afghanistan if we Imd
a united people clamouring for our support. 4006.

Would preserve as far as possible the buffer State between Russian and
British territory. 4010.

In the event of partition of Afghanistan would not go beyond Kandahar
and Jalalabad Provinces if it could be avoided. 4018.

Sir Q. Rooa-Keppel .
—^To most of the Nortb-West Prontier tribes Russia

is merely a name. 4824.

Sir J. Whether Russia has Afghanistan with her or not we
must occupy Kabul as soon as possible. -To leave Kabul alone whilst the
Russians consolidated their position in Afghau-Turkistau and made preparations
for crossing the Hindu Kush would mean that the Afghans might or might
not go over to Russia, but would in any case go dead against us. 5343.

Cannot conceive of any situation under which we could not be in Kabul
before the Russians. 5345, 5349.

In the event of war with Russia would not delay the advance on Kabul
until we were asked to go there by the Afghans. 5351, 5353.

If Russia did Afghanistan a really bad turn, and the Afsrhans remained
friendly to us, would send some troops to assist Afghans on Hindu Kush, and
also occupy Kabal-Ghazni-Kandahar line. 5361.

The period that must elapse between an outbreak of war with Russia and
her actual occupation of anything more than Afghan-Turkistan would afford

time for the arrival of re-inforcements from England, provided we had command
of the sea. 6361.

In a war with Russia, supposing Afghanistan more or less friendly, w'ould

trust Afghans but be on guard. 6361.

If we are at war with Afghanistan the friendship or neutrality of Russia
can only be gained by giving her a big share in the spoils. Russia, whether
she be friendly or unfriendly to us, will take Afghan-Turkistan in any circum-
stances. 5363.

Hindu Khush is absolutely bound to be the boundary between India and
Russia m future years, does not look upon it with apprehension because knows
it is coming. 5377.

As regards Afghan Turkistan, questioned the use of saying we could
defend a place to which we cannot get our troops. 5879.

Does not consider it possible that our relations with Russia can continue
on so friendly a footing as to make it safe for us to base the strength of the
Pield Army on this fact alone. 6403.

General Birdtoood ,—In a war with Russia we must occupy Kabul with
least possible delay as it is the key of Afghanistan, the great strategic point of
the country, the centre of its power and all its communications. 7281.

General Hamilton <?oj*don.—Early last year (1911) instructions were
received that the general probability of war with Russia was not to be taken
into account. 13621, 13623, 13625, 13533, 13647.

Have not troubled recently so far as complete plans of operations against
Russda are conoerned, but the strategical study is kept up to ^te and carefully
revised, and on it a complete plan of operations could be very quickly prepared^
more especially as the concentration tables for the preliminary moves would bo
much the same as for a war with Afghanistan. 18664, 18666, 13568, 18570,

On the construction of the Trans-Persian Railway, the state of affairs would
be similar to what would exist if we had a conterminous frontier with Russia.
13798.

The only preparations for operations against Russia prior to 1900, that can
be traced, appear to have taken the form of mobilization orders and time-tables
for the concentration of troops on general mobiliJifttion. 1898R



RUSSIAN RAILWAYS IN ASIA.

Q-enerttl Staff Appreciation,
^
Appendix I.—Central Asian and Orenburg-

Tasbkent lines have had carrying capacity increased by addition of crossing
stations and sidings.

Collection of materials for extension from Saghan to Tormez now
proceeding.

Extension from Omsk through Vyerni to Aria will link the Siberian and
Central Asian systems. 11.

Sir jBT. McMahon.—Trans-Persian Railway must add to the military

and other difidoult problems in India. We benefit ouiselves more by joining in

the present proposal for a Trans-Persian railway on our own terms than by
having hereafter to link up with some other Persian railway system on less

favourable terms. 34i35.

Most important conditions in regard to railway would be alignment,

control, break of gauge, and the conditions regarding any branch lines within

our own sphere which we should insist on constructing ourselves. 34i37.

Line should run along the coast for a considerable distance. 3ii3'3, 3143.

Extension of railway to Termez under consideration for a considerable

time. Railway survey completed from Kaghan to Termez. 37253.

t»AlO
62



SOUTH-EASTERN FRONTIER.

General Siaff^ jipprepiation. Appendix J.—Communications between
Burma and Annam difficult and unfitted for the deployment of even moderate
forces. Length of communications and smallness of forces in Indo-Ohina
prevent any serious offensive by France on this frontier. 35.

Siamese army consists of 10 mixed brigades, organized, equipped and
trained on modem lines. Siam capable of putting into the field some 45,000
men and 120 guns.

Siam usually friendly, and we need fear but little danger from this

quarter*. 36.

Weittbn Evidbnob.

Local Government

:

Burma Government has not very strongly
supported any scheme for railway communication with Siam, but the Lieute>
nant-Governor recently welcomed the undertaking of surveys in order to obtain
further information regarding the practicability of railway construction and the
relative advantages of alternative routes. 303.
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STllA'lEGICAL llAILWAYS ON AND BEYOND FRONTIER

General Staff Appreciation. Jppendis 1.
extensions to Paraehinar and Smatzai. 12.

Work suspended on railway

Trana-rersian Railway renders Bombay-Karaohi standard
an urgent re<iuiromont. 20.

line connexion

Colonel Binglay .—Railheads of frontier linos have
Kohafc, Jamrud and Chamau. 148.

now been pushed on to

Line along Indus from Attoek to Darya Khan will give lateral communi-
cation. 150.

Sir Jflaltwlm (?/-orer.—Oonsidors it desirable to proceed with the Loi-
Shilman and Pnvachinnr railways, the former taking precedence of the latter
Considers alignment advofsated by tluj Foreign Department for the Loi-
Shilman lino preforablo to that proposed by Lord Kitchener. The rails, sleepers,
and h:!dge-;rinh*r.s on rho Loi-Shilmau railway have been removed as f.'»r as it
had been laid. 40.5.

General Bidkir ,—For the Peshawar-Kabul railway prefers the route advo-
cated by the Fondgn Department to that proposed by Lord Kitchener. 1924.

On the northern line it would be absolutely impossible to push on the rail-
way at tbo rate of a mile a day. 1932.

General Aylmer.’-^Conndcva it will bo necessary to proceed with both the
Loi-Shilinnn and Parachinar railways eventually; would take upParachinar line
first ns it gives us a point nearer Kabul than tho other does. For the Peshawar
Kabul Kuhvny would prefer tlu« route advocated by the Foroigu Department.
2597.

Considers the establishment of direct railway communication between
Bombay and Karachi as Iwing of the gr<‘.at ist strafcogCoal importance, and of more
iuiporianoo than tho Loi'fcihiljuaii and Parachinar railways. 2599.

Sir IT. MoMafion .—Tho whole question regarding Persia will bo focussed
and decided by tho Tiv.us- Persian Railway. 3257.

Tlw’ri' senuiR every likelihood of the continuance of auarohy in Persia
until tho Trans-Porsiau 11 dlway materializes. 3201.

Trans-Peiwian Railway mast add to the milita^ and other diflSoult pro-

blems in India. Wo benefit ourselves more by joining In the jsroaent i>roposal

for a Trans-Persian railway on our own terms than by having hereafter to

link up with some other Persian railway system on less favourable terms.

8435.

Most important conditions in regard to railway would be alignment,

oontroh break of gauge, and tho wnditions r^'garding any branch lines within
our own sphere which we should insist on constructiiig ourselves. 3437.

Line should run along tho coast for a considerable distance. 3 139, 3113.

In present cimimsfances considers Parachinar line should take prece-

dence of tho Lol-Shilman line. With regard to tho latter, personally prefers

Loi-Shilman to the river route. 8738.

SirJS. JBtfVTOM,—Would take up the Parachinar railway in preference

to the Loi-SIiil mail railway. With r^ard to the latter prefers line advocated

by PortMgn Department which oould be made quite safe with blookhouses

aaitably luoated and garrisoned by Mohmand levies. 4070.

From a military point of Tiew would consider the Bombay-Smd railway

connexion a« money wasted. 4078.

Sir O. Booa-Keppel.^^Bot a war in Afghanistan Loi-Shilman railway

would almost double our strength, while the Parachinar line would be of great

assistance. Would advocate tho construction on the broad gauge of Kurram
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railway as far as Thai if not to Paraohinar itself, , Por the LohShilmaii railway

prefers the route advocated by Lord Kitchener. 6002.

The improvement of, railway communication is more important for the

defence of the North-West Proritier Province than any increase of garrisons. -

6163.

Sir J, Willcooha .—The completion of the 1st Division area communications
up the Kurram and Khyher should in any case he carried out. 6267.

Had the Loi-Shilman and Parachinar railways been completedi the saving
of expense and time on mobilization would have been great and the saving in
transport animals still greater. 6283.

The development of railway communication has placed us in a much
better position for dealing with Afghanistan than was the case in 1878-80*
and the further extension of our railways would make our task far lighter,

6363.
‘

The^IjQi-Shilman and Parachinar lines are absolutely necessary. Would
certainly advance .the Kohat-Thal line to Parachinar. Ordinarily speaking;;

would have taken the Loi-Shilman line first for which ho prefers. the river route
to that decided on by Lord Kitchener. 6406.

Does not consider that under present circumstances the large expenditure
that would be involved in opening up direct railway communication between
Bombay and Karaobi is jnstifiable. 6407.

Oenerol Birdtoood .—The completion of the Loi-Shilman, and Paraohinar
r^ways woidd tend to remove the handicap on mobilization. 7207, 7281.

E8sential:for us to extend our frontier raUways to the foot of the Peiwar
Kotal, and to our frontier in the direction of Dakka. 7207, 7281.

,

The development of railway commanication in India has put us in a iuuoh
better position fgir d<^ling with A'fglianistan than we were in' during 1878-80.
730i$'.

‘

'

Most desirable to proceed with the Khyher and Paraohinar railways. For
the Loi-Shilman railway prefers tlie route advocated by the Foreign Depart-
xuent to t^t. by Lord jOtohener. 7324.

-
. Oidnrjn,dismantle the Xioi-Shiln^n railway came after Lord Kitchener's

time. 7332t. ,

'
’ Advisahle-io establish direct railway communication between Bombay and

Karachi. Quite possible that it might turn out a success financially. 7836.

In the event of operations beyond the North-West Frontier it is proposed

() On the northern line to use a light railway from near Dakka to
Jalalabad or possibly Nimla. There are certain difiiculties con-
nected with the haulage of railway material through .the Khybei^

. and some of the heavier pieces :^ill have to be sent bv river from
Waisak to Dakka, bui it is hoped these diflloulties wul be over-
come.

() On the central line it is proposed to lay a light railway from Thai to
Paraohinar or possibly Peiwar village.

(o) On the southern line any railway extension that may bo ordered will
. be done on the broad gauge.

Plans of railway opmtious in detail for both (a) and (6) are being
worked out on ^e. assumption^ ...that sufifioient railway material will be at
hand at Landi Khana for (a) so that there will be .no delay or oonlusion in
getting tu yrork on these two lines on the outbreak of wdr.

There are no proposals at plsesent to.use mono-railways, and believes that
exp^i^ments made with these have not proved a success.

On the North-Basb Frontier, so far as can be seen at present^ any railway
extension would be on the metre gauge. 15662.
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Captain Birneg .—By paying the local tribesmen, the Kabul river railway
conld be kept secure in time of war. 8870, 8876.

At present working on a scheme to take a certain amount of railway
material up the road to Xiandi Kotal and, if we want any further railway
extension, we would take rolling stock over and put it down from Dakka to
Jalalabad. 8958.

Could get locomotives over the Khyber. 8962.

Reserves of rails and plant maintained for use in war ;—20 tank engines,
240 general service trucks, 22 brake vans, 139-90 miles of rails and fastenings,
and sleepers for 138-161 miles, 8974.

Sir T. Wynne .—To complete the Kabul river railway up to mile 300 (29
miles from Kacha Garbi) would take about 7^ months. 8862.

If we extended the line and took the river route, it would take about
8 years to bring the railway to Senatzai. To he of any use for war purposes on
this alignment it must be carried there, as there is no place between Warsak a-tkI

Smatzai where a railway terminal base could be formed, 8864, 8884.

For the Kabul railway the best alignment is along the Kabul river. If at
mile 300 the alignment up to Shilman Gakke was adopted by the Loi.Shilman
nullah, it would take about two years to complete a 2' 6' line, and from Shil-
man Gakke, about another year and a half. 8884, 8886.

From Dakka to Kabul it would he impossible to advance the railway at the
rate of a mile a day. 8896.

If wo used a 2' 6' line through, it would reduce the coat very largely, and
at the same time give suiRcient carrying capacity. 8902, 8904, 8906.

Could always borrow stock for 2' 6' line. 8914.

It would take three or four months, or about a third of a mile a day to

construct a line from Dakka to Jalalabad, the trouble is uot in laying the rails

but in making the formation. 8926.

If a cart road is now constructed from Thai to Farachiuar with grades,

curves, and bridging suitable to take a 2' 6*' gauge railway, the rails can be
laid ou this road and the Hue opened up for trafdo in one month's time. If

toad is not made, a 2' O'" line can be laid partly along the river bed under
favourable oonditions iu 3 or 4 months but it would be liable to interruptions

of trafhc in time of floods, in which case the line might be wa^ed away.
8028.

For the Paraohinar railway would prefer a 2' 6" gauge, 8988.

A road to Dakka might be made to take rmls when required. 8936.

Bails could be laid down for the Ohamau to Kandahar line in about 8
months. 8966.

For this railway would continue the present broad gauge line; the material

is already stored at Ohaman. 8970.

For the Bomhay*K«»ohi connexion, if the alignment were taken through

Outch, expenditure would be much reduoed. Otherwise Bombay and Karachi

could not he connected without involving large unproductive expenditure. The
Ctttoh fdignment was abandoned for political reasons. 8976.

The responsibility for constructing new railways beyond the frontier in war
HttiA rests with the Railway Board, and various schemes for this purpose have

been drawn out. It is better to entrust the ponstruotion of such railways to the

railway authorities. 9021.

A rope-way would help us in getting supplies over the Ehyhes t would

pfohalfly have to work it with eleofaricity. 9047.

esSIAXO
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TREATIES, CONV-BNTIONS-AGREEMENTS, ETC.

General ‘Staff Jppreoiation. J.-—Anglo-Japanese Agreement 3.

Agreement with the Amir of Afghanistan. 4.

Protection of Kashmir against external .aggression guaranteed. 6, 27.

Indiau Government pledged to defend special righte and pririleges of

Nepal, Bhutan, and Sikkim States in Tibet.' 6.

Anglo-Russian OouTention equal in importance to agreement with.Jap,fru ;

as. regards Afghanistan, the Oonvention has not yet received the assent of Amir.

Desire to uphold Anglo.^Russian Conrention not universe in either

England or Russia. , , •

Anglo-Ruseian Oonvention being acted upon by the two contracting par-

ties. 10,13/22.' ^ .

Treaty with the Nizam of Hyderabad re troops for safety of Ms. person and
' J^nppressibn of disorder in Ms dominions. 124.

Ancient h^ty for the protection of the Gaikwar of Baroda. 108.
" '

' Generfl^, -JLylmer.—In regard to the Agreement wifii Afghanistan cannot
regard any agreement between a civilized and a barbafdTls''Power as satisfactory.

2633..
'

'

Considers that alliance with Afghanistan will prove disastrous to us. 2347.

Sir S. McMahon .—The policy of His Majesty’s Government is to

endeavour to maintain and strengthen the present entente with Russia on the

basis of our Oonvention. 3197.

. We are only called upon to give the Amir assistance if he follows our
advice. 3207, 3227.

The Amir has never consented to the Afghan clauses of the Anglo-Russian
Convention and will never probably do so. 3218, 3289, 8241.

Anglo*Japanese AlHanoe in conjunction "with Anglo-Russiaa Convention
is a strong faotqr for peace. 3231, 3237.

"Validity of Anglo-Russian Convention not at present affected by the -Amir
not having subscribed to it, but it is doubtless open to Russia in the future to

,

question its validity on this ground. 3239,

A party of Grand Dukes, etc. in Russia who would like to see the Conven-
tion set aside. 3243.

It wilThe to the increasing interest of Russia for many years to come to
paintadn a friendly understau^ng with us. 8279.

In the .Treaty with Japan, the phrase Eastern Asia and India ” includes
.Afghanistan. 8289.

Por the purposes of the present enquiry,- the Anglo-Japanese Agreement
and the Anglo-Russian Oonvention are likely to prove of equal permanence.
8295.

, ^

The Agreement with the Amir has the very highest value. He is never
likely to break the Agreement as long as we ourselves adhere to it. 8297.

Our obligations in respect of Afghanistan should be carried out to the
letter. 8393. .

-

' Sir Jf. Borrow.:—In a war with Russia would risk alliance with Afghanis-

^
tan if we had a united people clamouring for our support. 4000.

. Sir J. TFiMcooAs.—In regard to Afghanistan, a nation so treacherous and
^rbargus k^ps no agreements and only acknowledges superior force. 8^1.
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UNfiEST AND SEDITION.

General Staff Appreciation. Appendix l.^Qrowth of sedition. Effect of
the victory of Japan over Russia awakened long-slumbering national aspira-
tions and a hatred of European domination.

^

Sedition in India encouraged by attitude of certain politicians at Home.
Agitation for political independence in India varies from («) the same

degree of autonomy as the self-governing Dominions, to (ii) complete revolution
and independence.

No political propaganda can rouse the people from their apathy unless it
is associated with religion. Promoters of sedition therefore careful to find
religious motives for their activities.

Leaders of extremist movement have made a study of anarchical method^
and extremists work on the fears of the timorous by assassination, bomb-throw-

- ing, and political dacoities.

Considerable supply of revolvers has been distributed throughout the
country. Cargoes of rifles could probably be landed at some of the smaller
ports, more especially at places like Goa and Pondicherry. 43.

Sikhs have to some extent succumbed to influence of political agitators,

and can no longer be implicitly relied on. 59.

Sikhs have taken up questions of education and social reform and joined
in general outcry for greater local autonomy. Propaganda of sedition inoul-
catod by native Press dotio much to undermine Sikh loyalty. 60.

Colonel Agitators wlio * get at ’ agricultural population indirectly
* get at ’ the troops. 249.

Wliolo idea of agitators is ** India for the Indians *' hut the more moderate
of the agitators hope India will enjoy the same degree of independence as our
self-governing dominions possess. 201.

Writings and speeches of political agitators disclose fact that they have
4ituclicd methods of Italian and Prench revolutionists. Political agitators incite

people to anarchy and violence and compare the British to the Moghuls. 263.

Underlying idea is, Punjab for the Sikhs, Bengal for the Bengalis, etc.,

26B.

Ilj'forrncrs are swept off their feet and become extremists. 267,

_
Qo-operation of the civil and military authorities in obtaining information

regorMng the spread of sedition in India generally and in the army. 284.

Ovcnvludraing evidence to shew that in the Deccan, the Punjab and Bei^al
there is a distinct nationalist movement directed against British rale. 805.

Seditionists are adopting new methods. Spread of education increasing the
aspirations of the people. 809.

Danger of combination against British rule largely counteracted by tbe

rivalries and religious differences of the various dasses. But although classes

arc divided they arc always ready to unite whenever it is a case of European
venue Indian. 333, 887.

Mubammadans may be swayed by a series of circumstances outside India

about which we may be powerless, and are therefore . more.daz^gcious than the

Hindus. S45.

Docs not consider that Muhammadans would go against us in the event of

a general rising ; Muhammadan sentiment against Sikhs and Hindus. 848.

Major JaeitAon.—Agitators now cloak their methods under the ^ise vi

social progress, and use aU sorts of societies as stalking horses to try to get

at tlie troops. These methods just as efficacious as < more direct methods and

add to difficulty of getting hold of agitators and convicting them. 325.
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The people are now prejudiced and suspicious. '527.

Common ground upon which Hindus and Muhammadans might unite.

In the annulment of the partition of Bengal Muhammadans imagined that

their interests had been sacrificed to appease Hindu agitation. 350.

Sir M. Grover.—The fact that the Japanese beat the Russians has had
an influence on thfe country generally. 416.

Sir 0. Cleveland.—Muhammadan population is inflLammable, and he would
not be surprised if Young Muhammadan, movement drove it to take action.

953.

Considers we are going to get a rather dangerous class of Young Muham-
madans who have not yet settled what their policy is to he. Cannot imagine
combination between Muhammadans and Hindus, hut that does not necessarily

mean that there may not he a Muhammadan danger. 959.

Exhibition of weakness ou the part of Government might have the effect

of combining them. 963.

In the event of a Sikh outbreak it would be bad statesmanship if we
could not get Muhammadans to rally to us. 967.

So long as we are not hopelessly involved in Europe, nothing but weak
government would tempt the Indian people to combine. 969.

The Press Act has had a tremendous effect ; men who wish to write open
sedition cannot stay in India in safety. 1083.

Agitators using temperance and other apparently innocent movements as

a cloak for anti-British work. 1113, 1115.

Ihe year 1904 saw the begfinning of a movement, we are now at the end
of it. 1179.

It was due to the deportations of Lajpat Rai and Ajit Singh that readiness

to act openly declined after 1907. 1185.

The deportations of 1908 shewed that the Government meant business, blit

their effect was a little spoilt by the knowledge that they did not command the
sympathy of the people at Home. 1187.

The agitators in 1907 expected the army to get excited and to take sides

with them, or at any rate to refuse to act against them. 1197, 1) 99.

In India there are very few real fanatics who would move from sheer
hatred of the Government. 1201.

If we were at war on the Indian frontier and met with some disaster, we
should have a number of other people to deal with. 1203.

Does not think the great bulk of the population has been seriously affected
by sedition. 1274.

There are a good many instances of political preachers being sent out in the
gmse of eadhus, hut there is no reason for thinking that the genuine fnkire^
fogie, etc., have taken wholesale to political or anti-British preaching as part
of their religion or professional stock-in-trade. 1808.

Afr. J'awfow.—The measures taken by the Goverumeut, the Press Act.
Seditious Meetings Act, etc., have entirely suppressed any possibility of serious
agitation j hut there will, of course, always he secret intrigue. 1670.

In the event of disaffection, the stronger the policy the better, nothing
letting disloyal people believe they are considered to be loyaL

Sikhs would like to he supreme in the Punjab, whereas Hindus would like
to wield a general influence over the whole of Tndia., 1704,

‘Prment object of the Muhammadans is only to secure lar^ recognition
without actually supplantmg British supremacy. 1766.

*

Muhammadans dwell considerably on the Turoo-Italian war. 1774,

^ ^ binding cause to unite aU communities
together to move against us ; at present knows of none. 1798.
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All that is required is that the Government should take strong action
against disaffection. I'SIO. .

Mr. Wheeler.—Muhammadains resent any imputation that the interests of
any members of their religion are not the interests of all. 2113, 2115.

Turco*Italian War has had a somewhat disturbing effect on Mnba.'mmflila.ng
in the United Provinces. 2217.

7oung Muhammadans inclined to advocate in Muhapamadan interests
action similar to that of Hindus. 2223.

General Jplmer. general unrest among the educated classes is likely
to go on increasing till something forcible happens which will give it a check.
2603.

A Muhammadan rising would he more dangerous than a Hindu rising.

2767.

Mr. Lovett.—Possibility of a temporary rapprochement between Hindus
and Muhammadans, but does not believe in a permanent allianoe between them.
2866 (ahnexure), 3007.

Poes not think the Young Muhammadans will ever get all the power
they want. 2886.

Young Muhammadans might like to, but would not think seriously of
getting rid of British rule. 2890.

ITothing has influenced the people of India as to their political future

more than the victory of Japan over Bussia. 2937 (Annexure).

. Sir S. McMahon.—^Any attempt to impair or destroy the integrity of

Afghanistan will be bitterly resented by Muhammadans throughout the world
and more ospeoiolly by those of India. 3197.

The advent of the Baghdad Railway to the shores of the Persian Gulf is

.
likely to bavo but small effect on Indian Muhammadans. A jihad started by
the Amir would stir up not only the border tribes but disturb the Muhamma-
dans of the whole of India. 3515.

The tendency to look to the Sultan is declining and the Muhammadans pf

India and Afghanistan are gradually coming to consider the Amir as the Head
of Islam. 3563, 3667, 8569.

Turoo-Italian War has had a great effect on Indian Mahammadan8^
8682, 3086.

Hindus more dangerous than Muhammadans. 3696, 3698.

Sir B. B0rrot^.<-*Since 1904 seditionists have iworked in collaboration and
produced the present unfavourable'situation. 4084.

We could suppress sedition, given firmness on the part of the Government
and a wise policy. 4096.

Muhammadans undoubtedly look more to Constantinople than to the Amir.
4290.

The Hindu agitator will take advantage of any Muhammadan unrest
or discontent. 4294.

The further apart we keep Hindus and Muhammadans the better. 4294.

Muhammadan danger greater than the Hindu. 4296.

Sir G. Eoo8»Keppel.-^Ii we had a revolt on the part of the Sikhs and
Hindus, and we wanted the frontier tribes they would oome in thousandsi bring
their own arms, and pay their own expenses. 4960.

Sir L, Willeooke.—The internal situation in India today is, from a military

..point of; view^ better than it was in 1904 and 1907 because we all realize that

sedition and unrest exist and wU] remain, and knowledge is power. 5409.

Only the hudily- educated Muhammadans look muoh to the Saltan of

.Turkey. 5667.

WXAXO «4
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Governor in Gonncil^ Bombay.—The schools aad colleges anutially turn

out a large number of youths into whose minds hostility has been instilled and
who have been led to believe that they could and ought to assume the govern-

ment of the country, and further, the great spread of primary education which
is taking place will in no long time render a far greater proportion of the

population accessible to seditious propaganda than at present. 6845 (An-
nexure II, paragraph 22).

The necessity for retaining the present powers of controlling the Press are

manifest. 6863 (Annexure 11, paragraph 22).

Sedition in India may be said to have three objects :

—

a) Assassination of Government officials with the idea of coercing

Government to ntake political concessions. Conspiracies with
this object may be either local or may have ramihoations all over

India.

(2) A propaganda of disloyalty in the native army.

(3) Attempts to stir up the civil population to revolt, which if not
promptly quelled, might spread to serious dimensions.

(21 and (3) have mainly to be considered and (8) could not be serious in

ordinary times if (2) proved unsuccessful. Complications in Europe are the

main hope of the seditious party in India, and even if the situation at Home
was not really critical, wild exaggerations brought to bear upon an ignorant

population which had been previously prepared might produce dangerous un-
rest. 6888 (Annexure II, paragraph 21).

While isolated and disjointed political unrest and disturbance will usually

be the work of Hindu malcontents, organized and widespread disaffection may,
in favourable conditions, result from Musalman influence. 6915 (Annexure
II, paragraph 7).

Although at the present moment there is an apparent cessation of the
revolutionary movements of the last few years, it must not be supposed that

activities of this nature have been permanently abandoned. On the contrary,

there are signs that seditions organizations are only in abeyance and that, if at

any time political agitation is revived, anarchist outrages will follow in its

train. In the meantime, it must be assumed that the attempt to bring local

centres of sedition into touch still proceeds. 6721 (Aunexure II, paragraph
20).

History has plainly shown that the Muhammadan religion is capable of over-
riding differences of race and hereditary traditions of hostility and of combining
its heterogeneous followers in a common movement to an extent that is possible

to no other religion. Sectarian differences, however numerous, and racial pre-
judices, which in India are profound, may be sunk in a combined movement
under Muhammadan leadership, but it is almost impossible to imagine a combi-
nation of circumstances which would render joint action under Hindu leader-

• ship and organization remotely conceivable. If a lead is ever to be taken in India
in a united national movement, that lead must almost inevitably proceed from

—

or at least be dependent upon—the support of Islam. 6915 (Annexure 3T,
paragraph 7).

The possibilities of
^

Muhammadan unrest depend largely on circum-
stances external to India, and the Bombay Government believe that it is

difficult at this moment to exaggerate the great and growing importance in
their effect upon Mnsalman opinion and feeling in certain paite of India of
current evente in Europe and in Persia. The growth of a homogeneous senti-
ment among Muhammadans is a factor which will become increasingly difficult
as time goes onand it is one which cannot specially be imored in any reasonable
forecast of the measures necessary for securing internal peace in the various
provinces of India whenever either external mmaoe is present or local
troubles occur. 6920 (Annexure II, paragraph 8).

Of the utmost importance that there should never be any weakening of
the British element in the personnel of the Imperial Civil Services, 0964
(Annexure IT, paragraph 9).
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Jfr. Cnriia.-^ The method of some agitators in using the temperance move-
ment as a cloak for spreading disafPection is helped by the utterances of some
missionaries and other lEuropeans who think that the Government has been
slack in encouraging temperance. 664i8.

Tilak’s removal had great effect ; he is a born leader, and trouble is anti-
cipated in the Bombay Presidency when he is released. Regards Tilak as
most dangerous to British interests. 6771, 6773.

Does not think Mr. Gokhale has that intense and absolute hatred for the
white man that Tilak has. Gokhale is willing to work with the white man hut
Tilak is so hitter that one cannot parley with him. 6810.

Tilak’s influence is unimpaired, and when he is released he will he received
with the greatest possible enthusiasm. 6822, 6824.

Hopes to see a careful watch kept in order to see that extremist views are
not preached to students by the educational staff. 6842.

Havo had a great deal of trouble with plays because the actors * gag ’ con-
tinually. The censorship of printed or manuscript copies of the plays is thus
rendered useless on account of this * gagging.* Some time ago these plays
exercised much influence, but they are now censored as much as possible.

6869, C871.

Tlio movement in favour of political assassination has been abandoned, but
can never tell when it will come up again. The police have been able to stop
assassinations which would otherwise have taken place thus leading to the
abandonment of the policy, and the police have now a thorough grip of the
situation. 6886, 6889.

Does not think that the Turco-Italian War, events in Morocco and the state

of affairs in Persia had much influence oh Bombay Presidency Muhammadans.
69X5.

Tlie working of the Arms Act is satisfactory in Bombay. It might he
desirable to maho everybody take out licenses for arms. There should be no
exceptions. Should not of course prevent the possession of guns by those legiti-

mately entitled to have them, but there should be no leakage in the application

of the Arms Act. The registration of arms should be either free or a small

fee charged to cover its working. 6932, 6934, 6936-

Tho idea of having an inspector in every district belonging to the Criminal

Investigation Bepartment to cncpiirc into the character and teaching of the

schoolmasters is worth consideration. 6845.

Mr, Kennedy^—^Tlie last political assassination was engineered from India

House, London. 6888.

The educated minority of Muhammadans in the Bombay Presidency discuss

the Turco-ItalianWar because they are interested in it. Would add in regard

to Morocco, Persia, and the Tripolitan War, that educated Muhammadans are

asking why Great Britain cannot intervene to protect Muhammadans now as in

years gone by when Turkey was threatened. 6916.

The Muhammadans of India have no real community of interest and are

not a homogeneous body. They are, of course, one in religion, but not in

habits. They Iwld the Amir in great respect. 6920, 6924.

Of the utmost importance that there should never be any weakening

of the British element iu the personnel of the Imperial Civil Services from

which the British staffs are manned, more partioularly in those of the Indian

OivE Service and the police. 6965.

Mr, Bug^e9^Buller,—Hindus distrust Muhammadans too much to take

ihem into the Samitis. 7800.

Local autonomy advocated hy the Congr^ is certainly a serious and

dangerous aspiration. 7829.

Major jETIff.—‘There is still a feeling of unrest, and there always must be,

and the better educated the people become, the greater will become the unrest.

11860.
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Colonel The events of 1907, the sedition-monger, the length of the

var in South Africa, the Japanese War, education and religious activity in

India, have all tended to awaken thoughts which did not exist before, and
cannot be smothered. Thoughts that the native soldier is equal to or better

than the British soldier and that the educated native is equal to the white man,
are spreading through the country. 13235.

Wmtten Evidence.

Xtientenant-Oovernor in Coimeil, Bihar and Om«o.->-Indioations are not
wanting that an under-current of anti-European feeling is growing in the
Northern part of Bihar and Orissa. 823.

The tendency of certain newspapers in Bihar and Orissa, as well as of a
large and important section of the Calcutta Press, is to lower the prestige of

European officials. 823, 831.

Though there \ms a certain degree of sympathy with Turkey in the war
with Italy, and though a certain number of Muhammadans were disposed to

consider that more active exertions might have been made to prevent the
spoliation of Turkey, there was no indication of any general unrest or of any
feeling of hostility to Government on that account. 837, 339.

As a body,' the Muhammadans of Bihar and Orissa are backward and they

take little interest in general politics or in matters which do not directly concern
themselves. Some of the younger members of the educated section of the com-
munity, especially those who have been in England, have always shown a more
or less active sympathy with the National Congress but there is no outward sign

yet of any general tendency to support it, or to take common action with
the Hindus in political matters. 337.

With few exceptions, the Native Press in Bihar and Orissa is of little

importance. The Biharee has been publishing a series of articles tending to
excite a bitter feeling against tbe indigo planters, and it is also prone to attack
the public actions of Government servants. It has not been necessary to utilize

the Press Act in Bihar and Orissa. 841.

On the whole, the Arms Act works satisfactorily in Bihar and Orissa but it

has certain defects which have been brought to the notice of Government. More
stringent restrictions are needed in the case of revolvers, automatic pistols and
repeating rifles. 848.
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WASTAGE IN WAR.

Akihals.

General Aflmer^^OimBtsU StafiP estamatea of war waafcagea for offioera and
men of the Field Army too high, and those for horaea of the Field Army and
for internal defence troops too low. 2810.

General J&irdwood.—^ln addition to the 81,800 mules adwaya maintained
27,000 would be required to cover requirements on mobilization and a year’s
wastage. 7023.

The annual wastage in horseflesh is estimated as follows

British cavalry ... ... ... 60 per cent.

Artillery ... ... ... 85 ,,

Native cavalry ... ... ... 80 „ „
but inclined to think that these figures are pitched too low and would suggest
that the basis of calculation should be

Artillery ... ... .•« 80 per cent.

Cavalry ... ... ... 00 „ ,,

15235, 16263, 15257, 16201, 16281.

Statement sbowing approximate wastage in horseflesh in various wavs.
15253, 15260.

General Jlamilton Gordon .—In preparing the figures for war wastage,
thoso laid down in Field Service Regulations, whioh are prepared by the
Imperial General Staff, are accepted. 18907.

3t»jor Anneeley.—A bullock corps would have to be replaced in a year.

10002.

llwj wastage in camels would be about the same as that of bullocks. 16094,

I
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WASTAGE IN WAE.

Mbn.

Omeral General Staff estimates of war wastages for officers and
men of the Field Army too high, and those for horses of the Field Army and
for internal defence troops too low. 2810.

Would have *750 reservists for each infantry battalion to meet deffioienoies

on mobilization and wastage for a year. 8203, 8356, 8371.

If you add the reservists to the present peace establishment there are not
enough men to cover wastages in war. 8353.

Sir JS. IBarrow,—Does not agree with the General Staff estimate of
casualties among British officers during the first year of a war. 4470.

General The wastage of British oflRoers with native regiments
is under-estimated, as such officers from their colour alone must always be
conspicuous. 7421, 7427.

Surgeon General SIoggetL^Ahle to meet the requirements of an army
in the field for six weeks as regards medical officers. 10214.

Estimates wastage in one year amongst fighting troops at 60 per oont.

10865.

Considers the General Staff estimates of 80 per cent, wastage among officers

as rather excessive. 10369.

Magor Mill*—In a war with Afghanistan or the tribes, the rasualtif's

amongst British officers would be heavier than they wore in previous cam-
paigns, as the Afghans and tribesmen are bettor armed than they were. 1109 !•.

Colonel Dnnateroille.—In case of war, o isualtios among British officers

would be very heavy and it would therefore be dangerous to reduce the peace
strength, and further it would be more necessary then ever to have a roservo

of officers to fall hack upon. 11418.

General Samilton Gordon.—In preparing the figures for war wastage, those
laid down in Field Service Biegulations, which are prepared by the Imperial
General Staff, are accepted. 13957.

Wastage is calculated on the troops concentrated for the commencomont
of a campaign and on reinforcements from the dates on which they are estimated

to have joined the Field Army. 13957.

Due allowances are undt rstood to have been made in tho figures of the
Imperial General Staff for the recovery of a certain proportion of the wounded
and sick. 13967.

The oaloulntions in the Field Service Regulations were based on all tho
big European campaigns fur which there are figures, including the Na|;K>loouio

campaigns. 13953.

It is more or less easy to find figures giving the numbers of killed and
wounded and sometimes of sick and those who recovered from wounds or
sickness, hut the numbers of those who were missing or deserted, or disappeared
for various other reasons do not appear to have boon kept in accessible form.
13088,

For purposes of our calculations it must be assumed that officers, British
and native, will come into the same percentage of casualties. 13992,

Colonel Bamitton,—Reservists would be moved up in drafts to keep the
battalion which was on field service up to its normal strength. 14691.

891A1CU6.-.S7-1 18,~ecBP Simla.
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